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CHAPTER ONE:  INTRODUCTION 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Success in inspiring individuals to adopt long-term health behavior change 

continues to elude health care professionals. Despite best efforts to improve the 

nation's level of exercise participation and adherence, few Americans participate 

in leisure physical activity at all and fewer still participate at a level sufficient to 

elicit health improvements (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2003). 

Research confirms the health benefits of exercise and that the population is 

knowledgeable of these benefits (United States Department of Health and 

Human Services, 1996). Still, exercise participation and program adherence is 

low.   

Characteristics of specific exercise activities, the experience of movement, 

and possible alternatives to traditional exercise activities have drawn less 

attention in research, although these aspects may offer some insight into exercise 

adherence. These aspects may be of particular assistance in efforts to promote 

health changes among women, because current health promotion messages are 

often problematic in relation to body ideals for women. 

Health promotion messages are infused with the meaning that women’s 

bodies are problematic and in desperate need of repair (Duncan, 1994; Markula, 
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1995). The pervasiveness of this message as well as the way it has been 

internalized has led researchers to identify body concern in women as a 

normative discontent (Rodin, Silberstein, & Striegel-Moore, 1985). The current, 

culturally ideal, female figure, which occurs naturally in only 5-10% of the 

population, is physiologically impossible for most women to attain.  However, 

medical and fitness authorities are relentless in their insistence that it is not only 

possible to reshape the body as desired, but it is as simple as finding the “right” 

exercise program or product (Fraser, 1997).    

This message is compounded by the cultural belief that women are 

unhealthy, undesirable, and unsuccessful if they deviate from the thin, physically 

fit ideal.  Mass media portray women with the ideal physical form as confident, 

attractive, and successful in work and other relationships, while obesity has 

come to symbolize lack of control, laziness, and self-indulgence (Wilfley & 

Rodin, 1995).  In this culture, health has become synonymous with thinness and 

muscle tone, which is synonymous with virtue (Ehrenreich, 1992). Despite 

research findings asserting that healthy bodies come in a variety of shapes and 

sizes, health care professionals routinely recommend weight loss based on 

weight alone, without regard to lifestyle, health behavior, or other measures of 

fitness (Gaesser, 1996; Schroeder, 1992). Therefore, holding vigilance to rigorous 
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regimes of physical activity and diet are behaviors held in highest regard in 

American society (Fraser, 1997; Robison, 1997). 

However, a high regard for diet and exercise regimes based on the false 

association of thinness and with health and virtue does not necessarily promote a 

healthy approach to exercise.  A woman’s experience of her body is not separate 

from the act of exercise. Internalized judgment and self-consciousness about her 

body often drive a woman’s choices about exercise and affect her exercise 

experiences. 

A primary motivation for initiating an exercise program is the pursuit of 

thinness, not good health (Wilfley & Rodin, 1995).  For exercising women, 

negative feelings about the body inhibit the enjoyment of the activity (Frederick 

& Shaw, 1995). In addition to self-criticism and judgment when viewing their 

own bodies, many women experience anxiety when faced with the possibility of 

observation or judgment by others.   Researchers describe this as social physique 

anxiety (SPA), a concern that affects women’s choices about where and how to 

exercise, what to wear while exercising, and indeed, whether to exercise at all 

(Lantz, Hardy, & Ainsworth, 1997). In some women, the physical and social 

environment of the group exercise class introduces or exacerbates body concerns. 

In addition, exercise programs can foster an obsessive relationship to the body 

(Davis, Fox, Cowles, Hastings, & Schwass, 1990). 
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Traditional exercise programs often perpetuate the issues identified 

above. Their approaches to health and fitness are product- or outcome-oriented 

as they emphasize the physical dimension over other aspects of wellness.   Even 

though a focus on external goals is less likely to support long-term lifestyle 

behavioral changes, the path to health through traditional exercise most often 

encourages an extrinsic orientation—one that defines success through measures 

of fitness, rigid adherence to exercise guidelines, and the achievement of a 

culturally determined "look of health." Yet, some researchers question whether 

this extrinsic style of program design and method of instruction is most effective, 

in the best interest of their clients, and supportive of healthy behavior changes 

(Field & Steinhardt, 1992; Kern & Baker, 1997; Kimiecik & Lawson, 1996; 

Robison, 1997). 

In contrast, alternative or complementary orientations to health care and 

fitness, referred to as mind/body, are gaining in popularity and acceptance 

(Eisenberg et al., 1998; Eisenberg et al., 1993). The content and design of the 

mind/body class go beyond a focus on physical movement to include aspects of 

wellness such as emotion, creative expression, and social connection within the 

class session.  Although an increasing number of people are seeking alternative 

approaches to health, few researchers have investigated the mind/body 

experience in exercise. 
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PHILOSOPHICAL ORIENTATION OF RESEARCH 

Despite the increasing interest in considering health and fitness more 

broadly, the dominant research methodologies in exercise science and health 

promotion continue to focus on and objectify the body. The health professional’s 

approach to movement is through the kinesiological, the physiological and the 

anatomical.  "During the course of experimentation and observation the 

individual comes to be regarded as an organism capable of being manipulated.  

He becomes a thing or an object in the eyes of the other” (italics mine) (Kleinman, 1972 

p. 176).  

While this perspective may inform an understanding of physiologic 

responses to exercise, it does not inform how one experiences one’s body in 

movement.   This orientation rarely considers the meaning, experience, or context 

of the body for the participant. For women, the culture strongly influences, if not 

defines, bodily experience, and therefore plays an important role in 

understanding health behavior, particularly a body-focused behavior such as 

exercise (Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997).   This study attempts to address the 

limitations of dominant methodologies and to account for the ways in which 

women’s bodily experiences affect their participation and adherence to exercise 

practices. 
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PURPOSE 

The present study seeks to explore women’s feelings about their bodies, as 

well as their experiences in and around exercise. To support an orientation to 

health behavior that is meaningful to the individual necessitates an 

understanding of the experience of the body from within the context of the 

participant and her constructed meaning of the exercise experience. As the 

experience of health is inextricably tied to the experience of the individual and 

does not exist separate from the person, a qualitative method will be used to 

explore the relationship of body image to the exercise experience.  

The Interactive Qualitative Analysis (IQA) research method will be used 

in this study.  IQA is a systems approach to qualitative research developed by 

Northcutt, and McCoy (2004) at the University of Texas at Austin.  IQA uses 

group and individual interview processes to produce and analyze data involving 

study participants in a collaborative way.  This phenomenological approach of 

the study offers a unique perspective to health education and promotion by 

examining behavior in terms of the participants’ awareness and meaning of 

movement and the body.   In other words, "It's to be open to gestures and action; 

it's the grasping of being and acting and living in one's world” (Kleinman, 1972 

p.176). 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1) What are the affinities associated with body image and exercise 

experience in women who do a mind/body type of group exercise? 

2) What are the affinities associated with body image and exercise 

experience in women who do a traditional style of group exercise? 

3) What are the affinities associated with body image and group exercise in 

women who do not exercise? 

4) What are the relationships among the affinities in women who do 

mind/body exercise? 

5) What are the relationships among the affinities in women who do 

traditional exercise? 

6) What are the relationships among affinities in women who do not 

exercise? 

7) How do the systems of affinity relationships compare among the three 

groups? 

SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 

As more research findings are supporting a connection between a person’s 

thoughts and emotions and their physical health, those in the health professions 

are invited to ask new questions and explore health behavior and promotion in 

new and innovative ways.  We might consider whether it is helpful to assume 
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that a behavior is healthy regardless of its meaning to the actor, or whether the 

participant holds the same meaning of a health behavior as the health 

professional (Fahlberg & Fahlberg, 1990). This study acknowledges the 

importance of the meaning of health behavior for the person involved and gives 

voice to the experience of women and their bodies in exercise. 

Also, given the cultural pressure for women to adopt a particular body 

size and shape, it would be useful to consider women’s body image in the 

context of a body-focused activity such as group exercise. What we discover may 

inform a way to introduce exercise that considers individual experience and as a 

result promotes a positive relationship to the body and to exercise behavior.    By 

listening to the experience of participants we may help facilitate change that is 

meaningful and relevant to their understanding of health.  

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Affinities:  Categories, set of textual references that have an underlying common 

meaning or theme, synonymous to factors or topics (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004). 

Axial coding:  In the IQA process, axial coding refers to the refinement of the 

organization and description of the affinities within the context of the other 

categories.  This deductive process is achieved through group discussion and 

consensus and ends with a narrowing of the categories and formation of sub-

affinities if needed (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004). 
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Body image:  The image of the body that a person sees with the mind’s eye; it is 

the image of the body that allows a person to know about emotions, sensations, 

bodily needs, and appetites, and to negotiate the physical environment; it’s the 

image of the body that a person hears as she listens to her inner speech 

(Hutchinson, 1994). 

Exercise:   A subset of physical activity that includes planned, structured, and 

repetitive bodily movement done to improve or maintain one or more 

components of physical fitness (Caspersen, Powell, & Christienson, 1985).  

Inductive coding:  Also known as open or emergent coding.  In the IQA process, 

inductive coding describes the initial identification and naming of affinities 

(Northcutt & McCoy, 2004). 

Interactive Qualitative Analysis (IQA):  A method of doing qualitative research, 

which uses group process methods to produce and analyze qualitative data.  IQA 

is influenced by phenomenology, social constructivism and grounded theory 

(Northcutt & McCoy, 2004). 

Interrelationships Diagram (IRD):  A table that represents the relationships 

among the affinities.  The IRD displays arrows that show whether each affinity in 

a pair is a cause or an effect, or if there is no relationship between the affinities in 

the pair (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004). 
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Mind/Body exercise:  Physical activity executed with a focused, internally 

directed mindset and/or a meditative component (IDEA, 1993). 

Physical activity:  Any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that 

results in energy expenditure (Caspersen et al., 1985). 

Physical fitness:  A set of attributes that people have or achieve that are related 

to the ability to perform physical activity.  Physical fitness can be either health- 

or skill-related.  Health-related components include cardiorespiratory endurance, 

muscular endurance, muscular strength, body composition, and flexibility 

(Caspersen et al., 1985).   

Systems Influence Diagram (SID):  A schematic representation of the 

relationships among the affinities. The diagram is a visual representation of an 

entire system of influence and outcomes, and is created by representing the 

information present in the IRD (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004). 

DELIMITATIONS 

The population of this study is limited to women aged 35-55 years old.  

Women represent the majority of participants in organized exercise classes and 

college-aged women are most often used as subjects for studies.  There are new 

and different sport and fitness opportunities available to college aged women 

today.  Older women may have different experiences with exercise and have 

different criteria for choosing exercise.  Women of this age range would come 
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into an exercise program with different past exercise experiences and body 

experiences from other populations, including younger women and all aged 

men.  Furthermore, generalization of the findings may be limited to women of 

this age range who have access to exercise facilities similar to those from which 

the volunteers were drawn.  

LIMITATIONS 

This study was limited to those who volunteered to participate in the 

focus group and individual interview sessions.  Those who volunteer may reflect 

a segment of the population who are more opinionated about the phenomena as 

well as those who are more willing to share their thoughts, feelings and beliefs.  

The IQA research technique supports group participation in a safe, non-

competitive manner.  IQA invites participation while minimizing dominance of 

the conversation by those with stronger personalities. Individuals who chose 

particular exercise orientations may be inherently different; this study offers a 

way to observe and define these potential differences in a safe environment.   
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CHAPTER TWO:  LITERATURE REVIEW 

EXERCISE AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

The impact of physical activity on population health 

The United States Public Health Service named physical fitness and 

exercise as an area of major concern to the population.  A recent report of the 

surgeon general states that obesity and overweight have reached epidemic 

proportions and are fast becoming the leading causes of preventable death in the 

United States. Primary causes for this trend include inadequate exercise and 

excess caloric consumption (United States Department of Health and Human 

Services, 2001).   In 2000, the second most common actual cause of death was 

poor diet and physical inactivity, contributing to 400,000 deaths in the United 

States (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2000). 

In addition, exercise has a favorable impact on many conditions that affect 

public health from disease prevention to treatment of existing disease (Bouchard, 

Shepard, & Stephens, 1993; Powell, Spain, Christienson, & Mollencamp, 1986), to 

the support of positive, healthy lifestyle and enhancement of functional capacity 

in the elderly (Shepard, 1993).  

For example, the relationship between cardiovascular disease (CVD) and 

level of physical activity has been studied in various settings and populations 
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with findings supporting an inverse relationship between disease and level of 

physical activity (CDC, 1993).  Physical activity protects against the development 

of CVD and also favorably modifies CVD risk factors, including high blood 

pressure, blood lipid levels, insulin resistance, and obesity. Regular endurance 

exercise may prevent or delay the onset of high blood pressure and reduce blood 

pressure in those with essential hypertension.   

Physical activity may serve to protect against other diseases as well.  It 

may prevent osteoporosis and fractures and help to manage low back pain 

through increased strength and flexibility.  Regular exercise has been associated 

with a reduced risk of colon cancer.   For diabetics, exercise may help to regulate 

glucose level and may lower the risk of developing non-insulin dependant 

diabetes mellitus. 

Despite inconsistencies in the operational definitions of psychological 

health, psychosocial outcomes, and physical activity, positive relationships have 

been established between both chronic and acute exercise and several aspects of 

psychological well-being (Bouchard, Shepard, & Stephens, 1993; Scully, Kremer, 

Meade, Graham, & Dudgeon, 1998).   Self-esteem is positively related to exercise, 

as is self-efficacy.  In addition, exercise has a positive effect on depression; 

exercise is associated with a decrease in mild to moderate depression.  However, 

in cases of excessive amounts of training, exercise seems to increase depression.  
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Both acute and chronic exercise reduces levels of anxiety and continuous aerobic 

exercise seems to be more beneficial than resistance exercise.  Involvement in 

exercise programs that last at least 15 weeks demonstrate a reduction in trait 

anxiety.  With respect to state anxiety, while exercise has a beneficial effect, it 

may not be any more beneficial than other known anxiety treatments, such as 

relaxation and meditation (Bouchard et al., 1993).  

These health benefits of exercise are widely accepted (Bouchard et al., 

1993; Powell et al., 1986; USDHHS, 1996), but knowledge of the health benefits is 

not related to participation in physical activity (Dishman, 1994). Although most 

Americans are aware of the above benefits, they are not active at a level sufficient 

to receive such health benefits (National Center for Health Statistics, 2001).  

Approximately 60 percent of adults are not physically active on a regular basis 

and 25 percent of adults are not active at all (USDHHS, 1996).  In 2001, the 

national average for no leisure time activity was 26.3% (Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention, 2001b).  

In addition, physical inactivity is more prevalent in women than in men 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2001b).  The Behavioral Risk Factor 

Surveillance Survey (BRFSS) reported on the prevalent levels of inactivity. For 

women, the prevalence of inactivity increased with age from among women 

aged 35 to 65 years or more.  White non-Hispanic women were more likely to be 
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active than Hispanic women and black non-Hispanic women.  The level of 

inactivity was inversely related to education level (Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention, 2001b). 

National incentives to increase levels of physical activity 

According to the Surgeon General’s report on Physical Activity, even 

modest increases in physical activity could improve the health and quality of life 

in Americans (USDHHS, 1996).   Although, the actions that will support 

Americans to actually become more active are unknown (USDHHS, 1996), 

several national efforts have been made by groups such as the CDC, ACSM, and 

the contributors to the Healthy People initiatives. 

For example, various organizations have developed guidelines with 

respect to the amount of exercise necessary to improve health status (American 

College of Sports Medicine, 2000). In an effort to encourage sedentary Americans 

to become more active, the guidelines were changed from a focus on vigorous 

activity to a focus on more moderate physical activity.   The CDC teamed up 

with ACSM to define a set of clear, concise recommendations with respect to the 

amount of activity necessary to reduce the risk of death from certain diseases.  

These guidelines recommend a total of 30 minutes of moderate intensity physical 

activity per day, at one time, or in smaller increments accumulated throughout 

the day. This type of moderate-intense physical activity should be done on most 
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days of the week (Blair & Connelly, 1996; Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention, 2004).  

These new recommendations broaden the definition beyond what had 

formerly been considered exercise. Exercise has been defined as “a subset of 

physical activity that includes planned, structured, and repetitive bodily 

movement done to improve or maintain one or more components of physical 

fitness” (Caspersen et al., 1985). Since the guidelines for activity have shifted to 

include a broader range of activities to promote health and reduce the risk of 

disease, the terms exercise, activity, and physical activity are now often used 

interchangeably.  In addition to traditional exercise activities, these new 

guidelines recommend simply becoming more active and that adults include 

activities such as gardening, housework and playing with children (Blair & 

Connelly, 1996).   

In addition, the Healthy People 2000 initiatives were established to meet 

more than 300 national health promotion and disease prevention objectives by 

the year 2000.  Of those objectives, 13 focused specifically on physical activity 

and fitness.   The final report of Healthy People 2000 showed an increase in the 

number of adults who participated in moderate levels of physical activity, 5 or 

more days per week from 22% (baseline 1985) to 30%, reaching the Year 2000 

goal.    In adults, participation in weight lifting increased from 11% (baseline 
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1990) to 19% and participation in stretching increased from 27% in 1991 to 32%.  

In addition, the number of worksites offering employer-sponsored physical 

activity and fitness programs has increased substantially.  Worksites with 50-99 

employees, 100-249 employees, and 250-749 employees, exceeded their target 

goals of 20, 35, and 50% respectively.  Although 7 of the 13 objectives of the 

Healthy People 2000 initiative were reached, more progress can be made. 

(National Center for Health Statistics, 2001). 

Finally, physical activity tops the list of leading health indicators to be 

used in assessing the Nation’s health in 2010 (National Center for Health 

Statistics, 2001). Specific objectives for increasing physical activity for Healthy 

People 2010 include: (a) to decrease the percentage of adults who do not 

participate in any leisure time physical activity from 40% (baseline, 1997) to 20%, 

(b) to increase in the percentage of adults who participate in moderate levels of 

physical activity for 30 minutes or more/day regularly, preferably daily, from 

15% (baseline 1997) to 30%, and (c) to increase the percentage of adults who 

participate in vigorous physical activity that promotes development and 

maintenance of cardiorespiratory fitness, 3 or more days/week for 20 minutes or 

more/session, from 23% (baseline, 1997) to 30% (Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention, 2001a).   
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Participation and adherence to exercise programs 

Estimates of activity level in the population vary depending on the sample 

studied, the measurement, and the definition of activity. Adherence to exercise 

programs ranges from 50-80% for the first 5-6 months of the program.  In 

programs lasting over one year, participation drops below 50% with the greatest 

drop out rate occurring over the first 12 weeks (Pollack, 1988).  

 Many factors affect adult participation and adherence to exercise 

programs.  Factors that affect participation to exercise programs can be 

categorized as those involving the person and their lifestyle, the environment, 

and the characteristics of the activity itself.  

First, personal and lifestyle factors related to exercise participation include 

past program and sport participation, occupation, lifestyle factors, and health 

beliefs.  Knowledge of health benefits may be an important motivator to initiate 

an exercise program but does not support participation long term (Dishman, 

Sallis, & Orienstein, 1985).   

A study of exercise adherence in women associated factors including 

overweight, physical discomfort and mild anxiety with exercise adherence in a 

10-week program.  They suggested that women who were less comfortable with 

their weight dropped out early because they had less motivation to continue 

(Klonoff, Annechild, & Landrine, 1994).   
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Understanding one’s motivation for exercise participation my offer some 

insight into exercise adherence.  Intrinsic involvement refers to participation for 

the activity itself, while extrinsic motivation describes participation for some 

reward outside of the behavior.   In observing two different activities, Tae Kwon 

do and Aerobics, and their associated motivation for participation, participants 

who attended their chosen activity for reasons associated with intrinsic 

motivation were likely to have greater attendance and adherence (Ryan, 

Frederick, Lepes, Rubio, & Sheldon, 1997).  In addition, understanding 

individual differences in motivation and tailoring an exercise message to match 

an individual’s motivation to exercise appears to support exercise adherence 

(Keele-Smith & Leon, 2003).   

Interpersonal support and social reinforcement are key factors in 

supporting exercise participation.  At the interpersonal level, social support for 

participation in physical activity may come from family and friends.  These 

others may provide emotional, tangible, or informational support in addition to 

offering a sense of connection or belonging (Baker, Brennan, Brownson, & 

Houseman, 2000).  Support could also include items, services, time, or 

permission, which would enable an individual to attend a fitness center or 

exercise class.   Apart from companionship, an active spouse or family can 
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provide tangible support for the exercise participant in the form of 

transportation, equipment, or clothing (Knapp, 1988). 

A review of correlates of exercise behavior in women reveals that for 

women of diverse racial and ethnic groups, social support appears to be a strong 

determinant of physical activity participation.  However, they also report a 

complex relationship within types of support. For example, in some cases 

families were a support in exercise involvement and in other cases they were a 

barrier (Eyler et al., 2002).   

Social reinforcement is an important "natural reinforcer that could take the 

form of verbal feedback, praise and encouragement, attention, or simply the 

opportunity for interaction” (Knapp, 1988 p. 217). Participation in a variety of 

social and leisure activities can provide these benefits.  However, exercise may 

have more significant social support and social reinforcement value than that 

available from a social network alone.  People who exercise are viewed more 

favorably than those who do not exercise (Martin, Sinden, & Fleming, 2000).  

Since participation in exercise is a socially desirable "habit," involvement in an 

exercise program could result in support from a much wider community, the 

culture. 

Second, environmental determinants for physical activity might include 

available time, facility availability, and cost. For instance, community 
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determinants might include access to walking and bicycle trails (Baker et al., 

2000).   

Finally, the characteristics of a physical activity may offer more ways to 

understand exercise participation.  In one example, Ryan et al. (1997), found a 

difference in the association between type of activity and motives, with Tae 

Kwan Do indicating a greater association with competence and enjoyment 

motives than aerobics.   

Lifestyle interventions as opposed to structured exercise may increase 

activity levels, particularly in sedentary populations. A program supporting 

increases in lifestyle behaviors was compared to a structured exercise program 

and participants in both groups increased their level of physical activity and 

improved their fitness. Researchers concluded that a lifestyle intervention is just 

as effective as a structured exercise program. Over time at a 24 month follow up 

both groups had decreased their level of activity but the decrease was greater in 

the structured exercise group (Dunn et al., 1999).  In another study, participation 

in a lifestyle intervention with monitoring either in person or by telephone 

predicted physical activity at the level established by the ACSM/CDC in 1995.  

While both groups showed a strong association between adherence to the 

lifestyle intervention and level of physical activity, the participants in the 

telephone group showed a stronger association.  These results suggest the benefit 
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of counseling and support for self-monitoring of behavior change.  The authors 

suggest that those in the telephone contact group may have had more 

individualized attention (Heesch, Masse, Dunn, Frankowski, & Mullen, 2003). 

However, characteristics of physical activity have been the least studied of 

the determinants affecting exercise participation and adherence (Bouchard, 1990; 

Dishman, 1994).  Of these characteristics of physical activity that have been 

identified, activity intensity and perceived discomfort may have an effect on 

adherence (Dishman, 1994; Dishman et al., 1985). In addition, confidence in 

ability, pleasure, and positive experience with physical activity are some factors 

that may promote exercise involvement.  

Among cognitive variables, self-efficacy has received the most support as 

a determinant of physical activity.  In middle aged adults, an intervention 

designed to improve self-efficacy appeared to account for exercise behavior at 

the beginning of an intervention but less so in later stages of the program 

(McAuley, Courneya, Rudolph, & Lox, 1994).   

Researchers have begun to address the complexity of the health behavior 

change of physical activity (Bouchard et al., 1993). Cross-sectional studies cannot 

confirm whether the relationship is causal or suggestive of a selection effect 

(Dishman, 1994). Advances in the study of determinants have integrated 

multiple determinants, and numerous theoretical models, and various 
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populations (Dishman, 1994). Further research is necessary to understand 

determinants of exercise participation in order to support adults in their efforts 

to adopt and maintain a healthy relationship to exercise (USDHHS, 1996). 

TYPES OF EXERCISE 

Research into the effects of different types of exercise is rich area for 

further study.  Differences in the type of activity may affect motivation to, and 

experience of, exercise.   Many people start exercise programs, but few are 

successful at integrating activity into their lives long-term.  Initial adoption of 

exercise is associated with external motives while long-term involvement 

requires a shift to an internal focus (Field & Steinhardt, 1992).  

Traditional Exercise Programs 

Traditional exercise programs correspond to the dominant model of 

medicine and health, a biomedical or technomedical model, based on a 

reductionist, conceptualization of disease as purely biological in origin. This 

model provides a view of fitness benefits that is primarily physical. This 

orientation separates the mind and the body, treating the body and disregarding 

feeling and thought (Davis-Floyd & St. John, 1998).  

A traditional exercise program is results oriented (Ross, 1997).  The body 

is machine and exercise is classified according to physiological outcome.  The 
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three primary outcomes, as recognized by ACSM, are cardiovascular endurance, 

muscular strength, and flexibility.  The exercise session is further defined by 

measures of how hard one exercises (intensity), how long one exercises  

(duration) and how often one exercises (frequency) (American College of Sports 

Medicine, 2000).   

In this model, diagnosis and resolution of the problem comes from the 

outside in, a function of the expert, even if the necessary action is to be taken by 

the patient (Brickman et al., 1982; Davis-Floyd & St. John, 1998).  Exercise has 

irrefutable health benefits and is recommended as a treatment to adjust 

alignment, correct muscular weakness or imbalance, lower blood pressure, 

maintain bone mass, and reduce body fat.  Individual guidelines are offered in 

an  “exercise prescription”, implying a medical orientation with exercise 

leader/instructor/trainer as expert (Fahlberg & Fahlberg, 1990).     

Mind/body Exercise Programs 

In contrast, mind/body exercise programs align with a holistic model of 

health, which incorporates functional aspects of the whole person in a systems 

perspective.  In this model, each level in the hierarchy represents an "organized, 

dynamic whole" (Medich, Stuart, Deckro, & Friedman, 1991). Each system is a 

part of the larger system and does not exist in isolation (Medich et al., 1991).  This 

model of health, which includes emotion, intellect, social connection, and the 
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physical dimension among others, more closely represents the way that lay 

people understand healthiness. The physical body is an important component, 

but does not entirely define health (Laffrey, 1986b; Saltonstall, 1993) 

When asked what it means to be healthy, most people respond with 

positive aspects (Saltonstall, 1993). This conceptualization of health, or wellness, 

is a positive orientation, not merely the absence of disease (Dickman, 1988). 

Health-promoting behaviors are associated with eudemonistic health conception 

and illness-preventing behaviors with a clinical health conception. In both 

normal and overweight subjects, health conception predicts health behavior 

more than health status (Laffrey, 1986a).   

Women understand health in this multidimensional way.  For focus group 

participants, health was an integration of physical, social, emotion and spiritual 

elements and optimal health included the experience of joy.  To be healthy meant 

to have support, empathy and connections in community (Kasle, Wilhelm, & 

Reed, 2002).  

A rise in the interest and availability of mind/body exercise programs has 

developed alongside an increased interest in alternatives to traditional health 

care.   In a large national sample of adults in 1990, one of three respondents 

reported seeking “unconventional” treatment for their health concerns and 

illness (Eisenberg et al., 1993).  A follow-up survey in 1997 indicated that the 
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trend has continued (Eisenberg et al., 1998).  Alternative treatment included a 

range of therapies such as, massage, relaxation techniques, acupuncture, spiritual 

healing, imagery, and self-help groups. 

In the fitness industry, the mind/body category of classes include a broad 

range of activities such as martial arts, yoga, and Pilates, in addition to newer 

disciplines such as the Nia Technique, a practice informed by ancient movement 

forms as well as dance (Rosas, Rosas, & Martin, 1987; Ross, 1997).    

Part of what distinguishes a mind/body class from a traditional exercise 

class, is the focus and intention of the instructor and way that class is taught. 

Instruction of traditional classes relies on external cues while mind/body classes 

invite self-referral of experience, which may support a more intrinsic connection 

to exercise.  For example, the founders of the Nia Technique, Debbie Rosas and 

Carlos Rosas, offer teaching techniques that support a more integrated focus. 

Their language of movement invites individual experience and allows students 

the freedom to make decisions about their movement (Rosas & Rosas, 1994).    

Mind/body exercise classes are process-oriented (Ross, 1997).  Instructors 

encourage students to be in the present moment and to cultivate a quality of 

mindfulness. Rather than focusing on outcomes such as fat burning or muscle 

toning, awareness is directed inside to the breath in a non-judgmental way 

(LaForge, 1997).   
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Kern and Baker (1997) compared traditional and mind/body approaches 

to aerobic dance in a sample of female college students. No significant 

differences were observed between groups, traditional (n=37) and mind/body 

(n=40), in measures of physical self-esteem, general self-esteem, and state 

anxiety. The researchers suggested that the intervention might not have been of 

sufficient length to elicit a change in self-esteem.   However, significant 

differences were observed in trait anxiety, with traditional exercisers’ scores 

increasing and mind/body exercisers’ scores decreasing over the seven-week 

program.   

The results from the focus groups supported these findings; conventional 

exercise participants expressed more stress and the mind/body group reported 

more feelings of calm. Based on these findings, the researchers suggested that 

health professionals should recognize that some activities might help 

participants cope with stress while others may actually exacerbate feelings of 

stress. 

Focus group analysis of traditional and mind/body exercise participants 

revealed that participants of traditional programs described their exercise 

experience in terms that were more physical.  Mind/body participants expressed 

a broader range of feelings and experiences. The researchers recommend that if 

aerobic instructors and health educators integrated mind/body instructional 
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strategies, they might expand the benefits of the traditional aerobics class beyond 

“the physical goals of increasing aerobic capacity and burning fat” (Kern & 

Baker, 1997). 

Shared Benefits of Traditional and Mind/Body Exercise 

Mind/body exercise shares some of the psychological and physiological 

benefits associated with traditional exercise as well as benefits not found in 

traditional exercise.   For example, one psychological benefit associated with high 

intensity aerobic exercise is mood elevation.  Berger and Owen (1992) studied the 

effects of swimming (n=37) and Hatha Yoga (n=22) to compare the mood 

benefits of the two types of exercise. These two modalities might appeal to 

individuals looking for an exercise that is not stressful to the joints.  Participants 

of both programs reported elevated mood states with corresponding decreases in 

anger, confusion, tension and depression.  The reported benefits were greater for 

those who attended more classes (Berger & Owen, 1992). 

Another study on Tai Chi suggests that mind/body exercise also shares 

physiological benefits associated with traditional exercise.  In elderly subjects, 

participation in Tai Chi has been linked to improved balance and strength, and a 

reduction in the risk of falls.  Compared to a sedentary group (n= 35) matched in 

age and size, elderly Tai Chi participants (n=41) demonstrated a higher level of 

fitness as measured by cardiorespiratory function, body composition and 
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flexibility. The authors determined that Tai Chi, as practiced by the participants 

in the study, met the ACSM requirements for an appropriate intensity to achieve 

improved health (Lan, Lai, Wong, & Yu, 1996).  In addition, this activity seems to 

address the component of flexibility as well as cardiorespiratory function.   

Mind/Body Benefits Not Associated With Traditional Exercise 

In addition to these shared benefits, many mind/body exercise practices 

bring additional health benefits not associated with traditional exercise.  For 

instance, mindfulness offers increased self-awareness, an important aspect of 

mind/body exercise classes rarely present in traditional exercise.  The 

information participants receive while practicing mindful awareness may offer 

protection against injury or may inform of a pre-existing condition and 

encourage early attention or treatment (Nespor, 1991).   

Sufferers of chronic pain could also benefit through the relaxation and 

meditative components of mind/body exercise. Breathing techniques such as 

extending the length of the exhalation, noticing when breath is held in the body, 

and directing breath into a particular area may reverse some of the effects that 

pain can have on respiration.  Simply becoming aware of the breath can promote 

calmness and slower respiratory rate (Nespor, 1991).   

Finally, various mind/body exercise techniques are being employed in 

phase III & IV cardiac rehabilitation programs. These mindful exercise programs 
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are less likely to induce myocardial ischemia and joint injury while meeting the 

patient’s needs to improve strength, coordination, and stress management skills 

(LaForge, 1997). 

CULTURAL INFLUENCES ON WOMEN’S RELATIONSHIP TO EXERCISE 

Regardless of the type of exercise, cultural influences related to body 

image and ideals of are an important determinate in overall health and 

participation in exercise activities, especially for women.  Concern over body size 

and shape occurs in both men and women, and while men’s body concerns are 

increasing, body dissatisfaction still predominately affects women.  A 1997 body 

image survey (Garner, 1997) suggests that body dissatisfaction is more of a 

problem than ever.  Eighty-nine percent of women surveyed want to lose weight, 

while 22% of men want to gain weight.  Sixty-seven percent of women over aged 

thirty are unhappy with their body weight; correspondingly 62% of younger 

women are unhappy about their weight.   

This focus on weight and appearance distracts women from other pursuits 

(Chernin, 1981; Seid, 1989).  While body concern may be intensified with weight 

gain or a body size labeled as overweight or obese, most women, no matter what 

their shape and size, are dissatisfied with their bodies.   In our culture, women 

understand that physical attractiveness matters, and physical attractiveness 

means being thin.   
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Driving the pursuit of the thin/fit physique is the cultural disdain for fat.  

To be fat today is to be an open target of socially sanctioned prejudice. 

Undesirable characteristics such as laziness, stupidity, and sloth are attributed to 

fatness.  Beyond being unfashionable, fatness is medicalized as obesity.   Unlike 

other physical conditions that are not immediately apparent to the observer, fat 

is a condition that cannot be concealed; fat people wear their disease on the 

outside (Maine, 2000; Poulton, 1997).   

In western cultures, thinness is dangerously associated with all things 

good.  As Seid notes: 

Simply put, we pursue thinness and fitness in response to a now-invisible 
aesthetic and moral structure.  We believe them to be healthier, more 
beautiful, and good.  The unusual alliance between our beauty and health 
standards gives the imperative to be fat-free a special potence and has 
bred the ancillary conviction that thinner is also happier and more 
virtuous (Seid, 1989).   

 
This overemphasis on the “goodness” of being thin has long been 

recognized to have negative health implications in the form of eating disorders 

such as anorexia nervosa and bulimia. However, it may also be the source of 

additional health concerns. While disordered eating is a major concern, morbid 

obesity and anorexia nervosa may be just two extremes on a continuum of 

possible unhealthy responses to a weight-obsessed culture (Rodin et al., 1985).   

Body image seems to lie on a similar continuum.   
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Although primarily identified as a symptom of eating disorders, the 

prevalence of body discontent in all women makes it a less effective marker of 

pathology (Haworth-Hoeppner, 1999).  For example, a qualitative study explored 

the differences in body image experienced by women with and without eating 

disorders (Haworth-Hoeppner, 1999).  All women in the study, whether or not 

they had an eating disorder, reported the experience of “feeling fat” and shared 

the desire to be thinner.  The difference was in the degree to which the body 

concern disrupted other parts of their lives. 

Media Images of Women 
 

The media has been influential in setting and these supporting unrealistic 

standards for women’s body size and shape. From in-depth interviews in a study 

of women’s perception of the media (N=12), three themes emerged: dominant 

image, constructing an ideal, and image and reality.  Dominant image was 

defined as a particular image that is seen repeatedly in the media. Informants 

described this single dominant image as “...slim, perfectly proportioned, 

‘supermodel’s body’, very tall, very thin” (Shaw, 1998 page 12).  Constructing an 

ideal described a belief that the media is instrumental in constructing this ideal 

image.  Image and reality expressed the consensus of all women in this study; the 

image portrayed by the media is not a reflection of what ‘real’ women’s bodies 

look like.  Additional themes emerged in this study in response to questions of 
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how media images impact women’s body image.  Of women interviewed those 

who dieted and exercised were more sensitive to influences by these media 

images then those who did not (Shaw, 1998).   

Fitness magazines, directed toward women are insidious in their 

perpetuation of the ideal image (Duncan, 1994; Markula, 1995).  Magazines such 

as Shape and Self go a step beyond simply presenting the ideal body shape to 

women in that they publish articles which give instruction and encouragement to 

women to pursue exercising to achieve the “right” body shape (Markula, 1995).   

The rhetoric in advertising for men differs from that directed toward 

women.  Male consumers are encouraged to control others.  Women are asked to 

control themselves.  Unlike men who are often portrayed openly indulging and 

enjoying food in generous portions, women are invited to dive in, enjoy without 

guilt, and say ‘YES’ only to products that are reduced fat, low calorie, or in small 

portions (Bordo, 1993).   Despite increased opportunity and responsibility in 

many areas of life, women continue to be bombarded with diet and exercise 

advice. 

With diet success rates so dismal, “non-diet” books (containing virtually 

the same recommendations as the diet books) have dominated recent marketing 

strategies for weight loss. Promoters align themselves, sympathetically, with the 

frustrated, failed dieter and condemn the weight loss industry.  “This 
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condemnation of diets is a particularly effective strategy in the selling of weight 

reduction methods to women“ (Spitzack, 1990). With dieting now understood as 

unsuccessful, exercise has become an alternative, “healthy” way to control body 

weight. 

Women and Exercise 
 

Beginning in the 1980’s, with the Jane Fonda Workout, it was no longer 

enough for women just to be thin.   A new image emerged, a more muscular 

ideal, presented to women as a path to independence, an opportunity to take 

control of their own bodies (Donnelly, 1990; Spitzack, 1990).  However, the 

muscle toning aspect of the traditional class isolates and exercises individual 

muscle groups and often focuses on the women’s “problem areas”, the places 

where women naturally store body fat (Markula, 1995).  In addition, these body 

parts are often exercised in a way contrary to the functional role of the muscle.  

Therefore, even exercise for strength leads to further oppression when the 

desired outcome is an ideal body, now a leaner, more defined version of the ideal 

(Fraser, 1997).     

Adopting health behaviors like diet and exercise begins with an 

enthusiasm for the potential of change, a sense of possibility, and a feeling of 

virtuousness.  However, the high of starting a new program usually doesn’t last.   
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… what a vicious attitude this is, she realized one day, toward a body she 
professes to love.  Was it love or hatred of the flesh that inspired her now 
before it was light, and to go out on the coldest morning, running with 
bare arms and bare legs, busily fantasizing what she would make of her 
body?  Love or hatred?”(Chernin, 1981).  

 
Is exercise indeed a “health” behavior when motivated in this way?   

Despite the unhealthy approach to diet and exercise encouraged by 

cultural ideals for women’s bodies, women don’t challenge the struggle with 

their bodies; they take it on.   As Chernin notes, “We do not rush about looking 

for some who can tell us how to enjoy the fact that our appetite is large, or how 

we might delight in the curves and fullness of our own natural shape.   We hope 

instead to be able to reduce the body, to limit the urges and desires it feels, to 

remove the body from nature”(Chernin, 1981).  Today, working on one’s body is 

an end in itself.  Media images define the parameters of the ideal body.  Then the 

‘project’ becomes the endless regimes of diet and exercise, promoted through 

media and designed to help women cultivate the right form (Shaw, 1998).  

Women don’t challenge the struggle with their bodies because they have 

bought into the false idea that their bodies can be whatever shape they desire 

given the right products and discipline.  We have learned that our bodies are 

completely malleable and so it follows that we are responsible for their sizes and 

shapes.  Accepting our bodies as they are is made more difficult as we compare 

ourselves to countless images of the ideal body we are bombarded with daily.  
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“Images invite comparisons and they are constant reminders of what we are and 

what we might, with effort, yet become (Featherstone, 1991, p. 178).”  

Furthermore, this image of the completely malleable body and one’s individual 

responsibility for it is often exacerbated rather than improved by exercise 

promotion and the exercise environment. 

Exercise, the Exercise Environment, and Women’s Body Image 

The environment of the health club or the gym may actually deter women 

from exercise.   Ads inviting the public to exercise portray only the most 

physically fit and attractive images thus potential exercisers may feel that they 

need to get into perfect shape just to go to the gym.  Once in the gym, collective 

focus on the ideal body inspires intolerance for fat, along with harsh judgment of 

self, and comparison to others.  “Model thin women complain about their bodies 

in the locker room and instructors emphasize that hard bodies only come to the 

disciplined and deserving” (Fraser, 1997).    

However, it is rare that fitness professionals acknowledge their part in 

promoting weight-focused health behavior.   A recent article in American 

Fitness, a journal geared to fitness professionals, implores exercise instructors to 

take more responsibility for the ways in which they perpetuate negative body 

image and the pursuit of the “ideal body” through an “outside approach to 

correcting body dissatisfaction” (Schillinger, 2002 p. 41). 
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Studies of the relationship of body image to exercise have produced 

mixed results. Some suggest that exercise and the exercise environment will 

produce or exacerbate body concerns while others indicate that exercise 

improves body image. Women who participate in sport had a more favorable 

perception of their own bodies and an acceptance of a wider range of female 

body shapes then their sedentary counterparts (Furham, Titman, & Sleeman, 

1994).   However, respondents to the 1997 Body Image Survey said that working 

out to control weight did not help them feel better about their bodies, while 

exercising for pleasure did (Garner, 1997).  Thus, motive for exercise—weight vs. 

pleasure--does seem to be an important factor. 

Although the negative implications of weight-focused health behavior 

may vary, one potential consequence of this focus on the outside is Social 

Physical Anxiety.  People who exercise for weight loss, to change body shape, or 

to support an image associated with those who exercise, clearly have, to varying 

degrees, self-presentational motives.  However, some women experience Social 

Physique Anxiety (SPA) when faced with the possibility of their body being 

observed or judged by others (Crawford & Eklund, 1994; Lantz et al., 1997; 

Spink, 1992).  

Exercise environments that emphasize physically oriented reasons for 

exercise participation, such as body tone and weight control, are positively 
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associated with SPA. Whereas, other reasons for exercise participation, such as 

health and enjoyment do not appear to be associated with SPA.  College aged 

women with social physique anxiety were less likely to choose to exercise in 

setting where others where more revealing clothing and positively related to an 

exercise setting where women’s attire minimized the physique (Crawford & 

Eklund, 1994)   

In addition, social physique anxiety was assessed in girls with respect to 

exercise location, public or private.  Girls with higher measures of SPA, preferred 

to exercise in a more private setting.  This finding suggests that women with 

higher levels of anxiety about their appearance may avoid programs where they 

feel their physique will be evaluated (Spink, 1992) .   

In addition, certain women may be predisposed to increasing their weight 

concerns through participation in exercise programs (Davis et al., 1990).  A study 

of body satisfaction in female exercisers and non-exercisers revealed that women 

who exercised more than the recommended levels for health, had higher levels of 

body dissatisfaction than moderate level exercisers and non-exercisers (Imm & 

Pruitt, 1991,).  

ORIENTATION OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH EDUCATION 

Cultural influences on perceptions about health, such as those discussed 

above, have important implications for researchers in health education.   Neither 
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disease nor health exists in a test tube or a laboratory; it occurs within the context 

of a body, a person, and a life (Benjamin, Benson, Gordon, Sullivan, & Walsh 

D'Epriro, 1997). The experience of health is inextricably tied to the experience of 

the individual and does not exist separately from the person.  "Health and illness 

cannot be understood by studying a mind that possesses a list of talents, traits, 

and attributes, nor can they be understood by strictly studying biophysiological 

states.  Health and illness of the person can only be understood by studying the 

person in context" (Benner, 1985). 

At the present time, an empirical orientation dominates the research of 

exercise as a health behavior.  Having only one approach to the study of human 

movement assumes only that which can be measured and observed is real and 

valuable (Rintala, 1991).  This traditional level of inquiry in the area of human 

movement is expanded by the realities-based approach offered by Fahlberg and 

Fahlberg (1990).  Recognition of another level of inquiry does not diminish the 

value of a traditional scientific research method.  Rather, it is acknowledges that 

there is more to the understanding of movement than the measurable.  

Movement is an inherently human experience (Rintala, 1991).   

Human movement is a distinctly human phenomenon with at least two 

epistemological possibilities, the study of matter (empiricism) and the study of 

meaning (phenomenology and hermeneutics). The ontological perspective 
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should reflect the level of inquiry. Therefore, a research question that addresses 

predicting or controlling behavior would require an empirical approach.   As 

observers, we can see a movement performed.  We can measure biomechanics, 

physiology, and physiological changes but we cannot see the importance of the 

movement to the individual moving; we cannot see the experience (Rintala, 

1986). A phenomenological approach to movement would include the subject’s 

experience of the movement, not what can be objectively measured or observed.  

A hermeneutical approach would investigate the context. 

Phenomenological and hermeneutical approaches, in the form of 

qualitative research, are not new.  Numerous scholars in the field of physical 

education have already inquired into the meaning of human movement and 

explored the use of qualitative research to inform their practice (Berger & 

Mackenzie, 1980; DeSensi, 1996; Fahlberg & Fahlberg, 1994; Gerber, 1972; 

Kleinman, 1972; Kleinman, 1973; Metheny, 1965; Rintala, 1991).  Kleinman (1972), 

for example, considers another way to understand the body and to teach physical 

activity, one that acknowledges meaning.  He offers the following objectives for 

physical education: 

1. To develop an awareness of bodily being in the world. 

2. To gain understanding of self and consciousness. 

3. To grasp the significations of movements. 
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4. To become sensitive of one's encounters and acts. 

5. To discover the heretofore hidden perspectives of acts and uncover the 

deeper meaning of one's being as it explores movement experiences. 

6. To enable one, ultimately, to create on his own[,] experience through 

movement which culminates in meaningful, purposeful realization of the 

self (Kleinman, 1972). 

 
These objectives inform the present study’s exploration of women’s experiences 

of their bodies. 

A qualitative approach is especially appropriate to study the experiences 

of women around body image. In the area of health and the body, women’s 

experiences are deeply linked to the culture and that influence cannot be ignored 

(Gergen, 1988).  Thus, an exploration of women’s experiences in their bodies 

requires consideration of a feminist orientation. A feminist perspective is not 

assumed to be value-free, whereas empiricism removes the subject from context.   

Where an empirical approach attempts to maintain objectivity, a feminist view 

acknowledges the connectedness of the researcher and the subject, by reflecting 

how women relate to one another.   

In conclusion, there is great concern among health professionals about 

how to get people to exercise. Yet, efforts to increase participation appear 

unsuccessful. This study will inform our understanding of exercise involvement 
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and contribute to current thought in health education and health promotion by 

exploring the lived experience of women in exercise through the words of the 

women themselves.  Prior studies in this discipline rarely acknowledge meaning 

and context.  However, meaning and context do affect women’s exercise 

participation, especially around the issue of body image.   

In a culture where women learn their natural body shape and size is 

wrong, this study will ask women how they think and feel about their bodies 

while they exercise.   Body image will be explored in the context of the group 

exercise class, both traditional and non-traditional.  Women’s embodied 

experience may reveal determinants that support a satisfying relationship with 

exercise. 
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CHAPTER THREE:  METHODOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

The methodology selected for this study was Interactive Qualitative 

Analysis (IQA).   This section provides a general overview of the IQA method 

followed by a detailed description of each step of the method, as it was applied 

in the present study.   

INTERACTIVE QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS (IQA) 

IQA is a systems approach to qualitative research.  This method employs 

group processes and individual interviews to generate, collect, organize, and 

analyze data. In addition to producing categories of data, as in most qualitative 

methods, the IQA method allows for the identification of relationships among 

categories and comparisons among individuals or groups.  IQA involves the 

research participant as a partner throughout the process from generating data to 

analysis (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004). The philosophical orientation of 

phenomenology guides the process; the meaning of the phenomena is explored 

within the life experience of the individual.   Then IQA takes a systems 

perspective as relationships between affinities are recognized.   Theory emerges 

through the observation and socially constructed meaning of the system as seen 
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through the lens of the researcher and research participants (Northcutt & McCoy, 

2004).  An overview of the IQA research process is shown below.  

Figure 3.01: Typical Flow of Interactive Qualitative Analysis 
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OVERVIEW OF STUDY 

Research Design 

The IQA method begins with a process of clarifying and refining the 

research purpose using a systems model.    While there are multiple points of 

entry into the system, the researcher may begin with an idea of a problem 

statement.  Through exploration of the problem the researcher begins to identify 

who might have information on this phenomenon.   Once identified, these 

constituents can be classified based on the distance from, or power over, the 

experience.  The researcher considers what she would like to ask constituents 

and whether a comparison of constituent groups would be valuable.  At any 

point in the process, a question might move the researcher back to a previous 

question.  This recursive process ultimately results in a coherent research design 

with focused research questions. 

For the present study, the following research questions are posed according 

to the IQA method: 

1. What are the affinities associated with body image and exercise 

experience in women who do a mind/body type of group exercise?   

2. What are the affinities associated with body image and exercise 

experience in women who do a traditional style of group exercise?  
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3. What are the affinities associated with body image and group 

exercise in women who do not exercise?   

4. What are the relationships among affinities in women who do 

mind/body exercise? 

5. What are the relationships among affinities in women who do 

traditional exercise?   

6. What are the relationships among affinities in women who do not 

exercise? 

7. How do the systems of affinity relationships compare among the 

three groups? 

SUBJECTS 

Prior to subject recruitment, a proposal for the inclusion of Human 

Subjects was submitted to and approved by the University of Texas at Austin’s, 

Office of Sponsored Projects.    

Exercise Group 

Thirty-four women between the ages of 35 and 55 were recruited from 

exercise class participants at NiaSpace Studio, The University of Texas at Austin, 

Body Business Fitness Center, the 3M Company, and Jazzercise in Austin.  

Exercise subjects were invited to participate in the study based on their 

participation in one of two types of group exercise classes, Nia Technique (N=19) 
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or traditional group aerobic exercise classes (N=15).   All exercise participants 

had been involved in their type of class on a regular basis of two to three times 

per week for at least one year.   

For this study, traditional exercise class was defined as a high or low impact 

aerobic dance, step aerobics or a combination.    A traditional or conventional 

aerobic dance class, of which Jazzercise is an example, has a primary focus of 

improving fitness of the cardio respiratory system.   

The other exercise group participated in the Nia Technique.  Nia was 

developed by fitness professionals Debbie and Carlos Rosas in 1987.  Early in its 

development Nia stood for Non-Impact Aerobics and later became 

Neuromuscular Integrative Action.   Nia is described as a mind/body/spirit 

movement program.  It is a class designed to promote physical fitness through 

movements inspired by Eastern and Western movement forms.  Instructors of 

the Nia Technique are trained using a belt level system modeled after the martial 

arts. Each level of belt training focuses on a particular area of learning.   

The Nia Technique began as a search for a “better way”, a gentler, softer, 

yet effective alternative to the high impact, joint stressing aerobics class.  It has 

evolved and expanded into more of a philosophical approach to health and life 

(Rosas et al., 1987). 
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Both classes are similar in that they follow a sixty-minute format and 

include similar segments although the meaning may be different in each type of 

class.  The classes begin with a warm up, followed by an aerobic section and then 

a cool down, sometimes transitioning into specific muscle strengthening or 

endurance work.  Class ends with a period of stretch and relaxation.   

Both classes enable students to exercise with the heart rate intensity 

guidelines in accordance with the American College of Sports Medicine 

(American College of Sports Medicine, 2000; Rosas et al., 1987). As there is not 

much existing evidence of the heart rate intensity achieved during a Nia class, 

two Nia students who were not part of the current study, agreed to wear a heart 

rate monitor during a Nia class.  As calculated using the heart rate reserve 

method, both participants worked at an intensity of 65-85% of their training heart 

rate range during Nia class.  Therefore, as measured by heart rate, Nia offers a 

sufficient workout for improving fitness.  

  For exercise participants, the study was announced, either by the class 

instructor or the researcher, at the beginning or end of class sessions or an 

announcement was e-mailed to potential participants.  A copy of the class 

announcement is included in Appendix A.  Participants were asked to take part 

in a focus group or individual interview to talk about body image and exercise. 

Interested participants were able to pick up a copy of the announcement.   
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Non-Exercise Group 

An additional 14 women who were not involved in regular exercise were 

invited to participate in this study. Non-exercise participants were recruited 

through referral from faculty and staff at the University of Texas at Austin, the 

3M Company, or a study participant. The Wellness Department at 3M 

distributed e-mail to employees announcing the study.   

Description of Subjects 

A brief demographic questionnaire was given to each subject following 

the focus group or interview.  Below are the demographic data for the subjects in 

the current study.  The data are presented by constituent group.  First the focus 

group subjects’ data are presented, followed by the individual interview subjects. 

Table 3.01:  Nia Technique Focus Group Descriptive Data 

Group 
Member Age Race Marital 

Status 
Educational 

Level Income 
Years 

of 
Nia 

BMI 

1 51 Hispanic Married Master’s 90,000 2 31 

2 36 White Partnered Master’s 35,000 1 22 

3 35 White Married Law Degree 170,000 5 21 

4 53 White Married Doctorate 100,000 4 22 

5 50 Mixed, 
ethnic Divorced Doctorate 15,000 6 21 
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6 50 White Divorced Some 
college 30,000 6 21 

7 35 White Married Associate 
Degree 100,000 2.5 22 

8 45 White Divorced Bachelor’s 20,000 4.5 25 

9 53 White Married Master’s 75,000 2 28 

Mean 45.3    70,556 3.66 23.66 

 

Table 3.02 Traditional Exercise Focus Group Descriptive Data 

Group 
Member  

Age Race Marital 
Status 

Educational 
Level 

Income Years of  
Activity 

BMI 

1 46 White Single Master's 50,000 15 22  
2 45 Hispanic Married Bachelor's 100,000 15 24 
3 55 White Married Professional 180,000 25 19 
4 51 White Married Doctorate 77,000 25 26 
5          Data   missing       

Mean 49.2       101,750 20 22.75 

 

Table 3.03:  Non-Exercise Focus Group Descriptive Data 

Group 
Member Age Race Marital 

Status 
Educational 

Level Income 
Years 

of non-
activity 

BMI 

1 55 White Married Master’s 85,000 6 31 
2 51 White Married Master’s 100,000 3 27 
3 48 White Married Master’s 150,000 15 28 
4 43 White Married Master’s 160,000 3.5 22 

Mean 49.25       123,750 6.875 27 
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Table 3.04:  Nia Technique Individual Interview Descriptive Data 

Interview Age Race Marital 
Status 

Educational 
Level Income 

Years 
of 

Nia 
BMI 

1 55 White Separated Master's 29,000 3 22 

2 47 White Married Master's 75,000 2 19 

3 47 White Married Some 
college 38,000 3 25 

4 43 White Divorced Bachelor's  45,000 5 40 

5 51 White Divorced Bachelor's  45,000 2.5 30 

6 35 White Partnered  Doctorate 40,000 4 30 

7 35 White Married Bachelor's  75,000 3 21 

8 52 White Single Bachelor's    2 23 

9 49 White Single Some 
college 100,000 1.1 24 

10 53 White Married Master's 60,000 2.5 25 
Mean 46.7       56,333 2.81 25.9 

 

Table 3.05:  Traditional Exercise Individual Interview Descriptive Data 

Interview Age Race Marital 
Status 

Educational 
Level Income Years 

of Ex BMI 

1 54 White Married Master's 150,000 25 19 
2 50 Asian Married Doctorate   12 24 
3 37 White Married Bachelor's 100,000 10 24 

4 38 White Married Some  
College 200,000 15 20 

5 44 White Divorced Master's 49,000 2 26 

6 51 White Married Some  
College 47,500 8 25 

7 49 White Divorced Doctorate 50,000 11 24 
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8 48 White Married Bachelor's   13 27 
9 54 White Married Master's 100,000 20 23 
10 54 White Married Master's 100,000 2.75 22 

Mean 47.9       99,563 11.87 23.4 

 

Table 3.06:  Non-Exercise Interview Subject Descriptive Data 

Interview Age Race Marital 
Status 

Educational 
Level Income 

Years 
of 
No 
Ex 

BMI 

1 53 White Married Master’s 60,000 10 23 
2 54 White Widowed High school 20,000 7 31 

3 54 White Divorced Some 
college 34,000 10 34 

4 48 White Married Some 
college 70,000 6 27 

5 35 Hispanic Separated High school 24,000 1 34 
6 54 White Divorced Doctorate 100,000 10 32 
7 47 White Divorced Bachelor’s 50,000 7 54 
8 53 White Separated Bachelor’s 30,000 30 22 
9 44 White Divorced Bachelor’s 42,000 20 24 

10 46 White Divorced Some 
college 40,000 3 31 

 Mean 48.8       47,000 10.4 31.2 

 

Group Differences 

From the results of Analysis of Variance performed on the demographic 

variables, there were no significant differences between groups in age, race, 
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income or level of education.  There were significant differences in BMI and 

years of exercise.  BMI in the non-exercise group was significantly greater than 

either of the two exercise groups.  Years of exercise were significantly greater in 

the traditional exercise than in the Nia group. 

DATA COLLECTION METHODS  

Focus Group  

Once the research design was established, the research process began with a 

meeting of the focus group. The form of group process used in IQA is adapted 

from Total Quality Management (TQM).   The focus group is composed of 

participants who are alike with respect to the issue being investigated; in this 

case the participants were alike based on their exercise activity and were all 

within the age range of 35-55 years.   The primary goal of the focus group is to 

generate categories of meaning or affinities that will guide the interview process.  

The focus groups were scheduled with a minimum of eight participants; 

however, all scheduled participants did not show up for all groups. Reasons 

given for not showing up for the group included difficulty in finding the meeting 

location, inability to find a place to park, and last minute scheduling conflict.   

Three focus groups were conducted, one with the participants of the Nia 

Technique class (N=9), one with participants of a traditional exercise class (N=5), 

and a third with non-exercising women (N=4).  Individual interviews were 
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conducted with an additional ten participants of each group, traditional exercise, 

Nia Technique, and non-exercise (N=30). 

The focus groups were conducted in an office space at the University of 

Texas at Austin, on a weekday evening or weekend day, when no business was 

being conducted.  Each group was scheduled for three hours.  Upon arrival for 

the focus group, the researcher provided participants with a brief overview of 

the purpose of the study and the scheduled activities of the focus group.  After 

an invitation to ask questions about the study, a copy of the Informed Consent 

was presented to each woman (Appendix B). Participants were informed that the 

group discussions would be tape recorded but that their responses will remain 

confidential. Refreshments for the participants were made available throughout 

the session.   

The following processes comprise the focus group:  silent nominal 

brainstorming (affinity generation), data clarification, affinity grouping, affinity 

naming, and identifying relationships between affinities.   The affinities in 

relationship can then be displayed in a systems influence diagram.  The final 

products of the focus group are the affinities, affinity descriptions and the 

systems influence diagrams (Appendix C).  These systems drawings may be 

compared from group to group.  In addition, the focus group SID can be used to 
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triangulate the interview data (Northcutt & McCoy, 2004).  The focus group 

processes are described in detail below: 

Silent Nominal Brainstorming/Affinity Generation 

This process began with the distribution of blank index cards and markers 

to participants seated around a large table. Once materials were distributed, the 

topic of body image and exercise experience was introduced through a guided 

imagery exercise (see Figure 3.02).   In preparation for the guided imagery 

exercise, the participants were asked to sit comfortably in their chair with their 

feet on the floor and then to turn their awareness inward.  Bringing attention to 

the breath helped to facilitate this focusing of awareness.  

The imagery included statements, which guided participants to remember 

an exercise class.   The non-exercise participants were asked to imagine attending 

an exercise class.  All the participants were encouraged to recall how they felt 

prior to the class and then during the class.  The questions asked during the 

guided imagery invited participants to notice thoughts and feelings that came up 

during the class.  In particular, participants were guided to thoughts, feelings 

and images about their bodies (body image) in relation to the exercise class and 

the class environment.  Participants were asked to notice whatever came to their 

attention, positive or negative.   The group was gently reminded throughout the 

process that there were no right or wrong answers. The guided imagery 
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concluded by slowly shifting the group’s awareness to the present moment, 

again through the breath.  

Figure 3.02:  Sample guided imagery script 

Guided Imagery Script 

• Sit comfortably, but alertly, close your eyes and relax 

• Bring your attention in, to your breath 

• Notice the rhythm of your breath 

• Notice when you are breathing in  

• Notice when you are breathing out 

• Gently keep your attention on your breath 

• Bring your attention to a time when you attended your exercise class (or imagine 

attending an exercise class) 

• Let yourself fully experience the class…the setting, the people, the class. What do 

you notice about class…what do you see? 

• What do you notice about how you feel? About your thoughts? What comes to 

your attention?  

• Notice any images, feelings or thoughts you have about your body when you are 

in class...What do you notice? 

• Does anything affect your thoughts, feelings, and images about your body?  Your 

experience in your body? 

• What affects your thoughts, feelings, and images about your body in class? 

• Reflect on the whole experience of exercise class… 

• Slowly, deepen your breath 

• Bring your attention to your body in this moment 

• Feel yourself sitting in the chair 
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• Bring your attention back in the room 

 

Following the guided imagery, participants wrote down on their index 

cards any thoughts, feelings, or images that came to their awareness during the 

guided imagery, writing one response per index card.  This brainstorming 

process was done without discussion to reduce the likelihood of any one 

participant influencing the idea generation.  The researcher encouraged 

participants not to judge or censor their responses but simply write them down, 

one per card.   This process was allowed to take as long as necessary to capture 

the thoughts and feelings of the group.  The next step was to tape the completed 

index cards to a blank wall in a random fashion.  

Data Clarification 

To clarify the terms on the completed cards, the facilitator read each of the 

cards aloud.  Participants were invited to ask if there were any cards with an 

unclear meaning.  If there were questions as to the meaning of a particular term, 

the group discussed the card and came to agreement on what it meant to them 

collectively.  If new thoughts or feelings came up in the process that were not 

previously expressed or represented on a card, participants captured them on 

additional cards.   
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Affinity Grouping 

The next step in the analysis was to have participants move cards into 

groups with similar meanings.  Participants began this process in silence so they 

would not justify their placement of the cards.  They were given permission to 

move a card that someone else had placed and to continue this process until they 

were satisfied with the location of the card.  About half way into the process, the 

participants were invited to discuss and negotiate the placement of cards into 

categories.  The initial grouping of affinities was an inductive, or emergent, 

process. 

Affinity Naming 

Once placement of the cards into affinity groups was complete, the group 

began the next step, naming the affinities.  This process was done as a group.   

The participants called out possible names for the categories for discussion.  

Naming the affinity groups encouraged thought, discussion, and further 

negotiation about how the categories were defined.  Ultimately, group members 

reached agreement on a name for each group of affinities.  Naming and refining 

the groups were deductive processes.  Figure 3.03 illustrates a final affinity 

grouping. 
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Figure 3.03:  Final Affinity Grouping: 
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Identifying Relationships between Affinities 

The final step in the focus group data gathering process was to ask 

participants whether they saw relationships between each pair of affinities and if 

so, in which direction. The relationship choices were:  does A lead to B, does B 

lead to A, or is there no relationship.  To decide whether there was relationship 

and in which direction, the researcher instructed participants to create an 

“if/then” statement in their mind.  The direction of each affinity pair 

relationship, as determined by the group, along with a sample statement of 

relationship, was captured on a focus group affinity relationship table (Table 

3.07).   
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Table: 3.07:  Sample Focus Group Affinity Relationship Table 

Affinity Names 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

 Possible Relationships 
A → B 
A ← B 

A <> B (No Relationship) 

 
 

Affinity Pair 
Relationship If/Then Statement of Relationship 

1      2  
1      3  
1      4  
1      5  
2      3  
2      4  
2      5  

 

 
This was the final step of the data collection and analysis with the focus 

group.  The group concluded by taking time to offer feedback on the process. 

Each member was thanked for their participation with a small thank you gift.   

Following the focus group, the researcher continued processing the data.  

The relationships from the affinity relationship table without the if/then 

statements were transposed on to the Affinity Relationship Table (Table 3.08). 
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Table 3.08:  Sample Affinity Relationship Table 

Affinity Names 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

 Possible Relationships 
A → B 
A ← B 

A <> B (No Relationship) 

 
Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

 Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

 Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

 Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

1         2  1         5  2        5  4        5 
1         3  2         3  3        4   
1         4  2         4  3        5   

 
To determine the order of the affinities for the final Systems Influence 

Diagram (SID), the relationships were transposed onto the Tabular 

Interrelationship Diagram (IRD) (Table 3.09).   The number of arrows moving out 

from an affinity were placed in the Out column and the number of arrows 

moving in to an affinity are the In column.  The difference between the outs and 

ins form the ∆ (delta) column. 

Table 3.09:  Sample Focus Group Tabular IRD 

 1 2 3 4 5 OUT IN ∆ 
1  ← ← ← ← 0 4 -4 
2 ↑  <> ↑ <> 2 0 2 
3 ↑ <>  ↑ ↑ 3 0 3 
4 ↑ ← ←  ← 1 3 -2 
5 ↑ <> ← ↑  2 1 1 
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Then, the affinity relationships, on the IRD were sorted in order of delta 

(Table 3.10).  The sorted relationships were transposed on to a table of tentative 

SID assignments, a step prior to the construction of the SID.  This table presents 

the order as well as the position each affinity plays in the final systems diagram 

(Table 3.11). 

Table 3.10:  Sample Focus Group Tabular IRD (Sorted by∆) 

 1 2 3 4 5 OUT IN ∆ 
3 ↑ <>  ↑ ↑ 3 0 3 
2 ↑  <> ↑ <> 2 0 2 
5 ↑ <> ← ↑  2 1 1 
4 ↑ ← ←  ← 1 3 -2 
1  ← ← ← ← 0 4 -4 

Table 3.11: Sample Tentative SID Assignments 

3 Primary Driver 
2 Secondary Driver 
5 Secondary Driver 
4 Secondary Outcome 
1 Primary Outcome 

SID Construction 

The systems influence diagrams (SID) provide a means for visual display 

of the relationships between the affinity pairs that were identified by the group 

members.  The SID is drawn by first placing a symbol for each affinity in its 

assigned positions based on its delta.  From left to right, the positions are 

primary driver, secondary driver, secondary outcome, and primary outcome.   
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The connections between affinities are drawn with arrows in the direction of 

primary driver to primary outcome, from left to right.  When all of the 

relationships are displayed the SID is referred to as cluttered (Figure 3.04).  At 

this point, redundant links are removed to create a more simplified diagram, the 

uncluttered SID (Figure 3.05).  

Figure 3.04: Sample Cluttered SID 
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4.  

1. 
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Figure 3.05: Sample Uncluttered SID 
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Primary Driver        Secondary Driver       Secondary   Outcome       Primary Outcome 

 

Individual Interviews 

Additional subjects, who were within the same population but not members 

of the focus group, were recruited to participate in individual interviews.  The 

interviews were conducted in a location mutually agreed upon by the informant 

and the interviewer. The locations of the interviews were either the home or 

workplace of the informant or the home or office of the interviewer.   Each 

interview lasted between one and one and a half hours.  Upon arrival for the 

interview, the researcher provided participants with a brief overview of the 

purpose of the study and the scheduled activities of the interview session.  After 

an invitation to ask questions about the study, a copy of the Informed Consent 
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was presented to each woman (Appendix B). Participants were informed that the 

individual interviews would be tape recorded but that their responses would 

remain confidential. Refreshments for the participants were made available 

throughout the sessions.   

The focus group affinities were used to guide the interview process. The 

interview data added personal meaning and context to the affinities generated by 

the focus groups.  An original intention of this study was to combine affinities 

and present the same interview protocol to each group; however, the affinities 

generated in each group were different enough to necessitate more than one 

interview protocol.  While the same questions were asked of each informant, the 

affinities were specific to the constituent group being interviewed.    

There were two parts to the interview.  In the first part of the interview, 

the axial interview, the researcher asked the subject about each of the affinities 

generated from the focus group.  The purpose of this phase of the interview was 

to obtain detail about the meaning and experience of the affinity from the 

perspective of the individual.  During the second phase of the interview, the 

theoretical interview, the researcher asked the subject to identify relationships 

between the affinities.   
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Figure 3.06:  Interview Questions 

Interview Questions 
 
Part one -- Axial Interview 
 
An affinity was introduced.  For each affinity, the question was asked: 
 
Tell me what _____________ means to you? 
 
 
Part two - Theoretical Interview 
 
A pair of affinities is introduced. 
 
Do you see a connection between these two affinities? 
 
Can you give me an example of that? 
 

 

The interviews were transcribed verbatim.  Following review of each 

transcript, quotes from phase one of the interview were organized by affinity on 

an axial code table (Table 3.12).  Axial codes, as defined by Northcutt and McCoy 

are, “specific examples of discourse that illustrate or allude to an affinity” 

(Northcutt & McCoy, 2004). 
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Table 3.12:  Sample Interview Axial Code Table 

Affinity Transcript 
Line Axial Quotation Researcher 

Notes 
1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

5.    

6.    

 

The second part of the interview generated quotes illustrating the relationship 

between affinities.  These data were organized by informant and relationship on 

a theoretical code table, which contained the line on the original transcript where 

the quote could be found (Table 3.13). 

Table 3.13:  Sample Individual Interview Theoretical Code Affinity Relationship 
Table 

 
 

The processes of organizing the data from the individual interviews 

paralleled the data organization for the focus group process.  The directions of 

each affinity relationship were transposed on to an Affinity Relationship Table 

Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

Line 
Number Theoretical Quotation Notes 

1     ←       2    

1     ←       3    

1     ←       4    
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(ART), similar to the table prepared from the focus group data (Table 3.08).  An 

ART was completed for each interview.  From the Affinity Relationship Table, an 

Interrelationship Diagram was completed (Table 3.09).  The contents of this table, 

sorted by delta, determined the position of each affinity in the final SID.  The 

position of each affinity was then displayed on the table of tentative SID 

assignments.  Following this process for each interview subject, a systems 

influence diagram was constructed for each individual.  

The individual interview process yielded an axial code table that contained 

quotes that illustrated the affinities, a theoretical code table that contained quotes 

that illustrated the relationships between the affinities, and a systems drawing of 

the relationships from the perspective of the individual.  

Combined Interviews 

Once the interviews from a particular constituent group were completed, 

the data were combined.  Combined axial tables and one theoretical code table 

were created for each constituent group.  The combined interview axial code 

table contained descriptive quotes for an affinity from each interview informant 

within the constituent group along with the line within the transcript where that 

quote could be found. Combining the data resulted in a combined axial table for 

each affinity (Table 3.14). 
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Table 3.14:  Sample Combined Interview Axial Code Table for a Single Affinity 

Transcript 
& Line # Axial Quotation Notes 

   
   
   
   

 
The combined interview theoretical code table was created to present each 

affinity pair relationship along with representative quotes (Table 3.15).    

Table 3.15:  Sample Combined Interview Theoretical Code Table 

Affinity 
Relationship 

Transcript 
& Line # Theoretical Quotation Notes 

1  →  2    
1  ←  2    
1  →  3    
1  ←  3    

 
As the combined individual interviews contained paired relationships in 

both directions, a decision needed to be made as to which relationship would be 

represented in the SID for the combined group.  The process of determining 

which relationships would be used began with the creation of a Combined 

Interview Theoretical Code Frequency Table.  The table contained each possible 

pair relationship and the frequency of each among the group. In some cases, the 

majority clearly pointed in one direction, but when the results were more 

ambiguous, the Pareto Rule was employed.    
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Table 3.16:  Sample Combined Interview Theoretical Code Frequency Table 

Affinity Pair 
Relationships Frequency  Affinity Pair 

Relationships Frequency  

1    →  2 7  2    ←  7 7 

1    ←  2 2  3    →  4 3 

1    →  3 6  3    ←  4 5 

1    ←  3 4  3    →  5 0 

1    →  4 7  3    ←  5 10 

1    ←  4 1  3    →  6 3 

1    →  5 0  3    ←  6 6 

1    ←  5  9  3    →  7 6 

1    →  6 3  3    ←  7 3 

1    ←  6 5  4    →  5 1 

1    →  7 4  4    ←  5 7 

1    ←  7 3  4    →  6 5 

2    →  3 0  4    ←  6 2 

2    ←  3 8  4    →  7 4 

2    →  4 0  4    ←  7 2 

2    ←  4 6  5    →  6 8 

2    →  5 1  5    ←  6 1 

2    ←  5 8  5    →  7 7 

2    →  6 0  5    ←  7 1 

2    ←  6 9  6    →  7 4 

2    →  7 2  6    ←  7 6 

     

  
 Total 

Frequency 176 
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A second table was created with the affinity pairs, frequency (in descending 

order), cumulative frequencies (based on total number of relationships and on 

total frequency), cumulative percentages, and power.   From this table a cutoff 

determination was made.  In this example, choosing a cutoff of four 

relationships, 84% of the relationships would be represented.  The decision, 

using MinMax criterion, involved accounting for maximum variation in the 

system (cumulative percent based upon frequency) while minimizing the 

number of relationships in the interest of parsimony (cumulative percent based 

upon relations).   

Table 3.17: Table of Affinities with Pareto and Power Analysis 

Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

Frequency 
Sorted 

Descending 

Cumulative 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Percent 

(Relation) 

Cumulative 
Percent 

(Frequency) 
Power 

3    ←  5 10 10 2.38 5.68 3.30 

1    ←  5  9 19 4.76 10.80 6.03 

2    ←  6 9 28 7.14 15.91 8.77 

2    ←  3 8 36 9.52 20.45 10.93 

2    ←  5 8 44 11.90 25.00 13.10 

5    →  6 8 52 14.29 29.55 15.26 

1    →  2 7 59 16.67 33.52 16.86 

1    →  4 7 66 19.05 37.50 18.45 

2    ←  7 7 73 21.43 41.48 20.05 

4    ←  5 7 80 23.81 45.45 21.65 

5    →  7 7 87 26.19 49.43 23.24 

1    →  3 6 93 28.57 52.84 24.27 
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2    ←  4 6 99 30.95 56.25 25.30 

3    ←  6 6 105 33.33 59.66 26.33 

3    →  7 6 111 35.71 63.07 27.35 

6    ←  7 6 117 38.10 66.48 28.38 

1    ←  6 5 122 40.48 69.32 28.84 

3    ←  4 5 127 42.86 72.16 29.30 

4    →  6 5 132 45.24 75.00 29.76 

1    ←  3 4 136 47.62 77.27 29.65 

1    →  7 4 140 50.00 79.55 29.55 

4    →  7 4 144 52.38 81.82 29.44 

6    →  7 4 148 54.76 84.09 29.33 

1    →  6 3 151 57.14 85.80 28.65 

1    ←  7 3 154 59.52 87.50 27.98 

3    →  4 3 157 61.90 89.20 27.30 

3    →  6 3 160 64.29 90.91 26.62 

3    ←  7 3 163 66.67 92.61 25.95 

1    ←  2 2 165 69.05 93.75 24.70 

2    →  7 2 167 71.43 94.89 23.46 

4    ←  6 2 169 73.81 96.02 22.21 

4    ←  7 2 171 76.19 97.16 20.97 

1    ←  4 1 172 78.57 97.73 19.16 

2    →  5 1 173 80.95 98.30 17.34 

4    →  5 1 174 83.33 98.86 15.53 

5    ←  6 1 175 85.71 99.43 13.72 

5    ←  7 1 176 88.10 100.00 11.90 

1    →  5 0 176 90.48 100.00 9.52 

2    →  3 0 176 92.86 100.00 7.14 

2    →  4 0 176 95.24 100.00 4.76 

2    →  6 0 176 97.62 100.00 2.38 

3    →  5 0 176 100.00 100.00 0.00 
Total 

Frequency 176     
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A final table (Table 3.18) displays the relationships that would be used in 

the composite SID along with those relationships that would be excluded, and 

those relationships that remain ambiguous.  Once the final SID was drawn, these 

relationships were reviewed.  If they appeared in a feedback loop, that would 

account for either direction, or both relationships.  If both relationships were not 

represented in the final SID, an additional link was added to the diagram. 

Table 3.18:  Relationship Conflict Summary Table 

Affinity Pair 
Relationship Frequency Conflict? Use?

1    →  5 0  no 

2    →  3 0  no 

2    →  4 0  no 

2    →  6 0  no 

3    →  5 0  no 

1    ←  4 1  no 

2    →  5 1  no 

4    →  5 1  no 

5    ←  6 1  no 

5    ←  7 1  no 

1    ←  2 2  no 

2    →  7 2  no 

4    ←  6 2  no 

4    ←  7 2  no 

1    →  6 3  no 

1    ←  7 3  no 

3    →  4 3  no 
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3    →  6 3  no 

3    ←  7 3  no 

1    ←  3 4 ? no 

1    →  7 4  yes 

4    →  7 4  yes 

6    →  7 4 ? no 

1    ←  6 5  yes 

3    ←  4 5  yes 

4    →  6 5  yes 

1    →  3 6 ? yes 

2    ←  4 6  yes 

3    ←  6 6  yes 

3    →  7 6  yes 

6    ←  7 6 ? yes 

1    →  2 7  yes 

1    →  4 7  yes 

2    ←  7 7  yes 

4    ←  5 7  yes 

5    →  7 7  yes 

2    ←  3 8  yes 

2    ←  5 8  yes 

5    →  6 8  yes 

1    ←  5  9  yes 

2    ←  6 9  yes 

3    ←  5 10  yes 

    

Total Frequency 176   
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Once the final SIDs were drawn, an overview or tour of the system was 

presented.  First, a Theoretical Summary SID was created by superimposing 

quotes on to the system.  The system was presented again in a narrative format. 

QUALITY CRITERIA 

Trustworthiness 

To demonstrate trustworthiness in this study, the researcher considered the 

criteria appropriate to a qualitative paradigm as determined by Lincoln and 

Guba (1985). Credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability 

correspond to the conventional research terms internal validity, external validity, 

reliability, and objectivity. 

First, several strategies were in place to assure the credibility of the data.  

Through the silent affinity generating process, the IQA method supported the 

participation of all focus group members assuring that their voices were heard.  

Subsequent processes of grouping the affinities and identifying the relationships 

between affinities included all participants. Their ongoing participation served as 

a member check and assured their realities were reflected in this study.  Further, 

SID comparisons provide a means to triangulate the data between the focus 

group and individual interview data. The interview data elaborated on the focus 

group data through personal stories and experience. In addition, an assistant 
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observed the focus group process to confirm and expand on the researcher’s 

perspective. Peer debriefing helped to maintain the constituent group’s point of 

view.   

Second, transferability in this study differs from conventional forms of 

external validity.  In a conventional study, the researcher would expect to 

demonstrate external validity through the generalizability of results.  The present 

study does not seek to generalize results to all women.  However, through 

providing adequate description of the population sampled and the context, 

others may make informed judgments as to the applicability or transferability of 

the research findings to other groups.   

Finally, the IQA method offers a particular structure to the data gathering 

and analysis that facilitates both dependability and confirmability. The structure 

describes a sequence of processes and tools for documenting data. Data sources 

such as original and transcribed interviews are securely maintained, as are 

records of data analysis through tables and diagrams.   

Researcher bias poses an additional consideration for trustworthiness in 

relation to dependability and confirmability.  Lincoln and Guba (1985) 

recommend addressing this issue through maintaining a reflexive journal.  With 

the researcher as instrument, documentation of personal insights and experience 

during the study can be as critical as other data.    In addition, the journal can be 
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a place where detail about logistics and methodological decisions can be 

maintained, thus strengthening dependability and confirmability.      

 PILOT STUDY 

Very early in the process of the present investigation, a pilot study utilizing 

the IQA method was conducted with two of the three constituent groups.  The 

pilot study consisted of the data gathering and analysis process in the focus 

group. The primary purpose of the pilot test was to test the methodology.   The 

pilot group experience was used to inform the focus group process. 

The following research questions were posed according to the IQA method:  

1. What are the affinities associated with body image and exercise 

experience in women who do a mind/body type of group exercise?   

2. What are the affinities associated with body image and exercise 

experience in women who do a traditional style of group exercise?  

3. What are the relationships among affinities in women who do 

mind/body exercise? 

4. What are the relationships among affinities in women who do 

traditional exercise?   

5. How do the systems of affinity relationships compare between the 

two groups? 
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CHAPTER FOUR:  RESULTS 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary focus of this study was to learn about women’s thoughts, 

feelings and bodily experiences in the context of exercise.  Three groups of 

women--traditional exercisers, Nia Technique participants, and non-exercising 

women--were interviewed using the IQA methodology (as presented in detail in 

Chapter 3).  In this chapter, the results of the interviews are presented. 

The data are presented by constituency.  Within each constituent group, the 

axial data are presented first.  This data consists of the affinities and sub-

affinities.  Each affinity is introduced by a brief paragraph written by the 

researcher.  This introductory paragraph is followed by sub-affinities, which are 

composed of participant quotes.    

Theoretical codes are presented next, beginning with the tables used to 

determine the order of affinities within each system.  Each affinity is then 

presented in the order in which it appears in the system along with its 

relationships to the others in that constituent system.  The affinity relationships 

are illustrated with combined participant quotes.   

Finally, the system influence diagrams (SID) for the combined interviews 

are introduced along with a brief tour of the system.  Further review and 

interpretation appears in chapter 5.  
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FOCUS GROUPS 

For each of the three constituencies, focus groups were held to generate 

affinities that were later used to design interview protocols. The format for the 

three groups was the same; each one beginning with a guided imagery exercise 

(Figure 3.02).  One slight variation was that the Non-Exercise group was guided 

to imagine attending an exercise class rather than recalling an actual exercise 

experience.   

Following the guided imagery, focus group participants generated 

responses and wrote them down, one per card.  The cards were then posted on 

the wall where participants first organized them into groups of like meaning and 

then named them.  The data collected in the focus groups--including the 

affinities, an affinity description, and the individual items--are presented in 

Appendices C-E. 

INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS 

To begin the interview process, the same guided imagery was presented 

to each interview participant.  Interview participants were presented with the 

affinities generated from the focus group of their constituency.  They were also 

given the affinity descriptions and list of items to review.  For each affinity, the 

participants were asked what that affinity meant to them in order to stimulate 

talk about their experience with that affinity.   
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Nia Technique group 

Ten women who regularly participate in Nia class, agreed to take part in 

individual interviews.  These women were invited from those who regularly 

attend Nia classes at Niaspace Studio, The University of Texas at Austin, or the 

3M Company in Austin, TX.  (Descriptive information about the Nia participants 

and the nature of the class is in presented in Chapter 3).   

Nine affinities were generated in the focus group for the Nia Technique 

participants:  The Integrated Body, Centered Awareness, Energetic Spirituality, 

Relationship/Community, Sexual Healing, Release, Critical Self-Judgment, 

Sensation, and Expression of Joyful Emotion.  The affinities are presented in 

Appendix C along with a brief description and the list of items that comprised 

the affinity.  An additional affinity, Good for my Health, which came up in the 

Traditional Exercise group was added to the affinity list for the interview 

protocol to invite further exploration of health with this group.  

Axial Coding 

After the interviews were transcribed, a composite table was created for 

each affinity.  From the quotes for each affinity, sub-themes were identified and 

named.   Sample representative quotes were combined to write a rich detailed 

description of each category in the words of the participants.   
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The affinity write-up begins with a bolded statement in the participant’s 

own words that represents the meaning in the quotes that follow.  The next 

sentence is written by the researcher.  It contains a noun or phrase used as a 

noun that is italicized.  The remainder of the paragraph is combined quotes from 

the participants.   What follows are the affinity descriptions for the Nia 

Technique group: 

 

The Integrated Body refers to the way the Nia classes address the whole body 

and the whole person.  In addition to using the whole body in a systemic way, 

the class invites participation from other aspects of the person, namely the mind 

and emotions.  The Nia movements are organic and feel natural so the resulting 

exercise feels less effortful.  

It’s more systemic.  The movements in the Nia class use the whole body.  

““I feel light as air, as well [as] very light, while being very, I guess grounded.  

It’s more systemic, I guess. I’m strong from kind of a centered place.  Instead of 

just trying to step sideways, I actually feel it, like sometimes [it] begin at my 

spine and through [my] hip or my ribs, out sideways, instead of just stepping 

sideways.  Or throwing a punch, I actually feel it from the hip. “ 

“Well, I definitely feel more integrated.  And one of the things that I 

become aware of is when I’m not integrated.    When I move my arms for 
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instance, my left body is very weak in a way and there are times where we’re 

moving our arms in a particular way and my left body can’t quite make those 

kinds of motions, so doing Nia gives me the opportunity to integrate those parts 

of myself.  From head to toe, really, in a routine we are working the whole body.  

Every part of myself, feels as if it’s involved in it. When I start to break it down, 

that’s when I’m not moving… I’m saying ‘get your right foot over there’ and 

that’s when I’m breaking my body apart and it doesn’t work.” 

My whole being is engaged.  In addition to the physical body, Nia 

involves the mind and the emotions. “Everything working together, [all] parts of 

the body in communication.   My experience is that it is a form of dance that uses 

the whole body, unlike other forms of exercise where you isolate muscles groups 

and you work in repetition.   Every part of me is being utilized.  It involves the 

brain somewhat.  But it also is very deeply heart experience. My whole body is 

engaged.  My whole being is engaged. I like the way they integrate, the voice and 

the body movements and the music, all the senses are involved, which is good 

for me cause it helps me [to] focus and [to] be more in my body and to be aware 

of all those senses. But there’s so much creativity involved [as well].  So it uses 

kind of all aspects of me.” 

Getting me away from thinking that part of my body as a problem.   

Using the body in an integrated way helped overcome physical challenges. “Well 
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when I very first started Nia, I had a sore back. So, I was very much focused on 

one part of my body.  And, I was very careful with my back at first. I was really 

afraid I would hurt it. And as I gradually grew stronger and more confident my 

back pain went away.  And then I also had this problem with vertigo. That was 

another concentration on one part of my body that I was afraid of.  I think Nia 

really helped with the back partly psychologically by concentrating out of that 

problem area.  But also, just mentally getting me away from thinking [of] that 

part of my body as a problem.  And now my favorite part of Nia is the twirling 

around.  Because I am free of the vertigo; I’m free of the back pain.  And that is 

the sense of the integration for me … something about that twirling and going 

around has a real feeling of release and all the parts of my body are moving all at 

once.” 

Strong and coordinated and loose and athletic.  The women improved 

their level of fitness, many feeling athletic for the first time in their lives.  “Most of 

the time when I think of my body I focus on what is wrong with it and what 

slows me down and what, you know, whereas during Nia, I really forget all that 

and feel strong and coordinated and loose and athletic and able and it’s not 

thought, it’s an experience.  Through the course of doing Nia, I think my feet 

have gotten stronger and literally have grown.  I was aware how my ankles were 

tight and the tension I had in my feet didn’t allow for integration with the floor 
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as well as with the rest of my body.  Sometimes [it] creates irritation, but a lot of 

times it’s a good practice for me in developing an awareness of process being ok. 

Part of it [the experience] is being able to follow the movements.  Part if it is 

doing them with some of the other people in concert and part of it is just 

accepting the truth and paying attention to what’s going on; I really am strong 

and loose and a lot more athletic than I think of myself.” 

It’s never something I dread doing as other forms of exercise I’ve done 

in the past.  Women approach the class with a self-confidence and excitement that 

they had not felt with other types of exercise.  “It’s like easy.  I love it.  It’s fun 

and it’s challenging but I never feel... it’s never something I dread doing as other 

forms of exercise I’ve done in the past. I’ve tried running, power walking, weight 

lifting, aerobics classes… [In Nia] I’m moving every part, not okay, I’m doing my 

triceps now and now I’m doing my lats. When I do aerobic and jazzercise type 

stuff, you’re still focusing on [isolation], make your stomach burn, or lift your 

legs. It didn’t engage the entire self. And it [aerobics and jazzercise] was much 

more working towards something, like we want to create firm legs later, rather 

than being in the moment now.  And it was boring and it was time consuming 

and frustrating.” 

“[But when} I go into Nia, just go to have fun and the side benefit is that 

it’s now my primary source of fitness. The thing that kept me was [that] I was 
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sweating; I was using every part of my body and that’s actually what kept me.  

And then I adjusted to some of the other aspects that I was less comfortable 

with… My previous experiences in doing other types of aerobic work where it 

was more isolated, always felt like work. [I] felt more integrated within myself 

but also I think [that integration] enabled integration within the larger group. I 

hadn’t really thought about how other forms of exercise need to be working 

particular muscles groups.  I think having the integrated thing for me makes it 

more fun and not like a callisthenic.” 

It was effortless and yet I was sweating. Nia exercises the body with an 

ease that doesn’t feel like work. “I think some of the routines really call into play 

strength and endurance.  I have this body sensation of the flow of the whole 

process working together.  When you’re breathing effortlessly, you’re not having 

to watch and remember, oh, yeah, we breathe out here, we breathe in here.  

Somehow it all comes together and I feel like I’m in that place where it’s all 

together and I’m in balance. And, I had that experience this morning of where it 

was effortless and yet I was sweating and really felt like I was flowing with the 

whole thing.” 

Letting your body work the way that it’s naturally inclined to do.  The Nia 

choreography invites the body to move in way that is organic.  “And in Nia it’s 

looking at the teacher’s body and then just letting your body work the way that 
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it’s naturally inclined to do.  And I think that in our culture we just don’t do that 

[move naturally] enough.  We don’t express ourselves very physically …cause 

I’ve been in places where they do.  Ya know, like in Jamaica people just sorta 

move with the wind or something.  And I think it’s just allowing yourself the 

experience of flow.” 

 

Centered Awareness describes the internally-directed nature of the Nia class.  

Participants pay attention to cues from their body to guide their movement. With 

this information they are able to direct the movement and to initiate from a 

particular part of the body or a particular intention.  They can honor the needs of 

their body.  This practice of mindfulness extends beyond the class session.  

It’s not a matter of how hard I work that makes me sweaty. The Nia class 

is guided by an internal focus. “Yeah, I mean having us focus on our breathing … 

and starting out in a more inward place and moving to more outward and then 

coming back to more internal, intimate place…. [I’ve discovered] it’s not a matter 

of how hard I work that makes me sweaty; it’s about how deeply I breathe and 

how aware I am in the moment. Because even a class that’s not physically that 

[challenging], one of the lower challenging ones; if I’m really in tune and listen to 

my breath, I am sweating as if I ran a marathon. So I’m recognizing the 

connection isn’t about, how deep I squat; it’s really about tuning in.” 
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I listen more to what my body wants.  Women spoke of paying attention to 

the needs of their bodies and giving those needs their consideration.    “There are 

days my mind is a little more unruly and I find myself thinking what will I be 

doing after class and what will I make for dinner. I notice that when I do that, I 

have less of that kind of [mindful] experience and other times where I’m able to 

really just be able to sink into class. I now get the workout that my body is 

requesting and I listen more to what my body wants as opposed to what Susan 

wants, because Susan generally is kind of [a] taskmaster. But I can say now, 

when I go to class, sometimes I’m at level 1, sometimes I’m at level 3 and I’m 

okay at whatever level, and I actually get an excellent experience, because it’s the 

level my body needs and wants to be at.”  

I feel a lot safer with Nia than with other vigorous exercise.   Listening to 

the body gave this woman a feeling of confidence.  “I feel very much safer during 

Nia than I think I would really with a lot of really vigorous exercise. Because of 

my size it can be scary to be going quickly spiraling around the floor, but because 

of Nia I do have the awareness, I feel confident, my feet are going to land in the 

right place to support myself.” 

Centered awareness is an embodied type of centeredness. Nia students 

spoke of being responsive to feedback they receive from their bodies while moving.  

“It’s more like ‘oh look my foot, it sticks out, I wonder what it would feel like to 
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be parallel, ooh that’s interesting’ … so I’m very much more aware of the little 

messages that I know they must have existed before but they were not coming 

through at all. I’ve never been totally aware of how I’m moving my head [when I 

dance/exercise]. And I’ve become more aware of that with Nia.  [In the past] I 

would move a certain way, and there would be a sharp jolt or something like, 

‘oh, don’t move that way’, but it didn’t come, necessarily from, going inside, I 

mean, sometimes [it was] more obvious because it was big. I think what Nia has 

given me about centered awareness is an embodied type of centeredness, that 

has a physicality element to it rather than just being emotional or mental 

centeredness.” 

When I dance from my hara. They give purposeful attention to parts of their 

body and then move from those parts.  “I find that I do dance differently when I 

dance from my hara, or from my heart, or dancing in my head and that it 

[dancing from the hara] is much more peaceful; the systemic movement is easier 

from that centered awareness. I danced a lot in my head [before].  When I think 

back to when I started doing Nia, [I] was still in that place of forcing my body to 

do things and so body awareness was like, so my foot is doing something, ‘hey 

foot walk this way, do this that way, move this way’ and there was a lot more 

force and a lot of internal dialogue that was a lot about right and wrong.   [That 

doesn’t happen as] much as when I’m aware of focusing on dancing from my 
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hara. Also, purposefully calling attention to my feet, what my feet are doing. 

And actually that’s a component of Nia, I’ve noticed that you’ll call attention to 

often times to what your feet are doing. Sometimes there’s imagery used.  You 

know, pushing something away or pulling something towards you, imagery 

helps me to stay present in my body. ” 

I just don’t think I’ve ever been in my body that much before.  Nia teaches 

the students to be more mindful of what they are doing in the moment. “I’m more 

aware of how I sit and I’m more aware… even when I’m doing something that I 

know is probably not a good idea, like if I’m slouching while I’m at my 

computer, I’m aware that I’m doing it.  Before I wouldn’t even think, but [now] I 

will consciously say okay, I want to do this right now it’s not really good for me 

and I know better.  I just don’t think I’ve ever been in my body that much before, 

and created that much awareness of the whole self an opposed to pressing the 

arms or the crunching the stomach. It actually means being present.  And like 

anyone I probably go in and out of that. But with regular exercise it would be 

much more difficult for me to stay in my body [as compared], with this [Nia}, 

because it is a creative expression and I crave creative expression. To be, to feel 

whole, I need creative expression and this is one of the ways that I do that.  Also 

you all keep us very aware of breath.  And I think that through the breath I stay 

present if I concentrate on it.” 
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Energetic Spirituality describes the deep connection the Nia students feel to the 

larger world, the world beyond themselves.  Imagery, music, and movement 

combine to create an environment that brings meaning into their lives.  Many 

students refer to Nia as a practice as opposed to an exercise class.   Instructors 

can impact how much the class invites this kind of experience.   

A sense of connectedness with the whole world.   Images of nature help to 

link participants to the larger world. “I’m a gardener.  I like to dig in the dirt and 

I like to grow flowers and plants.  And, a lot of the spirituality in Nia [I 

experience] when there is guided imagery about the earth.  Lots of times I feel 

like a plant, when we’re doing some kind of imagery.  You know, there’s a force 

of Nature, and the breathing in and out.  I think about plants a lot.  [I feel] a sense 

of connectedness with the whole world, and the world in a sense of not just the 

physical plane but the stuff that binds all of life together, the energy that binds all 

of life together.” 

Those things can be very powerful for me.  The combination of 

movements and music can create a profound experience for the student.  “And 

sometimes, some of the teacher’s visual images, or saying something in class, and 

the music is very powerful. I experience that music [used in Nia class] often 

times, very emotionally.  And, a particular movement in combination with those 
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things can be very powerful for me that way, like the gesture of gathering in and 

giving out. Sometimes I really have a sense [of] stuff going out my fingers or 

stuff coming in. “ 

 “I talk to God on a very regular basis when I’m doing Nia.  I mean I have 

incredible flashes of intuition and problems are solved, answers are given to me.  

You know, I mean I’m not even… I’m there just dancing. I’m there just…I have 

an epiphany and, that to me is, you can’t get much more.” 

Some of them put me in a more spiritual space than others.  The instructor 

facilitates the experience.  “Especially if the teacher is tuned into this aspect, it 

can be very powerful that way. And I think I have experiences not so much 

relating to another individual in classes, moving energy or receiving energy, but 

as myself with what I call spirit.  And the spirituality for me has to do with, a lot 

of times, it’s a verbal cue, rather than the moving thing.  And some teachers get 

to you more spiritually and others are more external or more fun, or more this 

and that.  I respond to my environment. And I feel that I get very different things 

from different teachers.  Some of them put me in a more spiritual space than 

others.” 

 

Relationship/Community   An emphasis on relationship and community makes 

the Nia class a different kind of exercise experience.  The women felt welcome 
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and accepted in the environment from the moment they entered the space.  The 

instructors gently facilitate the connection between students.   Nia as a shared 

value invites the women to form meaningful friendships.  

Safe place to work out.  The community creates a non-threatening 

environment where people do not feel judged.  “I walk in there and I feel 

immediately at ease and whatever mood I’m in, it’s okay.  And I do feel very safe 

and I feel safe enough that I dance like crazy woman, don’t care, and I’m not 

being judged and one of my biggest challenges in my lifetime is the feeling of 

being judged and I think that it’s society and it’s probably personal, maybe 

family, who knows what it is but that’s my challenge and this is a place where I 

rarely feel judged.  No gym says it’s a safe place to workout, you know, that 

really drew me, caught my attention, but that’s so true and I really do embrace 

that.  Not that I feel threatened exercising in other communities.  It’s sort of like 

going to the grocery store going to a gym or down to the trail to run or whatever.  

You go and do your business and leave but you don’t really connect with the 

space or with the people. [In Nia], I feel free to be in a spiritual place and I don’t 

have to worry about weird things going around me, you know.” 

 I feel there I can really do whatever it is I need to do.  The Nia community 

is inclusive.  “Uh, I agree with that, it is a very safe place to be and  I like the 

connection, the real physical way in terms of you know, ‘Hi how are you doing’, 
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calling each other by names and that kind of thing, I enjoy that. There’s two 

different things, often going on.  It does feel like a sacred space and a very safe 

place to be. And there [are] people of varying weight for instance, [and] there 

[are] some men that come.  Sometimes people of color are there, not very often.  

It’s just a place where everybody can come and I think feel safe. You see the same 

people over and over again. And I feel like I’m back in a dance class, you know.   

If you need to, you can lie down on the floor and you can stretch or all these 

things where maybe at some other place you wouldn’t be able to get as 

comfortable and you wouldn’t be able to do what you need to do.  I feel there I 

can really do whatever it is I need to do. ” 

I’ve always felt free to be myself.   Participants feel an acceptance of who 

they are.  “Well that people can do pretty much what they want and they’ll be 

accepted, I mean, if somebody’s crying, nobody’s going to bother them.  The 

vocalizations [we make in class], any weird sound can be ok, you know.  I’ve 

always felt free to be myself there. I’ve never felt like I had to be a particular way. 

If I ever talk about Nia to people who are not familiar with it, I assure them over 

and over, you know, it is an accepting, loving community and there’s, I can’t 

think of anything they could do that would cause real emotional discomfort 

there. And to me, something that makes it really special is that I don’t really 
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know anything else about most of those people and don’t need to and in a lot of 

ways I don’t even want to.” 

It’s just really nourishing and nurturing.  Soon after arriving at their first 

class, students experienced a sense of belonging.  “I remember when I first walked 

into the very first class, and that’s where I went to, was noticing how warm 

people were with one another. But I didn’t have a feeling of being an outsider.  

And that is one of the feelings I have experienced many times in a group coming 

in as a new person.  You could tell there were all these relationships going on, 

and you really felt like an outsider.  And it was hard to come in. And I don’t 

think I’ve ever had that experience [here]. It’s just really nourishing and 

nurturing.  And I feel this is a good place to bring in the fact that when I, my very 

first Nia class, there was a man who was almost as large, like, well above 6 foot, 

but proportionally as large as me, dancing next to me, and Lori, was dancing in 

front of me, and I’m standing here, in a new experience, and as I watched Brian 

doing his thing, and Lori doing her thing, I just really felt like I had come home, 

because, here was this professional dancer type and another very large person 

who were both obviously getting exactly what they needed out of class, people 

feeling welcomed and accepted is very true and you bring that to the higher 

spiritual connection and its definitely nothing I ever got at the YMCA or the 

gym. It’s just real friendly.” 
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There’s a leadership that is so gentle that seems to attract certain kinds of 

trust.  The instructors are well trained to create a safe space to workout.  “Well, 

one of the things I feel about Nia that it is very different from other exercise 

classes and I’ve gone to other exercise and dance classes all my adult life is, it 

seems there’s a leadership that is so gentle that seems to attracts certain kinds of 

trust.  I do feel very connected to the other participants in the class and I’m sure 

it that it is because we all have the intention. I found the better teachers create 

more sense of that, I think because they’re more skilled or experienced in moving 

the energy and holding the energy, but I’ve never been in any kind of exercise 

class, besides Nia, where people consciously connect, or where it’s part of the 

class, to consciously connect with the other people, however briefly, the way its 

done it Nia.  I trust the instructors, and the training they’ve gone through, I know 

there’s a lot behind, that goes into the routines and I appreciate all that goes into 

the belts.” 

Group dynamics has always been a real challenge for me.  For some 

participants, it is difficult to interact; the closeness of the community creates a 

personal struggle.  “Well, this is another one that I struggled with a lot and I’m like 

kind of happy with where I am and I’m still on that path.  I think I resisted; I’m 

not a group joiner.   I don’t like groups. Group dynamics has always been a real 

challenge for me. I’ve had some very bad experiences with group dynamics. I 
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don’t just dive right in, I have to feel safe enough with people to reveal a little bit 

now and then.  I do feel a part of the community and I probably could have been 

welcomed immediately but I held myself back from it because that’s sort of my 

nature is to sort of check it out before I let myself…but I’ve embraced it and felt 

embraced back For some people I noticed in class, it appears on the surface 

anyway to be easier or simple or something, and when I first began going to Nia, 

I was perfectly content having my own experiences and noticing that there might 

be some other experiences happening around me but not really feeling like, I was 

required to at all.  You know, I could go as long as I wanted and have my own 

experience. And then also I liked the community aspects of it and the flow of 

energy between people and there are teachers that encourage that more than 

others but I find I enjoy that.  And it makes me nervous and a little shy about it 

and, you know, but it’s good for us. It’s good for all of us. Because, you know, I 

don’t think I want anything more than connection at this point in my life. It 

seems like everything is about that. So you know that connection.” 

Friends who are my Nia friends.  Nia participants find meaningful 

friendships within the community. “I’ve made such great friends there.  When I 

was visualizing a class, you know, seeing my friends standing around and, its 

great to have that community, it’s a real community.  Wherever Nia is, there is 

not any of that mean competition like in other categories of exercise.  I have a lot 
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friends now who are my Nia friends and I have never really had ongoing 

relationships with anyone who I’ve met in a gym and believe me I’ve done that a 

lot longer than I’ve done Nia.  And with dong Nia, I think it’s been 3 years, some 

of my closest friends as an adult, currently in my 30’s are, you know, I've 

developed from Niaspace. It could happen at any time for anybody there but it 

sure seems different from, the grocery store and the gym.” 

This is a very shared value.  Nia students feel a connection with others 

based on shared meaning.  “I feel like I could go to Boston or somewhere and get 

in a Niaspace, and, I would feel that this is a very shared value.  It’s almost kind 

of like unconditional love or something.  [It] gives you a sense of relaxation and 

then within the community you know that people are there to be, their goal is to 

be healthy and happy and dance.  And then some of the other exercise classes it’s 

a strong sense of competition, of body guilt and so, and that’s shared within that 

community, or heart rate or what ever it is. They share a certain different set of 

expectations of what they are going to get. So this community, to me it’s very 

feminine but also I love going to Nia space when there’s men there. The zing that 

the men bring, it’s very funny to watch men who are in a non competitive space. 

So when I think of that community, I still think that this is still a feminine 

gathering and that emphasis on the earth, and breathing in, and just growing 
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yourself. People have their own bodies and they’re really enjoying their own 

bodies. So to me that’s the shared values in the community.” 

People consciously connect.  Most of the students who attend have the 

intention to come together in community. “I’m really aware, in doing free dance, of 

making eye contact with people going around the room and witnessing people’s 

varying degrees of comfort in being in the group.  For some people I’ve 

witnessed them at first like stayed on the outside and kind of keeping their eyes 

down so they don’t make eye contact with anyone and then maybe opening up 

more over time or starting to smile at people that they do know; it kind of is this 

like blossoming that happens.  I think there are people that that’s very new for 

and so I like to see that.  I like that feeling of the free dance as being a place to 

connect with people and seeing people, even sometimes in just a moment of 

opening to receiving recognition. I think that is something that is definitely not 

available in other types of practices even yoga.  I think the community is in the 

free dance, an integral part of [it is where] we actually move in among one 

another, we weave in one another. I can see everybody and you know, kind of 

have more direct contact with them. People recognize me and I also enjoy just the 

connection during the dance. I think it’s communion.  I’ve been in classes where I 

could see that some people there were just exercising and I felt just so sorry for 

them.” 
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I never felt like I had community at an Aerobic class.  The safety and 

intentional community of the class made Nia different than other exercise settings. 

“I’ve taken aerobic classes before and I never felt like I had community at an 

Aerobic class.  And when I use to take Ballet exercise classes I never got to know 

anybody in those classes personally.  I knew their faces and we’d say hi to each 

other, but I never really made a personal connection with anyone.  And ever 

since I found Nia, I mean, I have never met so many woman that I think I could 

be friends with.  And that I would trust, to be friends with me.  The first time I 

was there and not any, nobody was prostulatizing. It is absolutely different than 

any other avenue. There is absolutely no bitchiness and no competition that is 

probably in all gyms. And it’s in all aerobic classes, and in all forms of exercises I 

ever did.” 

 

Sexual Healing describes the ways that Nia has helped women connect with and 

celebrate their bodies and become more comfortable with their sexuality. The 

celebration of the female form includes women of all sizes and shapes. Women 

became more confident in their own bodies and able to see beauty in others.  

Inclusion of ethnic dance movements invites an expression of sensuality and 

sexuality.   
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Being very comfortable with your belly is one thing.   Appreciation of their 

curves and rounded bellies is an expression of body confidence. “I like love my little 

round belly; I don’t want abs of steel, I really don’t.  I mean, I’m not saying there 

isn’t anything on my body I wouldn’t want to change and I realize I don’t have 

an enormous huge belly but I’m finding things sexy on myself, that they’re not 

saying is sexy in Cosmopolitan magazine, but I know it’s sexy. But it’s more 

about body and my comfort with my body.  Being very comfortable with your 

belly is one thing.  And then as a middle aged woman, I’m not skinny anymore. 

And I worried about it for a long time.  I also got into Nia when I wanted to do 

something about it [and] if it was going to change it [I] was at least going to have 

a good time. Keep dancing, you know, don’t just sit there and watch it change 

and don’t do anything.” 

One of the things I’ve enjoyed is seeing all the different bodies that come 

in there. The Nia class provides a place for women to work toward body self-

acceptance. “I definitely think I have a much different view of what is beauty in 

myself and in other women.  …I feel inundated constantly with these images that 

to me are not real.  One of the things I’ve enjoyed is seeing all the different bodies 

that come in there and seeing women.  I think I’ve always felt pretty darn 

comfortable with my body. And I’ve always appreciated my strength.  I know 

some women there that it’s not that way.  And I really like, just seeing them all in 
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there doing it whether it’s greatly comfortable for them or not and getting more 

comfortable.” 

The whole thing is really accepting of different women’s bodies.  Nia 

helps to invite women to see the beauty in a diversity of shapes and sizes.  “I’ve done 

life drawing and seen all these beautiful bodies that are not the bodies on TV, but 

in Nia you have all these teachers and they’re all beautiful and they have every 

body shape there is.  And the class is full of all different body types and the thing 

I was always put down for was my butt and my thighs… to stand there and do 

‘rumble’, and shake your butt and shake your thighs and not care that the person 

behind can see your fat doing that.  And it doesn’t matter, and the people behind 

aren’t going to look at my butt and go ‘what a gross person she is.’  Everybody’s 

laughing and moving around and … it’s a real loving space and people don’t 

judge people by their bodies … I guess cause there’s this whole community of 

people who look every single way you can, and everybody there is loved and 

accepted.  I really do feel that.  You know, the whole thing is really accepting of 

different women’s bodies.   I feel like I’m being in touch, more touch with my 

body I’m more in touch with my sexuality. Well, I’m just so much stronger and 

so much more I have so much more stamina and it really kind of changed my 

body to come to Nia and… I changed the way I dressed.”  
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Nia has given me, great increase in expression of sexuality.  The Nia 

Technique includes movements which involve the belly and hips in a seductive way. 

“I love when you grind and shimmy and just exuberantly and not to show off or 

not to be vulgar, but in celebration, it’s very freeing and very fun, and I think it 

should be required of everybody to try it.  I mean it doesn’t really seem like 

healing so much as just, you know, sexual expression. When you are doing 

aerobics or steps or what ever, it doesn’t make you feel sexy, it makes your heart 

rate go up and you’re feeling stronger and stuff.  Where as, the belly dance and 

the undulating, when you’re shaking like that… sort of Latin and eastern and 

seductive and very sexy.  I love when we do belly dancing, when we have salsa 

dancing included and yes, some of those types of dance are more sexual in 

nature. It feels sexy.  It does, especially like I’m sitting in this chair in the 

morning trying to, you know, be professional and think smart things, and then I 

go, undulate for an hour and I get back and I have to sit in the chair.  And 

afterwards I can remember.  Yeah, absolutely, I don’t know how, why, but 

besides range of motion and strength and flexibility, Nia has given me, great 

increase in expression of sexuality.  Just aliveness and uh, perhaps it is that 

organic movement that is not in any other class.  It encourages you to be sensual, 

where, you know, in your daily life, you can have an exaggerated sensuality in 

Nia.   I mean, that’s what dance is… You know some of those dances are very 
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sensual. And where would we have an opportunity to do that?  We just 

wouldn’t.” 

I can be flirtatious a little bit.   The types of movements in the Nia class 

invite a playful sexuality. “Definitely that enjoyment of the belly and the 

circularity of movement and I think literally sometimes the playing with being 

coy and being flirtatious with some of the jazz movements. Sometimes in the free 

dance, that can be a place where I can connect with someone, I can look them in 

the eye, I can be flirtatious a little bit. For me one of the wonderful things about 

coming to Nia away from aerobics was that it was ok to have breasts. Literally 

sometimes in aerobic movement, I felt like I had to hold my breasts while I [was] 

jumping around. Whether it was my own internalized [judgment] or was 

legitimately  coming  from the  teacher, [I felt] judgment about choosing  to do 

lower impact things  not  because  I couldn’t o them but because  it hurt to do 

them.  I don’t feel that as much in Nia, [I feel that it] honors my body as being 

able to move [as a woman] having breasts.” 

I still really think of it as a feminine thing.  The class explores the nature 

of masculine and feminine movements.  “But because of the combination, like the 

world dance cultures that come together in Nia, I really think of it as a feminine 

thing.  The combination of the dances makes you feel like part of a world culture 

of women.   I’ve always felt pretty comfortable with my body. There have been 
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times I’ve been fatter and thinner, but in terms of like, sexuality, Nia is a real gift, 

I think.   I love that we do hip circles and hip thrusts. I’ve gotten over doing 

really what looked like really sexually aggressive moves to me, like thrusting 

your hip forward and your arms come back and making a sound with it, you 

know.  And the first couple of times I did that, it was like, ‘Ohhh.....that’s like 

naughty’... and it was very masculine too.  I’ve never been used to moving my 

body in a masculine way.  And really sharp strong moves were something I’ve 

never really had the opportunity to tap into.” 

It’s reflected with my partner.  The body confidence that women 

experience translates to their interactions with their partners and how they carry 

themselves in the world.  “My sexuality in itself you know, I’ve had pretty high 

esteem about it or whatever, but not so much about my body so therefore, 

maybe, it’s reflected with my partner.   And it has been a sexual healing for me 

even like in my personal life, because I had a hysterectomy about three years 

before I started Nia and I pretty much kind of thought that part of my life was 

over.  And I really had kind of shut down my body.  And [I] wasn’t dancing.  I 

was still walking and swimming (which I love) but pretty much didn’t want to 

participate in sex and all of that is back in my life now.  It’s amazing so it has 

been a literal sexual healing for me too.  I have a little Nia wardrobe of camisoles. 

I feel like my boyfriend definitely benefits because I’m just very at ease with my 
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body and I can go into those movements and just when I hear that music or I feel 

freer or I don’t feel constrained.” 

It feels good and it’s pleasurable just to move your body.   Students are 

guided to move in a way that feels good to the body.  “I think the potential for that is 

there in the honoring the body, and moving in ways that are about pleasure for 

the body. Certainly I imagine [it’s different] for  some women, that ability to give 

one’s self pleasure to or give one’s self permission to do or not do with one’s 

body based on what feels good, the whole pleasure principal and how that 

relates to sexual cultural idea of a very andocentric model of pleasing men and 

that sort of thing.  So that may be part of what’s different for me too, but it 

certainly feels like a safe place to play with sexuality for women and I’ve also 

heard men talk about it like ‘oh yeah moving my pelvis’; there is an openness to 

that. That that’s ok and we can play with those sorts of things. I can touch my 

own body and Jenny was talking about in class, ‘it’s your sacrum, it’s ok, it’s 

your body you can touch it.’  And I think that can counterbalance some of that ---

---masturbation embarrassment about having pleasure in ones own body. But I 

do really appreciate the juiciness and sometimes my favorite instructor does use 

that word and I just love it.  It feels good and it’s pleasurable just to move your 

body about at all and of course that does relate to your sexuality and it’s neat to 

fold that all into it and pull sexuality into everything else you do. In this culture 
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[sexuality is] so categorized, fragmented and judged and so on and so forth, and 

it’s wrapped up in the feeling of pulling in power and moving energy and so on.  

You know, all the pelvic thrusts, I just love ‘em and do them with abandon in the 

classes and am so pleased that I get to make that move.” 

And Nia has just given me an opportunity to kind of heal some of that, to 

heal the habit.   “That was a huge thing, when I started to do, to realize that your 

arms can move in all different ways and some of it can be very sensual in the 

way that you move.  I’m an expressive person anyway.  I spent a lot of time with 

my arms glued to my sides. You know I think that I worked though a lot of 

issues, but Nia allowed my body to kind of heal too. I mean my body to kind of 

catch up with the healing that I had done in my emotional body and you know, 

that kind of thing, so that I could express myself fully in my body.” 

 

Release describes the experience of moving through and letting go of difficult 

emotions.  For some women, allowing themselves to express painful emotions 

was uncomfortable and they held them in.  For others, through movement, Nia 

class provided an opportunity to get rid of grief and anger.  The martial arts 

movements, in particular, were helpful in this process.   

I’m not as comfortable letting it go fully.   Some women use their self-

control to keep their emotions in check.  “I think I’m working on this one.  I think 
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it’s, I have kind of, I guess we all really like to feel in control and I am coming to 

the realization that the only thing I can control is my own behavior,  that there 

really is nothing else I can control, but it doesn’t stop me from trying.  And I find 

I am able to let go more in a Nia class than in pretty much any other public place 

certainly.  I’ve never cried in Nia and I think that’s probably related to the fact 

that I’m pretty private emotionally; I’m not as comfortable letting it go fully.  I 

had many experiences where tears have come up in class. But I don’t feel 

comfortable just crying in class.  But I could use it often times to go home and 

just go be in a quiet place and let that come up again and release there.   Uh, 

that’s one of the things I love about doing Nia, is having those experiences and 

knowing that it’s ok, and accepting it and, especially when my brother was 

dying. It was really a wonderful experience to go there.  And feel what ever was 

coming up around that, uh...  Yeah I had that experience that a particular 

movement, would just bring it up.  So one of the things I have been focusing on 

when that thing comes up is letting that be ok.” 

 “That’s one of the things that, I think, someone who is a skillful teacher, can 

help facilitate that, and I don’t think that’s a conscious thing on their part, that 

they’re thinking, oh no, we have to release.   They’re either feeling it with in 

themselves or tuned into the music to know this can come up around that and 

help facilitate that.” 
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By the time I leave all that’s gone. The Nia class helps the women move 

through tension and stress of the day.  “I definitely have experienced release of 

inhibitions and release of self-limitations. I definitely worked out some major 

anger there, in a very wonderful productive way.  There have been times when 

my daughter and my ex-husband, during particularly bad bouts of bad PMS, 

would say, ‘why don’t you go to Nia. Isn’t there a class coming up….? 

Laughing… isn’t there one in about half an hour, don’t you want to go?’ I can go 

into Nia feeling terrible, physically, spiritually, emotionally, and mentally and by 

the time I leave all that’s gone; it’s just, ahhhh.   And I don’t know how much of 

it is energetic and how much of it is chemical.  It really doesn’t really matter, it 

just happens.  So there’s this, the daily grind release and then there’s the larger 

personal issue release then there’s the Nia’s very good for that.  And I have done 

hysterical laughing, uncontrollable crying, just from one extreme to the other.  

Yeah, it helps you to move through them and not get stuck in it.” 

I use it as an opportunity to consciously let go.   Nia provides an 

environment to work through grief and anger.  “And I do use it, I use it as an 

opportunity to consciously let go of like, limiting thoughts and beliefs.  I think 

certainly Nia is a very useful place to grieve for me.  It varies with the teacher, 

my degree of comfort with it and I recognize that may be much more about me 

than any individual teacher. I had a lot of emotions come up when I started 
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getting more physically active, which started with aerobics and was difficult 

because crying in a aerobics class felt very weird and I would sometimes leave, 

and that felt like weird too.  In Nia, I felt like I could cry in class and keep doing 

the class and I didn’t always have to know why I was crying, so sometimes it 

was grieving but sometimes it was also just like how beautiful things can be. 

That kind of moving kind of tears.  I love getting rid of it. If I found any kind of 

anger or something, I throw it across the room.  It lands on the wall and splatters.  

It’s very strong.”   

Because you express things and you can get rid of things and things flow 

through. Attending Nia class has been helpful to women in the time of working 

through a particular issue.  “It kind of helped me kind of get through his illness 

and death, in a probably healthier way. Cause if I was angry or upset I could just 

go do [Nia] and work through it.  I felt like I was taking care of myself, as well as 

taking care of him [because] it made me feel less martyr like. I would also bring 

in that idea of physically getting rid of thoughts or emotions or situations that 

you know are creating disharmony in your life or are holding you back or 

whatever and that sort of activity is very much of a release for me. Because you 

express things and you can get rid of things and things flow through.” 

The martial arts will be so cathartic.  The martial arts movements in 

particular, help to facilitate the release of stuck emotions.  Sometimes in Nia 
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when we’re doing the martial arts part and saying ‘no’ or ‘yes’, I just sort of use 

that as a little psychotherapy exercise.  Like if there’s something that’s happening 

in my life that I really want to change or stop,  I’ll picture that when I’m saying 

the ‘no’.  And then the things that I want in my life, I’ll picture it when we’re 

saying ‘yes’.  Sometimes even like doing some of the martial arts will be so 

cathartic, not that I was angry but just like whatever anger was already in there 

and it just felt really good to just ‘rrrrrraaa’ you know and let it out. That 

sounding is so much a part of Nia; I find that that’s very useful in moving 

through emotional things in various ways. I know when I go to Nia, there’s 

going to be some point in that class…[we’re] going to throw a block, or we’re 

going to kick or we’re going to yell or were going to do something; where that’s 

just going to, I’m going to really be able get rid of it.  “ 

So that there is that kind of permission.  The instruction and environment 

support an environment where is it acceptable to express emotion.  “It’s a very safe 

place, if you have those experiences, there’s no one there that would think 

anything weird or do anything inappropriate.  So there is that kind of permission 

there. I think with aerobics there was no direct place to express [emotions that 

came up]. I could express that but [of] most the expression came [out] in how 

hard I did whatever I was doing on my body.   In Nia there were ways to be 

angry and grumpy because it’s a more individualized movement that didn’t 
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have to be so hurtful to my body.  There are martial arts movements that can 

hold that force and that anger.” 

 

Critical Self-Judgment.  The nature of the Nia class helped women move away 

from critical self-judgment.  For many, seeing themselves as moving with beauty 

was a profound and unique experience.  Most all had found an increased 

capacity for acceptance.  The movements invite an awareness of the current 

moment and are not so much about changing into a different body.   The internal 

direction as opposed to an external focus facilitates self acceptance.   

Just being able to celebrate my body is huge.  Women mentioned the 

experience of seeing themselves as creating beautiful movement.    “I mean this is 

more directly related to celebrating the body and looking in the mirror and 

going, my goodness that was just beautiful.  Well for me, just being able to 

celebrate my body, is huge. I think it was a snowball thing. I really think from the 

first class I ever went to, I’d got a clue and went, ‘oh, that’s what movement can 

be.’ I can come here and just have a wonderful time and not worry about what 

I’m going to look like for the next week for the Christmas ball or something, and 

then it snowballed, the more I did it, the more I began to anticipate feeling good 

and the more I was able to carry it out into my every day life. And yeah, getting 
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the idea that I, look, I can do something and create beauty, the expectation of that 

and the intention; it just gets bigger and better.”   

I was very prejudice against women dancers.  They felt better about 

themselves and that transferred to the acceptance of others.  “Yes, I think one of the 

reasons why it took me so long to get in the door of Nia, is I was very prejudiced 

against women dancers.  And also thin women.  I expected them to be mean 

because in every other avenue that’s how they are, to women who are not thin.  I 

like my body today and I really did not [before].  And I think it’s because I can 

move it a little better, some degree better, easier, and it is fun and I was having 

no fun with my body before, really.”  

I think more [of what’s] changed is the acceptance of my body.  After 

taking Nia, women learned to have more kind, loving thoughts about their own 

bodies.  ”I’ve certainly had critical thoughts about my body, my thighs are too big 

and my tummy not flat, and that’s about it.   [Now}, I’m able to ... observe what’s 

going through my head instead of criticize it or get anxiety or get emotionally 

attached to what it is.   I’m able to stand back and observe and see when these 

things happen.  I’m able to have more kind and complementary thoughts 

regarding my body, which has changed a lot from Nia.  I think more [of what’s] 

changed is the acceptance of my body. And the other thing for me about Nia is 

I’m a real ‘sweater’. I’m one of those people that half way through class I’m 
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bright red and I’m really wet and I just always have a towel.  So I always want to 

be in the back by my towel or on the side [where I] and have a towel over there.  

And I’ve actually moved up to the mid-rows.  I don’t feel that people are 

judgmental about that either.  Which, in other places they are.  I mean, my hair 

drips and stuff.  But that’s my little thing, that’s my personal goal.  So Nia is so 

neat because you can also use it as this vehicle for your own personal 

evolvement.  I don’t have to do that, I can stay in the back row the whole time 

and the teacher’s never going to say anything to me or put me down or anything.  

It’s my decision and I’m just moving up!” 

It’s not trying to become a size three.  This woman described the 

experience of Nia supporting her in the body she was in, rather than working 

toward a future outcome.  “Cause if you’re not a size three you’re not acceptable, 

and obviously I’ve never been a size three in my life. So, yeah, its very much 

helping getting rid of the Critical Self Judgment, because its not going in there 

and going towards a goal, it’s not trying to become a size three, it’s going in there 

now and doing the best and most beautiful thing I can in the moment, and really 

celebrating that and rejoicing what I can do and feeling connected and 

wonderful.” 

I am coming at it from a state of experiencing my body.  The feedback 

about the movement comes from their internal experience rather than their 
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reflection in the mirror.  “So I like the space away from the mirror because it 

allows me to feel like I’m more in a dance or that I’m part of the crowd. [In the 

mirror], you look at yourself and the body and you see everybody else and you, 

it fosters comparison. And having been in so many dance exercise classes where 

the mirror was very crucial and your alignment, it’s important, but you feel it 

inside, that’s what Nia is, very internal, rather than checking yourself in the 

mirror and being critical and making all these adjustments, it allows you to 

concentrate on your breathing and your movement and the grace of the moment 

and the connection to other people. The critical self-judgment, I’ve seen it melt 

away in some really good techniques. People just start dancing with each other 

by close proximity, and also the circle does that.  You’re looking across at 

someone else, they’re your mirror.  I don’t avoid the mirror so much as I just 

don’t enjoy it. It’s distracting. I’m having a good time.  Usually when I ‘m at Nia, 

I don’t sit there and focus on the mirror and watch myself, it’s more the chance 

glimpse that I catch of myself in the mirror.  I am coming at it from a state of 

experiencing my body.  I’m experiencing it and feeling it and rejoicing in the way 

I feel and then I see an image of that in the mirror.” 

 

Sensation describes the feelings of movement in the body. Guided imagery is a 

way that instructors bring awareness to sensation.  Particular images, like those 
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of nature, facilitate unique experiences of movement.  Sensation is feedback, 

information about what the body is doing.  It is a way of shifting attention inside 

and letting that guide the movement rather than a dependence on external 

feedback.  

It was a little new age.  At the beginning, the use of guided imagery was 

strange. “There was a time when the guided imagery was very ‘woo-woo’ for me.  

It would just stop at the front door with me.  And I’m starting to let it in.   I’m 

starting to try without judgment, which again, my hardest thing to conquer is 

just to say, give it a try.  You know, you don’t have to buy it; you can just try it. 

When I first began [doing imagery] I didn’t believe in much of it.  It was a little 

‘fu-fu’, it was a little new age, well give me a crystal too…Laughing… [Now], I 

would wear a crystal… I don’t have one but I might have one soon.  I think it 

really does work. And I thought it was stupid when these teachers were telling 

me to imagine different things. But I think it works in my subconscious even if 

my conscious doesn’t think of it. And it absolutely has helped.” 

I was really at the beach.  The uses of particular images make it possible to 

access sensation and move in new ways. “I’m very susceptible to role playing. 

And this sensation is, it reminds me of when you say move against the water.  

Like if we’re jumping in the pool I’m always, like the pool’s right there.  And if 

you’re spreading out the table cloth, I mean there’s the table cloth; I feel it.  And 
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so the sensation part is guided by the instructor and then things bubble up inside 

just as you open up your unconscious. And the sensation of growth, cause I feel 

very strongly that I’m growing at every Nia class.  And it’s not growing better or 

worse.  I know, my circuits are integrating, and I know it’s healthy and it’s fun.  

Growth is the word.  That takes me back to this one time where I was with Lori 

and we were moving and she was talking about the beach and it was … I was 

really at the beach.  I love the beach, and I really was at the beach in Nia class.  

And I could see the waves and smell them and going to the beach for me and just 

laying into the water and just letting the water rock you … is ultimate relaxation.  

I mean the waves really are splashing over you and you lose the boundaries of 

your body.”   

It informs me everyday.   Imagery and sensation give feedback about what the 

body is doing. “And I do find that the imagery, it helps me really visualize what 

my physiological body is doing.  I know anatomy and I know what the spine 

looks like. But standing tall and growing from roots to branches.  I feel 

movement as opposed just sort of analyzing and looking.  I’m participating, so I 

would say that the sensation of the guided imagery actually helps provide 

sensation.  I have not thought much about that word ‘sensation’ until I began 

taking Nia, and I really like it.  It informs me everyday in a lot of different ways. 

Yeah, I like the imagery.  You know, I can get imagery, and fantasy, creativity 
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and stuff like that, that comes easy to me.  Nia probably is one of the few things I 

do that’s a sensation type activity, so it’s very special. I guess it takes me 

somewhere different.” 

I was very much out of touch with my own body before Nia.   Sensation 

provides a pathway to receive information about the body. “So much of Nia is just 

becoming aware … being in the moment and that’s how you experience that is 

through sensation and recognizing the sensation and I think that’s what gives me 

the confidence to do the moves I do in the class.… I can anticipate because I’m so 

extremely aware of what my body’s doing and how its handling what I’m doing.   

The feeling of [my] feet on the hard floor, when I’m really working on being 

present, I begin to make the inventory of my body, myself, and you know, what 

am I feeling with my hands right now and what do I hear, that’s tuning in to 

sound. What I like is that there is a return to the dance, same steps over and 

over… that gives me freedom. So when I come now, I can more easily get into 

whatever it is I’m supposed to do. I was very much out of touch with my own 

body before Nia. In fact, it seems like I got really, really sick, before I even had 

the concept in my head that I really needed my body to stay alive.” 

Starting with sensation enables the gaze to be softer.  Movement initiated 

through sensation supports an inward focus. “A large gift that Nia offers in terms 

of holistic healing for women is that experience of the body from within through 
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sensations as opposed to externally through the gaze.  I think that starting with 

sensation enables the gaze to be softer I don’t just see the shape of my body in 

the mirror but I see myself in the experience.” 

 

Expression of Joyful Emotion describes the quality of fun and play in the Nia 

class.  Participants express emotion through use of sound and laughter.  The 

music, movements and other people all add to the experience.  An element of 

childlike play creates an environment where people don’t take themselves so 

seriously.  Nia students remarked how different this was than other exercise 

experiences they had had before.    

You can just feel this joy throughout your whole body. Students liken the 

experience of the class to a celebration.  “I have joy.  And I’m not one to use that 

term regularly or lightly.   It is purely joyful.  And I’m not getting all in my head.  

But it’s more than just a physical thing, because I feel emotionally joyful.  And 

I’m trying to recall a time I ever felt joyful doing like, bicep curls. I felt proud and 

strong at times, but never joyful.  It’s just flushing through you.  I’m all red and 

hot and sweaty and it doesn’t matter and I feel great and my muscles are all 

stretched and I’m laughing with my entire body… it is a celebration on all levels. 

The high I get from the class and the spiritual experience is definitely joyful.   

You’re just given this space to do this and it’s wonderful.  My first experience, 
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the first class I went to, I laughed all the way through class.   I knew,  it’s like; I’m 

coming back for more of this.  You know, this is wonderful.”  

The experience of doing it with other people. The connection of movements 

and people facilitates the emotional experience. “For me, that joyful emotion 

comes a lot through that interaction with others in the community.  I love 

dancing next to Robert because he just, for me, embodies that joy so much and 

it’s very contagious for me.  He looks over and laughs and smiles.  I just laugh 

and it’s fun and certainly that playing with one another.  Many, many times 

during class, I get in touch with some kind of emotion that I cry through, that I 

have actually tears and a sense of being overwhelmed but almost always it’s 

from joy.  But it’s a particular movement in my body probably in conjunction 

with what’s been said or the experience of doing it with other people or 

something brings on the tears.” 

It is through playing.  There is a quality of lightheartedness and fun infused 

into the class. “I think Nia is a place where you can be joyful and in a pure way. 

It just kind of comes from the movement and from the other people and the 

instructor and the playfulness and the whimsical. In one of my classes, some 

people bring their daughters and it’s really neat.  To have children around is 

neat, it’s a good role model for adults.  I do feel like a child when I’m doing Nia. 

You know, I have one friend and basically whenever were in a class like that, 
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we’re just, you know, we just get the giggles.  And you know, the fact that it’s ok, 

and encouraged to be really silly and goofy is neat.  When I was first instructed 

to invite joy into my body as a, like a person. It was extremely odd, but it is true, 

that joy can be like a person as definite as a person. And I can invite, I call him 

my joy-boy.  , I have a visual of this young man that I know, and I invite him in. 

And yes, it is through playing, and playfulness among friends and peers, and 

younger women and older women, people of much greater ability, and people of 

my ability.  It is through playing. Yeah, and there are, there’s some teachers that 

can be, just really lose themselves in joy, where the whole class feels lifted up by 

that particular person.  Nia has is a wonderful outlet for that dramatic play as 

adults.  I enjoy watching people being in be in that, I enjoy participating in that. “ 

But there’s just no comparison.  Nia is a different experience for those who 

used to go to aerobics class.  “I think it’s the creativity.  I think it’s the creativity 

but it’s also the way my body moves.  My body wants to flow and it’s the kind of 

movement.  I have taken lots of aerobic classes and I actually liked aerobic 

classes.  I liked step classes.  Now the thought of going to a step class, now, the 

thought of wearing shoes while exercising is like ‘Ugh’. So I mean it’s changed 

for me. And I used to enjoy it a lot but there’s just no comparison.” 

Oh, the making sounds.  How freeing!  Use of the voice in addition to the 

body enhances the experience.   “You can feel it, and you can watch people that 
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might in their usual expression not experience as much joy and all of a sudden 

just kind of come along and get swept up in it.  I really like it and the sounds 

help. There’s a couple routines, where there’s chanting in them, and I kind of like 

when the teacher starts to sing during some of those.  I will just sing. I’ll just 

chant right along.  That feels so good to me, just using your voice in that way.  

Oh yeah, it’s a very joyful expression. Oh, the making sounds.  How freeing! ” 

 

Good for my Health is an affinity generated by the Traditional Exercise Group 

but was presented to the Nia Technique Group as well. Nia students understood 

the health benefits of the Nia class. However, health as an outcome is defined as 

holistic rather than physical.  They appreciate the effect that enjoyment and 

pleasure can have on health.  For most of these Nia students, potential health 

outcomes were not a primary motivation to take class.    

I was just going for fun.   The enjoyment of the class brings the students 

back.   “I’ve done gyms and gyms just bore the hell out of me.  I can’t stand to lift 

weights.  I didn’t like the whole gym atmosphere, I always loved the dance 

atmosphere, I always loved the dance room, and anyway.  It’s this Nia for me, I 

look around class and I see people in their 60s and I know I’m going to be there.  

I know that it’s so much fun I can’t quit.  If it were just for my health I’m 

probably not good enough that I would [continue]… I’ve tried that before, I’ve 
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joined gyms because you should, and because you need to.  And I’ll do it for a 

year and I’ll blow it completely off.  [In Nia], I experienced the fun and the joy 

immediately, and that’s what brought me back. I had no idea I would get so 

many physical benefits. I was just going for fun.” 

Way above and beyond weight control.  Nia addresses aspects of health 

beyond the physical body; it addresses holistic health.   “So I do it for [those] 

specific health reasons and then just get my heart working, to be joyful and to 

have fun and so there’s different kinds of health and it kind of meets the needs of 

all those different parts of me. Nia is very good for my mental health…I’m pretty 

much focused when I’m there and let go of the things that [result in] stress. Both 

the mental level and physically and there are times where I can actually feel that 

I’m letting go of some things and I’m able to move really freely and that has got 

to be good for my health. Then there’s the sweating and getting your heart going, 

it’s just all around, makes me feel good. Well yeah, but way above and beyond 

weight control or cardiovascular, just because you do so much release and let go 

of the mundane and tap into something larger and experience joy and which I 

think in our world [we do] infrequently, we need to have focus points where we 

intentionally experience joy.”  

I think that I am healthier.   Health is a characterization of herself.  “I 

realized that it was…a good way to exercise, that’s what allowed me to go 
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deeper into it, but it makes me not only feel health physically it also has 

improved my image of my health.   I think it also makes me see myself as 

stronger and feel healthier, while I’m doing it and just having it as a part of my 

daily routine. I think it is important for my health, but it’s important for my 

mental health, my spiritual health, my physical health, my friendships…”  

I really want to preserve that.   Health maintenance is important to those 

women who feel they are already in good health.  “You know, I’m 53 and I feel 

like I’m in excellent health and I really want to preserve that and I really want to 

preserve by doing something fun.  I feel even if I wasn’t in good health, you 

know, if I had a health problem I could still go to Nia and do, you know, what 

ever level and it would still be really beneficial.  It’s part of the reason that I go.  I 

have osteoporosis on both sides of my family and my mother has also 

rheumatoid arthritis…so I’m just aware that I have that body type. I’m just aware 

that I really need to do some type of exercise.  And I feel as if, this form [of 

movement], will help me, prevent it.” 

I don’t go to Nia because it will be good for me.   Health is more of a 

secondary outcome for some women, not the primary reason they attend class. “I 

don’t think of it as being that much of a motivator for me, I think, in that 

directive of a way.  I think it sort of was a by-product of all the other things.  I 

think I had started movement you know because it was good for my health or 
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whatever but I don’t think that it is a very good motivation for me.    I don’t go to 

Nia because it will be good for me.  Times when I do, because I haven’t gone for 

a long time [and] it will be good for me, are usually really the grumpy classes.    I 

do think of it as about being for my health in terms of creating more balance in 

my life.” 

I feel like I’m more flexible in my joints. Students experience 

improvements in strength and flexibility through Nia.  “Because when I’d first 

went to Nia, I had back problems. And I don’t have them any more. And so I 

went there more for, just to find out what I can do with strengthening my core in 

order to support my back.  I guess I feel very proud of my health and Nia is a big 

part of that; I had a year of being extremely unhealthy and yet I think it was 

while I was starting in Nia and I remember how frustrated I was when I couldn’t 

go to class and couldn’t experience it all.   Recently, I’ve had frequent thoughts 

how happy I am that I’m so healthy, how grateful I am that I can do all those 

things in Nia, and that I feel so good. I’m in my 50’s; I don’t really feel twenty 

years older than I did 20 years ago in my body, which I just love. The flexibility, I 

feel like I’m more flexible in my joints; I feel like it helps with arthritis, muscular 

strength, definitely endurance. I don’t know, I would much rather do it than any 

other form of exercise.” 
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Theoretical Coding 

While the axial coding provides rich detail for each of the affinities, 

theoretical quotes illustrate each affinity relationship.  Since, within the group of 

interviews, relationship directions included both directions, to determine which 

relationships would be represented in the final SID, a table of relationship 

frequency was created. In the Nia group, several relationships were close, and a 

couple relationships were tied.  Using the Pareto protocol, cumulative 

frequencies and power were calculated and a cutoff selected for inclusion in the 

combined SID.  These tables are included in Appendices F-H.   In the case were 

both relationships were included in the cutoff, the relationship with the greater 

frequency was used.   For the tied relationships, the researcher reviewed the data 

and chose the relationship direction for the final diagram. Once determined, the 

relationships were presented in a combined affinity relationship table (see Table 

4.01). 
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Table 4.01:  Nia Technique Respondents Combined Affinity Relationship Table 

Affinity Name 
1. The Integrated Body 
2. Centered Awareness 
3. Energetic Spirituality 
4. Relationship/Community 
5. Sexual Healing 
6. Release 
7. Critical Self-Judgment 
8. Sensation 
9. Expression of Emotion 
10. Good for my Health 

 Possible Relationships 
A → B 
A ← B 
A <> B (No Relationship) 

 

Affinity Pair 
Relationship  Affinity Pair 

Relationship  Affinity Pair 
Relationship  Affinity Pair 

Relationship 

1    →  2  2    →  7  4    →  7  7    → 8 
1    →  3  2    →  8  4   <>  8  7    →  9 
1    →  4  2    →  9  4    →  9  7    →  10 
1    →  5  2    →  10  4    →  10  8    →  9 
1    →  6  3    →  4  5    ←  6  8    →  10 
1    →  7  3    →  5  5    →  7  9    →  10 
1    ←  8  3    →  6  5    ←  8   
1    →  9  3    →  7  5    →  9   
1    →  10  3    ←  8  5    →  10   
2    →  3  3    →  9  6    →  7   
2    →  4  3    →  10  6    →  8   
2    →  5  4    →  5  6    →  9   
2    →  6  4    →  6  6    →  10   

 

From the affinity relationship table, the interrelationship diagram was 

created to establish the order of the affinities in the final system (see Tables 4.02 

& 4.03).   
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Table 4.02:  Nia Technique Respondents Combined Interview Interrelationship 
Diagram 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 OUT IN ∆ 
1  ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ↑ ↑ 8 1 7 
2 ←  ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 8 1 7 
3 ← ←  ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ↑ ↑ 6 3 3 
4 ← ← ←  ↑ ↑ ↑  ↑ ↑ 5 3 2 
5 ← ← ← ←  ← ↑ ← ↑ ↑ 3 6 -3 
6 ← ← ← ← ↑  ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 5 4 1 
7 ← ← ← ← ← ←  ↑ ↑ ↑ 3 6 -3 
8 ↑ ← ↑  ↑ ← ←  ↑ ↑ 5 3 2 
9 ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ←  ↑ 1 8 -7 
10 ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ←  0 9 -9 

 
 

Count the number of up arrows (↑) or Outs 
Count the number of left arrows (←) or Ins 

Subtract the number of Ins from the Outs to determine the (∆) Deltas 
∆ = Out- In 

 

Table 4.03:  Nia Technique Respondents Combined Interview Interrelationship 
Diagram (sorted by ∆) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 OUT IN ∆ 
1  ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ↑ ↑ 8 1 7 
2 ←  ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 8 1 7 
3 ← ←  ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ↑ ↑ 6 3 3 
4 ← ← ←  ↑ ↑ ↑  ↑ ↑ 5 3 2 
8 ↑ ← ↑  ↑ ← ←  ↑ ↑ 5 3 2 
6 ← ← ← ← ↑  ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 5 4 1 
5 ← ← ← ←  ← ↑ ← ↑ ↑ 3 6 -3 
7 ← ← ← ← ← ←  ↑ ↑ ↑ 3 6 -3 
9 ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ←  ↑ 1 8 -7 
10 ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ←  0 9 -9 
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The IRD sorted by delta, displays the order the affinities will appear in the 

SID. This order is presented in the Table of SID Assignments from which the SID 

is drawn (Table 4.04). 

Table 4.04: Nia Technique Tentative SID Assignments  

1 The Integrated Body Primary  Driver 
2 Centered Awareness Primary  Driver 
3 Energetic Spirituality Secondary Driver 
4 Relationship Community Secondary Driver 
8 Sensation Secondary Driver 
6 Release Secondary Driver 
5 Sexual Healing Secondary Outcome 
7 Critical Self-Judgment Secondary Outcome 

9 Expression of Joyful 
Emotion Secondary Outcome 

10 Good For My Health Primary Outcome 

Relationship Descriptions 

In this section, affinity relationships for the Nia Technique are presented.  

Affinities are presented in the order that they appear in the final system from 

drivers to outcomes.  Each affinity is introduced with a short description of 

placement of the affinity within the system of affinities. This description is 

followed by an illustration of the affinity in relationship to others in a systems 

diagram for this group.  Then each relationship that is influenced by that affinity 

is introduced through combined sample quotations from the Nia interview 

informants. 
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The Integrated Body is a primary driver in a system of the experience of 

students of the Nia Technique.  It is influenced by Sensation.  The Integrated 

Body influences Centered Awareness, Energetic Spirituality, 

Relationship/Community, Release, Sexual Healing, Critical Self-judgment, 

Expressions of Joyful Emotion and Good for my Health.  The diagram below 

illustrates the relationships of the affinities to The Integrated Body. 

1. The 
Integrated Body

2. Centered 
Awareness

3. Energetic 
Spirituality

4. Relationships/
Community 

6. Release

5. Sexual 
Healing

7. Critical Self-
Judgment

8. Sensation

9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

10. Good for 
my Health

 
 
 
 

The Integrated Body influences... 

Centered awareness.  Using the whole body facilitates the ability to be mindful. 

“I think that I can’t personally be aware until I am in my body and out of my 
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head and I can’t get into my body till I do that whole integrated body thing.  But 

I can’t go straight from head to centered awareness, [I’ve] got to go through the 

body. Well, I think when you’re integrated, you’re able to focus.  You’re so 

together that you don’t have to pay a lot of attention to … you don’t have to 

break [the body or the movements] down in segments, and therefore you can just 

really focus.” 

Energetic spirituality. The integrated body is a conduit through which the Nia 

students connect to something larger.  “Yeah, I think that when I’m in my body, I 

come closer than I can in any other way to spirituality, what ever that is, though 

my body. I think the centered awareness is a good stepping stone, between the 

two.  But when you’re experiencing the whole body, you can’t experience the 

whole body and not feel the energy.   And to me, being aware of energy, that’s 

90% of my spirituality.  I think that I need to move to pray. So the more my body 

is integrated the more the parts of me are integrated into something larger, 

which I think facilitates an integration with something larger that myself.” 

Relationships/Community.  The whole body movements, involving the mind 

and emotions, open the women up to connection with the larger community. 

“Experiencing the community… is an outward expression of the inward 

experience of the integrated body. I think that’s really important because … the 

more you have an integrated body the less self-conscious you are and the less 
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self-conscious you are, [the] more [you can be] with other people.  And you can 

shift that focus onto the world around you instead of all those little horrible 

thoughts. Again, as I integrate into my body I’m able to interact with others.  

Metaphorically, it extends to integrating into the community.  Just as my arm 

integrates with my leg I integrate with someone else.” 

Release.   The connectedness of the body allows for an awareness of where they 

need to let go.  “If I’m not aware of my core or having some connection to my 

shoulder or spine, what does this release mean? I think there’s a connection with 

that feeling, of that knowledge, of that movement.  The more you can experience 

the integrated body the more release you’d be able to experience. [When] I’m 

really aware of all my body parts working together, I can go deeper in to it, and 

that for me is a release. I don’t think the release would happen without the 

integration, without the experiencing the body as a whole.” 

Sexual healing.  Moving the whole body in an easy, organic way helps the Nia 

students find an appreciation of their sexuality.  “Once you have done all the moves 

and [have] all the experience and you feel a sense of trust.  From that grows your 

feeling of self-confidence in your body and in the way your body can move. The 

integrated body… you’re a complete person, and not the sum of your parts. 

You’re not sagging breasts and a flabby belly, and a sagging butt, you’re a 

person, and that’s when you get the healing.  I am able to claim parts of my body 
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that I might neglect because of whatever sexual issues. Having that ability to 

claim the whole body offers more space for pleasure through the whole body.” 

Critical Self-Judgment.   Identifying with the body as a whole, rather than a 

collection of parts, reduces the external focus on appearance and self-criticism.  “When 

my body is moving, things are flowing and it feels good and then I’m less likely 

to judge.  The integrated aspect definitely helps release the critical judgment. 

When you really do feel that integrated body, it just makes the critical self-

judgment seem like something outside of you that just doesn’t need to be there.  

It just seems like a wasteful thing.  Like racism or something like that, it’s just not 

worth your time. I think that the integrated body is experience and the judgment 

is thought and there is a disconnect [that] has to do with this nonverbal 

experience of your body, so that the nonverbal experience is very positive and 

looking in the mirror isn’t always such a positive experience.” 

Expression of Joyful Emotion.   The integrated body is the vehicle through 

which the women experience and express joy.  “I think it helps my expression of 

emotion to be in the body first.  It comes directly from the movement. I’ve 

noticed on days where I’m not feeling especially connected, I have less of an 

emotional experience, so I would say that there’s more opportunity for emotional 

experience when I’m really experiencing my body in movement as integrated. I’d 
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have to say that the integrated body facilitates the joyful emotion, because you 

use the whole body to express the joy.” 

Good for my Health.  Involving the whole body and the whole person leads to 

improved health, in a holistic sense. “Using the body in this way, the whole body is 

good for my health. I really believe it could facilitate my not being ill in the 

future.  By integrated I mean, being centered and checking in with all your 

systems while you’re moving.  That kind of awareness of how everything in your 

body works together, just leads to good health. Even as preventing injury.  If 

you’re paying really good attention, you know how far to go [and] how far not to 

go. I think being athletic is good for one’s health and through Nia I feel athletic, 

therefore it’s good for my health. Cause it’s engaging the entire body that on the 

physical realm and makes me do things that I’d never thought my body would 

be able…laughing… to do.” 
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Centered Awareness is a primary driver in this system of affinities from the Nia 

Technique students.  Centered Awareness is influenced by The Integrated Body.  

Centered Awareness influences Energetic Spirituality, Relationship/Community, 

Sensation, Release, Sexual Healing, Critical Self-Judgment, Expression of Joyful 

Emotion, and Good for My Health.  The diagram below illustrates the 

relationship of the affinities to Centered Awareness: 

  

1. The 
Integrated Body

2. Centered 
Awareness

3. Energetic 
Spirituality

4. Relationships/
Community 

6. Release

5. Sexual 
Healing

7. Critical Self-
Judgment

8. Sensation

9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

10. Good for 
my Health

 
 
 

Centered awareness influences… 

Energetic spirituality.  The mindfulness and awareness of the present moment 

allows for the connection to spirit.   “The awareness feeds the spirituality. That it’s, 
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the spirit is always there.  It’s a matter of becoming aware of it. Everybody has 

spirit, but not all of us realize that or are conscious of it on a regular basis.  Ok, I 

think it’s there all the time it’s just whether I’m connecting or not, it’s the big 

internet, always on. It is with practice. Yeah, that is the practice, it kind of feeds 

into each other.  Like I am not naturally spiritual, so it comes from somewhere. 

It’s not born in me, so when I become more aware centered & aware, I am more 

open to feeling...” 

Relationship/Community.   Enhancing awareness allows the students to be 

more available to relationships with others. “When you’re more aware of yourself 

you can’t help but being more aware of those around you.  And that’s 

community.  If you’re aware, you’re in relationship. I think it’s easier when 

you’re centered …to be a part of your community.  To speak, to act, not just to be 

a passive participant, but to really contribute. The more centered I am in myself, 

the better I am able to relate to others.  So I don’t think it is a causal relationship 

but there is an enhancement that comes from being centered that enhances the 

community.” 

Sexual healing.   Internal focus helps students notice and appreciate the pleasure 

in their bodies.  “Centered awareness leads to sexual healing, or sexual success or 

sexual fun.  Sexual energy maybe and that has to do with the belief and 

confidence in yourself. [It’s] part of centered awareness and that definitely leads 
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to being very comfortable with yourself as a sexual being. [Centered Awareness] 

really helps me see myself as somebody able to be a sexual partner or just a 

sexual person moving through life.  If I’m in my own power, if I’m in my own 

center, that’s when I’m able to experience the pleasure of body and I’m able to 

ask for what I need.” 

Release.   Listening and paying attention to how they are feeling helps the 

students let go of stuck emotions: “Well when I’m centered, I’m probably more open 

for something to come up that needs to be released. And because you’re not 

released, there’s something between you and your awareness of your center. The 

awareness makes me more aware of what I have to release, and the desire to 

release and, how safe it is in this environment to get it done now.” 

Critical Self-Judgment.   Paying attention to the inner experience helps Nia 

students to feel more confident and less judgmental.  “Centered awareness gets rid of 

critical self judgment.  And that has to do with that feeling you’re in a safe place 

with no judgment being directed to you from the outside; so it’s not a place 

where you generate self judgment on the inside either. You’re in a place where … 

the teachers are happy with who they are and their bodies.  The people who are 

there are either happy with who they are or they’re becoming happier.  I realize 

how silly my perceptions and assumptions and prejudgments are, by becoming 

aware.  That’s when I realize, Oh, that image in the mirror that I just said was so 
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beautiful is me.  When I’m more centered I’m probably less likely to judge myself 

or others.” 

Sensation.  The purposeful attention to the body enhances bodily sensations. 

“When I’m centered, I feel it, but it’s not just my skin, it’s like, I’m integrating the 

sensation. I guess it’s not the experiences of sensation; it’s the experience of the 

awareness of sensation.  When I’m more centered, I’m less distracted and can 

experience sensation.  Well, if you’ve got that centered awareness, it just makes 

the sensations all the more fun.  It’s increasing pleasure.” 

Expression of Joyful Emotion.  Shifting attention inside helps students connect 

to their enjoyment of moving.  “The awareness makes me realize how much there is 

to be joyful [about]. It makes me aware of that well spring or that life force and 

when you’re aware of that you can’t help it; I can’t help but be joyful. Well, I just 

can’t describe how much happier I am today than before I started doing Nia, in 

all aspects of my life.  The way I’ve expressed centered awareness is a space 

inside that’s calm and I feel especially lucky if I can fill that space with joy, which 

comes from the dancing. When I’m more centered, I can express joy in a clear 

way.” 

Good for My Health.  Centered awareness helps the Nia students find a calm 

place and relief from stress.  “I think awareness generally is good for your health.  

Just having that balance is very good for my health. I see a relationship there, 
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because it’s mostly a calming thing. I noticed that Nia calms me enough too, and 

it also changes my priorities …especially when [the instructors says] set your 

intentions. Nia helps me create a centered awareness for periods of time and that 

is good for my health, to reduce any anxiety.” 
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Energetic Spirituality is a secondary driver in the system of affinities from the 

Nia Technique participants.  Energetic Spirituality is influenced by The 

Integrated Body, Centered Awareness, and Sensation   It influences 

Relationships/Community, Release, Sexual Healing, Critical Self-Judgment, 

Expression of Joyful Emotion, and Good for My Health. Following is a diagram 

illustrating the relationships around the affinity Energetic Spirituality: 

 

1. The 
Integrated Body

2. Centered 
Awareness

3. Energetic 
Spirituality

4. Relationships/
Community 

6. Release

5. Sexual 
Healing

7. Critical Self-
Judgment

8. Sensation

9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

10. Good for 
my Health

 
 

Energetic Spirituality influences… 

Relationship/Community.  The shared connection to something larger then 

themselves helps the Nia students more easily relate to others in their dance community.   
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“Well I noticed Energetic Spirituality, shared in a group, especially at Niaspace, 

builds relationship in community. I think those are real closely tied. In this 

experience, when you [are] with a group of people and you’re having this 

spiritual experience, it’s hard not to feel community. There are people that I’ve 

had Nia classes with that I’ve never shared two sentences with, but I feel very 

close to. If I saw them on the street I’d walk up and give them and give them a 

hug, because I’ve connected energetically with them. I think what energetic 

spirituality means for me is being able to express things with other people.  The 

experience of energetic spirituality makes me feel more connected with other 

participants.” 

Release.  The more the students feel a spiritual connection the better able they are 

to release old habits and limiting thoughts.  “Well, release has seemed to come to me 

at those times, when I’m experiencing a deep sense of connectedness. Energetic 

spirituality leads to release. That’s because I very rarely, sit around and think 

specifically about spirituality, but when in this guided [way], it’s very natural to 

do it, in Niaspace.  For some reason, it doesn’t feel forced.  So it’s not preachy.   I 

think the stronger communication or the stronger connection I have with 

spirituality [the more] courage [I have], to release old habits, because I use old 

habits as some sort of protection.  When you feel that good spiritual part of 
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yourself you’re just able to let go of the negative thoughts and parts of your life 

that you don’t want any more.” 

Sexual healing.  When the students connect to the essence of who they are 

through energy and spirit, they are better able to accept themselves as sexual beings.   

“That’s the foundation for sexual healing, is being able to experience spirit, cause 

that makes it all ok.  Energetic spirituality moves through and creates sexual 

healing.   I think of energy and spirituality as, a force that is a healing force. 

Energetic spirituality is much more of the essence of who I am, in Nia I can 

experience the essence of who I am rather than preconceived notions. Past hurts 

are irrelevant because I’m here and I’m aware and I’m feeling energy and 

sexuality becomes more real.  I mean it’s not text book sleazy movie stuff, it’s 

real.  So I mean it’s a real energy that is …. Wow…watch out… I think one of the 

things I get  from moving energy or receiving energy and touching spirituality is 

a sense of well-being.  And so, I’m more of a sexual person and sexually open.” 

Critical self-judgment.  Spirituality helps diminish petty self criticisms. “I have, 

a sense of Ok-ness, just really fine, instead of not. …instead of negative, not fine, 

not ok. Because the energetic spiritual notion of the self creates an experiential 

way of being that then is too big to be within the judgment that I generally 

associate with being very material and physical. [With] energetic spirituality, I 

feel more safe and comfortable and repelling critical self-judgment. I’m really 
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aware of myself as a spiritual being and it reminds me that my life is a speck in 

the whole big picture and I hope it leads to being less critical.”  

Expression of joyful emotion.  The deep connection to the larger community 

and the world beyond themselves makes way for the expression of joy.  “Energetic 

spirituality for me mostly is joy.  And the celebration of life and the recognition 

of the connectedness [just happens] in Nia and you’re experiencing the energy 

and you’re expressing yourself…I mean laughter, true deep laughter, and 

sharing it.” 

Good for my health.  Moving energy and connecting to something meaningful is 

good for their health.  “Oh, well, my health is just fabulous, I have so much stamina 

and strength, mental health is better. Just getting physically healthier, and some 

of it comes from spirituality and there is something about, somatic movement 

that makes your body sane.  I think it makes physical bodies sane to move 

energy and get rid of blocks and mobilize life force.  I think of that as just the 

flow of good feeling that I get sometimes in class, I associate that with being 

connected spiritually. I’m not in that place all the time; I’d like to be able to go 

there every once and a while. I think it helps provide a balance. My personal 

belief is that we’re all supposed to be spiritual people and that that’s probably 

the best thing that we can do for our health.” 
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Relationship/Community is a secondary driver in this system of affinities 

generated in the group of Nia Technique participants.  It is influenced by The 

Integrated Body, Centered Awareness and Energetic Spirituality.  

Relationship/Community influences Release, Sexual Healing, Critical Self-

Judgment, Expression of Joyful Emotion, and Good for my Health.  The 

following diagram illustrates the relationship of Relationship/Community to the 

other affinities in the system: 
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Relationship/Community influences… 

Release.  Being part of a group who share the intention to let go of limitations 

facilitates letting go.  “I think that the relationship facilitates the release, because 
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you’re in there with a group of people who have that intention. When the teacher 

says, ‘ok, give me a good growl.’  When you are with an entire room with people, 

I mean, you don’t get 20 or 30 grown adults to start making weird noises and 

grumble and growl in an ordinary situation.  It is the Nia community that 

facilitates that and makes it safe and fun and makes it the right thing to do.   You 

know, if we’re in a class, the bigger, the better…the ability to release in a group is 

greater than the ability to release yourself I think.  Sometimes when I’ve 

observed other people experiencing a release it can trigger something that I 

haven’t felt just on my own.” 

Sexual healing.    Dancing in a group that celebrates their diversity helps the 

students express their sexuality. “The fact that I can go there and express myself 

and be sensuous and be surrounded by all these people with all these different 

shapes and sizes, and celebrate together, that is healing. Being able to see all the 

different shapes and sizes and abilities all that kind of stuff… it just kind of 

deepens that experience of, you know were all humans. I find that experience 

healing in and of itself, that feeling of connectedness. The story I was talking 

about of being in the community, being able to connect in community and be 

vulnerable in community, is related to sexual healing. That I can connect to other 

people through touch, through eye contact, creates that healing.” 
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Critical self-judgment.   The safe environment of the class greatly diminishes 

any negative feelings the women have about themselves.  “Connectedness and 

community with other like-minded individuals makes it harder to be that 

judgmental. Because the community is so supportive and so accepting and so 

very, very diverse, that it helps you accept.  I mean when you can see the beauty 

in all these other people you have to accept the beauty in yourself, and visa-

versa. And even with a big group, it just takes you out of yourself and then if you 

want to be in self judgment, you have to do it somewhere else. I learned from my 

friends at Nia, I notice some of them, oh, they don’t care if their stomach is 

sticking out, in fact they stick it out more, move it around more. And what a cool 

freedom that is.  I remember a experience I had in a Nia class recently, there is 

this very thin agile, flexible woman and I was behind her. And she was really 

able to make much larger movements. She has a different body type than mine. 

And I was thinking, I hated her guts, being behind her, you know? And I almost 

had the feeling that she was sort of showing off. And then later in the class, it 

was a free movement, and move around the room and experience that 

community and her face was so sweet and so open and so caring, that I 

immediately let go of that other judgment I had about her and realized that was 

all about me.” 
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Expression of Joyful Emotion.  Sharing the experience of Nia with other like-

minded people increases the capacity and the possibility for the expression of joy.  “I 

think the relationship helps foster the joyful emotions because it is a safe place to 

do it and it’s encouraged and it’s the intention and it’s just so much the synergy 

of being in the community.  I think a lot of the joyful expression was about being 

in community building or having other people to express to. A lot of times when 

I have that experience of crying because I’m so full of joy, the fact that those 

people are there with me at that time, adds to the feeling and sometimes that 

might be what triggers it.  A lot of times it has to do with gratitude, you know, 

for the community.” 

Good for my health.  Being a part of an inclusive, non-threatening community is 

healthy.  “I think the more you feel a part of something the more you can relax 

and everything flows.  I think you become a healthier individual.  When you’re 

alone and cut off,  then you can get sick. Having a place where I go and feel 

connected in a totally non-judgmental, non-threatening way is real good for my 

health cause there [are] other places where I have to go where I don’t feel that.  

That takes a lot of forms and sometimes it’s conversation and sometimes it’s just 

kind of healthy communing with others.   Generally the conversation is very 

positive and it’s not a place where there is a lot of complaining. When I see the 
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others in the community experiencing good health it makes me feel like it 

works.” 

 
Sensation is a secondary driver in the system of affinities in the group of Nia 

Technique participants.  Sensation is influenced by Centered Awareness, Release, 

and Critical Self-Judgment.  Sensation influences The Integrated Body, Energetic 

Spirituality, Sexual Healing, Expression of Joyful Emotion, and Good for My 

Health.  Below is a diagram illustrating the relationships of the affinities to 

Sensation:  
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Sensation influences… 

The Integrated Body.  Using of particular images and receiving sensory feedback 

about what the body is doing, the Nia student finds the ease and organic aspects of 

movement.  “I think sensation affects the integrated body.  It’s a piece of 

information that you use as part of the integration.  If you believe in the water 

and you believe [that] breathing in is part of this movement, then that helps you 

to integrate. When you feel how the movement moves from your foot up 

through your leg into your stomach and on out your chest and head, that’s the 

integrated body.  By being present, I’m bringing in that sensation aspect of it.  

And also sometimes the teacher will lead you into that, smelling, touching, 

feeling air, that kind of thing and when you get lost in that and explore, you’re 

really using the body fully.  When I become aware of a larger sensation then I 

feel more graceful and in grace.” 

Energetic spirituality.  Sensory experiences of the body are a way that students 

connect to spirit.  “I think the sensation facilitates the spirituality. Because that’s 

how I read, or experience the energy, is through sensation. Be it physical or 

visual or auditory, it’s still sensation.  I think mostly with, I guess mostly with 

Lori, I felt it. That she, she has the most connected spiritually, and the sensations 

you get in her class are, because you use your voice a lot.  Her contrasts are 

strong but they always make sense. The strongest time I felt sensation leading to 
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energetic spirituality, would be that. In my understanding of the way that Nia 

works, the idea of being in sensation is the way to tap into the spirit.  I think that 

there are other paths to it but sensation can be a way to tap into it. I’ve found 

myself being so cut off [from] my body, that being more aware of sensation 

really did have a spiritual aspect.” 

Sexual healing.  Access to more sensation increases experience of sensuality and 

sexuality.  “I think sensation facilitates that sexuality or sexiness, what ever you 

want to call it. I think I get really into my body. I mean I can wiggle my hips any 

old time and it’s not necessarily a sexy thing, but when I’m feeling it, then it 

becomes more emotional and that becomes sexy. I mean sexy is what comes out 

of that. Tapping into sensation creates sexual healing. Just being more alive in 

my senses and touching and smelling, seeing and hearing. Rhythms maybe… 

sexuality is very much having to do with the sensation. All kinds of sensations 

and so, it’s probably the sensation that brings it about, you know, the sexual 

healing.” 

Expression of Joyful Emotion.  Pleasurable sensation intensifies the feelings of 

joy.  “The sensation leads to fuller expression of emotion.  The beat of the rhythm 

and integrating all the stuff going on leads to this experience that’s positive; 

emotionally positive. Sensation is the mechanism that makes me aware of joy 

and also allows me to express it. Maybe it’s that I have many more sensations 
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now, that’s why I’m so much happier. Well, finding that joy somewhere in my 

body. Suddenly it’s there, and it’s through the movement that I collide with it.”   

Good for my health.  Feeling sensations indicate bodily awareness which helps 

the students move toward health.  “That’s really good. Sensation is good for your 

health.  The sensations you feel make you more self aware and because you’re so 

self aware…you don’t get [to] the point where you hurt yourself.  Sensation is 

definitely good for my health, just because of the awareness and all the other 

things I’ve mentioned that allow me to release, it allows me express joy, it helps 

me be less critical, it puts me in the moment.  All those things just are good for 

my health. I mean sensation means I’m in my body more.  And it promotes good 

health if you’re more in your body.” 
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Release is a secondary driver in this system of affinities about the exercise 

experience for participants in Nia Technique group.  Release is influenced by The 

Integrated Body, Centered Awareness, Energetic Spirituality, and 

Relationship/Community. Release influences Sensation, Sexual Healing, Critical 

Self-Judgment, Expression of Joyful Emotion and Good for My Health.  The 

diagram below illustrates the affinity relationships with Release: 
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Release influences… 

Sensation.  Letting go of stuck energy or tension allows for greater access to 

sensory experience.  “One example could be when you release something negative, 
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then immediately, something else comes in.  So it’s really paired.  It’s that old 

thing:  when one door closes, another one opens. I think it was [when I began] to 

release some old things [that] I began to get some sensations. If you’re releasing, 

to this level, then you’re feeling sensations [more strongly], so release affects 

sensation. It increases it.” 

Sexual healing.  Letting go of limiting thoughts and beliefs helps the women be 

more available to sexual expression. “I think that the release of inhibitions and 

release of critical self judgment and the release of anger, all help lead to the 

sexual healing. Yeah, because if I’m bound up in my emotions then I’m less 

available to my whole body and less available to others.  [Release] certainly 

promotes greater, sexual healing in myself, just [being] more able to express 

myself fully [when I am] able to let go of things.” 

Critical Self-Judgment.  Releasing limiting thoughts and beliefs includes 

releasing negative thoughts about themselves.  “I release critical self -judgment in 

Nia.  So, releasing gets rid of my critical self-judgment. Releasing critical 

judgment is about releasing negative emotions and the catharsis reduces critical 

judgment.  I guess what it is, is that we’ll be doing a movement and lots of times 

they’ll use language with it and you can just put in your own mental scenario.  

And I really can say ‘No, it’s not going to be in my life anymore’.  When I’m able 
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to release it, it is kind of a freedom from critical self-judgment [and I’m]  in touch 

with my more authentic self rather than the critic.” 

Expression of joyful emotion.   Releasing grief and anger makes room for 

celebration and joy.  “When I’m in Nia and I go through the release of negative 

emotions, I end up in the joyful expression. It allows me get to that place where I 

want to be, which is the joyful emotion, which to me, [is] what life is for. I think 

it’s a lot easier to express joy when you’ve released the negative. I’ve kinda been 

talking here about negative stuff but you can also release wonderful things too.  

You can also release joy, or sensuality, or all those things that you’ve not been 

able to access. Again by releasing and clearing out trapped emotions that I may 

be more resistant to feeling than, or willing to, I feel [able to] tap into joy and 

better able to express that.” 

Good for my health. Release of stress and tension improves mental and physical 

health.  “For me, I think it’s more like mental health and emotional health that 

when I have release, my body and mind are just more open.  Not that you can 

resist, I guess you can’t really resist health, but it becomes more conscious. I’m 

not distracted and so I can more fully focus on my health. Taking away the stress 

and then, the release that you do with your breathing, and … thinking outside of 

what you were when you got there, is good for you.  And combine that with 

exercise and that’s perfect. Being able to release worries and release physical 
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tension, I mean those are known stress reducers, so that’s good for your overall 

health. In part of releasing I think for me, it’s like trying something new. That I 

would never ever would have done. But it’s has been very good for my health. 

Cause I’m letting go of all of that stuff, and actually just letting go generally, and 

just letting go of control too. Recognizing there’s a higher power. I mean it 

certainly is good for your health.” 
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Sexual Healing is a secondary outcome of this system of affinities from the Nia 

Technique group. Sexual Healing is influenced by The Integrated Body, Centered 

Awareness, Energetic Spirituality, Relationship/Community, Sensation and 

Release.  Sexual Healing influences Critical Self-Judgment, Expression of Joyful 

Emotion and Good for my Health.  Below is a diagram of the affinities as they 

relate to Sexual Healing: 

 

1. The 
Integrated Body

2. Centered 
Awareness

3. Energetic 
Spirituality

4. Relationships/
Community 

6. Release 5. Sexual 
Healing

7. Critical Self-
Judgment

8. Sensation

9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

10. Good for 
my Health

 
 
 
 
 

Sexual healing influences… 

Critical self-judgment.  Expressing sexuality through movement helps the Nia 

students become more comfortable and less self-critical.  “I guess because of some of 
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the movements that we do … that are really very sexual,  for me they help, it’s 

kind of related to the critical thing.  It helps you release all those critical thoughts 

and just let them go.  To have the experience of shaking your hips and shaking 

your shoulders and watching your breasts bounce around. And realizing that 

that’s fine and lovely and fun and seductive and all those things.  Having that 

experience with less than my [normal] critical self-judgment [than] I would have 

about those body parts, that in turn, frees me to have more sexual healing. Well, 

when I’m in touch with my sexuality, it’s a stronger feeling then the critical self-

judgment.” 

Expression of Joyful Emotion.  Comfort with sexuality allows greater 

expression of playfulness and joy.  “Let’s see, I’m in touch with my sexuality,  

joyfulness is there too, on the surface, it brings it to the surface…Laughing… 

Well, for me, having more sexuality is a great part of joy. A great part of being 

alive; joyfully alive, not just being alive, but joyfully alive.   I find it everywhere. 

Grocery store, at car washes, I’m having a lot of fun. I don’t mean a lot of sex.  

And a great deal of it is having more sexuality. I think that ones so important 

especially in this culture. So many of us were, I grew up in the ‘50s and you’re 

kind of taught [that] feeling your sexuality is wrong or bad or whatever.  And 

that it’s okay to feel that way is just wonderful. Sexual healing allows me to tap 

into joy and express it more.” 
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Good for My Health.  Accepting themselves as sexual beings and having a place 

to express those aspects of themselves improves health.  “It is part of that total 

integration and the same kind of healing is going to be good for your overall 

health and sexual healing… you don’t get that many opportunities to get that 

experience. They say, if you can get in touch with your sexuality [that] can make 

you appear more youthful. It’s good for your skin, it’s good for you. You know, 

people are more healthy I think when they are more sexual.   They are probably 

more relaxed and able to fight off things. Obviously it is, because I become more 

confident sexually I’m more expressive and my arms don’t stick down by my 

sides.” 
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Critical self-judgment is a secondary outcome in this system of affinities from 

the Nia Technique group.  Critical self-judgment is influenced by The Integrated 

Body, Centered Awareness, Energetic Spirituality, Relationship/Community, 

Release and Sexual Healing.  Critical Self-Judgment influences Sensation, 

Expression of Joyful Emotion, and Good for my Health.  Below is a diagram of 

the affinity relationships with Critical Self-Judgment: 

 
 

1. The 
Integrated Body

2. Centered 
Awareness

3. Energetic 
Spirituality
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Community 

6. Release

5. Sexual 
Healing
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9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

10. Good for 
my Health

 
 
 
 

Critical self judgment influences… 

Sensation.  Critical thoughts and judgment occur in the mind and inhibit the 

capacity to feel bodily sensation.  “[When I am] in my head, no sensation is 
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happening.  When I go into my head, I’m having a dialogue and I am, I’ve gotten 

to the point where I’ve been doing Nia so long I can take the class and my feet 

are moving but I’m not there. I don’t have the enjoyment, I’m not connecting I 

don’t feel rooted, grounded, I just feel very just out there, not connected to the 

ground. Critical self-judgment decreases sensation, because you’re too self-

absorbed to sense new things.  Like sensing a new beat… if you’re self-absorbed 

and you’re critical, you’re not listening to the music and you’re not really sensing 

the rhythm, you’re just stopping at your mind.  I think the less critical I am about 

myself, the more sensation I have gotten, real sensation. I think maybe there is 

just so much space or so much volume and if I’m not filling it up with critical 

thoughts of myself, then there is more available.” 

Expression of Joyful Emotion.  Self-judgment and negative thoughts get in the 

way of playing and fun and joyful expression.  “Critical self-judgment decreases 

expression of joyful emotion, if not putting on its breaks all together.  Critical 

self-judgment makes you unhappy… I really didn’t have any expression of joyful 

emotion [when I started Nia]. Well I mean I can’t say any. It’s the level; it’s the 

depth of expression of joy that I have today.  Today, I really do not really have 

much critical self-judgment and then I did, so it allows more joy.  Critical self-

judgment shuts down expression of joyful emotion.” 
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Good for my health.  Critical judgment discourages good self-care.  “Well I 

know it’s not good for my mental and emotional health when I’m critical, it 

sabotages me and my goals and my general health goals in my life. Physically, 

when I look at myself and I’m critical, I kind of sabotage, you know what I 

mean… ‘Why [do] I come every day? I’m still going to be this body type.’ I don’t 

think that critical self judgment is good for my health. I don’t think it ever did me 

any good.  I went to gyms for years after every knee surgery …   I would say or 

think or set out to lose weight or do something. I don’t think I really ever did and 

I was always critical of my body but also of my life or something more than just 

my body, just the way I looked. And I’m not today. I really like myself today, 

more than I did, and so I think it’s been very good for my health. Any time I can 

let go of seeing my body or the way I move in a way that is not loving or 

supportive, and just accepting it as it is, and that it’s good for my health.” 
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Expression of Joyful Emotion is a secondary outcome in this system of affinities 

generated by the participants of the Nia Technique group.  Expression of Joyful 

Emotion is influenced by The Integrated Body, Centered Awareness, Energetic 

Spirituality, Relationship/Community, Sensation, Release, Sexual Healing and 

Critical Self-Judgment.  Expression of Joyful Emotion influences Good for My 

Health.  Below is a diagram illustrating the relationship of the affinities to 

Expression of Joyful Emotion: 

 

1. The 
Integrated Body

2. Centered 
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3. Energetic 
Spirituality
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Expression of Joyful Emotion influences… 

Good for my health.  Enjoying fun movement in community increases the sense 

of well-being for the Nia students.   “I think that experiencing joy is essential to 
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health and that experiencing joy increases anyone’s degree of health. I think it’s 

chemical. It makes me feel positive, have a positive outlook, and a positive body 

image and I think those things are good for my overall physical and emotional 

health. I’ve never been a very mood swinging person, but Nia pushes me to the 

opposite direction to be really expressing more joy than I normally feel in a 

normal work day, for sure.  I know, I feel that in my body, that it’s good for my 

health.” 

 

Good for my health is a primary outcome in this system of the exercise 

experience for the Nia Technique Group.  It is influenced by all the other 

affinities in this system as illustrated in the diagram below: 
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Systems Influence Diagram 

The Systems Influence Diagram provides a visual display of the 

relationships that were generated in the combined interview process from each 

constituent group.  The SID places each affinity in order as determined from the 

IRD moving in the direction from drivers to outcomes.   

Cluttered SID 

Each of the individual relationships was previously introduced with an 

illustration and sample quotes.  When all the relationships are combined onto 

one diagram the result is the cluttered SID (Figure 4.01):   

Figure 4.01:  Cluttered SID Nia Technique Group: 

1. The 
Integrated Body

2. Centered 
Awareness

3. Energetic 
Spirituality

4. Relationships/
Community 

6. Release

5. Sexual 
Healing

7. Critical Self-
Judgment

8. Sensation

9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

10. Good for 
my Health
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Uncluttered SID 

To enhance the ease of interpretation, the redundant links in the SID were 

removed.  The resultant diagram is the Uncluttered SID (Figure 4.02). 
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Figure 4.02:  Uncluttered SID for Nia Technique Group 
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Integrated Body
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The uncluttered SID was reviewed with respect to those relationships that 

were close or tied in the frequency table.   Most of those relationships were 
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included in a recursion, or feedback loop.  Relationships that were not otherwise 

included in the uncluttered SID were added in for the Pareto Reconciled SID 

(Figure 4.03).  This adjusted SID is the version that will be used for analysis from 

this point on.   
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Figure 4.03:  Pareto Reconciled SID for the Nia Technique Group 
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Integrated Body
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Spirituality
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my Health
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Tour of the System 

The system for the Nia Technique group is presented in two formats.  The 

first is the SID with representative quotes.  That is followed by a brief narrative 

tour.  
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Figure 4.04:  Theoretical Summary SID for Nia Technique Group 

1. The 
Integrated Body

2. Centered 
Awareness

3. Energetic 
Spirituality

4. Relationships/
Commuinity 

6. Release

5. Sexual 
Healing

7. Critical Self-
Judgment

8. Sensation

9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

10. Good for 
my Health

I think that I can't 
personally be aware 

until I am in my 
body and out of my 

head 

When I become aware of a larger 
sensation then I feel more 

graceful and in grace.

 the awareness feeds the spirituality. 
That it's, the spirit is always there.  It's a 

matter of becoming aware of it. 
Everybody has spirit.  But not all of us 
realize that or are conscious of it on a 

regular basis.
In my understanding of the 

way that nia works, the 
idea of being in sensation is 

the way to tap into the 
spirit.  

I think what energetic spirituality means 
for me is being able to express things with 

other people

Sometime when I've observed other people 
experiencing a release it can trigger something 

that I haven't felt just on my own. Well, one example  could be when 
you release something negative it's 
then immediately, something else 

comes in.  

Critical Self-judgment decreases sensation 
because you're to self absorbed to sense new 

things.  Like sensing a new beat or new, if 
your self absorbed and you're critical you're 

not listening to the music and your not really 
sensing the rhythm, your just stopping at 
your mind.  You're just stopping at your 

mind. I think that the release of inhibitions and release 
of critical self-judgment and the release of 

anger, Uh, all help lead to the sexual healing

I guess because of some of the movements 
that we do and stuff that are really very sexual 
and for me they help, it's kind of related to the 

critical thing.  It helps you release all those 
critical thoughts and just let them go.    

Critical self-judgment shuts 
down expression of joyful 

emotion.

Well I think its chemical. I think it 
makes me feel positive, have a positive 
outlook, and a positive body image and 

I think those things are good for my 
overall physical and emotional health.

You know I 
remember just 
noticing that I 

was laughing and 
it was like the 

most fun I'd had 
in a long time. 

Which made me 
try to be aware 

of what was 
happening inside 
me that made me 

feel that way. 
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The Nia experience begins with a connection to the body that is easy and 

organic. Moving with the whole body and bringing in other aspects of the 

person, including thought and emotion, the attention draws inward. Inward 

Focus continues to guide the movement experience bringing awareness to how 

the movement feels and how to adjust to make the experience more satisfying. 

Noticing how the weight is transferred through the foot, for example, allows for 

the student to make corrections to their movement in the moment.  Attention to 

changing sensation and moods, being present in each moment along with gentle 

guidance from the instructor invites the students to find their own deeper 

personal meanings and connections.  This personal experience can be shared 

safely in the class without judgment or inhibition in a community of others with 

similar values.  The nurturing environment and focus on acceptance creates a 

space where students can safely express difficult emotions or move through 

stuck places. Releasing inhibitions allows the students to connect with their 

sexuality in a playful way. Letting go also helps students experience greater 

sensation.  The acknowledgment of beauty in diverse body shapes and sizes and 

a celebration of the female form move women away from critical feelings they 

have about themselves and their bodies.  When they let go of the critical thoughts 

they can be more available to sensation in their bodies.  Letting go of self-

judgment also allows for the expression of joy and playfulness.  Addressing all 
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these aspects of themselves: the body, the mind, the emotions and spirit creates 

health in a holistic way 

Feedback Loops and Zooming 

As we begin to consider the qualities of system for the first group, we notice 

that the Nia Technique group system of exercise experience contains several 

feedback loops.  The feedback loop consists of a system of at least three affinities 

that influence one another either directly or indirectly (Northcutt & McCoy, 

2001).   

 Starting from deep within the system is a feedback loop between four 

affinities: Sensation (8) - Energetic Spirituality (3) - Relationship /Community (4) 

- Release (6) and back again to Sensation.   This subsystem begins to describe the 

spiral nature of Nia.  The student moves from inside to outside; through 

sensation come the connections to others and then more deeply, to themselves. 
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Figure 4.05: Inside to Outside Feedback Loop 

 

3. Energetic 
Spirituality

4. Relationships/
Community 

6. Release

8. Sensation

Inside to Outside
feedback loop 8-3-4-6

 

 

As we begin to take a more distant view of the system or zooming out, we 

can substitute this larger affinity, “inside to outside”, for its component parts and 

create a new view of the system.   
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Figure 4.06:  View of SID with Inside Outside Feedback Loop 

 
1. The 

Integrated Body
2. Centered 
Awareness

5. Sexual 
Healing

7. Critical Self-
Judgment

9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

10. Good for 
my Health

Inside to Outside
feedback loop 8-3-4-6

 
 

 

Two more feedback loops each contain “inside to outside”.  First, a feedback 

loop beginning with the Integrated Body (1) – Centered Awareness (2) – Inside to 
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Outside (8-3-4-6).    This Embodied Awareness Loop brings in focus and 

awareness with the body as the vehicle for the experience.     

Figure 4.07:   Embodied Awareness Feedback Loop 

 
1. The 

Integrated Body
2. Centered 
Awareness

Inside to Outside
feedback loop 8-3-4-6

Eembodied Awareness
Feedback loop 1-2-3-4-6-8

 

Substituting the Embodied Awareness Loop for its component affinities, we 

zoom out to a more simplified view of the Nia Technique System. 
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Figure 4.08: View of SID with Embodied Awareness Loop 

 

5. Sexual 
Healing

7. Critical Self-
Judgment

9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

10. Good for 
my Health

Embodied Awareness1-2-3-4-6-8

 

The other loop containing “inside to outside” contains Sexual Healing (5) to 

Critical Self-Judgment (7) to Inside to Outside (8-3-4-6).  This feedback loop 

brings in the aspect of self acceptance, moving away from critical self-judgment. 
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Figure 4.09: Self-Acceptance Feedback Loop 

 

5. Sexual 
Healing

7. Critical Self-
Judgment

Inside to Outside
feedback loop 8-3-4-6

Self-Acceptance Loop

Feedback Loop 7-8-3-4-6-5

 

 

Substituting the Self-Acceptance Loop into the Nia Technique system we 

introduce another simplified view of the system. 
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Figure 4.10:  View of SID with Self-Acceptance Loop 

 
1. The 

Integrated Body
2. Centered 
Awareness

9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

Self-Acceptance 

Feedback Loop 7-(-8-3-4-6)-5

Self Acceptance Loop

Feedback Loop 7-(-8-3-4-6)-5

 

 

These three feedback loops, Inside to Outside, Embodied Awareness and 

Self Acceptance, connect to makes another larger loop Connecting Body, Mind, 

Emotions, and Spirit. 
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Figure 4.11:  Connecting Body, Mind, Emotion and Spirit Feedback Loop 

 

1. The 
Integrated Body

2. Centered 
Awareness

3. Energetic 
Spirituality
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6. Release
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7. Critical Self-
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Mind, Emotions and 
Spirit

Feedback Loop
1-2-3-4-6-5-7-8

 

 

Substituting for the individual affinities, we further simplify the systems 

diagram. 
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Figure 4.12: View of SID with Body, Mind, Emotion and Spirit Loop 

 

 

 
Zooming out one more time, we can bring in the link to Expression of 

Joyful Emotion for a final simplified version of the SID of the exercise experience 

of the Nia Technique group: Joyfully Connecting Body, Mind, Emotion and Sprit. 

 

 

 

9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

Connecting Body, Mind, Emotion and 
Spirit Feedback Loop

1-2-(8-3-4-6)5-7

10. Good for 
my Health
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Figure 4.13 : Telephoto View of Nia Technique SID 

 
Joyfully  Connecting Body, Mind, 
Emotion and Spirit Feedback Loop

1-2-(8-3-4-6)5-7-9

10. Good for 
my Health

 

 

 

Traditional Exercise Group 

Ten women who regularly participate in a traditional group exercise class, 

agreed to take part in an individual interview.  Six affinities were generated in 

the traditional exercise focus group: Social Environment, Good for my Health, 

Physical Environment and Structure of Class, Mental Experiences, Physical 

Aspects, and Challenges.  The resulting affinities are presented in Appendix D 

along with a brief description and the list of items that comprised the affinity.  

Two affinities, one from each of the other two groups, were added to the affinity 

list for the individual interviews.  Critical Self-Judgment was added from the Nia 

group and Comparisons was added from the Non-Exercise group. 
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Axial Coding 

After the interviews were transcribed, a composite table was created for 

each affinity. From the quotes for each affinity, sub-themes were identified.   

Sample representative quotes were used to write a paragraph to provide rich 

detailed descriptions of each category in the words of the participants.   

The affinity write-up begins with a bolded statement in the participant’s 

own words that represents the meaning in the quotes that follow.  The next 

sentence is written by the researcher.  It contains a noun or phrase used as a 

noun that is italicized.  The remainder of the paragraph is combined quotes from 

the participants.   What follows are the affinity descriptions for the traditional 

exercise group: 

 

Social Environment   Several women enjoyed the community aspect of classes.  

Other people add energy and fun.  Exercise is a shared experience that supports 

connection.  Making a commitment to a friend or colleague to attend class was 

helpful to some women.  Others don’t care much to socialize in class but find 

having an instructor and a structured activity helpful. 

I enjoy lots of people.  For several women, attending their exercise class 

offers an opportunity for connection with friends and colleagues. ”I feel like it’s a 

time to connect with people that I don’t normally connect with.  In our work 
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environment.  I love that I go at noon and I get to relate to a new group of people 

that I don’t normally see. Yeah, it’s just nice to have a bunch of people in there 

that you know and, it’s like [we’re all] doing it together, even though you’re not 

actually interacting.  You’re all there and you’re friends. It puts you in a good 

mood when you see them and then you’re ready to go. More sweating, more 

heat, more activity, just bouncing around and having fun. More feedback from 

people.  About four or five years ago, I was taking a noon class … that was more 

social for me, because that was by and large working woman and working 

mothers, now I tend to workout with housewives so I don’t feel very connected 

to them. It is nice when you get a group of regulars and you see each other all the 

time and that’s kind of the bit of camaraderie type of thing.” 

One woman expressed a different experience: “I feel like they are invading 

my space.   That students go [to class] too; it’s basically been overwhelmed by 

students. That’s a little intimidating having all these little 20 years olds bouncing 

around. But, other than that, I mean, I’ve been doing this for years.  And I don’t 

really [care]; I always sort of worked out by myself.” 

It’s really not a social thing for me.  For some women, the interactions with 

other students are not important.  “I don’t go out with them; I don’t do things with 

them. I have instructors that I really like but it’s really not a social thing for me.  

In fact my favorite class is at 6 in the morning and it’s because it’s small and you 
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have endless space to yourself to move around in. The only reason, I guess I like 

a class better than working out alone is, like the instructor knows more about all 

over conditioning than I do.  It’s like instead of getting a personal trainer, I can 

just go and do that.  I don’t have any friends that go with me. I see people that I 

know or are in the class all the time, but going there to see them isn’t a big thing 

with me. Except for the fact that sometimes it’s crowded, I don’t notice other 

people that much.” 

Kind of make each other go.  Having an exercise buddy helped some 

women make the commitment to attend exercise class.  “I do have an exercise 

buddy, but I am very self-motivated to go to class and whether that buddy goes 

or not, it doesn’t make a difference to me, because I’m there.  More so, that 

person’s dependent on me going and encouraging them. “ 

“I go with somebody from work.  [We] kind of make each other go; we go 

together.  I used to look forward to going to exercise for the companionship of 

other people.  I did have a friend that I used to work out with that it was never a 

scheduled thing, it was, well if I see you, I see you, if I don’t I don’t.” 

I couldn’t do it alone.   Women experienced support from their classmates. 

“I wouldn’t exercise on my own.   I need somebody to tell me what to do and 

that [exercise class] fits that category.  Well, [I like the] kindnesses and cheering 

for each other and encouraging each other.  The kindnesses I’m thinking of, 
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someone will go and get a mat for you or bring you a mat, or they’ll check off 

your name [on the list], just a little thing that say, I notice you, you’re special, or I 

care, and that’s very nice.  And then some of the people, [exercise class is] the 

only time I ever see them is there, but if I run into them someplace else, it’s like 

‘oh HI!’  I couldn’t do it alone. I couldn’t do it without an instructor at least, so 

the fact that there is a class at specific time, that helps get me there.” 

Instructors are just so important.  The instructor’s encouraging words help 

the students get through the class. “Yeah, that’s another thing too about 

feedback, instructors are just so important.  Some instructors get up there and 

they don’t ever connect with the class, you know, and some of them, I need to 

hear, things like, ‘you guys look great’, you know, ‘keep it up’, you know, or 

‘looking good’, you know.  Where do you get that kind of feedback on a regular 

basis; you don’t get it in the workplace? And most of us don’t get it at home 

either. To hear somebody telling you, even if it’s [not] specifically to you, but just 

hearing the words; ‘you look great, you’re doing a good job, keep it up’.  It’s 

very, very powerful. You need that positive, I mean, I do.”  

 

Good for my Health   Participants in this group understand exercise as being 

very beneficial to health.   Health is a primary motivation for attending exercise 

class.  It is understood as protective against development of future health 
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problems and a way to maintain current health status.  Those with health 

problems feel better when they exercise. Exercise works to control weight and 

manage stress.  

I’m trying to not fall into some of the traps that my parents had.  Working 

out is a way that these women avoid future health problems. “But my true 

commitment to my health started about ten years ago when my dad passed 

away. He was terminal, but I feel he would have suffered less if he had been in 

better shape. And at that time, I said I’m going to keep myself in the best shape 

possible because you can’t prevent getting a terminal illness but you can prevent 

how much you suffer due to it by what kind of shape you’re in.  I do a lot of it 

because my dad was way overweight, his sister was overweight, and I could 

very easily be overweight if I let myself go.  My dad had a lot of aches and pains 

and I’m hoping that if I exercise and keep at it, that I won’t have that.  I’m trying 

to not fall into some of the traps that my parents had.”  

It’s a great way to control your weight, as opposed to dieting.   Exercise is 

a strategy for weight loss. “Even though I now weigh more than I did, that was 

why I sought it out in the first place and now that I’m doing it, I’m finding more 

ways to maintain that health. You do actually reach a plateau, at the very 

beginning and I reached that and could never lose anymore weight, so I started 

bike riding to exercise class back and forth 3 miles everyday, and that has helped 
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in addition to working out. I have chronic weight problems and working out 

helps me with that.  When I started carrying all that weight on me, I had 

absolutely no energy at all; I had no self respect.  I was getting very depressed.  I 

don’t think I could ever really quit.  It’s [exercise] a great way to control your 

weight, as opposed to dieting. I hate that word, diet. I’m little and after three 

kids, I can say, knock on wood, I’m still in the same size and I worked out up 

until the day I delivered.” 

I exercise is because it’s good for me.   There are a lot of health benefits to 

exercise.  It’s just the right thing to do. “I have to keep going, and those times 

when I think well I really don’t want to go, that is a force. It seems like now 

everything that is wrong with me, the doctor implies that more exercise would 

fix.  I agree that one of the reasons, or probably the main reason that I exercise is 

because it’s good for me.  It’s good for my health. They tell me it’s good stress 

management, but I don’t personally see.  Ok, I go exercise and feel less stress, but 

I just, I think it’s, I enjoy exercise.  I have enjoyed it since I was in 5th grade and 

like the calisthenics part of exercise.  Well, I think it’s maybe changing, the health 

reasons are more [important] now that I’m getting older.   I’m a pretty wiggly 

person and I would go exercise just to release energy and stress.  So, you know 

back then, it was just to be moving and jumping around and not sitting.  But now 

it’s moved to we’re going to keep this up because it’s better for my health and as 
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I get older it can only do me good.  I have more energy; I get sick less.  I just feel 

good.” 

It usually helps a lot.  Exercise helps to moderate the effects of existing 

health conditions.  “Health is probably the number one motivator, number one 

factor for me to work out.  Yeah I think that’s, very applicable to me.  I mean, if I 

don’t workout I have to go on my blood pressure medicine.  I also have asthma, I 

feel the more I can do, when I feel good, [the better], and yeah, weight too.  I 

have trouble with my weight.  And [exercise] helps a lot. When I initiated this 

with a friend, my hips were hurting me … somehow I knew that exercise was 

probably part of the answer.  I’ve always been disdainful of exercise, always felt 

like it was preparation for the future but not living in the moment.  It took away 

from now, to get ready for the future, so that was my excuse for years and years.  

And so it [is] definitely for health reasons [now]. “ 

I’m pretty healthy already.  Those women, who are not experiencing any 

health or weight problems, exercise for health maintenance.  “To me, it just means 

keeping my body in shape. I’ve never had a weight problem.  Or really any 

health related problem like high blood pressure or anything like that.  But I feel 

like it just keeps me where I am, maybe it makes me a little bit better, for the 

most part it’s not so much to improve my health, as to maintain my health, 

because I feel like I’m pretty healthy already. I guess I haven’t ever experienced 
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non-health.  And I’ve exercised for a really long time so I guess I could say, you 

know, that I’m healthy for that.”   

I think it’s a great way to let go of concerns and stress. Attending exercise 

class is great stress management.  “I look forward to going, it’s my release.  I mean, 

If I’m stressed, if I’m tense, if I’ve, had a rough night, I can’t wait to do it, pound 

it out, basically.  I think it’s a great way to let go of concerns and stress. It’s a 

great stress management, in my opinion…if you can go in there and you can 

pound it out, you can just let it all go.  [If] I’m feeling kind of ugly; I’ll get a 

heavier set of weights and just burn it out. So it’s really my outlet.” 

 “I noticed that if I don’t exercise for a week my work load and everything 

kind of gets at such a point I feel a little more irritated. Whereas if I exercise, [my] 

muscles are relaxed later on, I can handle those things very well. I feel healthier 

and I feel better, I noticed the difference when something happens like I get over 

worked and I don’t work out for a week.  So that’s a big deal for me.  I was pretty 

much a couch potato until I got divorced, and I needed to do something else. 

And I really enjoyed the sense of sort of being in control, that, for the first time in 

my life I have some control over my body, [When I don’t work out] I feel 

sluggish; I don’t feel as well, I don’t feel as healthy.  And for some reason 

working out acts as a control on other bad behaviors for me; when I exercise, I 

don’t over eat as much. I’m prone to eat better [when] I feel better.”  
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Physical Environment and Structure of Class. The instructor plays a significant 

role in defining the class structure.  Participants have strong preferences for their 

instructors and are willing to travel for an instructor they like, although 

convenience of location is an important factor.  Music and choreography make 

the class fun.   They are usually disappointed when a substitute is there and may 

turn around and leave.   

They are extremely helpful and nice.   The students enjoy the instructors 

with a good personality.   “She’s real pleasant person, she knows everybody by 

name, she seems real good at what she does … I want to say everybody likes her. 

We have a couple of instructors that have been around for many years and 

everybody’s really comfortable with them and they’re very good.  I think you 

have to find an instructor that you, that teaches you the way that you want to be 

taught, that can teach. That knows how to do the calls and things like that.   I like 

all the instructors.  They are extremely helpful and nice and it’s just the 

willingness to teach us, that is, very encouraging for us.”  

I don’t want see their bodies wiggling and jiggling. For this participant, it 

is important that the instructor is physically fit and not fat. “I need an incentive. 

I’m sure not going to take an aerobic class from somebody that’s overweight and 

can’t jump more than two inches off the ground. For me, this is not what I’m 
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looking for. If I’m watching somebody up on a platform that’s facing me, I don’t 

want see their bodies wiggling and jiggling. I want hard body. I want to see 

something [a body] that I could say, I want that. I want that. I want to look like 

that. I want to be able to do that. So the physical instruction, the physical person 

up there, to me, needs to be in shape.” 

There’s a sub I turn around and walk right back out.  Students are 

disappointed when there is a substitute instructor.  “Before I get there, I want to 

know what to expect, who’s going to be there, [it] helps me, motivate me. 

Sometimes we have substitutes and that throws me off because it can get to be 

really boring or tiring, seeing the instructor not be very motivated. We’ve had 

several substitutes that you just can’t follow.  You know that’s frustrating 

because you’re there to get a workout and you spend half the time standing 

trying to figure out what’s going on.  The instructor really makes a difference to 

me; some days when I walk in to class and there’s a sub I turn around and walk 

right back out.” 

I think absolutely the instruction has to be worth the travel. Several of the 

students take their workouts very seriously.  “I like energetic instructors, I like 

people who are enthusiastic, I like it to be a really hard workout.  I prefer it not to 

be a social workout. I want to go in there and workout hard for an hour and 

leave. And I’m serious about it; I mean I’ll drive across the city to take a class 
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from an instructor that I like rather than go down the street to take one I don’t 

like.  Depending on whose style you like, you can just not go that day. I look 

forward to it when certain instructors are there, I’m like, oh I can’t wait to get in 

there and see so-and-so... because they really motivate me. I think absolutely the 

instruction has to be worth the travel. I’m a firm believer in not taking the same 

instructor, all the time, for [example], if I have three classes, I try to have three 

different instructors because instructors work different muscles and do things 

differently and so I do that [take different instructors], I go three times.” 

You’re just looking at the clock and wishing it would move faster. The 

students depend on skilled instructors to facilitate an interesting and effective class. 

“You know you get frustrated and it’s not a very good workout. The two classes 

I like best are taught by the same teacher and I don’t like to go to the other class 

because I feel the teacher screams a lot because the music is up loud and she 

screams over that.   She’s teaching it like it’s a boot camp, ‘I want you to get 

down and do 20 push ups on your toes.’  Now I know that pushups on your toes 

are not necessarily good for your back, especially if you’re 40 years old.  I don’t 

think she’s got a real good grasp of the abilities of her class or the purpose of the 

class.  So I just don’t go.  I don’t like the instructors who spend a lot of time 

talking about themselves.  You either have to do your own attitude, which is I 

can get through this and the next one will be better or sometimes I’ll just get up 
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and walk out.  And sometimes steps can get really monotonous and you’re just 

looking at the clock and wishing it would move faster. “ 

He made it look like Broadway.  Music and choreography make the class fun. 

“I’m not motivated as much as when I am when they are playing pop or hip-hop 

type stuff, funky.  You know, I like it when they make it fun.  When they make it 

like dancing. Like just floor aerobics, that’s fine.  And [this guy teacher] made it 

look like Broadway.  And it was great. It made it fun.  I like a lot of variety, some 

of my instructors do Salsa stuff, like, lets get you body moving. And some of 

them do, you know, the hip-hop type things right now and that’s also good.  I 

like the classes where I can move a lot.” 

If the classes were not here I would not go.  The location of the class makes 

a big difference.  “If it wasn’t here, the convenience, I probably wouldn’t be as 

inclined to go because once you get home … you just don’t feel like getting up 

and going out again, especially in the winter time. So convenience is a plus. I 

think it’s a lot easier to make it to your goal, if it’s convenient. Central location is 

always great.  I really feel that if the classes were not here I would not go. I like to 

have music that I enjoy but I would, I think I would go anyway no matter what it 

was, if it was the right time. The thing that, convenience obviously, is the most 

important or the biggest benefit here, ok I can go on my lunch hour. It’s timed 
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specifically to fit in.  The convenience is really, making it work in my day so it 

can because part of my life style is extremely important.”  

I like to look at myself in the mirror.   Some women like the feedback they 

get from watching their bodies in the mirror.   “I like to look at myself in the 

mirror.  It helps me focus on the muscle group that I’m working. Also it I think it 

creates a sense of openness, you know, or space where you can breathe, you’re 

not like enclosed by four walls. It’s just on-going.  Almost like you’re outside. 

The room looks bigger and feels bigger.  It’s on-going. You’re not boxed in 

somewhere, so that helps a lot.”  

Others find the mirror a distraction.  “This is going to sound odd, but I 

would rather there wasn’t mirrors.  I don’t like working out in front of mirrors.  

One day a week I take a class [in a studio] that has wall to wall mirrors and I find 

that challenging. I don’t like that.” 

 

Mental Experiences   The exercise class evokes a range of mental experiences. 

Through distraction and zoning out, exercise class provides a way for women to 

leave behind the concerns of their day.   They release stress and tension through 

working hard.   When class is over they feel they had accomplished something 

worthwhile.   When the instructor adds dance steps it makes the class more fun.   
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I just go in and kind of zone out.  Some of the women preferred their class 

to be a mindless activity. “I go there and I don’t want to think.  I want to just kind 

of zone and so I prefer the not too complicated, little more repetitious in the 

steps, but still being able to really work out. Work up a good sweat and all that 

kind of stuff but I don’t want to have to try to follow all these complicated 

things.  I watch the clock, and I can wait for it to get done, but I also, I think I’m 

more in the, ‘I don’t want to think category.’  I just go in and kind of zone out.  

And sometimes, Kristi, sometimes we can tell when she’s gone to these 

workshops.   Cause she comes back with all these new moves. And we’ll all just 

kind of stand there going... ‘NO’...  Yeah, I prefer not to think; I think at work.  I 

go there [to exercise class]  to basically relax.” 

I’m on the complicated end.  I like it to be complicated and challenging 

and interesting.  When the movements are mentally challenging the experience 

of the class is more of a distraction from their everyday life.  “I’ve had both 

experiences because when I like a challenge movement; because it’s a diversion 

from everything else.  But you really don’t have to think because the instructor 

creating the pattern for you, you’re just following, you’re not thinking of the 

pattern.  So the mental, complicated movement; that just makes it fun.  I don’t 

really consider it thinking, that’s just mimicking. And feeling, you know, your 

muscles working, getting fatigued, and sweat and you know… it’s fun, it’s  being 
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able breathe again.  I’m on the complicated end.  I like it to be complicated and 

challenging and interesting. Now that takes me out of myself.  I like to be able to 

concentrate, on what I’m doing and what I’m feeling, and it’s fun. I usually feel 

good after a class. Totally distracts me from anything else going on in my life. I 

walk in there and everything else just escapes my mind. And all I do is focus on 

the moves, the steps or the muscles that I’m working if it’s a total body sculpting 

class. So it’s a great diversion little thing.” 

That’s really fun for me. When the instructor includes dance steps, the class 

is more fun.  “I feel like most of the [I’m} time having so much fun and [I’m] 

feeling disappointed when it’s over. [Especially] when it’s new steps, or I like a 

lot of dance in it.  I don’t like that sort of [the same thing] over and over again 

stuff. [I like] when they do new  routines, when there’s a teacher and who’s 

really good, and you look at what she’s doing and you say, well that’s what that 

move was supposed to be. That’s really fun for me. You know if it’s a really good 

energetic class, I can get into a place when I just feel totally happy for the rest of 

the class, which is really nice.” 

All that stress gets bottled up.  When they release some of the physical 

tension they can take a breath. “Two of my kids are now grown and gone, but 

when they are all at home, ‘now you know mom, you have to go to exercise class 

because if you don’t we’re not going to have a good day’.  So, it’s very important 
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for me to exercise regularly because all that stress gets bottled up. When I finish 

my exercise class and just walk out of there and feel like I can breathe deeply, 

you know, breathe deeply, breath in, breath out, everything is great. It’s a really 

good class, is energizing for the whole day. If I go and workout I’m just better all 

day.” 

I will be glad that I went.  Even though it’s difficult to get there, it feels like 

an accomplishment once it’s over. “Yeah, it’s like, you know it’s like I endure the 

pain because I know it’s good and know that at the end it will be, I will be glad 

that I went, and sometimes it’s like the just do it, you know, it’s the getting there. 

I feel like I accomplished something and sometimes I sweat, sometimes I don’t.  

It kind of depends on what we’re doing, but I like to sweat.” 

 

Physical Aspects refer to the body experiences both during the class session and 

as an outcome of attending classes.  Most of the women in this group enjoy a 

strenuous workout.  They get pleasure from sweating and feeling their muscles 

work; sweating is one way they define a “good workout”.   They noted the 

application of fitness to their daily lives as they could perform tasks with greater 

ease.  Exercise serves to protect against the consequences of aging 

I feel I’m getting stronger everyday.  After attending classes over a period 

of time, women noticed an improved level of fitness.  “We’re doing chest presses 
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and I was thinking, when I first started doing this… pressing up, 5 pounds was 

really heavy.  And now I’m using 12 pounds. I like doing physical things, like 

doing step.  It is very rewarding to me when you start off [or] maybe you’ve 

slacked off…and it’s hard to get through. And then after a few weeks, you’re 

getting back.  And you can pretty much make it though the whole routine … not 

be just totally worn out.  You actually make it through and everything is cool.  

And you feel like you’ve had a workout. And you feel pretty good.  But most of 

all, I like muscle definition, that would be nice.   If I didn’t have any physical 

changes or feel stronger I don’t think I would have pursued it as much as I have.  

I am 50, but my skin I think is very good for that age and I feel that overall 

exercise and blood circulation and everything kept me in this shape.” 

I like the feeling of using my muscles, and I like, sweating fine. Women 

liked to have a good workout.  “[Before] I just knew I was working too hard if I 

was beginning to feel like I was going to sweat.  That’s what I used to think. But 

now it just happens. I like to ache, I like to feel when I’m sore, I like the feeling of 

using my muscles, and I like, sweating fine.  I do weights once and a while and 

that always feels good too, cause it feels strong.  I know they have one class that’s 

all weights and I don’t particularly care for that, just because I don’t sweat. And I 

just don’t feel I’m getting a workout if I’m not sweating.” 
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I can lift heavier things without straining.  Women became aware of a 

greater ease in performing their daily tasks.  “When they went to weights, that 

made a really big difference for me. I felt stronger; I felt I could accomplish more.  

[That leads] to more confidence in other areas of your life, I’m strong enough 

now to get the little nuts off my tires.  I never could do that, you know, stuff like 

that.  I can lift heavier things without straining and grunting and moaning and 

groaning. I can do things a lot longer period of time. And I know that’s from 

working out. I notice a difference in running with the kids or coaching soccer 

that I can recover quicker, than most other coaches that are sitting there huffing 

and puffing. And if I didn’t exercise I’d just like you know, [be] sitting in the 

back row and dying. But I know that I’m much stronger because of my exercise.” 

I’m not as far behind as I would be if I were not doing exercise.  Exercise 

offers protection from the effects of aging.   “I’m aware that I’m in better shape 

now than I was fifteen years ago.  And I feel really good about that.  I feel that 

this is sort of protecting me in a way against the consequences of aging. I like the 

sense that I can keep up with the 20 year olds.  I’m not as strong as I use to be; 

just because of the aging but I feel that I’m not as far behind as I would be if I 

were not doing exercise.” 

It’s because I’m not exercising enough.   The amount of physical benefits 

depends on the frequency of exercise. “Yes I do feel more energetic if I can do at 
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least three to four days a week of exercise. Sometimes, because of work, I end up 

doing one or two days a week. It almost feels like no exercise at all… I think four 

days is important.  My weight has been stagnant for almost the last three years. I 

don’t know if it is good or bad.  Good in the sense if I indulge myself in some 

good rich food. I’m still not gaining weight. But in the sense that maybe if I want 

to lose weight, which every woman I think, does, I probably have to push myself 

a lot harder to do some more exercise. I used to workout five times a week, for 

hour and a half classes, that’s when [I was] 30.  But now I can’t do that - I don’t 

have the flexibility.” 

 

Challenges are those things that get in the way of attending class or enjoying the 

class.   For those who exercise in their workplace, getting the time out of their 

schedule is a challenge.   Paying attention to their needs, both physical and 

emotional, is difficult.  It’s something that the student needs to be responsible for 

because they can’t always count on the class or the instructor.  Overcoming these 

issues requires discipline.   

Work will just roll right over my workout time.  Taking time out of a busy 

workday to attend class was a challenge for several women.   “I look forward to it; 

sometimes I get pissed because my work interferes with what I want to do.  

There [are] not that many things that I really want to do but I do always enjoy 
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this. I happen to like exercise so that part is not the difficult part, what’s hard for 

me is turn off what I’m doing and get to class. The big challenge for me was 

always getting it into my work day.  It’s hard to get to a noon class. I had a 

challenge with people that set meetings over the lunch hour. I really object 

loudly to that, and so I have gone in and I have scheduled all my lunches, my 

lunch hours are already taken. But when I’m working on something or 

challenges or deadlines are really intense, I don’t say I must stop and do this for 

me, work can wait. That’s a really big challenge and then work will just roll right 

over my workout time.  That’s probably [one of] my biggest issues, is that I don’t 

do this is for me thing well enough. So I guess that’s where I’d say my challenge 

is.” 

This student does not have the same scheduling concerns. “No I really 

don’t have the challenges that a lot of people have to get to the gym. I have a lot 

of flexibility; I can get here whenever I want.  I can get here in the morning if I 

wanted, I can get here at lunch if I wanted, I can get here after work if I wanted.  

I have no other obligations out there that keep me from being able to do that.” 

I don’t want to damage anything.  Participants have to be cautious when 

they are exercising with an injury. “Moving with an injury or chronic pain is a 

challenge especially when you are used to doing high impact and [now] that 

hurts. They give you alternatives [although] sometimes it’s the younger ones that 
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will be doing the high impact bouncing all over the place. And the rest of us are 

doing the low impact you know.  Yeah, I think I’m just being sensible.  I don’t 

want to damage anything.  And that kind of worries me.  So, I kind of pay 

attention to that cause I really don’t want to mess up my knees.  And now I listen 

to my body I stop and drink water.” 

I figure it’s my workout, you know?  Sometimes it’s up to the participants 

to meet their own needs in class. “You don’t get to workout, it’s not interesting or 

they [the instructors] waste your time, they’re late, or they talk or they’re not 

doing very much. This goes back [to when] I was a single working parent and 

that hour was hard for me to find.  And so when I got there I wanted them to 

respect the fact that I was there. I didn’t want to listen to them talk about 

painting their mothers kitchen. I wanted to workout. … sometimes they play bad 

music, a bad sub, and it is up to you to mentally overcome the desire for better 

music and just work out, you know,  put up or shut up, it doesn’t happen that 

often, [but] when it does  you just do what you have to do.  Now it pisses off 

some of the instructors, but I’ll make it more intense. I’ll go up. I’ll take the 

routine up. I play with the choreography if I’m bored and they glare at me.  I do 

it anyway, I figure it’s my workout, you know?” 

When I don’t like the instructor I have trouble going.  It’s hard to go to 

class when there’s a substitute instructor. “When, if I get to a class, and I see that 
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there’s a sub, if it’s a sub that I have taken a class from before and I was not 

motivated and I was not challenged and I thought that it was a good way to 

injure your body, I don’t go in.  I end up walking in and walking right back out.  

Then I’m not mentally prepared at that point to do something … I’ve already 

walked in with the idea I’m going to go to an aerobics class today. So if that 

didn’t happen it’s like forget it. Just walk out.” 

I don’t think about it as if I like it or not, its just one of the things I do.  

Attending class regularly requires discipline. “I agree, it is a challenge.  It is 

something that you just have to decide that you’re going to have to do. It’s a 

decision; you make this decision when you get up in the morning.  I’m going to 

go or I’m not going to go.  And if you don’t want to go and you’re going to be a 

turd about it, then don’t go, Ok.  But sometimes it’s because maybe that I’m not 

crazy about the class that day.  It is a part of my life. I don’t think about it as if I 

like it or not, its just one of the things I do.” 

It bothers me. While she is disciplined to exercise, one woman struggled 

with her lazy friends.  “Sometimes I feel like saying, ‘why can’t you?’, I don’t [say 

it], ‘but why can’t you be a little more attentive and more structured, you know?’  

And I think they can [be more disciplined], I have seen myself going through 

this, when I didn’t exercise and didn’t plan things. … I just feel like oh, why can’t 
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they be a little more active? Which is probably is something I need to work on.  

Seeing people too lethargic, lazy and it bothers me.” 

It’s amazing how fast your body forgets.  It’s hard to go back to class after 

taking time off.  “Now I’m so anxious to get back in there.  Cause it’s amazing… 

I’ve been doing this for like 13 years, and I miss two weeks, I go on vacation and 

I come back and I get sore.  It’s amazing how fast your body forgets. I know I’ve 

got to get in there and keep going.   I’ll be able to [take a break] for a week. 

Maybe two at max; of not working out and then I go berserk. And I’ve been 

doing it for so long now,  I feel guilty when I don’t do it.” 

 

Critical Self-Judgment is an affinity that was generated from Nia Technique 

Group but was also presented to the women in the Traditional Exercise Group.   

Women brought their self-judgment to class, and for several, this motivated them 

to come to exercise.  The judgments related to being overweight.  They were less 

of a problem in women who were thin.   Some women in this group coped with 

their feelings by suppressing them.  Others resigned themselves to their genetic 

disposition or found acceptance and the ability to take these concerns less 

personally.  These critical feelings sometimes extended to other women in class. 

Most women probably don’t think great thoughts of themselves.  In the 

exercise class, women judge themselves for being overweight.  “Some days when I 
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look in the mirror it’s like, ‘wow why did my husband marry me in the first 

place?’   Right now I may weigh as much as I ever have, I’m afraid to look.  Most 

women probably don’t think great thoughts of themselves when they stand in 

front of a mirror; I’m probably one of them.  My pants are tight, my clothes are 

tight. I don’t like it. I work out fine, just eating too much.  Well, I never liked my 

body, I have real problems with it, for all kinds of reasons.  I focused mostly I 

think on my weight, you know radical dieting and having the children, and 

losing the baby weight.  There [are] a lot fatter people than I am; I’m just a little 

chunky.  I do feel better about myself when I’m about 10 pounds lighter than I 

am now.  I’m at the fat stage at the moment. I know in the past when I was 

working out, and got down a good weight, and looked really good.  That was the 

best”  

I’ve always been thin.  Some women did not have concerns about their 

weight. “Usually I’m pretty proud of being fairly slender and the size I am. 

Exercise helped me have better body image, and it did change my body some 

and age changed my body too, which I feel like is not bad, for me.  I wish that I 

had some shifting, you know where my weight is, but I’ve maintained pretty 

much the same weight since I was in college but it’s not always the same 

proportions. But I feel fine and I feel like I know how to dress so if there is 

something I don’t like about my body I wear clothes that hide that part. I don’t 
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really have that much of a problem with my body image I guess. I’ve always 

been thin. I feel like with exercise I don’t look skinny.” 

Then why would you want to go?  Body dissatisfaction offers the women a 

reason to exercise.  “If you’re not critical of your body, you have nothing to be 

critical about, then why would you want to go? I think you would go because 

you would always want to make an improvement, and being critical, I think 

there are degrees in levels of being critical with your own body image. I am 

probably the world’s worst. I would love to have the perfect body. I’ll never have 

it. I’m not tall enough. I’m not beefed up enough. I’ll never have it but I will 

always strive for that. I’m not into taking drugs or having enhancements of any 

kind.  But I’ll try to get it just by being physical.  I’m very self-critical, which is 

why you’ll never see me in anything tight.” 

I think they should cover up.   Judgment extends to other women in the 

class and their revealing clothing. “I’m always amazed at some of the women, I do 

not wear tight clothing at all I wear my bike shorts but I wear shorts over those.  I 

would never go out in public the way some of those women are; I think they 

should cover up.  Or at least be in the back. If you are overweight, tight clothing 

doesn’t look good on anybody that is fat.  I’m sorry, fat is not that beautiful to 

me. Because I’m always fighting it I guess.” 
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I still use it as a weight balancing thing.  The exercise class provides a 

means of weight control.   “I looked at myself last night and I’m caring more. 

Laugh… I have kind of a new resolve to do something about that.  [My weight] 

may try to get me to go more often than I would normally go. I wish I didn’t 

have to but it is what I’ve got to do.  To balance, just try to keep an even weight.   

I go up in the winter and lose in the summer. But I still use it as a weight 

balancing thing.  And so I do want to get rid of that and that’s now part of the 

exercise thing.”  

Because that’s just my make up.   The women expressed their resignation 

that much of their body shape was out of their control. “You know, at times I’m 

not happy at all with my body and at other times I know I could be 100 pounds 

and I’d still have fat thighs, because that’s just my make up.  My thighs and my 

rear are going to be bigger than everything else.  That’s just the way I’m made; I 

have to learn to accept that.   Sometimes I do and sometimes I don’t.  I keep 

telling myself, if I’m thin, I’m still going to have these spots that just don’t want 

to cooperate.  But that’s my hereditary and that the way I’m built. It was really 

hard, it was hard for me to put on a leotard.  I spent so much of my life trying to 

deal with my weight problem by hiding it. I had no muscles to speak of.  I’ll 

never have those skinny little legs that don’t have the little moons on the inside. I 

want that. I really want that, want to have just straight up and down, but toned, 
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very, very toned, and I can’t do that with my body type.  So I guess you have to 

have a realistic expectation going into it but just because you’re on a diet doesn’t 

mean you can’t look at the menu. I know my limitations but God, I’ll try. I’ll 

continue to try; I’ll reach for the stars.” 

More at peace with it.  Others are more at a place of body acceptance. “And 

mostly that’s ok, now. One of the interesting things about this for me is that I’ve 

sort of become more at peace with it and the fact that I’m always going to be 

plump. I don’t really mind it now, cause I don’t feel like it impedes my life any 

more. And so I did move up to the front of the room. You know it’s helpful to 

me, this is going to sound really silly, to see room full of grown women my age, 

none of whom look like Julia Roberts.  When you teach at college and you look 

up at this room every day, at 20 year olds, and you think, ‘I should look like 

that’, and [then] I go into [exercise] class and I think, ‘no, I shouldn’t look like 

that’.  And when I got to the point where I had really felt in control of my body, 

and I had muscles  and I could look at it and say yeah, it would be better if I were 

ten or fifteen pounds thinner but that was sort of like it would be better if, I 

didn’t speed.  So I could drive better, it was not like an, it became an attribute of 

my behavior and not sort of a deeply personal fault.”   

I try not to be critical of myself.   Some women expressed judgment about 

their critical body thoughts. “I don’t like to focus on my body.  I dieted once and I 
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swear that I would never ever do that again. Because all you do is think about 

yourself and about food. I try not to be critical to myself.  It’s just defeating to self 

judge yourself.  [As you] get older, you get a little more mellow and you just 

realize that it’s a total waste of energy to do that, its better to just to focus on 

being the best you can be, than to beat yourself up.  You’ve got certain genes that 

you’ve inherited that you can’t change and you have to work with what you 

have.  No in the kind of work that I’m in I cannot let my feelings or someone 

else’s feelings interfere.   Otherwise I’d probably be upset all the time. I am who I 

am and I’m trying to make me better. I try not to be critical of myself. I just want 

to be accepting.  You just be the best you can be and you don’t, that’s all you can 

be.  Since I’m not overweight, whether that is due to maintaining exercise or 

maintaining the right kind of diet, I’m not too judgmental or critical about my 

own shape.  But overall I think, I feel pretty good, especially seeing lot of women 

in the class who are extremely heavy weight, [it] almost looks like some of them 

are one and a half times bigger than me.  If they can do the exercise, with such a 

positive attitude, I shouldn’t be concerned about how I look when I’ll be jumping 

or doing other things in the class.” 

I can get better at this.  With time and practice, the women noticed 

improvement in their ability to perform the movements in class.  “When I first 

started since I didn’t know the moves, I felt very self conscious. I would go a 
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couple of days a week and I would practice at home.  After I learned the routine 

or the steps and the cues, I moved up and it helped being able to see better. I 

used to feel self conscious going in, and feeling that I was fat, I didn’t want to get 

out in front of the guys. And now, I can look like, like I am now, and I can keep 

up and do better than some of the 30 year olds in there and I’m 48.  What I tried 

to do is to pick one of the younger girls that puts a lot into it and keep up with 

[her].  I keep going, and I do pretty good job of doing that.  I’m pretty proud of 

that.   And so if I look at it carefully, I can get better at this.”  

I don’t like that mirror.  It’s a challenge for some women to see their 

reflection in the mirror.  “I will not stand in [front of] what I call a fat mirror, if it’s 

warped in any way. I also don’t want to stand in front of a mirror that’s making 

me look longer and leaner than I really am. So trying to find that perfect mirror is 

crazy. You won’t find it. Nothing is perfect. So you won’t ever find that perfect 

body image you’re looking for in a mirror. I used to go, I don’t like that mirror; 

I’ll go over there.  You know, it just doesn’t work… I think you have to make a 

conscious decision to say ok, I’m not going to deal with that. I’m not going to 

screw with that and let that be an issue; but it is. And it’s always an issue in the 

back of my mind.” 

After time, they can move closer to the front of the room and use the 

mirrors. “And it made a change when I first went into this room with the mirrors 
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I made sure I stood at the back of the room. And now I sit pretty close up to the 

front so I can actually see, and I sometimes find these days that I’m going, in the 

regular room, when I think I wish I had a mirror.  So it’s been kind of a change 

that way.  The mirror thing for me [has] been interesting, now that I take a 

mirrored class; I’ve gotten ok with it. It wasn’t so much the body thing, as it was 

having to deal with the fact that I didn’t do as well as in my head I though I did 

it.” 

 

Comparisons was an affinity that was generated by the Non-Exercise Group but 

was presented to the Traditional Exercise Group as well.  Women compare 

themselves to other women in exercise class; but some women felt thoughts of 

comparison were not appropriate.  Fit instructors or more fit participants provide 

a motivation for some participants to exercise harder.  Comparing themselves to 

less fit or larger women made them feel better.   

I’m not too far behind them. Instructors or other participants who were 

more fit were a motivation to some of the women to work harder in class.  “The 

instructors, you can tell when they are totally committed to their exercise 

program by their muscles and their definition, but I’m talking about 20 year olds,  

they’re very motivating when you’re looking at that.  I don’t compare myself to 

them but I’m still like motivated by that, to see how committed they are to their 
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own personal workout program.  Not that I’m going to try to do that, but it’s nice 

to see that from your instructor. And there [are] a couple of girls that are really 

go getters.  I may not be able to keep up with them but I’m not too far behind 

them.  It’s also rather rewarding to see some of them when they first start not 

being able to do it, and I can do it.” 

God, I never looked like that.    “I’ve done that, I’ve compared myself to 

the other women in the class. To see, I [am] the fattest one in the class; I’m 

definitely not the skinniest one in the class.  I can keep up with some of younger 

kids that are half my age and, and a lot thinner.  I used to like to go to a gym, 

which was just for women, because there’s a lot of really big women in there.   I 

was probably one of the thinnest one in there.  But at the University, it is a whole 

different environment, cause there are going to be students around. I aspire to 

what other people look like at the same age or younger, sometimes I tell myself 

well she’s 20 years younger, maybe I looked that way 20 years ago.  Some of 

them are obviously in real good shape.   That’s sometimes a little bit upsetting 

having the students around and they’re all in real good shape.  God, I never 

looked like that. That’s a little intimidating.” 

They’re not even putting an effort into it.   Some women critiqued other 

class members who don’t work hard. “But if I see someone who is not in great 

physical shape, I’m not going to judge [them] on that, I’m not going to say, 
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‘Ugghhhh.’ If I see somebody in an advanced aerobics class or an advanced 

workout class or a challenging, very physically challenging [class] and they’re 

not even putting an effort into it, that’s when I start. I hate to use the word 

judging people, but that’s when I start questioning, if you’re here because you 

don’t like your body image, and you want to make a change then why don’t you 

put the effort into it that it takes to make the change?  I guess that’s a question 

that I would love to ask, but you can’t do that without being rude  And I don’t 

dwell on it or anything as well, like I’m examining everybody in the class and 

comparing myself to them, but if there is somebody that looks especially 

different or something I might notice.  I can see people who are, you might not 

think were fit, but when you see them exercising they are very fit. “   

“The other part of it is you know, my weight does still fluxuate, and when 

it’s high I have to force myself to go, and when it’s lower I feel better about it. 

When I walk in there [exercise class] when it’s high and I think they’re all 

thinking about how much weight I’ve gained and I think that’s stupid. Do I 

worry about much weight they’ve gained? For me [it is] advantageous to be 

working out in an age peer group for the most part I think I’d have trouble going 

to a gym and I think I’d feel inadequate.” 

What I’m striving for is the perfect thighs.  Women talked about their wish 

for a more perfect body. “I don’t really compare myself to a lot of people in the 
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class…except when I actually looked in the mirror, and said, if I could just get 

two inches in each leg for Christmas. I would be so happy. I would feel so great 

and feel complete. If I could aspire to look like her in another 10 years I’d be 

happy.  We are probably similar already but not really because she can wear 

tight clothes without shorts [covering her clothes] and she has the perfect thighs, 

I guess that’s what I’m striving for is the perfect thighs.” 

I feel like I’m ok, for you know, my age.  As they are getting older some 

women are finding acceptance for the bodies they have. “Health is probably the 

number one motivator, number one factor for me to work out. I mean I’m near 40 

years old so it’s not for body image so much, I’m not competing with 20 year 

olds by any means either.  I’m just doing it to be the best that I can be. I’m not 

comparing myself to anybody else. I feel like I’m ok, for you know, my age. So I 

don’t feel like I compare myself negatively to other people. I do notice other 

people and maybe, they are not as fit as I am. But you know, I kind of censor all 

that in my head and think well, a lot of it is just luck of the draw.  Well, I try, I 

mean I know a lot of the people that I see in the class that use heavier weights 

than I do, but I figure well I’m a bit older so it’s ok.  I just say wow, that’s great 

for them. They’re being the best that can be.  And that’s great. And I’m being the 

best I can be and that’s great, you know.” 
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You shouldn’t think that way.   Several women disapproved of the 

judgment that can come out of comparison and so they controlled those thoughts. 

“You need to be comfortable with what you have and you can do your best and 

but you can’t, you know, feel like you’re not doing enough if you’re exercising, a 

good amount of time.  I guess I’m comparing myself to them in thinking that 

maybe I look like I’m more fit than they are, but then I kind of say, you shouldn’t 

think that way.  Let me just back up and say, one of my personal life values is joy 

and being critical does not fall in that category and I try not to compare myself to 

other people.  Sometimes little things creep in, but I try not to go there.”  

Theoretical Coding  

The theoretical codes for the interviewees in the traditional exercise group 

were analyzed for inclusion in the final SID.  Again, using the Pareto protocol, 

the relationships were selected which best reflected the combined direction of the 

group.  In this group, there were no ambiguous or tied relationships. The 

relationship frequency table is presented in Appendix G.   The resulting 

relationships are presented in the combined interview affinity relationship table 

(see table 4.05). 
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Table 4.05: Traditional Exercise Group Combined Interview Affinity Relationship 
Table 

Affinity Name 
1. Social Environment 
2. Good for my Health 
3. Physical Environment and Structure  
       of  Class 
4. Mental Experience 
5. Physical Aspects 
6. Challenges 
7. Critical Self-Judgment 
8. Comparisons 

 Possible 
Relationships 

A → B 
A ← B 

A <> B (No 
Relationship) 

 
Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

 Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

 Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

 Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

1    →  2  2    ←  3  3    →  5  4    ←  8 
1    <>  3  2    ←  4  3    →  6  5    ←  6 
1    →  4  2    ←  5  3    <> 7  5    →  7 
1    →  5  2    ←  6  3    <> 8  5    →  8 
1    →  6  2    ←  7  4    ←  5  6    →  7 
1    →  7  2    ←  8  4    ←  6  6    <> 8 
1    →  8  3    →  4  4    ←  7  7    ←  8 

 
 

From the affinity relationship table, the interrelationship diagram was 

created to establish the order of the affinities in the final system (see Tables 4.06 

& 4.07).   
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Table 4.06: Traditional Exercise Group Combined Interview Interrelationship 
Diagram 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 OUT IN ∆ 
1  ↑ <> ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 6 0 6 
2 ←  ← ← ← ← ← ← 0 7 -7 
3 <> ↑  ↑ ↑ ↑ <> <> 4 0 4 
4 ← ↑ ←  ← ← ← ← 1 6 -5 
5 ← ↑ ← ↑  ← ↑ ↑ 4 3 1 
6 ← ↑ ← ↑ ↑  ↑ <> 4 2 2 
7 ← ↑ <> ↑ ← ←  ← 2 4 -2 
8 ← ↑ <> ↑ ← <> ↑  3 2 1 

 
 

Count the number of up arrows (↑) or Outs  
Count the number of left arrows (←) or Ins 

Subtract the number of Ins from the Outs to determine the (∆) Deltas 
∆ = Out- In 

Table 4.07:  Traditional Exercise Combined Interview Interrelationship Diagram 
(sorted by ∆) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 OUT IN ∆ 
1  ↑ <> ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 6 0 6 
3 <> ↑  ↑ ↑ ↑ <> <> 4 0 4 
6 ← ↑ ← ↑ ↑  ↑ <> 4 2 2 
5 ← ↑ ← ↑  ← ↑ ↑ 4 3 1 
8 ← ↑ <> ↑ ← <> ↑  3 2 1 
7 ← ↑ <> ↑ ← ←  ← 2 4 -2 
4 ← ↑ ←  ← ← ← ← 1 6 -5 
2 ←  ← ← ← ← ← ← 0 7 -7 
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Table 4.08:  Traditional Exercise Tentative SID Assignments  

1 Social Environment Primary Driver 

3 Physical Environment 
and Structure of Class Primary  Driver 

6 Challenges Secondary Driver 
5 Physical Aspects Secondary Driver 
8 Comparisons Secondary Driver 
7 Critical Self-Judgment Secondary Outcome 
4 Mental Experiences Secondary Outcome 
2 Good for My Health Primary Outcome 

 

Relationship Description 

In this section, affinities relationships for the Traditional Exercise Group are 

presented.  Affinities are presented in the order that they appear in the system 

from drivers to outcomes.   
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Social Environment is a primary driver in this system of the exercise experience 

for traditional exercisers.  Social Environment influences Challenges, Physical 

Aspects, Comparisons, Critical Self-Judgment, Mental Experiences and Good for 

my Health.  A diagram illustrating the relationships of the affinities to Social 

Environment is presented below: 

 

4. Mental 
Experiences

1. Social 
Environment

2. Good For 
My Health

3. Physical 
Environment and 
Structure of Class

5. Physical 
Aspects

6. Challenges

7. Critical 
Self-

Judgment

8. 
Comparisons

 
 
 
 

Social Environment influences… 

Challenges.  When other students count on their attending class, it helps them 

overcome the challenge of getting there.  “When they come and say ‘where were you 
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today?’ that gets you there because you don’t want to be the odd man out. Like 

Friday night, I was very, very tired,  and I thought I’m not going to go workout.  

And I’m thinking,  I told Noreen I’d be there tonight, and if I don’t go, she’s 

going to call me and say, ‘where were you?’ Yes, there is a connection, the people 

encourage me, ‘now be sure to come, I’m looking for you to come.’ 

Physical Aspects.  The other people in class can motivate the students work 

harder which brings more physical results.  “The social environment is what helps 

you, spurs you on to do the physical, like having these people there, encouraging 

you to work harder.  When you see the other people, you know you might 

challenge yourself, like, ‘I’m going to do better than you today’, or ‘I’m going to 

last longer than you today’, or something like that. If you’re going to be out there 

and you’re going to give it your all, it’s nice to have somebody to pat you on the 

back every now and then and say you know, ‘you did a great job’.” 

Comparisons.  Who is in class, how well they do and how they look influences the 

comparisons student’s make.  “If you see somebody else is doing better than you, or 

working out harder and you decide you’re going to…well if she can do it, than 

maybe I’ll try it that way too. Or you could have that positive thing; I look worse 

than her, but I can do a lot better.” 

Critical Self-Judgment.   When women are with similar others, they feel less self 

critical.  “That depends on who else is in the class.  You compare yourself to other 
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people in the class and that makes you judge yourself.  The peer comparison, 

with seeing other people my age, I think it makes me less critical of myself.  Or I 

could think of seeing somebody that was real skinny. One of my friends would 

be going ‘God I wish I was like her.’ She doesn’t come very much and she’s so 

skinny.  I wish I could do that.  But more and more,  I’m growing older and I 

think I’m becoming spiritual and as I’m becoming more spiritual the pressure is 

not to have self-criticism. I try to see things in a different way, that how can I 

grow from this experience?  For me, when I’m having a bad day, and I’m feeling 

gross, bloated, nasty, PMS, I’ll go in and I can tell, and I’ll look around see other 

people [who] probably feel the same way I do, and I don’t feel as bad” 

Mental Experiences.   Being in a group adds to the energy of class. “You are 

socializing with friends, acquaintances, and the instructor, feeling good; 

something in common you are sharing, it’s kind of a bond.  If you’re going to see 

your friends, you get mentally ready to go and get in a good frame of mind. 

Because we are all there being part of that big dance team.  And that’s what 

makes me feel good being part of that. The mental experience is that, when you 

walk away you feel empowered.  You know, you feel good; you’ve been patted 

on the back for the day.  That whole mental thing going on, you had a good 

workout; it was fun. Be out and about and if you’re going to exercise while you 

do it, you’re getting a twofer.” 
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Good for my Health.   Being with other people is healthy and motivating to 

exercise.  “I think that to be social is good for your health. I think that is one way 

too of getting out of your depression.  I think to get out and motivate and mix 

with different people in an upbeat, fun, friendly environment is definitely good 

for a person.  I look forward to going, I have friends there, or acquaintances 

there, the fact that I feel better, I can go home and eat my dinner without feeling, 

God how many pounds will this put on me. Now that I’m thinking about it, sort 

of being in the peer group and looking at the women who don’t come very 

much, does motivate me to keep coming. And thinking yeah, I ‘m in better shape 

that they are.  I breathe easier, I move better. Yeah, I think it is a motivator.  The 

feedback from the instructor saying, ‘good job’, and you take that away with you 

and you go back to the office and you’ve been patted on the back for the day and 

you can breathe, so that’s a stress relief, you know.” 
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Physical Environment and the Structure of Class is a primary driver in this 

system of traditional exerciser’s experience.  It influences Challenges, Physical 

Aspects, Mental Experiences and Good for my Health.  The relationships with 

this affinity are illustrated in the diagram below: 

 
 

4. Mental 
Experiences

1. Social 
Environment

2. Good For 
My Health

3. Physical 
Environment and 
Structure of Class

5. Physical 
Aspects

6. Challenges

7. Critical 
Self-

Judgment

8. 
Comparisons

 
 
 

Physical Environment and Structure of Class Influences… 

Challenges.   The instructor influences the challenge of getting there and getting 

what they need from class.  “If I know if I know there’s going to be a substitute, I 

ain’t going.   So I think that can, [influence me] as far as getting to the class. The 
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instructor just repeating the same thing over and over and you’re not challenged 

at all.  Or when the instructor does something really complicated or throws in a 

lot of stuff and it’s more of a challenge to keep up and sometimes to even know 

what they’re doing. If you have a knee injury, some things are harder to do. Like 

step, you got to be careful if your knee hurts.  If it’s total body sculpting you can 

work around it more. The type of class affects what challenges you’re going to 

have.” 

Physical Aspects.  The kind of class, the instruction and the environment affect 

the resulting physical outcomes.  “That depends on what kind of class it is.  I mean 

if you want definition you go to a body sculpting class.  If you want aerobic you 

go to a step class. And there are two kinds of instructors.  Those who are there 

merely to instruct and those who are there to motivate, the more motivating the 

instructor, the harder the work out. It’s important to have that overall good plan 

for the class and good set up and encouragement and structure.  Some class 

structures [or environments], especially the hard floors or where it’s overly air-

conditioned so that you can’t get limber, that makes it hard [for me] to get what 

[I] need out of it.” 

Mental Experiences.   The exercise room and the quality of instruction influence 

how good the students feel during class and afterwards. “I think you know if the 

teacher’s is not that great. Or if she is good, than that allows you mentally to 
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either zone out or have to pay attention.  Yes, when the teacher is right on, the 

music is right on, I’m very, very happy, my endorphins are very, very high.  

Yeah, sometimes when it’s a really nice environment, it feels better. Once a 

week, I started taking a class at a dance center because I love the instructor, and 

it’s a beautiful place. I mean there are windows, and wood floors and I just feel 

good walking in there.  I would love to workout there all the time. I want an 

incentive. I’m one of those incentive-driven people, a good-looking instructor 

that’s physically fit, the music and everything else.” 

Good for my health.   The type of class and the instruction can affect the health 

benefits.  “Well, any kind of exercise is good for your health as far as I’m 

concerned.  I prefer the classes that I get more movement in, as opposed to 

sedentary classes.  The structure of the class is designed specifically for my 

health.  You start with a warm up so you don’t immediately go and pull 

something, you get into the cardio and the cool down. Good instruction would 

be good for my health.  I count on the instructor having us do things in the 

correct way, things on the mat, keep your back flat, or whatever. The teacher tells 

you how to protect yourself while you’re doing the work so you don’t hurt 

yourself in the process of exercising. ‘Good for my health’ is the statement of 

belief that this is why we’re there, you endure all this stuff because you believe 

it’s good for you.” 
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Challenges are a secondary driver in this system, exploring the experience of 

traditional exercisers in the exercise setting.  Challenges are influenced by Social 

Environment and the Physical Environment and Structure of the Class.  

Challenges influence Physical Aspects, Critical Self-judgment, Mental 

Experiences and Good for My Health.  The diagram below illustrates these 

relationships: 
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Challenges influence… 

Physical aspects.  Getting there and getting the workout makes the physical 

changes possible. “If you have a serious challenge like a major injury that’s going 
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to affect how much progress you can make in the physical aspects.  [When] you 

have an instructor who motivates you so that you try harder you will contract 

those muscles as you are working those weights or that tube, so that you have a 

stronger or a better workout. [When you have an instructor you don’t like], it 

feels like you got dead weight on you and the music is not fast enough, or there’s 

too much repetition … ‘I’m going to end up hurting myself’.  I think the 

challenges impact the ability to enjoy the physical aspects, because if [I] don’t get 

there or [I’m]  hurt, than [I] don’t get the physical aspects” 

Critical self-judgment.  When they workout, they feel better about themselves, 

less critical.  “Yeah, I would say that if I don’t [get to class], I reprimand myself if I 

don’t overcome the challenges. On the other hand, if I make myself go, then I go 

feel better and less critical of myself. And I made this absolute rule that I worked 

out every day.  And so now, I’m very inclined to make sure if I go” 

Mental experiences.   Taking class, doing the physical work and having a mental 

challenge following difficult steps, helps the students feel mentally alert and focused for 

the day.  “Overcoming the challenges and getting to class, [even] if I have too 

much to do and I don’t have time - that makes me feel better. The challenges that 

I get from taking an aerobics class or being in that environment makes me feel 

good and it satisfies my need to exercise and get pumped up and focused and 

energized for the day. I guess it’s the challenge; it can be physically challenging 
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but it can also be mentally challenging.  I mean if it’s just lifting a weight that’s 

physical challenge, but if it’s the step thing where you’re doing something like 

that, that’s a mental challenge.” 

Good for my health.   If they get over the barriers to attending class and get 

through the difficult workout they garner the health benefits.  “Having them crank up 

the class to a harder level,  I went one time to class I’d been going to and really 

enjoying it, and a new teacher came in and cranked it up several degrees.  I 

complained but others in the class said it’s good for me to get this challenge. And 

I just stopped going, because it was way beyond me.  That might not be good for 

your health and that could be a negative.  You know, if you stress out about not 

being able to get to class, or something like that. The teacher will sometimes 

push, I mean will remind you that you need to challenge yourself. But you need 

to feel it.  I love the challenge it does make me work harder.” 
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Physical Aspects are a secondary driver in this system of experiences of students 

of traditional exercise class.  Physical aspects are influenced by Social 

Environment, Physical Environment and Structure of the Class and Challenges.  

Physical Aspects influence Comparisons, Critical Self-Judgment, Mental 

Experiences and Good for my Health.  Following is a diagram illustrating the 

relationships of the affinities to Physical aspects: 
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Physical aspects influence… 

Comparisons.   Their physical ability and appearance affect their comparisons 

with other students.  “I would compare my physical abilities with somebody else’s.  
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Because if you’re energized and you’re sweaty and your face is red and you’ve 

just worked the hardest that you think you can, you’re going to compare yourself 

to other people in the class.  I noticed that almost everybody else uses heavier 

weights and they didn’t look particularly stronger than I did, but they’re able to 

lift those heavier weights.   I will look at women my own age who were just very 

thin, and sometimes I have trouble with that, and I think, ‘why I can’t I be that.  

Why can’t I have the control they have?’  I try to get away from that but that does 

happen.” 

Critical Self-judgment.  How they are performing in class, affects whether or not 

they feel negatively towards themselves.  If you have this new exercise and you have 

to think about it, maybe you’re not doing it as well as other people.  Maybe you 

just, don’t get it, no matter how hard you try.  And you don’t look right and 

you’re sort of stumbling.  Or like with the weights, I don’t know why I can’t lift 

heavier weights than I do, and I feel like, I don’t have much upper body strength, 

even though I’ve been using these weights for years and years and years. And 

when I try heavier weights I can’t.  When I’m feeling good about how I’m doing, 

I’m much less critical of myself on all kinds of dimensions.  When I ‘m feeling 

really good about what I’m accomplishing, I feel better about myself in other 

situations too.  When I finally started dating again after my divorce, I tried to 

build in the time schedule so I could workout. Take a class, feel better about 
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myself, and then shower and change into clothes, I know it’s silly but it worked 

for me, you know. I was so nervous, and I felt so inadequate to do it, so it made a 

big difference.” 

Mental experiences.   The physical work and the physical outcomes make the 

women feel better. “Feeling better physically makes me feel better mentally.  If you 

are physically feeling good, then your mental capacity is a lot more positive, and 

you are a happier person.... If I feel physically fit, mentally also I feel good. I’m 

taking care of myself.  When I take an aerobics class or I exercise with a group of 

people, I get an adrenalin rush from that and that is gonna help you stay focused 

and calm and just happy.  I’m having a better day.” 

Good for my Health.   Increasing muscle mass and strength adds to good health.  

“If you are in better shape you are also healthier. Yes, when you change, when 

you get more muscles, instead of fat, it’s definitely good for your health. When 

you go to class you are doing a lot of muscle toning, strengthening and that can’t 

be bad for my physical being.  I know I have osteopenia and … I count on doing 

weight-bearing exercises, it’s supposed to help with that. My energy level is 

definitely different after.  So therefore, if my energy level is up I’m going to be 

able to handle a lot more through the day, the ups and downs, the stress.  Getting 

your muscles in better shape so that you’re not putting so much stress on your 
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joints, [is] so good for my health. Really all of it, all of the physical aspects, I 

think should be good for my health. “ 

 

Comparisons is a secondary driver in this system of traditional exercisers.  

Comparisons are influenced by Social environment and Physical Aspects.  

Comparisons influence, Critical Self-judgment, Mental Experiences, and Good 

for my Health.  The following diagram illustrates the relationship of 

Comparisons to the other affinities in this system: 
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Comparisons influence… 

Critical Self-Judgment.  Comparing themselves based on appearance, the 

students feel worse about themselves.  “I think you tend to criticize yourself based on 

what other people look like. You look at yourself and then you compare yourself 

to someone in front of you and you think, ‘I would really like the day when I 

could look like that’ or ‘how does she have the gumption to do that?’   People 

who look much better than I, they make me feel bad.  I still have trouble with 

that, feeling like, I should look better than I do. Well like I said, if you’re 

comparing yourself, I mean most people don’t judge, don’t do self judgment, 

unless they’re comparing themselves to something else, an ideal out there” 

Mental experiences.  Comparing to other women in class can influence how the 

students feel, from focused and confident to frustrated and insecure.  “Well it varies. I 

think, if I seem to be out of synch with the other people in the class, then it makes 

me feel, it frustrates me.  Conversely, If I seem to be doing what everybody else 

is doing, or I feel like maybe I’ve got it, and somebody else doesn’t have it, then 

that makes me feel, pretty good. I’m in better shape than they are. I’m healthier 

than they are. It’s worth my time, and I feel good about it. Yes, because you’re 

always going to make comparisons to yourself and other people and that 

definitely will make an impression… comparing yourself to others is going to 
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zap your energy. I have to do something about my body, this may be a way to do 

it.   I would go a couple days during the week, I’d learn and then I‘d practice at 

home, until I felt confident. If you’re a go getter, it will keep you focused and 

keep you on track and keep you motivated to continue.” 

Good for my health.   Comparing to more fit students can motivate women to 

work harder, which they perceive is good for their health. “I have compared myself to 

others, which can be depressing, but I think for me, right now, my comparisons 

are more positive as far as health.  If you are comparing yourself to other people 

all the time about the way they look and you should be that way and look that 

way too, that’s not bad for your health. Sometimes, seeing people who are more 

fit, gives me positive encouragement and at the same time, seeing people trying 

hard who are totally out of shape but coming to class, also gives me motivation 

that I can do it also.”  
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Critical Self-judgment is a secondary outcome in this system of traditional 

exerciser’s experiences.  It is influenced by the Social environment, Challenges, 

Physical aspects, and Comparisons.  Critical Self-judgment influences Mental 

Experiences and Good for my Health.  Following is a diagram illustrating the 

relationships with Critical Self-judgment: 
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Critical self-judgment influences… 

Mental experiences.  Feeling the presence or absence of critical judgment affects 

the level of stress or stress relief that students feel in class. “Well, if you’re judging 

yourself than you probably creating more stress for yourself instead of releasing 

the stress.  I know those probably are pretty much connected, because I am worst 
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enemy, I guess, you know, after 50-something years, you have a lot of 

experiences to pull from and if you thought of yourself in a negative way for so 

long sometimes it’s easy to fall back into.  Well it’s sort of inverse but the fact that 

I’m not this critical self-judgment of myself makes me feel better.” 

Good for my health.   Self critical feelings affect whether women go to class and 

their experience in class.  They see those feelings as bad for their mental health and bad 

for their physical health if it keeps them from exercising.  “Self judgment is really bad 

for my health.  I could see where that would inhibit your going to class.  If you 

get too critical of yourself, like, ‘Oh, I’ve gained 10 pounds and I look like I’ve 

gained 10 pounds, I don’t want to go in there in front of everybody.’ It’s not 

really good for, if you get depressed about it, you just feel like you’re never 

going to get to your goal and you’re never going to look like that and that could 

negatively impact your health.  If I feel like I’m out of control, say I’m just 

working out in a class and I’m there because something’s gone wrong and my 

ex-husband’s a jerk, and my kids have to suffer for that, I take that out on myself 

and I’m real critical about myself.  If I go and I exercise and pound myself to the 

ground I might be able to feel better about myself for the remainder.” 
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Mental Experiences is a secondary outcome in this system of exercise experience 

for traditional group exercisers.  It is influenced by Social Environment, Physical 

Environment and Structure of Class, Challenges, Comparisons, and Critical Self-

Judgment.  Mental Experiences influences Good for my Health.  The diagram 

below illustrates the relationships with this affinity: 
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Mental Experiences Influence… 

Good for my health.   The relaxation and release of stress from exercise class is 

good for their health.  “Mental health is part of my good health.  If you’re healthy, 

then your mental health is equally healthy. Or at least you’ll strive harder to 
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achieve that.  Sometimes it’s hard to keep a positive mindset, but I’m definitely a 

happier person when I go to exercise class. I go in there and use it to relieve 

stress and that can only be positive for your health. It makes me relax cause I’m 

not thinking about anything else. And that’s good for my health. Yes, definitely, 

because you’re getting your pat on the back for the day, you know you’re getting 

your stress release.” 

 

Good for my health is a primary outcome in this system of traditional exerciser’s 

experience.  It is influences by all the other affinities in this system as illustrated 

in the diagram below: 
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Cluttered SID 

Each of the individual relationships was introduced with an illustration and 

sample quotes.  When all the relationships are combined onto one diagram the 

result is the cluttered SID (Figure 4.14):  

Figure 4.14:  Cluttered SID Traditional Exercise Group 
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Uncluttered SID 

To enhance the ease of interpretation, the redundant links in the SID were 

removed.  The resultant diagram is the Uncluttered SID (Figure 4.15). 

Figure 4.15:  Uncluttered SID Traditional Exercise Group 
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Tour of the System 

What follows is a tour through the system of Traditional Exercisers.  First, 

the SID is presented in a Theoretical Summary, with quotes illustrating 

relationships.  Then a brief narrative summary is presented. 
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Figure 4.16:  Uncluttered SID with Theoretical Summary 
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 if you had a rough day, 
and you were dreading 

going, but then at the end 
you were real glad to be 

there, and you met 
somebody new or you 

talked to somebody else. 

Yes, this is, there is a definite relationship 
between the challenges if you're, if it was the 
place like for me, the fact that for me that its 

right here, I can get there, that's the 
convenience is very important.

(when you have an instructor 
you don't like) It feels like you 
got dead weight on you and the 

music is not fast enough, or 
there's too much repetition and 
you just got your, I'm going to 

end up hurting myself. 

Yeah I feel sometimes the  weight thing I 
will look at women my own age who 
were just very thin, and sometimes I 

have trouble with that, and I think, why I 
can't I be that.  Why can't I have the 

control they have? 

Yes, you look at your self and 
then you compare yourself to 
someone in front of you and 
you think I would really like 

the day when I could look like 
that or how does she have the 

gumption to do that  

Well, if you're judging 
yourself than you probably 

creating more stress for 
yourself instead of releasing 

the stress.

Yeah, cause it 
makes me relax 
cause I'm not 

thinking about 
anything else. 

And that's good 
for my health. 
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The tour of the traditional exercise class system begins with the social 

environment or the physical environment and structure of class.  Having friends 

and colleagues there brings more energy and more fun.  Knowing that other 

people expect them to be there provides motivation to show up.  A convenient 

location also makes it much easier to attend class, but some students made it 

clear that it was worth traveling for a good instructor.  A motivating instructor 

and working hard make the physical changes possible. When they didn’t like the 

instructor, it was more of a challenge and felt like more work.   How they looked 

and how well they performed in class, encouraged comparison to other members 

of the class. Sometimes they compared themselves positively with other students 

who were in worse shape.  Other times they compared themselves negatively 

and that could serve as a motivation to work harder. How they saw themselves 

compared to other women influenced how they felt about themselves both 

positively and negatively.  The feelings they had about themselves, good, or bad, 

affected the amount of stress relief and relaxation they received from the class.  

Critical feelings could increase their stress level.  Along with the physical 

exercise, the release of stress, time away from their daily routine and feelings of 

accomplishment were significant contributors to their good health 
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Non-Exercise Group 

Ten women, who do not exercise, agreed to take part in individual 

interviews.  Prior to the starting the interview each women signed a consent 

form.  Since they do not exercise, this group was given the guided imagery but 

asked to imagine exercise rather than think back to a specific exercise class 

experience. 

Five affinities were generated in the non-exercise focus group:  Awareness 

during Exercise: Individual vs. Group Experience, Why don’t I Exercise?, 

Feelings about the Self during Exercise Class, Comparisons, and Remembered 

Context.  The resulting affinities are presented in Appendix E along with a brief 

description and the list of items that comprised the affinity.  Two affinities, from 

the traditional group, were added to the affinity list for the individual 

interviews; Challenges and Good for my Health were added from the Traditional 

Exercise group.  

Axial Coding 

After the interviews were transcribed, a composite table of representative 

quotes was compiled for each affinity.   From the quotes for each affinity, sub-

themes were identified.   Sample representative quotes were used to write a 

paragraph to provide a rich detailed description of each category in the words of 

the participants.   
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The affinity write up begins with a bolded statement in the participant’s 

own words that represents the meaning in the quotes that follow.  The next 

sentence is written by the researcher.  It contains a noun or phrase used as a 

noun that is italicized.  The remainder of the paragraph is combined quotes from 

the participants.   What follows are the affinity descriptions for the non- exercise 

group: 

 

Awareness during Exercise described what the women noticed while they were 

exercising.  They remembered or imagined different types of experiences if they 

were in a group versus being alone.  If they were in a group, they felt concerned 

that others would be talking about them.  They felt more conspicuous when 

there were not other women who looked like them and when they had trouble 

learning the steps.  If they were exercising alone, some of these pressures would 

be eliminated. If they imagined an environment with their friends the experience 

was much more fun. 

I do worry what people are saying.   Women imagined that they would be 

held in judgment by other participants.  “I think I’d feel more distracted, I’d be 

thinking about what other people think about me than just trying to exercise.  I’d 

be stressed out the whole time, just wondering what people are saying, if I did 

something wrong.  Keeping up with the class, if I wasn’t able to keep up or if I 
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did a certain exercise wrong maybe people might be laughing.  When I walk in 

[to the gym] I do worry what people are saying… I do worry about that and I 

just go and put myself in a book and try not to worry about anyone else.  But 

then when I leave I’m wondering if they’re thinking ‘she wasn’t here long 

enough’ or ‘she should still be there’, or ‘she wasn’t working that bike right’.  

When I had a sense of being observed, it made me aware of the fact that I am 

awkward in my body in certain ways and that I do feel uncomfortable” 

I don’t have anybody to look at me or judge me.  Some issues were 

relieved when the women imagined exercising alone. “When I’m by myself I 

probably can push myself more because I’m not like, ‘now I need to do this, and 

now we need to do this’, and get onto the next thing as you would be in a group 

environment. [When I exercise by myself], I don’t have anybody to look at me or 

judge me.  All I want to do is judge myself.  Well, I already know I’m fat; you 

know.  Nobody has to tell me that, I already know that.  You know, and I don’t 

have anybody judging me, I guess, or prejudging me, except for myself. If I have 

a big shirt on I don’t feel threatened.” 

I know there [are] other people out there just like I am.  Some of the larger 

women imagine feeling conspicuous because there aren’t other people in the class 

of the same size. “Most of the time, it seems like, like there [are] never any fat 

people there.  Sometimes it makes me angry cause I think, I know there [are] 
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other people out there just like I am.  But you don’t see it in an exercising 

program, or if you do there’s always those people that kind of snicker or make 

comments, you know, other people’s metabolisms are completely different.” 

I don’t like being out of step.  Women imagined themselves feeling 

uncoordinated and unable to learn the difficult steps. “I’m usually so concerned 

about if I’m doing it right and … I have this, like a dyslexia in movement… and 

constantly being corrected… I don’t like the spotlight on me.  [The teacher] 

comes over and everyone else is doing it right and she goes ‘not this way, this 

way’.  I never liked the exercise thing.  [I felt] miserable, just miserable I never 

had the right ensemble.   I know that’s crazy but, I always was in the back 

because they are all doing one thing and I’m still trying to catch up.  Well I don’t 

like being out of step with people, you know, if you’re in a class, you’re 

supposed to know what to do. I couldn’t do it in a group cause I was too 

embarrassed, too ashamed because I couldn’t remember the steps.  And I kept 

focusing on the people outside me and the movement and their stability, where I 

seemed to be teetering and having trouble maintaining posture or getting into 

position.  My thoughts, when they were focused on me, were thoughts of 

potentially getting hurt. About how much my body did hurt doing these 

things…but I kept comparing myself to others in the class and found myself 

falling short. That’s the image I can see.  I remember feeling very self conscious 
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because of the mirrors there and I had never done this routine before and I didn’t 

know anyone but the instructor.” 

Being with other people and just interacting.  Just having fun.   When 

they imagined exercising with other people they knew, the companionship of their 

friends made the experience better. “It would probably be more of a social thing 

for me too. Being with other people and just interacting, just having fun, 

everybody having fun.  Kind of being silly, having fun, not making a competition 

out of it, just having a good time being together. Then you have to go to these 

exercise classes, which are no fun. You know unless you know the people you 

are involved with and you can play.” 

“If I’m in a class I’m going to continue through to the end with the rest of 

the people.  Like getting some motivation from [others], if they’re sticking with 

it, so can I.  Whereas if I’m at home, I might turn off my tape or stop doing what 

I’m doing.  I think that there was some positive in being there. The music was 

great. Having a leader there was good. [There were] a lot of good things about 

being in that class. The camaraderie among the women in this activity I found 

really admirable, even enviable.  I don’t feel that THEY were looking down at 

me, I felt afterwards they were being very friendly; I felt very welcome.” 
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Why don’t I exercise?   This category described a collection of reasons that 

women explored regarding the question of why they don’t exercise.  They know 

that exercise is beneficial to health but tend to value exercising the intellect over 

exercising the body. Exercise is something they feel pressured to do, another 

thing on their ‘to do’ list.  Most of their ideas about how they should exercise 

don’t feel fun. But several were able to imagine exercise options that would be 

satisfying.  They identified limited resources in time and money.  Previous 

negative experience colored their decision. 

I know a lot about what I should be doing but that cannot motivate me.  

Knowledge about exercise and its health benefits does not make it easier to exercise. 

“Why don’t I exercise now?   I make time for pretty much what I want to make 

time for.  If I wanted to and I could afford to, there is no reason why I couldn’t 

call and find myself a personal trainer who would come to my home.  I know a 

lot about what I should be doing but that cannot motivate me. And I’m not sure 

what can. I wish I could say now I consider exercise a necessity and I wish I 

could say that I prefer exercise as a form of weight control. It’s like I knew it 

would be good for me to do this, but I didn’t know it well enough or I didn’t 

FEEL it. Emotions are the big motivator.  When you’re afraid you’re going to die, 

of course you’re going to get off your butt and exercise.  But if you don’t have 

that fear then… some other time perhaps. Neither is it strong enough, the fact 
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that I know that I am getting older, so it would be better for me – I would extend 

the length of my life, I would have a better experience of health…if I were more 

active.  Um, that fear of serious illness or that fear that I’m going to be 

incapacitated clearly is not pushing me at all.  Gee what would it take to inspire 

me?  I mean I will do things occasionally for intellectual reasons but it’s a 

struggle because I’m not doing it with my heart.”   

I think it’s just laziness on my part.  Several women in this group feel like 

they do not have the discipline for regular exercise.  “I would say it has to do with 

structure; there is certain amount of discipline required for that. I wonder if it has 

to do with our own life experiences or we don’t take care of ourselves first, which 

is what that would be doing [by exercising].   I see women out here in the 

morning after they take their kids to school they’d be groups of them and they’d 

all be out there walking and walking, and I’m like, it’s just not me. I’ve been lazy. 

I think it’s just laziness on my part.  I’d rather sleep a few more minutes instead 

of getting up and I don’t even have the discipline to exercise in a group let alone, 

alone. “ 

My joints hurt.   Body pain and discomfort make it hard for some women to 

start exercising.  “One of the main reasons is that I’m not exercising right now is 

because my joints hurt.  There are some obviously floor exercise things I can do 

that won’t hurt my knees and ankles but the thought of going to a class or even 
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doing one of my gentle aerobic tapes isn’t real feasible because of pain.  I would 

like to do something, and I know that it’s good for my body. I have confronted 

some medical issues recently.  I am really looking to what I can do.  Well, most of 

the time I think about exercise, I think of what would hurt me as far as injury. I 

am so clumsy, so, I try to stick to something simple.  I don’t think my activity 

level became an issue for me until I got older and had problems with my feet.  

And then activity level went way, way down because walking was painful. 

Movement that required me to using my feet and legs was painful.  

Consequently, I gained a lot of weight. And so I’ve begun to lose some of that 

and now being active is not so difficult.” 

I wouldn’t look at it as exercise. I would look at it as fun. The women 

discussed what would be a solution to the problem of not exercising. “Finding a 

series of exercises that I could do that doesn’t hurt. I have thought maybe at a 

health club,  if I could find a trainer that could link me up to things I could do 

that would be exercise, would get my heart rate going, but wouldn’t be putting 

the stress on the joints.  I used to dance a lot, but that’s fallen off over the years, 

so I don’t dance so much anymore. If I were going to be active again, it would be 

one of two things, swimming or dancing. I wouldn’t look at it as exercise. I 

would look at it as fun.  If I had to think of it as I HAVE to go dance to get 

exercise in or I have to go swim to get exercise in I wouldn’t want to do it. Yeah, 
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movement, dancing, would be a fun thing for me. I think that if I could figure out 

a positive emotion to draw me instead of a negative emotion to push me, I think 

that that would work better for me.  If it’s fun, if it’s not just you know, lifting 

weights, or walking, or you know, what ever, if its more a fun thing,  I don’t feel 

like I’m exercising then, then I’m more motivated to do it.” 

I don’t have that much handy cash.  Not having enough money was a 

barrier to joining a gym or taking a class. “If I had the $30 bucks a month, or $60, 

whatever it would be, easy at hand, I think I would probably just run and go do 

it.  But I don’t have that much handy cash, so it is a concern; I’m going to make 

sure that I’m going to utilize [it] if I’m going to join a club.” 

It wasn’t anything that I wanted to do.   Exercise was just another thing they 

felt they should do. “I feel the pressure to have to go exercise that’s more stressful 

to me than the exercise itself. Anytime I’ve gone to any of these exercise things 

it’s cuz I felt like I needed to.  It wasn’t anything that I wanted to do and when it 

came Tuesday night, whatever night it was.  I’d go ‘I really don’t want to do 

that’.  And I would pat myself on the back and I’d do that.  ‘That’s two weeks in 

a row, maybe I’m onto something here’.  So yeah, I think it is necessary to keep 

active and I need to increase my activity level, but I don’t know that I want to do 

it with structured exercise.  I don’t know that I want to get into that trap. 

Suddenly you start piling more guilt on yourself for not doing the things you 
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should have done. I’d rather see my whole lifestyle change, and more activity 

become a part of it, than structured exercise.” 

I only have 15 minutes before I have to get into the shower.   Lack of time is 

a barrier to exercise for women in this group.  “Three kids, two jobs, travel time 

to and from home and work, can’t get here early enough, have to get home at a 

certain time for the kids, have to pick them up, have to be there and can’t stay 

afterward to exercise.  Even during lunch… it’s something that I was doing for a 

while and it’s just too easy to make an excuse, ‘I have to get to this, run errands’, 

because you can’t do it before work or after work. I think the only time I take off 

for myself is my drive to and from work.  That’s like the only time I have to 

myself.  I find myself saying I only have 15 minutes before I have to get into the 

shower and get to work on time and so I’ll   just do a load of laundry or I’ll you 

know I’ll find some excuse not to [exercise].” 

Part of that I think is about discipline, and commitment to my own 

health.  Most women find it difficult to take the time for self–care.  “No, I don’t 

make time or space in my life for group exercise, hardly even any individual care 

taking. Of course I know that exercising is a healthy thing to do.  Why don’t I 

exercise? Well, I don’t make the time.  Part of that I think is about discipline, and 

commitment to my own health.  I think I’m coasting on the promise of having 

inherited good genes from my mother.  There’s a piece of me that counts on that 
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and the luck that is expressing.  I find other things to do. Much of my life is, and 

has been, very much in my head.” 

Before my kids were born I had a regular walking routine.  After they 

have children, they have less time for themselves. “I exercised to lose weight, 

when I was young. Before my kids were born, I had a regular walking routine. 

I’d walk, at least three miles, four times a week.  But after my kids came… one of 

the problems is the damn TV, the kids turn on the TV, and I have a hard time 

getting it turned off, but sometimes it hooks me in. If I could take good care of 

myself physically I think I would be a much better role model. I’ve got pounds to 

lose. A life change to make here and I hope, I can do it this time.” 

I just haven’t found that most people who are into exercise have that 

sensitivity.   Previous bad experiences with exercise impact their current activity 

level.  “I am a product of the President’s Physical Fitness Program that was 

launched when I was in elementary school and so my school seized upon it and 

we did competitions with each other and they really went for it to see who could 

throw the softball furthest, who could do the most chin ups, and all of those 

things.” 

“I just haven’t found that most people who are into exercise have that 

sensitivity. They just assume that if they can go at it gung-ho and come away 

with all these little ripples that everybody can do that.” 
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It’s wasteful of time and energy and resources.  It’s hard to see and 

measure the outcome of exercising.  “Maybe I don’t do either art or exercise 

because it’s not useful, that it’s wasteful of time and energy and resources.    For 

example, if I do a drawing, well, now what am I supposed to do with it.  It’s not 

good enough to hang in a museum; it’s not good enough to sell.  That learning 

curve doesn’t seem to be acceptable to me for some reason.  I was called athletic 

when I was  in college – played softball in the summer and the intramurals and it 

was before they had organized women’s/girl’s sports.  And I liked all that – a lot.  

But when it came time to do the jumping jacks and the squat thrusts and all that 

… I almost felt that I needed to be doing something, accomplishing something 

besides just moving my body”  

I’ll probably read the book.  Intellectual pursuits are more valuable than 

exercise. “It’s an intellectual instead of a physical life I’m leading.  Even though I 

enjoy doing outdoors or physical activities, if I had a choice between walking on 

a treadmill and reading a book, I’ll probably read the book.  I think a lot of that 

might be because although I understand in my head the benefits, I don’t 

understand it in my emotions and I don’t understand it in my body.  It’s a 

different kind of understanding. Maybe I’ve got it backwards.  Maybe I really do 

understand it in my heart and in my body but I really don’t understand it in my 

head at all.” 
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It’s gotten to be a cultural thing now; you have to say you exercise.   Some 

women resist the cultural pressure to exercise.  “No I’d be more likely to say, ‘NO I 

DON’T EXERCISE THANK YOU VERY MUCH’,  it just seems like it’s gotten to 

be a cultural thing now, you have to say you exercise, you have to say you’re fit. 

I have even found that I resent people who talk about how fit they are. I just 

want to slap them.  I get so tired of hearing that. Everybody is that way you 

know. It seems like men in particular are worse about it. It’s almost like a badge 

of honor with them, that they’re fit and athletic…. ‘Hmmm ok. Good for you’.” 

I don’t have anybody to exercise with.  If they didn’t have friends who were 

committed to join them in exercise they wouldn’t stick to it.  “If everybody else were 

not committed to it, it would fall by the wayside, I wouldn’t want to get started if 

it wasn’t going to keep up, if everybody wasn’t going to be committed…  Sure 

about the time you really get into it, then I would have to do it by myself, I 

would have to make myself go do that and I wouldn’t want to, mainly because I 

don’t have anybody to exercise with. If it’s fun or if I can go with some people, 

that can kind of push me, cause I can put myself off.  I’ll do it tomorrow, then 

tomorrow never comes.  But if somebody says oh, come on, you know, you’ll 

enjoy it once you get there.  They’re right, I probably would.” 

I get back on that little merry go round.  Exercise feels just like a diet.  

“They’re like diets. I’ve never done a diet either.  I’ve never been able to do a 
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diet. Maybe it’s too structured, I don’t know.  And if I couldn’t attach exercise to 

a diet and to reducing the body fat than why was I exercising?  The main thing 

with exercising is I get so frustrated cause I work so hard and then to get my 

shape where I want it, and I look good and I feel good and I’m pleased with 

myself. But then I’m deprived myself of other things and then I get angry, so. I 

get back on that little merry go round.” 

 

Feelings about Self during Exercise.   Most of the time during exercise class, 

women felt badly about themselves. They felt awkward, out of shape and 

generally uncomfortable in the group setting.  They understood that although 

they felt criticized by others, the judgment was actually coming from themselves.  

One aspect of the class that they enjoyed and felt good about was the interaction 

with other women and the possibility of making new friends.  

It was me judging me in class.  The group exercise environment 

exacerbates their critical feelings about themselves.   “It’s the silliest thing really, 

cause I don’t judge other people because of their body types.  I never have.  I 

don’t judge my friends, I don’t even think about it.  But I do my own.  You know, 

‘my boobs aren’t big enough’ or ‘I don’t have a tiny waist’, ‘I’ve got thunder 

thighs’ or something like that.  I’m more hard on myself than anything.  I don’t 

really so much compare myself to anybody when I go into a class, because to me 
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I’m big, I’m ugly, I’m stupid. It’s a thing with me.  I felt off-balance, I felt gangly, 

like out-of-proportion, I felt very out-of-proportion. Like ‘my head’s too small for 

my shoulders’ or ‘my arms are too long’ or ‘gee, my legs are weird.’  I can’t pay 

attention to what I’m doing because I’m only looking at what I look like and how 

I’m moving, and I become critical of that.  I was too heavy. Especially my thighs 

were too heavy. I look old, I just, I feel out of synch, I feel like a top, like I’m 

really heavy in the central area and that it just kind of, it just, takes my body off 

balance. And I mean that both physically and psychologically, because I’m just 

not centered when I exercise, the focus is here and it’s just on that gut …My 

problem was that I could not lose the weight.  It was me judging me in class.  It 

wasn’t her.” 

I just don’t do it well.  Women felt like they couldn’t keep up because of 

they were awkward and unfit.  “I see someone come in next to me and they start 

going really fast on the machines and I start feeling bad about myself but … I’m 

tired and winded already and I was probably only on there two minutes!  Right 

[and in class], and it wouldn’t be difficult combinations, but I was always having 

to watch everyone’s else feet, cause I could not remember [the steps]. And I kept 

thinking what is wrong with me...? Why can’t I do this?  So you know, I beat 

myself up  I don’t like all those mirrors around, I’m so focused on how bad I am 

there is no way I can get into the groove of what they are doing. It’s like you 
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never transcend into it.  My own self-feelings are that I don’t do it well. I just 

don’t do it well. I also had sisters that told me that when I danced I was like a 

stiff board blowing in the wind. I know I don’t have a certain rhythm.   It’s ok, 

some people are just more talented with than others; I just don’t feel good about 

myself.  I’m usually in pretty negative mood so that negative self talk’s going, 

and it’s like, ‘I don’t think this is benefiting you.  If you were going to be like this 

with this kind of attitude, how would you expect the exercise to be of any 

benefit?   I feel pulled down by exercising. Frumpy and dumpy and unsteady. 

It’s a very uncomfortable feeling and that pervades who I am. So the feelings that 

are there are those feelings that underlie my overeating.  I don’t care how 

capable I am and how hard I try in other areas or don’t have to try in most of 

them, exercise is was not something I could be as good at. Become of the low self-

esteem issues, I stayed away from anything that did not enhance my esteem. The 

one of the things I think exercise should do is it helps relax you. You know you 

come out of there like Grrrr.” 

Maybe you’ll make a new friend.  The interaction with other women is an 

enjoyable part of the class. You know, once I get into the class, and really what I 

call, getting into the groove of it, I like it. Yeah, having a fun, and then once you 

kind of let your guard down a little bit.  And you get to talking to the people, and 

you feel like they like you and that you’re really accepted. So this is going to be a 
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good thing, you know, even though you’re going to have aches and pains, but, 

you know, you’re going to meet some new people, maybe you’ll make a new 

friend. [And] get in shape at the same time. I think once I just let my guard down 

and I realized that you know, HEY, you know, move past this, and everything is 

going to be fine and most of the time it is. And I liked being with the other 

people.   Generally the classes I took there were other nice people around, you 

get to see familiar faces and you chat and that was nice. I think I enjoyed it when 

I did it.  It was a good experience for me.   I mean I didn’t make any close life 

long friends, but certainly acquaintances and you know I always felt good that I 

had gotten up and done my exercise, kind of got my day up you know started off 

right.” 

 

Comparisons.  With little exception, this group of women compare themselves to 

others in their exercise class.  These comparisons are most often negative.  They 

imagine that other women in class are criticizing them for being out of shape and 

they are reminded of their own negative feelings about themselves.  They feel 

like they are older than other students.   

I feel like other fitter people are judging me.   Based on how they feel 

about themselves, many of these women imagine that others would be making 

critical judgments of them.  “I kept comparing myself to others in the class and 
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found myself falling short. I don’t like comparing my body to other people’s 

bodies but I can’t help it.  I feel like other fitter people are judging me, I think 

that those are all very accurate.  I really have a sense that I can’t move into 

position and can’t do these things as well as other women.  And the irony of that 

is there were women that were at this seminar who were much bigger than I, 

who probably were having terrible times doing this stuff too, but I don’t think I 

ever noticed that.  I think that focus was on me and that I couldn’t accomplish 

these tasks.” 

One woman remembered a different experience:  “Uh, the only time that 

the comparisons ceased was [at this seminar when] something very positive 

occurred at the end of every day.  The leader…she was just excellent, played 

something and I think the song was called ‘You are beautiful’, and she would 

have all the women glide around the room. It was just kind of a glide, and then a 

strut, then lift their arms, it was kind of like a ballet dancer movement. And 

we’re talking about seventy five to a hundred women in a huge area [who] 

would glide around the room.  It’s very interesting because when we listened to 

that music and made touch with that music I think we all felt lighter.” 

It’s like a real bad reminder of what the shape I’ve let myself get into. 

Exercising in a group situation, many of these women can’t help but focus on 

their poor shape.  “That is totally the way I feel.  I compare myself to other people 
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… I do wonder how I let myself get like this.  I guess it just gets back to school – 

just always being heavier than the other girls and not feeling like I could run the 

whole way or do the exercises without getting more winded than the thinner 

girls.  I can relate to all that.  It’s depressing. It would really make me not enjoy it 

as much.   It’s the shape I’m in, and part of it is age, but it’s more size. In my 

head, I don’t even want to look at the other normal sized women. It’s like a real 

bad reminder of what the shape I’ve let myself get into. I hate hopping out of the 

shower with my weight verses these skinny minis.  And truly the only time that I 

think I sort of enjoyed exercise and managed to focus on my body was when I 

worked one on one in my home with a trainer.  At this point, uh, my body is very 

jiggly and I would feel even more self conscious now than I did back then. And if 

I were in a class with a lot of other very overweight women I would feel more 

comfortable then the perky little young women who bounce all over the place.” 

I think I’m going to be the oldest one.   Women negatively compare 

themselves to younger women. Yeah, now sometimes when I go into these 

situations and if I went into an exercise class it would be the same.  I think I’m 

going to be the oldest one.  It’ll be all these chicks.  Young things and hard bodies 

and here I come.  I don’t know, maybe not being able to relate to them… Oh, 

maybe standing out again, I don’t want to stand out.  Again, it shouldn’t matter 
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and I don’t feel like I have hang-ups in that area.  There’s a lot of gifts that come 

with being older that I am just so grateful….” 

 

Remembered Context describes the places in their memory where women in this 

group go to access their exercise experience.  They described a range of 

experiences.  They remembered that the time in their life when they were 

exercising was happier; they were taking better care of themselves.  The feeling 

of being part of something, of being in community was very meaningful. 

And I just wish I could bottle that.  A class with other women like 

themselves with a sensitive instructor and inspiring music was a very positive 

memory.  “It was just incredible and it was just, that one and there was another 

piece of music, uh, and it’s just, they lifted your spirit and they lifted your body, I 

swear. The women in that room moved and carried themselves with a youth that 

they didn’t normally have. And there was laughter there, but it was the music, it 

was the energy, it was just, I was just so surprised at how good I felt afterwards. 

And I just wish I could bottle that. What was so neat about it was the woman [the 

instructor] was used to working with all sort of eating disorders but she was 

really used to working with people who carried an extra hundred pounds 

around. And so she was very careful about what she had people do and it was 

not so hard and it didn’t hurt so bad and it’s like, and I said I could do yoga if I 
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could find an old yoga teacher who had been flabby for a good hunk of their life. 

I remembered the music. I liked the music. Those were the classes that I kept 

going to.  They offered different types of music and I think places still do it now.  

And rock and roll, upbeat, and the first time I heard Pachabel’s cannon, was 

what she would use for cooling down and it was just really nice. I guess it’s a lot 

about encouragement you know I mean it was a good experience because I felt 

like I was encouraged by people who really didn’t know me.” 

It was a very positive time in my life and along with that I started 

exercising and taking better care of myself.  Around the time that they were 

exercising, they were living a hopeful and optimistic life. “I was recently divorced, I 

was happy getting rid of my ex. My life was much less stressful. There [were] 

lots of new things happening. I was meeting new people. It was a very positive 

time in my life and along with that I started exercising and taking better care of 

myself.  I was slim and I was in shape and I could just run long as I wanted to 

and it was a delightful experience.  That’s not my main association with jogging 

and running.  You know I don’t like running to lose my breath and then build up 

that second wind.  I hated it; it’s so uncomfortable for me.  But when I’m 

dancing, I hardly think of it. And I imagined another setting where I was close 

with everybody who was there.  And that was a little more comfortable for me.  

It was a little bit more fun for me.…I was already accepted by those people and 
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for other reasons than … so I wasn’t so concerned about screwing up.  Just a 

dance class. I took a, kind of a jazz dance class a few years back. That was fun. 

All of us together doing it, we were all friends so were goofy and if we couldn’t 

do the leaps we laughed.   Nobody judged anybody, we just had fun.  Because it 

was fun, it was a group, everybody was doing their thing, and everybody was 

laughing.”  

I am deeply affected by the feeling of community that that group activity 

represents.  A meaningful memory was being part of a group of caring, friendly 

women.  “Again, the people that were there were friendly and welcoming and 

encouraged me to come back.  In a way, it was almost like church and I don’t go 

to church very often.  Occasionally when I do, I am deeply affected by the feeling 

of community that that group activity represents.  And it makes me sad not to be 

part of that. Especially afterwards when we’re all getting our stuff together and 

we’re talking to each other, as people together who’ve just shared this 

experience… [crying].  Then and even now, I still recall my feeling of ‘this could 

be good, because here are these people and gee they’re nice and they’re friendly 

and they’re making me feel welcome.’   So that feeling of community and the 

welcome that I got from many or most of the people there, as a group, really 

touched my heart.” 
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I guess my experience with it was more negative than anything.   Several 

women had only bad memories of attending exercise classes. “The thing that really 

bothered me is as we were lined up in the pool facing the instructor … and all 

the guys would come down and sit around the hot tub and watch the women 

bouncing in the water, and I felt like all the women were on display for these 

men and then I got an ear infection so I never went back. And there was one 

situation where I was so busy watching if I was doing it correctly that I probably 

wasn’t getting a lot accomplished.  I wanted to go cause I wanted to lose weight, 

I knew that I had to physically challenge the body to burn more. I kept going 

because I paid and I wasn’t a quitter.  Actually that started bringing back some 

memories of when I used to have PE class.  I could never keep up with the 

instructor, I was just miserable the whole time. If we had to run I was always one 

of the last ones, um, even if we would go out to walk or whatever.  I was always 

the last person, always more winded than anyone else.” 

I feel bad enough as it is.  Attending exercise classes just added to negative 

feelings “I imagined going into an exercise class and just feeling a little stressed 

about starting off and just people looking at you and that’s mainly it – just 

walking in and feeling stressed – not really wanting to be there. Well, that was 

how I finally rationalized it.  I think the risk was not measuring up, of 

embarrassing myself, of not being good enough.  This sense of, well, it’s an 
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exposure thing,   This is kind of a conflict.  I don’t think I was really afraid of 

what the other people would say or do or think about me because I was pretty 

sure I’d never seen any of them before and I would not see any of them again, 

but nonetheless it felt like I guess I was fearful of not measuring up and even the 

judgment of strangers … of not being able to do it perfectly well.” 

I was afraid of softball, football, anything like that.  Some of the negative 

memories of exercise went back to gym class in childhood. “Well, when I was in 4th 

grade I had remedial gym, like people have remedial math or remedial reading, I 

had remedial gym.  Because I guess I was behind.  I didn’t know how to do the 

things that most kids that age knew how to do, like skip and jump rope and stuff 

like that.  Since that time I have an impression of myself as being pretty much 

capable of doing things.”   

“Well as soon as I could, I joined band, I joined ROTC, anything to get out 

of PE class.  Being embarrassed and not being able to do the stuff, I took any way 

I could to get out of it… I don’t remember specifics, I do remember being 

embarrassed if I was the last one to get picked and you know kids … they’re just 

laughing at you for being the last one, the last one to come in running. I couldn’t 

play anything that had to do with anything hitting my face.  I’d be afraid of 

volleyball, I was afraid of softball, football, anything like that.  A lot of the things 

they were having us do, we were not developmentally ready to do like climb 
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ropes and poles and jump the wooden horses,  I managed to not only jump it but 

knock myself out and then they used to have us do summersaults on mats and I 

never ended up on the mat (laughing).”  

Others remembered having fun in gym class:  “I played a lot of sports, I 

was active, that was a good time.  I couldn’t wait to get to gym class.  Of course 

I’m sure that now, they probably exercise a little bit more then what we did 

when we were in high school. I mean, we did some exercise but I mean we 

actually played more sports, than I guess, I guess exercise, then, it was fun. I 

found out I was good at doing tennis and pitching softball.” 

“My first was ballet class.  As much as I loved the movement and the 

awareness of my body parts, it was very unpleasant. You know, I was always too 

big, even though I really wasn’t. For a ballerina I was. And there were mirrors. 

The ballet experience, I felt stressful until it was all over with and I went home 

and I got a hot shower and I was relaxed and could feel my muscles and 

everything. I was relieving stress.  I was nervous trying new things, but lifting 

weights especially, [was] very relieving of stress. Yeah, Jazzercise or anything 

like that is just a little too stressful.” 

 

Challenges was an affinity generated in the Traditional Exercise Group but was 

also presented to the Non-Exercise Group.  There were several challenging issues 
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in this group.  Many just don’t like exercise; it’s not fun.  To exercise feels like an 

obligation they would rather not have.   They understand intellectually that it is 

beneficial to health and that it is a good thing to do but still it difficult to make 

the commitment.  Self-care, taking time for themselves, is a challenge for most of 

these women. 

Is it time to stop yet?  For most of the women in this group, exercise class is 

an activity that causes discomfort. “I realized it triggered a lot of stuff for me and I 

wanted to just walk out.  It makes you feel like you’re three years old again 

maybe.  So all of a sudden you go ‘this doesn’t feel good and I probably ought to 

just go.  Thank you very much.  I think I’ll leave.’  And a lot of it could have been 

my imagination – her trying to make me … but I don’t think so.  Yeah, I don’t 

think I’ll go next time – I don’t want to do that to myself.  I like myself too much.  

But not enough to exercise [laughs]!  I don’t know maybe I just allow myself to 

be annoyed by it. Maybe that’s what it is…it annoys me.  I don’t like to sweat; I 

don’t like to be out of breath.  I don’t like to gasp for breath.” 

“You know this is a situation of delayed gratification.  You know, you’re 

going to need to lose some pounds and get stronger, before you’re going to feel 

as good as you can feel from exercise.  Is it time to stop yet? Yeah, that’s me.  My 

back or some part of me would be sore from the last time.  Boy, yeah, I’m a clock-

watcher”. 
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Maybe I don’t want to commit to that.  Committing to a regular exercise 

program feels like an obligation.  “Actually I think for me the challenge lies in 

truly, taking in why this is important, and why this is truly beneficial.  If I really 

knew that with all of my being I would be able to do, I would do it.  I imagine 

that I would probably feel good when I was done.  Just getting there would be 

the hard part, just getting myself to do it.  Every time there was a class I would 

feel the same way – stressed and not wanting to go.   It seems like it would be 

more trouble than it’s worth sometimes, you know; it’s an annoyance.  It’s 

something you can’t do half heartedly it seems, if you’re going to get into an 

exercise program you have to commit to it, you have to keep doing it. Maybe I 

don’t want to commit to that.  Maybe I want to come home from work one night, 

exhausted, and just forget about it all.” 

Sometimes I feel guilty when I do have time to myself.  Being a good care-

taker for themselves is a challenge to these women.  “To overcome it [the 

challenges] I’d either have to wake up really early or to stay up pretty late to 

have that time to myself.  Sometimes I feel guilty when I do have time to myself.  

The only time I don’t feel the guilt is the drive cause I know my kids are in school 

and I CAN’T be there with them attending school.  We tried to do the track at the 

high school; it’s something that we could all do together. I think the biggest 
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challenge was saying ok you know I’m going to take time for myself and do this 

you know and just say that I was going to do it.” 

I’m trying to work on my younger kids so they won’t be like that.  One 

challenge for this woman is to encourage her daughter to have a different 

experience with exercise.  She wants to be a good role-model.  “I know I want 

them to not feel the way that I did even though I know my older daughter does 

also.  She’s a little more like I am mainly because she’s my body type, big 

breasted, that had a lot to do with it too – that was embarrassing to have to go do 

gym class at school and be like that.  So I know that she already has those 

feelings and she’s in high school – I’m trying to work on my younger kids so 

they won’t be like that, they won’t be embarrassed when they’re in PE class and 

stuff” 

My biggest challenge is deciding to, and making the commitment to do 

this for myself.  Making this investment in their health and well-being is a 

challenge.  “I think the, well, I FEEL that my biggest challenge is deciding to, and 

making the commitment to do this for myself.  I think that there are a lot of 

opportunities out there; I just don’t take them… I don’t use them and why I don’t 

avail myself of these resources and opportunities is a question that I’ve been 

asking myself for some time and have yet to come up with an answer as to what 

is STOPPING me from doing what I know and feel and have experienced to be a 
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positive and beneficial thing.  I think it’s that I haven’t bought in completely. I 

don’t know if it’s because the return on investment hasn’t been high enough for 

me or if it’s that parts of me that know that this is good, [but] that there’s not 

enough of that in me to get me to actually do something.  It’s something more 

insidious. [Laughs] I think for me the challenge is finding what works for me, 

more than anything else.  I already know what doesn’t work for me.  Lack of 

discipline is a bad problem for me.  It’s a bad problem.  I can discipline my self to 

take care of my checkbook, I can discipline myself to take care of the car, the 

grandchildren get up and do whatever, but exercise is something I can or can’t 

do.” 

 
 
Good for my Health was an affinity that was generated in the Traditional 

Exercise Group but was presented to the Non-Exercise Group as well. Women in 

this group understand the health benefits of exercise and feel that health 

conditions could be improved with weight loss.  Menopause is producing 

changes in their bodies that is a motivation to start exercising.  Feeling badly 

about their body in general is motivation to get it under control through exercise.  

Yet, although they understand the potential health outcomes, and feel that 

exercise is just a good thing to do for oneself, they do not feel concerned enough 

either about self-care or illness prevention to commit to exercise.   
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If I could get my weight down.  Women believed that most health conditions 

would improve with weight loss. “Uh, my personal reasons for going are, some 

of these very specific health issues, the cholesterol, the high blood pressure, 

anything you read on cancer they say exercise [is good], [but] weight is probably 

my number one reason. I think all the other factors would reduce or go away, if I 

could get my weight down. And I’d like to avoid diabetes. There are a lot of 

health reasons associated with it.   You know, like right now, I know that my 

mid-area, where I gained most of my weight, is harder on my heart. If I get too 

big here, than it’s going to affect my heart, which later on, could cause more 

problems for me.  Well in the past I’ve had kind of fluctuating blood pressure 

and I know that s healthy to exercise more.  But I like that idea of going to relieve 

stress, because it does. I can remember coming home and being much more able 

to relax.”  

The only way I can get myself motivated is if I start to feel bad.  Feeling 

fat is a motivation for exercise. “Every time I try to exercise when … the only way 

I can get myself motivated is if I start to feel bad.  I know my dad was diabetic, 

my grandmother was, and I do worry about that and so when I start to worry 

about that then I have to do something.  When I start to feel … when my jeans 

start to get tighter, I know I have to go do something ... that’s just too much.  I 

just don’t want to go up in size …” 
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My body is changing.  Women in this age range are facing changes in their 

bodies due to menopause.  “Well because my clothes don’t fit, they a little more 

tight you know.  I’ve just been not taking care of myself.  I mean, I’m 

approaching 50, you know, I need to start paying more [attention], my body is 

changing, It’s gonna keep changing in the direction I don’t want it to change if I 

don’t change my physical activity.  But I know as a woman, at my age, I need to 

be getting my hands around on this pretty quick because menopause is coming 

and I won’t have that little magical edge.” 

This woman liked some of the ways her body is changing in menopause.  

“Good for my bones … actually to be honest I kinda like a little bit more weight 

on me right now.  I was too skinny for a long time.  I never really had to exercise 

before menopause – I never had to worry about weight.  And I feel a little bit 

better with a little bit more meat on me.  So that wouldn’t be …. I know its 

[exercise] good for your heart, good for your bones and good for … everything.” 

I’m not committed enough to anything to do it long enough. The health 

benefits of exercise and the health risks of not exercising are not real enough for 

these women to make a commitment. “I think that my health is not a strong 

enough motivator.  I think that I’m procrastinating – maybe I’m waiting for that 

crisis or trauma that will be my wake up call and counting on luck that I won’t 

have one.  Even though intellectually I know that it’s an inevitability.  I don’t 
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FEEL it yet.  ‘We all KNOW it’s good for our health.’  … I know that this is 

something that my body will be happy if I do it and that I know it’s good for me.   

And I do know that, I really do know that.  And part of that also could well be 

that I’m not committed enough to anything to do it long enough.” 

I’ve done something good for my health.  Taking the time for yourself to 

exercise is good self care, part of healthy life.  “I guess the stress kind of falls into 

the mental health [benefits] and they talk about the endorphins being released 

and maybe that’s why I feel so good after I’ve done it… the fact that I’ve done 

something good for my health.  If you prepare a nice meal for your family you 

are preparing that [nice meal] for your family but how often do you just prepare 

a nice meal just for yourself, you know?  And you know giving up all that other 

stuff, you know how often do we really take care of ourselves. And tend to 

ourselves, so and I think when you do that.  I mean I did that this weekend I left 

the house Saturday (of course after I had prepared dinner for the family), and 

went out to my parents place in the country, I spent the evening there all by 

myself and read books and looked at magazines and just had time to myself.  

And I can’t remember the last time that I did that and it’s refreshing.  It’s 

reinvigorating is what it is, when you do something nice for yourself. I mean we 

all know, but I think it is more than whether you attend a one-hour exercise class; 

I think it’s a very holistic approach. How well you sleep at night, do you take 
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time out to do something that you enjoy doing, even just sitting on the bench 

outside for 15 minutes where no one is asking you anything, or taking your tea, 

there in the morning, just sitting out there and watching the bunnies, you know.” 

 

Theoretical Coding  

The theoretical codes for the interviewees in the non-exercise group were 

analyzed for inclusion in the final SID.  Again, using the Pareto protocol, the 

relationships were selected which best reflected the combined direction of the 

group.  The relationship frequency table is presented in Appendix L.   The 

resulting relationships are presented in the combined interview affinity 

relationship table (Table 4.09). 
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Table 4.09: Non-Exercise Group Combined Interview Affinity Relationship Table 

Affinity Names 
1. Awareness during Exercise – Individual 

vs. Group Experience 
2. Why Don’t I Exercise? 
3. Feelings of Self in Exercise Class 
4. Comparisons 
5. Remembered Context 
6. Challenges 
7. Good for my Health 

 Possible 
Relationships 
A → B 
A ← B 
A <> B (No 
Relationship) 

 
Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

 Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

 Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

 Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

1    →  2  2    ←  3  3    ←  5  5    →  6 
1    →  3  2    ←  4  3    ←  6  5    →  7 
1    →  4  2    ←  5  3    →  7  6    ←  7 
1    ←  5  2    ←  6  4    ←  5   
1    ←  6  2    ←  7  4    →  6   
1    →  7  3    ←  4  4    →  7   
 

From the affinity relationship table, the interrelationship diagram was 

created to establish the order of the affinities in the final system (see Tables 4.10 

& 4.11).   
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Table 4.10:  Non-Exercise Group Combined Interview Interrelationship Diagram 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 OUT IN ∆ 
1  ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ← ↑ 4 2 2 
2 ←  ← ← ← ← ← 0 6 -6 
3 ← ↑  ← ← ← ↑ 2 4 -2 
4 ← ↑ ↑  ← ↑ ↑ 4 2 2 
5 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑  ↑ ↑ 6 0 6 
6 ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ←  ←  3 3 0 
7 ← ↑ ← ← ← ↑  2 4 -2 

 
 

Count the number of up arrows (↑) or Outs  
Count the number of left arrows (←) or Ins 

Subtract the number of Ins from the Outs to determine the (∆) Deltas 
∆ = Out- In 

Table 4.11:  Non-Exercise Group Combined Interview Interrelationship Diagram 
(sorted by ∆) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 OUT IN ∆ 
5 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑  ↑ ↑ 6 0 6 
1  ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ← ↑ 4 2 2 
4 ← ↑ ↑  ← ↑ ↑ 4 2 2 
6 ↑ ↑ ↑ ← ←  ←  3 3 0 
3 ← ↑  ← ← ← ↑ 2 4 -2 
7 ← ↑ ← ← ← ↑  2 4 -2 
2 ←  ← ← ← ← ← 0 6 -6 
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Table 4.12:  Non-Exercise Group Tentative SID Assignments 

 
5 Remembered Context Primary Driver 

1 
Awareness During 

Exercise – Individual vs. 
Group Experience  

Secondary Driver 
 

4 Comparisons Secondary Driver 
6 Challenges  Pivot  

3 
Feelings About Self 

During  
Exercise 

Secondary Outcome 
 

7 Good for my Health Secondary Outcome 
2 Why Don’t I Exercise? Primary Outcome 

 

Relationship Descriptions 

In this section, affinities relationships for the Non-Exercise Group are 

presented.  Affinities are presented in the order that they appear in the system 

from drivers to outcomes.   
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Remembered Context is a primary driver in this system of affinities from the 

Non-Exercise group Remembered context influences all other affinities in this 

system as illustrated in the diagram below: 

 

4. 
Comparisons

1. Awareness During 
Exercise - Individual 

vs. Group Experience

5. Remembered 
Context

6. Challenges

7. Good For 
My Health

2.  Why Don't 
I Exercise?

3. Feelings About 
the Self During 

Exercise

 

 
 

Remembered context influences… 

Awareness during Exercise.  Memories of previous exercise influence what the 

women notice in an exercise class.  “Remembering past experiences and imagining 

myself in there – I think I would feel like that – I would feel just worried and 

probably wouldn’t be able to pay attention or to keep up because I was too busy 
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thinking about that.  The only time I’ve ever enjoyed any kind of exercise is when 

I’ve been in a group, team kinds of things.  I have real good remembrance as far 

as exercising.  I just wish that, what I did then, I’ve been doing now.  My past 

experiences have not been pleasant, so I really have no motivation to go out there 

and recreate that experience, my expectations are not too high.” 

Comparisons.   Childhood exercise experiences bring up comparisons with other 

women.  “It’s like some of these women are fatter than I am and I still can’t do it 

as well as they can do it, so there was that type of comparison set up. When I 

think of the places where I’ve been, there are comparisons going on. I guess 

going back to the feelings I had in school, just … I can imagine the locker room – 

that was a big one.  I remember just going into the shower stall just to change 

into your PE clothes or change out of them.  Yes, I did a lot more and more 

critical comparing of myself in ballet class to the other dancers.” 

Challenges.   What they remember about exercise reminds the women about how 

hard it is to exercise.  “The remembered context stirred up some challenges, which 

clearly I haven’t processed until later…  I think that it is still going on right now. 

I think it would take repeated positive experiences for me to not even think 

about it anymore or not even care.  But I think all of the things that happened in 

that event then would happen again now.  But mostly just from myself I would 

worry about doing better next time than I did last time.  You know like even in 
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softball getting more hits than I did last game, you know, not striking out so 

much.” 

Feelings about the Self during Exercise.   When they go back to those old 

experiences they remember the way they felt about themselves in exercise class.  “I just 

remember that PE teacher in college in gymnastics class. I don’t know how you 

could feel good about yourself when she was saying you can move your body in 

this way. And it’s like I wanted to say, ‘Lady, you don’t know, I’m trying as hard 

as I can’, and for a grade believe me, I was.  And it’s like she just had no 

comprehension. Yes – just feeling … not wanting to be there.  I imagine that 

when I close my eyes … and just walking in would be the first step and I just … 

probably start freaking out.  When I got there, I kind of to see what the set up 

was and to see if I was well received by the people, and then when I finally 

stopped looking in the mirrors and making those comparisons, the feelings of 

myself became more positive and certainly afterwards it was a positive 

experience because– the fellow participants were very kind. That’s really 

positive, I was glad I was there.  I did well. I can do exercise.” 

Good for my Health.   When they went back to those previous exercise 

experiences, the women remembered some of them being good and some bad for their 

health.  “I say yes in that in I’m just thinking of being there and doing it and it 

was good for my health. I thought that I oughta be doing more of this, this is 
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good for me and it makes my heart pump and makes me feel good when it’s 

over.  When I was at the gym I really felt like I was doing something good for my 

health. When I was in class, I didn’t make that association as clearly. I think 

probably cause I was feeling more negatively about myself… It’s not aerobic, but 

it’s real strength training. I don’t think I valued that as much as I do 

cardiovascular.” 

“I remember those things as no,  not that they weren’t good for my health 

but if it was so important for our health why weren’t we working up to it, why 

were we just suddenly, why was it suddenly thrust upon us and we were all 

challenged beyond our abilities.  We were supposed to be able to do 50 sit-ups I 

couldn’t do 4.  Why were we supposed to do 50 sit-ups we hadn’t don’t sit-ups in 

years and we never worked up to that. “ 

“We never trained for that, so we could go take that test and say okay we 

could say we are in good shape because we are able to do this or we have been 

active and we can do this, all it did is point out that we aren’t  [in good shape]. 

And so what is healthy about that?  If you want us to be healthy, get us 

healthy…you don’t put football players on the field and say ok get out there in 

95 degree weather, run yourself half to death and get yourself run over by trucks 

(which is what some of those other football players are).  They start training for 

that so that they are able to deal with that experience.  Well we didn’t, they just 
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said ok we’re going to take this test everybody do sit-ups, everybody do chin-

ups, everybody walk –run. Have you ever done a 600-yard walk-run?” 

Why don’t I Exercise?  Going back to past exercise experiences remind the 

women why they don’t exercise now.  “It goes back to that it was just never fun.  

And I just felt ridiculed because I couldn’t do things as well as I perceived other 

people could do them. The memories, even though I’ve never really gone to an 

exercise class, um, just thinking back to how that feels, I just really wouldn’t 

want to put myself into that. The part that I think made a really important impact 

on me was this feeling of community, and how much I wished for that, and yet 

how much I avoid it.  I wish for a community so much that I am afraid to go into 

one in case it doesn’t work out.  [Crying].  I wouldn’t go to ballet now because 

I’m too fat to wear a leotard, but if I were like the size I was in high school, I 

think I’d be much more likely to go just because I remember enjoying the 

movements of dance.” 
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Awareness during Exercise is a secondary driver in this system of affinities 

generated by non-exercising women.  Awareness during Exercise is influenced 

by Remembered Context, and Challenges, Awareness during Exercise influences 

Comparisons, Feelings about the Self during Exercise, Good for My Health and 

Why Don’t I Exercise?  Below is a diagram of the affinities in relationship to 

Awareness during Exercise: 

4. 
Comparisons

1. Awareness During 
Exercise - Individual 

vs. Group Experience

5. Remembered 
Context

6. Challenges

7. Good For 
My Health

2.  Why Don't 
I Exercise?

3. Feelings About 
the Self During 

Exercise

 

 

Awareness during exercise influences… 

Comparisons.   Whether the women are exercising in a group or by themselves in a 

gym, affects what they notice and their comparisons to other women.  “I feel like other 

people in the group think I am, if not fatter, or certainly less fit less capable of 
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doing the exercises.  So I think I’m more critical in those group experiences.  If I 

could just get into the exercise and the music and what’s going on, I blot all the 

rest of it out. If I’m not comfortable with the situation, I’m going to be worrying 

too much about the other people and how I look against them and... Just 

watching somebody that has been doing something for years and I feel like I 

ought to be able to step in the first time and do it just as well. Once I get into a 

program, I start exercising, I compare myself to what I looked like before and 

what I look like now.” 

Feelings about the Self during Exercise.  Where they focus their awareness in 

class, impacts the way the women feel about themselves.    “Self-consciousness was 

very strong at the beginning and then eased up later when I became externally 

focused.  So as my awareness shifted from internal to external my feelings about 

myself improved, especially when I stopped thinking about performance. I felt 

like I was judged in the past about my body and physical ability any time I was 

in a group experience. Yes – exercising on your own feels better to me because I 

can shut everything out – I would feel distracted, I’d feel stressed doing that in a 

class.” 

Good for my Health.  When they consider exercising, the women are aware of the 

good they are doing for their health.   “Of course know exercise is good for your 

health. Everybody knows that. It’s just I think mine is the idea that to be in good 
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health, you have to give up certain things. And when I start really dieting and 

exercises, it’s not the exercising that really turns me off.  It’s the food category.  

Yes, well because I mean if you’re exercising you’re doing the right thing you’re 

staying fit, you’re taking care of any physical ailments you may have. I just think 

that exercising you have a sense of accomplishment and you feel better. Well I do 

feel like ya know ‘good for you, you’re finally here’.  I do make that connection, 

that’s why I’m there in the first place.  I don’t go for fun.” 

Why Don’t I Exercise?  Being in a group exercise experience, and what they 

notice in that context, affects whether the women exercise.   “[I] don’t exercise because 

afraid to be in that setting, afraid to be embarrassed.  Well yes, one of the 

connections that I see is that I just don’t want to show other people that I can’t do 

this thing.  And so I see that if I’m expected to be part of a group experience, I’m 

going to do everything I can to get out of it.  It’s my discomfort or shyness or 

self-judgment, my anticipation of what others might think or say, IS one of the 

reasons why I don’t exercise.  Putting myself in a group is uncomfortable at this 

size.” 
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Comparisons are a secondary driver in the system of affinities from the Non-

Exercise group.  Comparisons are influenced by Remembered Context and 

Awareness during Exercise.  Comparisons influence Challenges, Feelings about 

the Self during Exercise, Good for my Health, and Why don’t I Exercise?  The 

diagram below illustrates the relationship of the affinities to Comparisons: 

 
4. 

Comparisons

1. Awareness During 
Exercise - Individual 
vs. Group Experience

5. Remembered 
Context

6. Challenges

7. Good For 
My Health

2.  Why Don't 
I Exercise?

3. Feelings About 
the Self During 

Exercise

 
 

Comparisons influence… 

Challenges.  When they negatively compare themselves to the other women in 

class, it makes it harder to get there.  “IF it was a friend I would go ‘you go!’, ya 

know ‘you’re so good!’.  But if it’s a group of strangers I don’t know – it’s 

different for me.  Lack of self-confidence I suppose. Gee, that might be another 

really hard one to overcome and make myself go to class.  You see other people 
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doing it then I think you’re inspired or you know what to do more, push 

harder.” 

Feelings about the Self during Exercise.  Comparing themselves to other 

women in class influences the way the women feel about themselves. “I think that when 

I start out until I become either comfortable with the setting or comfortable with 

the activity I am very self-conscious and that comes from comparisons. Going in 

there thinking I’m going to be the oldest one and also going in there and thinking 

everybody knows more than I do and … and having that matter to me when it 

shouldn’t.  I’m not where I think I should be.  I’m always with people who are 

fitter or trimmer or something. Sometimes I can look at people who are in much 

worse shape than me and be glad that I’ve haven’t let myself go that far.” 

Good for my Health.  The way the women feel in comparison to other women 

overcomes their personal concern for their health.  “It’s that self-consciousness that 

overrides those concerns.  I’m more concerned about making a mistake than I am 

concerned about ‘is this good for me’?  You see yourself one way, and then when 

you exercise for a while you can see the difference. [If you compare yourself to 

yourself] you feel better.  You can remember how out of breath you were when 

you first started and now when you exercise you think, we’re already done. You 

know, when before you were just fighting for air.” 
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Why don’t I Exercise?  The group exercise environment invites comparison and 

that is a reason that women in this group do not exercise. “It’s like I don’t exercise 

because these other women can do it, they can move. Then can put themselves in 

those positions. They have the stamina; they’re not watching the clock to see 

when it’s over. I would be comparing myself and just feel like I wasn’t good 

enough to be there.  I guess because I imagine it just being fit people.  I don’t 

imagine it being overweight people there.  Even though it’s an exercise class to 

lose weight, I imagine it’s mainly the fit people there and … cause they’re the 

only ones that could handle it so that’s why I wouldn’t want to go …I don’t want 

to be the one who’s out of step and I don’t want to be the fattest one who’s 

globbing around the track. I don’t want to look stupid.” 
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Challenges is a pivot in the system of affinities of the Non-Exercise group.  It is 

influenced by Remembered Context, Comparisons, and Good for my Health.  

Challenges influence Awareness during Exercise, Feelings about the Self during 

Exercise, and Why Don’t I Exercise?  Below is a diagram illustrating the 

relationship of the affinities to Challenges: 
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1. Awareness During 
Exercise - Individual 

vs. Group Experience
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6. Challenges
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the Self During 

Exercise

 
 

Challenges influence… 

Awareness during Exercise.  The negative expectations the women have 

influence their current awareness in their group or individual exercise experience.  “Well 

just even before I get there I’m nervous, you know, just the expectations of 
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what’s going to happen and I gotta measure up and um.  Is my outfit going to be 

acceptable, and … so silly, but they are connected.  Some of it’s hard to put into 

words.  The challenge that I faced in getting there was this feeling of risk that I 

did experience.  That trepidation at the outset, and then over time I overcame 

those challenges again when I became more externally focused instead of 

internally focused.” 

Feelings about the Self during Exercise.   The challenging issues that come up 

affect the way women feel about themselves in and around exercise. “I see the challenge 

for me is finding something that is good for my health that is considered some 

sort of exercise that doesn’t look like diet plan. Today it would be more prevalent 

to me because the challenges are, ‘ok you haven’t exercised in a long time, you’re 

going to be really sore for a while, it’s gonna take, you know, a commitment on 

your part’.  Some of my challenges are that I won’t be able to physically be able 

to do the exercise and that to me is noticing…I’m there and I’m noticing how big 

I am.” 

Why don’t I Exercise?  The discomforts they identify with exercising on a regular 

basis contribute to the reasons they don’t do it.  “I think that the challenges that I 

create are excuses to justify why I don’t exercise.  The challenges that I see as lack 

of time or a lack of discipline or a lack of inspiration or a lack of motivation or a 

whatever the opposite of being lazy is … these are just rationalizations, for not 
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doing it.  For me, I see the connection there is I don’t exercise because I haven’t 

found what actually fits for me. So that’s my challenge. Yeah, specifically my 

joints are keeping me from doing some things that would be immediately 

accessible, walking for instance.” 

 

Feelings about the Self during Exercise is a secondary outcome in this system of 

affinities generated in the group of Non-Exercising Women.   Feelings about the 

Self during Exercise is influenced by Remembered Context, Awareness during 

Exercise, Comparisons, and Challenges.   Feelings about the Self during Exercise 

influences Good for my Health and Why don’t I Exercise?  Below is a diagram of 

the affinities in relationship to Feelings about the Self during Exercise: 
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Feelings about the Self influences… 

Good for my Health.  If they feel good about themselves, they are more likely to 

do something good for their health.  “Well, how I feel about my performance seems 

to override my concerns for my health  In that case, You know, if you’re feeling 

good about yourself, you’ll continue to exercise which in the long run, when 

your body’s  going to feel better and you’ll feel better about yourself as well. I’m 

thinking of doing aerobics and know that your heart’s pumping and that you’re 

sweating and you get the kind of euphoria that comes from it and at the same 

time you also know that you’re helping your heart and you’re helping your 

system and you’re probably spending extra calories., I would [think] ‘well I’m 

here – that’s something’ [and then] I’d look at my watch and  [think] ‘how much 

longer?’ and ‘get me out of here’. 

Why don’t I Exercise?    Anticipation of how they will feel about themselves in 

class keeps them from going.  “I feel extremely inadequate. In an exercise class I find 

it distractive, I don’t seem to be able to; I don’t seem to have the rhythm that it 

takes in an aerobics class. I don’t want to go do it cause I don’t want to be 

uncomfortable, or embarrassed or ashamed. And that’s another delayed 

gratification cluster to me. If I can remember those feelings are going to pass and 

good feelings are going to replace them, if I can get that mindset somehow, it 
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would help more the next time. The feelings that I feel about getting to exercise 

would be one of the main reasons why I wouldn’t be there. I mean one of the 

reasons I don’t exercise is because I don’t want to be in a group setting where my 

performance is being evaluated.  Cause I feel fat and ugly.” 

 

Good for my Health is a secondary outcome in this system of affinities in the 

Non-Exercise group.  Good for my Health is influenced by Remembered Context, 

Awareness during Exercise, Comparisons, and Feelings about the Self during 

Exercise.  Good for my Health influences Challenges and Why don’t I Exercise?   

The diagram below illustrates the relationship of the affinities to Good for my 

Health: 
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Good for my health influences… 

Challenges.  If they accept that exercise is good for their health and know that they 

will feel better afterward, that can help them get over the challenge of getting there and 

exercising.  “Sometimes it helps you overcome a challenge. Yeah, it’s sort of more 

positive mindset. Cause I deal with depression. That’s my big health problem.  [I 

say to myself], ‘you’re going to feel better when this is over with. Your muscles 

are going to be better. Your heart’s going to be better.  You’re going to feel better.  

You know you will, just go.’ Well, I could say that it’s not worth taking care of 

my health to face the challenges some times. There was some point there where it 

was like it felt good.  And it started feeling good while I was there and not just 

the day after I returned when I was able to bend over in the shower. If I were 

clear enough that this was beneficial for my health then I would overcome the 

challenges.  But I don’t even attempt to overcome the challenges.  If you can 

work up to the point that you are improving your health, you know do it slowly.  

If you can train that’s one thing, but to just get out there and beat yourself in the 

head and say oh I’m improving my health I don’t get that picture. I don’t get that 

picture.” 

Why don’t I Exercise?  Women in this group believed that exercise was good for 

their health but that knowledge did not get them to exercise.   “It does go together and 
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that’s … you know you should because of your health, but you still you just … 

‘oh that’s not going to happen to me’.  You know why you should exercise but 

you’re conflicted.  You don’t go and even though every day you think about it, 

like ‘I should go for my health’ and knowing past history of your family and 

stuff like that …’Nah, nah, nah, nah, nah, it’s like I’m gonna do it my way’.  

Although, I can’t say that I probably do that much that is good for my health… 

that’s not true, I’m really quite good. I don’t smoke, I drink in moderation… But I 

can do those things. I can follow a regimen, because, oh my God, I’m going to 

develop periodontal disease, it’s like boy you should see how well I can floss 

now. It’s almost like, if it’s there’s not a crisis, I don’t do it Because I believe in 

my good health, even though I have identified that I actually have health 

concerns, not the least of which is that I am getting older… not the least of which 

that I have been, for a long time, slightly overweight.  And whatever else I have 

going on.  Because I am not sick enough, I don’t exercise.” 
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Why don’t I Exercise?  is the  primary outcome for the system of affinities in the 

Non-Exercise group.  Below is a diagram of the affinity relationships with Why 

don’t I Exercise? 
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Cluttered SID 

Each of the individual relationships was introduced with an illustration and 

sample quotes.  When all the relationships are combined onto one diagram the 

result is the cluttered SID (Figure 4.17):  

Figure 4.17:  Non-Exercise Group Cluttered SID 
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Uncluttered SID 

To enhance the ease of interpretation, the redundant links in the SID were 

removed.  The resultant diagram is the Uncluttered SID (Figure 4.18). 

Figure 4.18:  Non-Exercise Group Uncluttered SID 
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Tour of the System 

The system for the Non-Exercise group is presented in two formats.  The 

first is the Theoretical Summary SID with representative quotes.  That is 

followed by a brief narrative tour.  
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Figure 4.19:  Theoretical Summary SID for Non-Exercise Group 
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Yes - remembering past experiences and 
imagining myself in there - I think I would 

feel like that - I would feel just worried and 
probably wouldn't be able to pay attention 

or to keep up because I was too busy 
thinking about that

What I'm thinking is if I could just get into the exercise 
and the music and what's going on, I blot all the rest of 

it out. If I'm not comfortable with the situation, I'm 
going to be worrying too much about the other people 

and how I look against them and...

Well just even before I get there I'm nervous, you know, 
just the expectations of what's going to happen and I gotta 
measure up and um.  Is my outfit going to be acceptable, 

and … so silly, but they are connected.  Some of its hard to 
put into words.

The challenges that I see as lack of 
time or a lack of discipline or a lack 

of inspiration or a lack of 
motivation or a whatever the 

opposite of being lazy is … these 
are just rationalizations, for not 
doing it.  I think that they're like 

this 

Because I believe in my good 
health, even though I have 

identified that I actually have 
health concerns, not the least 
of which is that I am getting 

older… not the least of which 
that I have been, for a long 

time, slightly overweight.  And 
whatever else I have going on.  
Because I am not sick enough, 

I don't exercise

Some of my challenges are that I won't be able to 
physically be able to do the exercise and that to me is 

noticing and I mean I'm there and I'm noticing how big I 
am.

Well, how I feel about my 
performance seems to override my 

concerns for my health

Well, I could 
say that it's 
not worth 

taking care of 
my health to 

face the 
challenges 

some times

I think comparisons IS one of 
my challenges.  And the 

challenge disappears when I 
stop making comparisons.
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When the non-exercise interview subjects imagined an exercise class, they 

returned in their minds to previous experiences; their memories informed what 

they noticed.  There was a difference in what they expected of a group exercise 

class or an individual exercise experience.   Exercising in a group, the women 

compared themselves to others in class. Many of the women felt inexperienced 

and less able to perform the movements.  Or they compared themselves to other 

women based on age or body size.    Anticipating negative comparisons made 

getting to exercise a challenge.  The challenges of getting to class, finding an 

exercise that they would do, or physically getting through a class,  impacted how 

the women felt about themselves in the context of exercise. If they could 

overcome these challenges, they might start to exercise.  They understood the 

health benefits of exercise but how they felt about themselves and how they may 

perform in class overrode their health concerns.   They imagined that a health 

crisis might get them to act, to start exercising, but maintaining their current 

health condition was not a motivation.   

Feedback Loops and Zooming 

There were three feedback loops in the systems diagram of non-exerciser’s 

experience.  The first consists of three affinities, Awareness during Exercise (1), 

Comparisons (4), and Challenges (6).  What women notice in group exercise are 
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other women, which leads them to compare themselves.  Anticipating negative 

comparisons makes it hard to go to exercise. 

Figure 4.20: Awareness Feedback Loop 
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A second feedback loop shares the affinity Challenges (6), which is connected to 

Feelings about the Self during Exercise (3), and Good for my Health (7).  The 

difficulty these women have exercising leads to negative feelings about 

themselves.  Those feelings could not be overcome by what they knew would be 

good for their health.   

 

Figure 4.21: Self-Care Feedback Loop 
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A third feedback loop came from combining the two smaller feedback loops.  

This Negative Cycle feedback loop describes the process of comparisons which 

lead to bad feelings about themselves,   difficulty to care well for themselves and 

greater challenges around exercise.  

 

Figure 4.22: Negative Cycle Feedback Loop  
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Replacing the component affinities with the feedback loop simplifies the 

diagram. 
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Figure 4.23:  Simplified SID 
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In summary, in Chapter 4, the results of the individual interviews were 

presented for each constituent group:  Nia Technique, Traditional Exercise and 

Non-Exercise.  The affinities, sub-affinities, relationship descriptions and systems 

diagrams were presented and elaborated through combined participant quotes.   

In the final chapter, comparisons will be made between groups and the 

group systems.  This will lead to a discussion of the implications and 

applications to health behavior and health behavior change in women. 
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CHAPTER FIVE:  DISCUSSION 

INTRODUCTION 

 
In the previous chapter, the results of the individual interviews were 

presented. Within each affinity, combined interview quotes described individual 

experiences.  Then, again in the constituent’s own words, the affinity 

relationships were introduced.  Within each constituent group, the system of 

relationships was further explored for structural features like feedback loops. 

In this chapter, the affinities and affinity relationships of the three groups 

are compared and contrasted.  Affinities which were presented and shared with 

other groups are included and similarities and differences among these shared 

affinities are described.  Where constituent groups generated similar affinities, 

those affinities are compared.   

Next, the relationships between the affinities are examined through the 

configuration of the systems.  Finally, implications of the findings are presented.   

AFFINITY SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES 

Exercise Group Affinities 

 
The two exercise groups lent themselves to a more direct comparison 

which highlighted differences in class components, structure and teaching style.  
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In elaborating on the affinities of their constituent group, the traditional 

exercisers spoke in terms of external, segmented influences on their experience, 

while the Nia group described their exercise class as an internal, integrated 

experience.    

The nine affinities of the Nia Group articulated detailed experiences that 

together form a picture of what it means to be whole and healthy.  Each affinity, 

Integrated Body, Centered Awareness, Energetic Spirituality, 

Relationship/Community, Sexual Healing, Release, Critical Self-Judgment, 

Sensation, and Expression of Joyful Emotion, was connected to the person and to 

the other affinities.  

The affinities of this group exemplified an intrinsic exercise orientation.  

Listening to the body, increased body awareness, noticing sensation, finding 

pleasure in movement, and releasing self-judgment were all indications of 

internally directed behavior (Kimiecik, 2002).   The tone of each affinity was 

positive, reflecting its enhancement of the participant’s health. 

  From the name of the affinity to the rich detail, the way of knowing in this 

group was through the body and subjective experience.  When talking about the 

movements of Nia, several students described a feminine orientation.  In 

addition,  the very nature of the class could be described as aligned with an 
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understanding of women’s subjective knowing and learning that trusts personal 

experience and connection (Hayes & Flannery, 2000).   

In contrast, the affinities of the traditional class revealed an outside-in 

approach.  The affinity names, Social Environment, Good for my Health, Physical 

Environment and Structure of the Class, Mental Experiences, Physical Aspects 

and Challenges, described objective experiences.  The tenor of the affinities was 

not uniformly positive or negative but expressed a range in the quality of 

experience.  

The product orientation of the class, including exercising for reasons of 

weight loss or for specific health outcomes, is evidence of an external orientation 

to exercise (Kimiecik, 2002; Ryan et al., 1997).   Extrinsic orientation is associated 

with the initiation of activity and less likely to predict adherence long term (Field 

& Steinhardt, 1992; Kimiecik, 2002; Ryan et al., 1997).  However, this group of 

traditional exercisers was unusual in that they had maintained their exercise 

involvement long term.    In fact, several of the women in this group had been 

taking aerobics classes for up to 25 years.    

This group may have body related motives for participating in exercise 

but find that exercise is producing positive results in relation to these goals (Deci 

& Ryan, 1995).  In addition, Matlty and Day (2001) suggest that those who have 

been exercising longer than 6 months demonstrate a more intrinsic motivation to 
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exercise including motives such as stress management, enjoyment and challenge 

(Maltby & Day, 2001).  Indeed, managing stress appeared to be an important 

motivation in the traditional exercise group.   

Non-Exercise Group Affinities 

 
The imagery exercise in the non-exercise group was different from the 

exercise groups in the sense that group members were not able to focus in on a 

recent exercise event.  They were guided to imagine an exercise class, but the 

experiences they described included individual exercise, alone or in the gym, as 

well as early experiences in PE classes.   

The five affinities that were generated in the non-exercise focus group, 

Awareness during Exercise, Why Don’t I Exercise, Feelings about the Self during 

Exercise, Comparisons, and Remembered Context represent influences to their 

inactive lifestyle.  Their imagined exercise experiences were embedded in past 

memories.  The few positive memories involved the fun of being with a group of 

friends.  However, most of the affinities described the guilt, self-critical feelings, 

and conflicts, both internal and external, that led to and perpetuated inactivity.    

Many of the stories in this group represented body image concerns as well as 

presentational concerns.  They were worried that they would be judged by others 

for both appearance and ability.    
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Self-presentational concerns may be a motivating influence to those who 

exercise for appearance or desire to be seen as athletic.   For several of the non-

exercising women in this study, concerns about what others might think was a 

de-motivating influence to exercise (Leary, 1992).     

Affinities across Group Boundaries  

 
To explore issues that may not have come up in a particular constituency’s 

focus group, a few affinities that were generated in one constituent group were 

presented to others.  These affinities were included in the affinity list and 

descriptions were given to each interview subject; they were not presented as 

coming from another group.  In all cases, the interview subjects, talked about 

their experiences with these “new” affinities as they did the “other” affinities, 

integrating them into the story of their experience.   

Where affinities were shared across groups, the constituencies expressed 

different meaning and experiences and the affinity might occupy a different 

position within the final system.  One affinity, Good for my Health was 

presented to all groups.  

In the Nia group, Good for my Health was a primary outcome.  For this 

group, every aspect of their experience was related to their health: awareness, 

connection to community, spirituality, sexuality and the expression of joy.  Their 
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understanding or definition of health was not limited to the physical body but 

was more holistic.  

 Well yeah, but way above and beyond weight control or cardiovascular, 
just because you do so much release and let go of the mundane and tap 
into something larger and experience joy and I think in our world…we 
need to have focus points where we intentionally experience joy. And that 
right there is the health benefit of that. [It] so far exceeds just getting your 
heart rate up and … getting rid of frustration … it’s all about health.   

 
Although this affinity was a primary outcome, the knowledge that Nia was good 

for their health was implicit; it was not a deliberate motivation for taking class.  

As one Nia student expressed, “I experienced the fun and the joy immediately, 

and that’s what brought me back. I had no idea I would get so many physical 

benefits. I was just going for fun.” 

Good for my Health was also a primary outcome in the traditional 

exercise group but unlike the Nia group, physical health was a strong motivator 

for exercise. For this group, exercise was a way to prevent future health 

problems, handle current health concerns or stay healthy. 

… I’m going to keep myself in the best shape possible because you can’t 
prevent getting a terminal illness but you can prevent how much you 
suffer due to it by what kind of shape you’re in.  So, health is probably the 
number one motivator, number one factor for me to work out. 

 
For the women in this group, exercise was also an outlet for stress.  In addition, 

weight, as a measure of health, was managed through exercising.   
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Even though I now weigh more than I did, that was why I sought it out in 
the first place and now that I’m doing it I’m finding more ways to 
maintain that health, you know you do actually reach a plateau.  At the 
very beginning, I reached that and could never lose anymore weight, so I 
started bike riding to class back and forth 3 miles everyday, and that has 
helped in addition to working out. I feel better for it. 
 

For the non-exercise group, Good for my Health was a secondary 

outcome.   They saw exercise as a way to control weight and manage some of 

their body’s mid-life changes.   One woman, who had not previously been 

concerned about her weight, saw her body changing with menopause and was 

considering exercise, “I know as a woman, at my age, I need to be getting my 

hands around on this pretty quick, because menopause is coming and I won’t 

have that little magical edge.” 

While aware of the health benefits of exercise, the benefits were not 

valuable or immediate enough to influence them to exercise.  As one woman 

explained, “I think that I’m procrastinating – maybe I’m waiting for that crisis or 

trauma that will be my wake up call and counting on luck that I won’t have one.”  

For these women, as with others who do not exercise, knowledge of why exercise 

was good for them was not sufficient to cause them to initiate this behavior 

(Dishman, 1994). 

A discussion of health surfaced a common difficulty women had with 

taking good care of themselves; that others’ health was usually their priority.  
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If you prepare a nice meal for your family, you are preparing that nice 
[meal] for your family but how often do you just prepare a nice meal just 
for yourself, you know? And you know giving up all that other stuff; you 
know how often do we really take care of ourselves? 

 
In their discussion of the correlates of exercise participation for women, 

Eyler et. al. (2002) report that the social connection to the family is complex with 

respect to exercise participation in that it could either be supportive or a barrier.  

In this group, it seemed that feeling responsible for the needs of their children 

and families was a significant limitation to their participation in activity.   

Critical Self-Judgment originally came up in the Nia group but was 

presented to the traditional group as well. It was a secondary outcome for both 

groups but their experiences and relationships with this affinity were very 

different.   

For the Nia group, class experience was negatively related to Critical Self-

Judgment.  It seems that as a consequence of the class, women moved away from 

critical self-judgment and toward self-acceptance. The class, both acutely and 

over time, nurtured a loving relationship to the body.   

I really think from the first class I ever went to, I’d got a clue and went, 
Oh, that’s what movement can be. I can come here and just have a 
wonderful time and not worry about what I’m going to look like for the 
next week for the Christmas ball or something, and then it snowballed, the 
more I did it, the more I began to anticipate feeling good and the more I 
was able to carry it out into my every day life. And yeah, getting the idea 
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that I, look, I can do something and create beauty, the expectation of that 
and the intention; it just gets bigger and better. 

 
For the traditional group, Critical Self-Judgment was a reason to exercise; 

feeling self-critical was a given in their experience.  Exercise served as a way to 

control weight and manage body size.   As one woman shared, “Right now I may 

weigh as much as I ever have, I’m afraid to look.  And so I do want to get rid of 

that and that’s now part of the exercise thing.” 

Sometimes the judgment extended to others in the class. 

 

I’m always amazed at some of the women; I do not wear tight clothing at 
all. I wear my bike shorts but I wear shorts over those.  I would never go 
out in public the way some of those women are; I think they should cover 
up.  Or at least be in the back. 

 
However, the relationship with this affinity was not entirely negative; over time, 

some women had established a more neutral relationship with their bodies.  

Attributed this change to maturity and exercise experience, they have come to 

peace with their bodies. 

One of the interesting things about this for me is that I’ve sort of become 
more at peace with it [my body] and the fact that I’m always going to be 
plump. And that’s ok because I don’t really mind it….cause I don’t feel 
like it impedes my life any more, which it used to. 
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The affinity, Comparisons, arose in the non-exercise group but was 

presented to the traditional group as well.  It was a secondary driver in both 

systems.  In the traditional group, comparison to others produced mixed 

responses.  For the non-exercise group, comparisons were almost all negative.  

They compared their bodies, their abilities and their age, all negatively to others.   

It’s depressing. It would, really would, make me not enjoy it as much and 
if I couldn’t find something within myself to motivate myself to go and 
ignore that, there would have to be something stronger that made me 
want to go than feeling the negative of watching young women. 

 
For the traditional group, Comparisons were both positive and negative.  

Classmates who were thinner, or more fit, could motivate students to work 

harder. One woman felt pretty good that she could almost keep up with some of 

the more fit students, “there [are] a couple of girls that are really go-getters.  I 

may not be able to keep up with them but I’m not too far behind them.” 

Sometimes comparison with classmates who were perceived to be less fit, led the 

women to even more positive feelings about themselves. They felt good if they 

could do something that someone else couldn’t do.  Still, at other times 

comparisons would be internalized to critical feelings about the self. As one 

woman shared, “God, I never looked like that. That’s a little intimidating”.  Some 

women felt that they should manage their thoughts of comparisons, “I guess I’m 
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comparing myself to them in thinking that maybe I look like I’m more fit than 

they are, but then I kind of say, you shouldn’t think that way.” 

The final affinity explored across group boundaries was Challenges.  It 

came up in the traditional exercise group, but was also presented to the non-

exercise group.   

For the traditional group, Challenges was a secondary driver that 

addressed the ways it was difficult to take care of their own needs within the 

group context.  This might mean modifying the movements to protect 

themselves from injury, finding the discipline to get to class, or making sure they 

have the work out they want. 

That goes back to the instructors and sometimes they play bad music, a 
bad sub… it is up to you to mentally [to] overcome the desire for better 
music and just work out, you know,  put up or shut up…  you just do 
what you have to do.  Moving with an injury or chronic pain is a challenge 
especially when you are used to doing high impact and that hurts. I look 
forward to it [exercise]; sometimes I get pissed because my work interferes 
with what I want to do.  There [are] not that many things that I really 
want to do but I do always enjoy this. 

 
They had to overcome the challenges of work conflicts and inconsistent 

instruction to get the benefits they want from exercise.   

For the non-exercise group, the affinity Challenges was the center of the 

system, having an equal number of affinities moving in and moving out. 

Challenges included the discomforts of exercise, the feeling of obligation, and the 
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difficulty of making an investment in themselves and their self-care.  It seemed to 

be the place where they were stopped from moving toward an active lifestyle.  

One woman felt that the instructor was condescending, “It makes you feel 

like you’re three years old again maybe…., so all of a sudden you go ‘this doesn’t 

feel good and I probably ought to just go.  Thank you very much.  I think I’ll 

leave’.”  Several women in the non-exercise group expressed the difficulty in 

taking care of themselves, “I think, well, I feel that my biggest challenge is 

deciding to, and making the commitment to do this for myself.  I think that there 

are a lot of opportunities out there… I just don’t take them.” 

Other Affinity Comparisons 

The People and the Space 

 
In several other places throughout the interviews similar concepts were 

introduced, but were named differently by the groups.  For the two exercise 

groups, the affinities of Social Environment and Relationships/Community 

similarly referred to the other people in class. Relationship/Community also 

described more about the nature of the environment.   

A key feature of Relationship/Community, for the Nia group was a non-

threatening environment that was inclusive.  In a space where there were women 

of a variety of sizes, shapes, and ages, women in the Nia class experienced a 
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freedom and encouragement to express themselves, “…it is an accepting, loving 

community… I can’t think of anything they could do that would cause real 

emotional discomfort there.” 

One intention of the Nia class is to create an environment where women 

can find the freedom to express themselves. 

I walk in there and I feel immediately at ease and whatever mood I’m in, 
it’s okay.  And I do feel very safe and I feel safe enough that I dance like 
crazy woman, [I] don’t care… I’m not being judged and one of my biggest 
challenges in my lifetime is the feeling of being judged and I think that it’s 
society and it’s probably personal, maybe family, who knows what it is, 
but that’s my challenge and this is a place where I rarely feel judged. 

 
Additional aspects of the community and environment were embedded in 

other affinities.  Feelings about the environment came up when women talked 

about Critical Self-Judgment and Sexual Healing.  Noticing and interacting with 

others, as part of the design of the class, was unique to Nia. 

I’ve never been in any kind of exercise class, besides Nia, where people 
consciously connect, or where it’s part of the class, to consciously connect 
with the other people, however briefly, the way it’s done it Nia.  I just 
don’t feel a sense of judgment or you need to be doing it this way.  There’s 
a lot of acceptance. 

 
An important aspect of this acceptance the women described in the Nia 

class was body acceptance.  The Nia community welcomed women of varying 

weights, sizes, ages and fitness levels. This context of diverse body types helped 
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women to expand their definition of beauty; seeing other women in a range of 

sizes and shapes helped them see the beauty in their own bodies. 

The traditional group’s experience was mixed but mostly positive.  In 

general, their connection with their fellow students was pleasant and supportive.  

Mainly, the social environment was important because they would rather 

exercise in a group than alone.   

I wouldn’t exercise on my own I don’t think, I need somebody to tell me 
what to do and that [aerobics class] fits that category.  I see people there 
who I’ve been seeing for years in exercise classes and … occasionally I’ll 
run into them somewhere else and we have a little something in common 
that we can talk about. 

 
However, for some of the group, it didn’t really matter that other people 

were there.  They didn’t go for the social interaction, “I don’t go out with them; I 

don’t do things with them. I have instructors that I really like but it’s really not a 

social thing for me.”  

Some women had a negative reaction to other students.  Differences 

sometimes led to comparison and judgment of other’s performance or 

appearance. 

So there are some people that I wish weren’t even there and didn’t even 
show up.  Because why are they there? They don’t push themselves.  They 
stand in the back, they roll their eyes. They get upset with the music too 
loud, this, that and the other thing. 
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In some affinity discussions, non-exercising women talked about what 

they would like in an exercise community.   Being in a group of people they 

knew, or who were friends, would make the environment more fun and less 

threatening.  One woman remembered, 

It was a little bit more fun for me.…I was already accepted by those 
people and for other reasons than … so I wasn’t so concerned about 
screwing up.  …I took a, kind of a jazz dance class a few years back. That 
was fun. All of us together doing it, we were all friends so we were goofy 
and if we couldn’t do the leaps we laughed.   Nobody judged anybody, 
we just had fun.   

 
The women in this study understood the unspoken rules of behavior in 

the exercise class. This was a particularly sensitive issue for non-exercising 

women who expected to be conspicuous and awkward in class.  They just knew 

they would not fit in.   Some traditional exercisers express a similar sentiment 

with respect to learning choreography.  They were embarrassed to struggle 

through the steps in class and so they would practice the steps at home so that 

they would fit in.     

Through observation of aerobic exercisers and their environment Maguire 

and Mansfield recognized a dominant, insider group and an outsider group.     

Intensely aware of their own and others’ bodies, they gazed at others and 
surveyed themselves in the mirror.  Moving in close proximity to each 
other, established individuals also distanced themselves from outsiders by 
congregating in a close-knit group that dominated the front of the dance 
studio (Maguire & Mansfield, 1998). 
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Women who are experienced or have the right look are part of the “in” group.  

They understand how things work, they know the steps, and they stand in front. 

Non-exercising women described a keen understanding of their status as 

outsider in this environment.   

The Instructor 

 
The instructor plays an important role in establishing the exercise 

environment.   Although both exercise groups had an instructor, the way the 

groups were taught was different; the traditional group was directed and the Nia 

group was facilitated.  The instructor was an important part of the affinity, Social 

Environment and Structure of Class for the traditional exercisers.  

For the Nia group the instructor showed up throughout several affinities 

including Sensation and Release.  Where the instructor appeared, it was as a 

guide to that experience.  However, in both groups, the instructor played an 

important role. 

The Nia instructor asked the students to use their awareness to guide their 

experience.  By paying attention to their own experience, the students could 

make decisions about their movement and expression.  

…I think, someone who is a skillful teacher, can help facilitate that, and I 
don’t think that’s a conscious thing on their part, that they’re thinking, oh 
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no, we have to release.   They’re either feeling it with in themselves or 
tuned into the music to know this can come up around that and help 
facilitate that. 

 
In contrast, the traditional exercise group depended on the instructor to 

create the experience. When there was a substitute instructor or an instructor 

they didn’t like, it became a challenge to exercise and to have the type of 

experience they wanted.  Sometimes they would not even stay for class.  Positive 

feedback from the instructor was important, some women acknowledged that 

they didn’t get that “pat on the back” enough in other aspects of their lives.  

I think you have to find an instructor that teaches you the way that you 
want to be taught, that can teach. That knows how to do the calls and 
things like that, because we’ve had several substitutes that you just can’t 
follow.  You know that’s frustrating because you’re there to get a workout 
and you spend half the time standing trying figure what’s going on.  You 
know you get frustrated and it’s not a very good workout. 
 

If the goal is to help participants find their own meaning in adopting 

health behaviors such as exercise,  a traditional model of exercise instruction and 

health promotion may be at odds with the development of participant self -

responsibility.  In this prominent, “unidirectional influence model”, the leader is 

the expert.   This model has been contrasted with one that acknowledges 

individuals as experts in their own lives, the “resource collaborator model” 

(Fahlberg & Fahlberg, 1990).  
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Instructor Training 

 
The training mode and content for instructors of the two styles of class can 

explain many of the differences in the resulting environment.   Training for 

traditional instructors focuses on obtaining knowledge about the physiology and 

movement technique.  Most of the instruction during the class session involves 

training the teacher to cue steps and identify proper alignment. 

The American Council on Exercise, list training and certification topics for 

group exercise instructors on their web-site.   Workshop topics are divided into 

categories of exercise science, exercise programming, instructional techniques, 

and professional responsibility.   Many topics were focused on physiological 

issues and class structure.  Instructional material included teaching to cue 

movements properly, correcting and modifying movements and injury 

prevention.  Only one of the twenty one sample topics listed addressed basic 

psychological issues affecting exercise adherence.  

In training to teach Nia, the focus is on experience; instructors learn to 

“teach what they sense” (Rosas & Rosas, 2001). Instructors, modeling self-

reflection, teach students to pay more attention to their own bodies.  This 

personal knowledge of body experience empowers students to make decisions 

that are personal and meaningful.  In this way, students are treated as partners in 

the class experience as well as experts of their own bodies.   
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SURVEYING THE LANDSCAPE – COMPARING SYSTEMS 

 
The SIDs illustrate the dissimilarity of the two exercise class orientations.  

A review of the combined interview SID for the two exercise groups reveals a 

distinct difference in their configuration, with a linear system in the traditional 

exercise system and multiple feedback loops in the Nia Technique group.  A 

linear path moving directly to outcome contrasts a spiral process of moving in 

and moving out.   

The traditional group was outcome-oriented. The system was driven by 

the external environment; with the two primary drivers of Social Environment 

and The Physical Environment and Structure of Class.  The structure of the 

traditional group was linear, one aspect leading to the next.  In this model, the 

component parts were separate from one another.  The ultimate outcome of good 

health was a sum of the parts or experiences that came before.  Like a biomedical 

or technocratic model of health, the authority and responsibility for the 

experience belonged to the leader (Davis-Floyd & St. John, 1998).   
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Figure 5.01: Exercise SIDs - Traditional Exercise Group and Nia Group 

 

4. Mental 
Experiences

1. Social 
Environment

2. Good For My 
Health

3. Physical Environment 
and Structure of Class

5. Physical 
Aspects

6. Challenges

7. Critical Self-
Judgment

8. Comparisons

           

1. The 
Integrated Body

2. Centered 
Awareness

3. Energetic 
Spirituality

4. Relationships/
Community 

6. Release

5. Sexual 
Healing

7. Critical Self-
Judgment

8. Sensation

9. Expression of 
Joyful Emotion

10. Good for 
my Health  

The Nia group system illustrated a process orientation, evidenced by 

internal awareness and deep enjoyment and satisfaction (Field & Steinhardt, 

1992; Ryan et al., 1997). The system, driven by the affinities Integrated Body and 
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Centered Awareness, described an internal environment that acknowledged the 

body as the vehicle for experience. The body was the way students noticed and 

received information; therefore, everything went through the body. The 

numerous feedback loops in this system integrated and intensified the depth of 

experience, connecting the body, mind, emotions and spirit.   

Connection and integration guide a holistic model of  health (Davis-Floyd 

& St. John, 1998). Nia aligns with this model through the acknowledgment and 

inclusion of community, play, sexuality and awareness as components of health.  

Figure 5.02: Non-Exercise SID 

4. 
Comparisons

1. Awareness During 
Exercise - Individual 

vs. Group Experience

5. Remembered 
Context

6. Challenges

7. Good For 
My Health

2.  Why Don't 
I Exercise?

3. Feelings About 
the Self During 

Exercise
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The non-exercise group system was driven by Remembered Context.   

Memories of past exercise experiences affected what these women noticed when 

they imagined exercise class.  This group systems diagram contained several 

feedback loops which intensified the negative relationship to exercise. Although 

these women knew that exercise was good for them, they felt stuck in their 

negative associations with exercise activities.   Their fear of not fitting in kept 

them from walking in the door. “Well just even before I get there I’m nervous, 

you know, just the expectations of what’s going to happen and I gotta measure 

up and… Is my outfit going to be acceptable, and ….” 

Unique Features of Constituent Groups 

 
For the women interviewed, taking Nia class was an overwhelmingly 

positive experience.  Students not only felt good in the moment in class but 

anticipated having that experience again, and looked forward to returning to 

class. There was no mention of repressing negative thoughts to feel better or to 

feel neutral; rather it seemed that critical thoughts were inconsistent with the 

environment of the class. 

By contrast, several statements made by traditional exercisers express a 

tone of management or control. Exercise was something they did whether they 
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liked it or not, it served as a way to control body shape, and if there were 

particular feelings that came up around it, they did not allow themselves to 

indulge.   

However, a sense of control and feeling strong were outcomes of the 

traditional class that were satisfying to women in this group.  A strong work 

ethic was expressed by the traditional exercisers in this study.  Others have 

reported that aerobic dance participant’s communication reveals numerous 

references to “work” in describing class and the instructor, as in, “she really 

worked us hard”(Estivill, 1995).   

The non-exercise group could only imagine the exercise class.  There were 

myriad of reasons that they did not currently exercise.  Several of the women 

talked about just really hating the experience of exercising and not wanting to do 

something that was so miserable for them.   

Many people who are “successful” in their adherence to regular exercise 

find the discipline to pursue health behaviors but do so reluctantly or with 

resentment.  This raises the question of whether it matters how someone pursues 

a health behavior; or whether a behavior is healthy regardless of the meaning to 

the person.   

In discussing dieting behavior, Jane Hirschmann and Carol Munter argue 

that refusal to defer to the cultural pressure to conform to the restriction and 
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denial of the diet is a good thing, that it is the healthy part of us that cries, “no 

more” (Hirschmann & Munter, 1988).  In the same way that dieting removes 

individuals from a more natural relationship with food and choices around food, 

an “expert model” of exercise instruction may support the same disconnect from 

the body.  We might understand the non-exercise group’s refusal to exercise as a 

way they were asserting their wish to be accepted for who there were.  In that 

way, they were taking care of themselves.   

Some of the women in the non-exercise group fit a profile of exercise 

resistant; a syndrome that is associated with compulsive overeating.  Several 

characteristics including self-condemnation (along with social cultural factors 

such as childhood challenges in sports and physical activity) and  a history of 

dieting and exercise for weight loss describe some of the non-exercising women 

in this study and also fit the profile of the exercise resistant woman (White & 

Montell, 1996).  

Women in the non-exercise group mentioned feeling very self-critical and 

awkward in the group exercise situation, but they also talked about aspects that 

made them feel better.  One woman remembered a powerful positive exercise 

experience. 

It was just incredible and it was just, that one and there was another piece 
of music, uh, and it’s just, they lifted your spirit and they lifted your body, 
I swear. The women in that room moved and carried themselves with a 
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youth that they didn’t normally have. And there was laughter there, but it 
was the music, it was the energy, it was just, I was just so surprised at how 
good I felt afterwards. And I just wish I could bottle that. 

 

SO WHAT? – IMPLICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 

 
These results are not presented to support one method above the other.  

Rather, the intention of this study is to deepen the understanding of the exercise 

experience through the voices of the women interviewed and to invite new 

possibilities for being healthy.   

The women in both exercise groups have found something that works.  

What was learned from the women’s stories can inform the creation of an 

exercise environment that will support improved fitness and enhanced body 

image in a larger group of women.  A new exercise environment could be 

created that would be welcoming to women who do not exercise.  

Clearly there is a difference in preference between the two exercise 

groups; they want different things from their exercise experience.  The different 

preferences represent dissimilar values and understandings around health and 

health behavior.  

But, both groups of exercising women found the activity that fit them.   

The Nia group appreciated the organic ease of the movements while the 

traditional exercise group valued the harder workout.  Women in both groups 
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enjoyed improvements in fitness and ability and noticed applications of the 

improved fitness in their lives.    

In addition, the two types of classes offered different strategies for 

managing stress.   The Nia group focused on being mindful, paying attention 

from moment to moment.  The movements, imagery and instruction invited 

participants to let go of what was limiting.  The safe environment allowed tears 

and vocalizing, making powerful release possible.   

In the traditional group some women “pounded it out”, using their stress 

to work harder.  As a strategy for managing stress, most of this group preferred 

distraction, either in a class that did not require thinking, or a class in which they 

had to pay attention to effort and the complexity of the movements.  

In both exercise settings, women talked about impact of mirrors in their 

physical environment.  There was significance in moving, over time, to the front 

of the room, closer to the mirrors.  Moving forward was important because they 

were not only moving closer to their reflection, and could see themselves better, 

but they were also standing in front of their classmates. This movement toward 

the front of the class signifies a shift into the insider group status (Maguire & 

Mansfield, 1998).  

For some women in the traditional group using the mirror took some time 

to adjust to, while others were more comfortable using the mirror for feedback to 
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adjust their physical alignment and technique.  One woman enjoyed the mirror, 

“I like to look at myself in the mirror.  It helps me focus on the muscle group that 

I’m working.”   

In the Nia group, innovative ways of using the space and supporting 

internal awareness helped to create a different relationship with the mirror. 

You know you look at yourself and the body and you see everybody else 
and you, it fosters comparison.  Nia is very internal, rather than checking 
yourself in the mirror and being critical and making all these adjustments 
it allows you to concentrate on your breathing and your movement and 
the grace of the moment and the connection to other people.…You’re 
looking across at someone else, they’re your mirror. 
 

Nia students were pleasantly surprised to catch their own image in the 

mirror and see their own beauty. “This is more directly related to celebrating the 

body and looking in the mirror and going, my goodness that was just beautiful.”  

The emphasis on external feedback is decreased when the focus of the movement 

experience begins with internal awareness.  

I don’t sit there and focus on the mirror and watch myself, it’s more the 
chance glimpse that I catch of myself in the mirror…I am coming at it 
from a state of experiencing my body …I’m not looking at the mirror, 
‘how do I look?’ I’m experiencing it and feeling it and rejoicing in the way 
I feel and then I see an image of that in the mirror. 

 
The women who do not exercise mentioned the mirror when they thought 

about going to an exercise class.  In the non-exercise group, seeing themselves in 
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the mirror kept them in a negative frame of mind.  “I don’t like all those mirrors 

around, I’m so focused on how bad I am there is no way I can get into the groove 

of what they are doing.”  Seeing their reflection distracted them from their 

experience. 

I made a point of just not doing it in front of a mirror because it’s a huge 
distraction to me.  I can’t pay attention to what I’m doing because I’m only 
looking at what I look like and how I’m moving, and I become critical of 
that.  I was too heavy. Especially my thighs were too heavy. 

 
In those with social physique anxiety, a mirrored environment negatively 

influences women’s self-efficacy (Katula, McCauley, Mihalko, & Bane, 1998).  In 

sedentary women, a mirrored environment produced several negative outcomes 

in feeling states (Ginis, Jung, & Gauvin, 2003).  A logical solution, and one 

recommended by the researchers, would be to adjust the physical environment 

and remove the mirrors to enhance the comfort and safety for participants.   

However, the experience of the Nia students suggests an alternative 

approach, teaching students to gauge their experience from the inside, through 

awareness and sensation. This contrasts an outside approach, using the mirrored 

reflection. Therefore, rather than adjusting the exercise room, it may be possible 

to help the student internalize the exercise experience.   
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A Case for a New Exercise Environment 

 
The cultural environment impacts the way women feel about themselves 

(Bordo, 1993; Collins, 2002; Duncan, 1994; Fraser, 1997; Imm & Pruitt, 1991; 

Rodin et al., 1985).  Media images of an unrealistic body ideal are one influence.  

For women who have internalize idealized images of attractiveness, exposure to 

media images of attractive women produces greater social physique anxiety, 

body dissatisfaction and lower self-esteem (Thornton & Maurice, 1997).  For 

certain women, exposure to others in the aerobics class may have a similar effect.  

While it may be impossible to change the larger culture, there may be a way to 

provide protection from it.   

Whether the culture of aerobics is oppressive to all women is challenged 

by those who enjoy what they get from the class.    Both as students and 

instructors, women who consider themselves feminists participate in the practice 

of aerobics (Collins, 2002; Markula, 1995).  Feminists understand the conflict 

inherent in an exercise setting in which a primary focus and motivation is to 

change what is natural about a woman’s body.   Even though they may resist the 

pressures to conform to the ideal form they acknowledge the difficulty.   

One has to be extremely secure to be able to confront the every day 
challenges put forward by the dominant discourses and even more 
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confident to engage in openly resistant action.  We struggle to resist the 
body idea but are not able to ignore it or achieve it.  Our bodies remain 
imperfect (Markula, 1995). 
 

Although, the aerobics class is an environment which encourages women 

to be in a different body rather than finding body acceptance, Collins (2002) 

acknowledges the potential of the instructor to create a more empowered 

atmosphere for women by focusing on comfort, interaction and personal 

expression.  Traditional exercising women in the current study, like those 

interviewed by Collins, shared the experience of several empowering aspects of 

class.  They felt empowered by strengthening and controlling aspects of aerobics. 

(Collins, 2002). 

However, for those who do not feel empowered by aerobics, rather than 

just creating a more comfortable exercising room, creating a new environment 

may help women feel better in the body that they have.  It appears from the Nia 

experience that is possible to create an environment that can affect change in how 

women view their bodies.  An environment which includes and celebrates a 

variety of body types may help to change women’s experience, fortify them, so-

to-speak against the pressures of the culture. 

Women’s body image can contribute to positive quality of life experiences 

in a variety of domains (Cash & Fleming, 2001).  Therefore, despite the cultural 
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challenges to women finding body acceptance it is a worthwhile focus and one 

that may be possible to affect even in the exercise context.   

The traditional exercise group in the present study seems satisfied with 

their exercise but there still may be a way they could have a better experience.  

Women in the traditional model seemed unaware that other than the physical 

environment, or structure of the class, the environment could be different or 

what a “different environment” might look and feel like.  One benefit of a 

changed environment would be that traditional exercisers could increase their 

repertoire of physical experiences.  

Several of the Nia students had previously done aerobics and were able to 

contrast their Nia experience to aerobic class.  It was profoundly different for 

them to find an exercise experience that they actually enjoyed and looked 

forward to attending.    

When I do aerobic and jazzercise type stuff, you’re still focusing on, OK, 
make your stomach burn, or lift your legs. It didn’t engage the entire self. 
It was much more working towards something, like we want to create 
firm legs later, rather than being in the moment now. And it was boring 
and it was time consuming and frustrating… 

 
The Nia participants in this study loved Nia.  However, a couple of the 

interview subjects talked about their initial resistance to the “new age” approach.  

They did indeed move through their discomfort but that took some time.  Some 
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potential participants may not take that time. Deep connection and soulful 

exploration in an exercise class would not be right for everyone. It’s quite 

possible that some women who tried Nia were turned off by the “new age” 

approach and did not come back.    

The group that could most benefit from a change in environment is the 

non-exercise group.  At present, the exercise choices known to the non-exercising 

women have not felt welcoming to them.  One woman in that group said she 

would need to accumulate repeated experiences of pleasure in movement to 

overcome her past experiences.   

For women in this group as it might be helpful to experience internal 

sensation rather than the internalized societal judgment.  As a consequence, they 

“fit in” at any size, and they could participate in a culture that celebrated size 

diversity. 

Creating a New Environment - What Might it Look Like? 

 
Several features of the Nia class could be applied in other settings to 

support an intrinsic exercise orientation. Interventions to improve body image 

can be informed by what emerged in the Nia group as supporting self-

acceptance and movement away from critical judgment.  These aspects, informed 

by the stories of the non-exercising women, and previous research, support the 
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creation of an exercise environment that would be welcoming to non-exercising 

women.   Learning from the Nia experience, we might invite non-exercisers into 

an exercise environment that is both accepting and pleasurable.    

Non-exercising women may benefit from having an environment where 

they feel safe and where they see others like themselves.  When they imagined 

any exercise setting, they just couldn’t fit in. 

I guess because I imagine it just being fit people.  I don’t imagine it being 
overweight people there.  Even though it’s an exercise class to lose weight, 
I imagine it’s mainly the fit people there and … cause they’re the only 
ones that could handle it so that’s why I wouldn’t want to go … 

 
An environment which invites women of all sizes and de-emphasizes 

appearance changes might feel more welcoming to these women.   

A change in instructor style could support an enhanced exercise 

environment.  Ballet students who attended a class with a “socially enriched 

leadership style” demonstrated a greater response in revitalization, positive 

engagement and self efficacy than those who attended class in a bland social 

environment (Turner, Rejeski, & Brawley, 1997).    While positive feedback and 

friendly teaching style enhanced the experience in these students, an added focus 

on body acceptance might support an environment that could help students to 

resist SPA.   
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Promoting health without present awareness or with a focus on future 

outcomes are strategies consistent with a Western philosophy. Habits are, by 

definition, engaged in without thought.  In contrast, in an Eastern view, we have 

only the present moment.  Exercise for the sake of exercise itself, without 

attachment to long-term outcomes, combined with increased awareness is a 

recommendation for helping new exercisers start and maintain exercise 

(Maddox, 1997). 

Paying attention to present moment experience, or mindfulness, is an 

important aspect of Nia that differs from a traditional model, but teaching 

students to exercise with mindfulness could be done in any exercise context.   

The use of imagery is another component used in Nia which could be 

adapted for other settings.  In the Nia context, imagery is used to help students 

enter into movements.  In other studies, imagery has been observed to enhance 

motivation in subjects learning a golf putting task to practice and persist (Martin 

& Hall, 1995).  Imagery has also been used successfully to address body image 

concerns (Hutchinson, 1994).   However, no-one has explored the potential 

benefits of using imagery to support a body positive environment in combination 

with movement.  
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 Several studies have explored the limitations of conventional models of 

exercise and health promotion.  Unfortunately, few programs have emerged as 

successful in addressing these issues.     

A health, versus weight centered approach offers some solutions to 

creating a meaningful environment for exercise or other health behavior changes 

(Gaesser, 1996; Miller, 1999; Robison, 1997).   In one example, a non-diet program 

which emphasized body acceptance and improving health regardless of weight 

changes reported a significantly greater adherence rate than a program with a 

conventional philosophy (Bacon et al., 2002).    

Another program, designed with the needs of middle-aged women in 

mind, reported success in improving women’s self-care, and level of activity, 

which continued to increase following the intervention.  The moderated sessions 

included empowerment techniques like consciousness raising (Segar, Jayaratne, 

Hanlon, & Richardson, 2002).   

In the current study, self-care and understanding exercise health benefits 

could not overcome the non-exercising women’s negative associations with 

exercise.  To help non-exercising women and other sedentary populations it may 

be necessary to look at the context of the individual.    

Bain et al. (1989) asked overweight women about their impressions of 

exercise programs.  These women preferred an environment where they could 
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process their feelings about exercise. Women in this group also remarked on the 

importance of connection to their peers in the class. Further, this group said they 

would like a class created for their needs to be done collaboratively.  They hoped 

that their experiences could be used to inform the creation of a class (Bain, 

Wilson, & Chaikind, 1989).  Other recommendations for exercise resistant 

women include addressing their history of exercise, finding exercise that is 

pleasurable, and helping the individual build a lifestyle around physical activity 

(White & Montell, 1996).   

RELEVANT THEORIES 

A promising theoretical orientation applicable to the understanding of 

exercise behavior at the individual level is Self-Determination Theory.  This 

theory is grounded in the distinction between contingent self-esteem, a tentative 

sense of self, dependent on some high personal or interpersonal expectation or 

standard, and true self-esteem, a stronger, more stable, sense of self, not 

dependent on performance.    From these definitions, a continuum of motivated 

behavior is established.  Motivated behavior is that behavior which is 

purposeful, mediated by intention. Actions that are not experienced as 

intentional are amotivational (Deci & Ryan, 1995). 

Participants may be drawn to different class environments based on their 

needs and goals for the exercise experience.  Those with a body-focused 
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orientation who seek and enjoy a more competitive environment may find what 

they need in a traditional exercise class.   Others, with a more process orientation, 

may desire an environment that encourages self-connection and body awareness 

and find that a mind/body class meets their needs. 

Self-determination theory distinguishes types of motivated behavior to 

define that behavior which supports and enhances true self-esteem and 

contingent self-esteem.  To develop or enhance true self-esteem or one's intrinsic 

self, one would act autonomously. This intrinsically motivated behavior 

emanates from interest and enjoyment and is inspired by curiosity and 

exploration. Arising from one's self, an intrinsically motivated behavior would 

be entirely volitional.  In the present study, the Nia technique exercisers seem to 

align with this intrinsic relationship to their exercise experience.  Their 

satisfaction of the exercise experience occurs in the process of the class, in the 

present moment. 

In contrast, extrinsic behaviors are performed for some consequence such 

as a reward. Four degrees of extrinsic behavior distinguish a range of behaviors 

from more to less controlled.  The first type, extrinsic regulation, describes 

behavior done expressly to receive a reward or to avoid a punishment.  The 

second type, introjected regulation, describes behaviors motivated by what one 

feels one should do, or if they did not do it, they would feel guilty.  The third 
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type, identified regulation occurs when a behavior is accepted as valuable.   

Finally, in integrated regulation, the person has taken the external beliefs as one's 

own and they are now part of their self.   Integrated regulation is the closest to an 

autonomous behavior.  One can move along the continuum from extrinsic to a 

more integrated regulation as one internalizes the values of the environment.  

Evidence suggests that to promote exercise adherence, it would be desirable to 

help exercisers shift from an extrinsic orientation to one that is more autonomous 

(Deci & Ryan, 1995).   

Applied to the present study, these aspects of extrinsic motivation can 

help explain the experiences of the women in the traditional and non-exercise 

groups. The traditional exercise group was motivated by the achievement of 

health, an outcome external to their experience of their exercise class.  However, 

this outcome was representative of their value of health and seems to be 

internalized, thus suggesting an integrated regulation.  That their reasons for 

exercise were aligned with their values helps to explain their long term 

commitment to activity.  The non-exercise group, although they are not 

exercising at the present time, could be seen as representative of the extrinsic 

regulation in that they had not internalized a meaningful reason to exercise.    

Another theory which considers the changes in orientation to behavior 

over time is the Transtheoretical Model or Stages of Change.   It differs from 
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other models of health behavior in that it has a temporal dimension. Most 

theoretical models begin with the assumption that the client is ready for change. 

The Transtheoretical Model does not assume that all individuals are ready to act.  

A strength of this model is that it defines stages through which one passes in 

adopting a health behavior.  The process orientation of this model considers the 

often non-linear path to behavior change.  This model directs the health educator 

to the specific needs of the individual in a particular stage, thus enhancing the 

efficacy of education and support for behavior change (Prochaska & Marcus, 

1994). 

Researchers compared the Stages of Change model to the Cognitive 

Evaluation Model, a component of Self-Determination Theory, to examine which 

motives were prevalent at each stage of change behavior.  Motives representing 

intrinsic motivation were Enjoyment/Revitalization and representing 

predominately extrinsic motivation were Appearance/Weight Management.  At 

each stage of change, they found certain motivations as dominant.  Most 

dominant at the pre-contemplation and action stages were extrinsic motives, 

Appearance/Weight Management.   In the maintenance stage the intrinsic 

motives, Enjoyment/Revitalization dominates.  In a follow up analysis, subjects 

that moved from inactivity to activity also increased their levels of intrinsic 

motivation (Ingledew, Markland, & Medley, 1998). 
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FUTURE RESEARCH  

As a criteria for inclusion in the in the present study, the exercising 

women had been in their chosen activity for at least one year.  These are women 

for whom exercise classes work.  A different group of women, who may have 

tried these activities and dropped out, might have a different perspective to 

share.  Alternatively, they may be similar to the non-exercise group. 

In the present study, body experience and feelings about exercise were 

explored.  Another interesting question might be to ask a group of women how 

the exercise environment might support positive body image.  It would be 

informative to hear what the women believe would support a better exercise 

environment.   

It should be noted that group exercise classes do not draw a diverse 

population with respect to socio-economic status, race, ethnicity, or gender.  The 

majority of those who attend exercise classes in both exercise groups were white 

and female.  In the current study sample, almost all the women were white.  An 

interesting expansion of the present study would be to explore the issues of body 

and exercise with minority women.  
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SUMMARY 

The complexities of measuring well-being in relationship with exercise 

could benefit from a multidisciplinary approach  (Bouchard et al., 1993; Scully et 

al., 1998).   At the individual level, Self-Determination Theory can help us to 

understand motivation to exercise.  The Transtheoretical Model can inform our 

thinking about the continuum of change in adopting a behavior, from pre-

contemplation to maintenance. However, a theory of complex adaptive systems 

offers a higher level perspective.  Through complexity theory, we can understand 

the individual as an agent, the activity as an agent and their relationship as yet 

another agent in a complex system.   

In the present study, deepening the understanding of the women’s 

relationships to their bodies and exercise has been informed by theoretical 

orientations offered by various disciplines.  An interdisciplinary view considered 

knowledge from psychology, sociology, exercise science as well as feminist 

theory and Eastern philosophies.  Drawing insights and connections from a 

variety of sources is a feature of a complexity approach.   

Previous researchers have investigated isolated segments of the exercise 

experience and manipulated the exercise environment.  There are numerous 

variables which impact exercise behavior.  Research studies have identified 
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determinants for exercise participation and adherence, along with physiological 

and psychological outcomes of exercise participation.   

In addition, researchers have identified influential factors in the 

environment, within the individual and within the activity.  And still more 

variability has been introduced through a range of theoretical orientations that 

are offered to understand and manipulate behavior change.   It is a challenge to 

consider these numerous influences on the exercise experience in an integrated 

way. 

In contrast to the isolation of individual aspects, Nia presents an example 

of a living, complex adaptive system containing many of these exercise 

influences.  While Nia was not designed with the explicit intention to affect 

women’s body image, the set of conditions in the class were right for the 

emergence of that outcome.  Therefore, rather than developing from theory to 

practice, Nia is a practice that can inform theory as an example of a complex 

adaptive system.    

A complexity approach is being used to understand the multiple 

influences on health and health behavior such as those within the large and 

complex health care system (Zimmerman, Lindberg, & Plsek, 1998).  In Crossing 

the Quality Chasm, a report from the Institutes of Medicine, complexity theory is 
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recommended as way of making sense of the health care system of the United 

States in the 21st century (Institute of Medicine, 2001).    

Viewing the present study through the lens of complexity we understand 

that the affinities are elements in the systems but each participant is an element 

as well.   Non-linearity is a property of complexity which states that small 

changes in a system can have large effects.  Making one small change in the 

exercise environment could have a large impact on the experience of the 

students.   The lens of complexity supports openness to many possible outcomes 

and allows for surprise.  

In conclusion, the experiences and perspectives shared by the informants 

of this study are rich in detail, generous with emotion and thoughtful in 

reflection.  Theses women had different needs and values that would facilitate 

regular physical activity, but there may be a more universal need for a 

supportive environment, particularly for women who are not currently active.  

These glimpses into the lived experience of the participants can be used to create 

a positive, nurturing environment for a larger population of women who desire 

or need to increase their physical activity level.  
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Appendix A 

Sample Announcement 
 

Instructors - Please Announce: 
 

 Barbara Meyer, doctoral student at the 
University of Texas, is looking for participants 
for her dissertation project, “Exploring 
Women’s Body Image and Exercise Experience”. 

 She is looking for women 35-55 years old who 
are regular participants in group aerobic 
exercise classes or Nia Technique classes 

 If you are interested in participating in the 
study, you will be asked to take part in a group 
or individual interview to discuss your 
thoughts and feelings about your body and 
exercise experience. 

 All participants will receive refreshments 
during the focus group and a small gift in 
appreciation of your time. 

 For more information, please contact Barbara 
Meyer at 499-0573 
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Appendix B 

Sample Informed Consent 
 

Informed Consent to Participate in Research 
 

The University of Texas at Austin 
 
You are being asked to participate in a research study.  This form provides you 
with information about the study. The Principal Investigator (the person in 
charge of this research) or his/her representative will also describe this study to 
you and answer all of your questions. Please read the information below and ask 
questions about anything you don’t understand before deciding whether or not 
to take part. Your participation is entirely voluntary and you can refuse to 
participate without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise 
entitled.   
 
Title of Research Study: 
 
Exploring Women’s Body Image and Exercise Experience 
 
 
Principal Investigator(s) (include faculty sponsor), UT affiliation, and 
Telephone Number(s):   
 
Barbara Meyer, MS   Ph. D. Candidate University of Texas at Austin   232-9582 
Mary Steinhardt, Ed.D.  University of Texas at Austin 232-3535 (faculty sponsor) 
 
 
Funding source: 
 
There is no funding source for this project 
 
 
What is the purpose of this study?  
 
The present study seeks to explore women’s feelings about their body, as well as 
their experience in and around exercise. To support an orientation to health 
behavior that is meaningful to the individual necessitates an understanding of 
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the experience of the body from within the context of the participant and her 
constructed meaning of the exercise experience.  
 
Up to 100 women between the ages of 35 and 55 will be invited to participate in 
this study.  Exercise class participants will be recruited from NiaSpace Studio, 
The University of Texas at Austin, Body Business, the 3M Company in Austin, 
Texas or by referral from colleagues or other study participants.  Exercise 
subjects will be invited to participate in the study based on their participation in 
one of two types of group exercise class, Nia Technique or traditional group 
exercise. Women who are not involved in regular exercise will be invited to 
participate in the study from the 3M Company or by word of mouth from 
colleagues or other study participants. 
 
What will be done if you take part in this research study? 
 
If you decide to participate in this study, I will invite you to take part in 
individual interviews and/or focus groups comprised of 8 - 12 women to discuss 
your feelings about your body and your experience in and around exercise 
activity.  Each individual interview will be approximately one hour and each 
focus group will be approximately 2 1/2 hours long.  You have the right to skip a 
question if you choose not to answer it.   
 
 
What are the possible discomforts and risks? 
 
Participants will be discussing their feelings about their bodies and their 
experience in movement and group exercise. There will be no physical risk to the 
participants of the study.  A small, potential risk exists to sensitive subjects for 
whom a discussion of body image may reveal deeper underlying psychological 
issues. The questions asked would not be deemed particularly sensitive but 
could potentially be uncomfortable to the participant of the focus group, if she 
did not feel an element of safety and trust in the group.  Participants will be free 
to either respond to questions or not and to participate as much or as little as 
desired.    
 
Data will be held in strict confidence, accessible only to the researchers directly 
involved.  In transcripts, subjects will be referred to by an assigned code only. 
However, subject names and code names will be kept separately and locked 
within the office of the researcher along with audiotapes of the interviews.   
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Following analysis and transcription of the qualitative data the audiotapes will 
be destroyed. 
 

What are the possible benefits to you or to others? 
 
The interviews and focus groups will offer you an opportunity to share your 
thoughts, feelings and concerns about your body and exercise.  The results will 
be an important contribution to current knowledge about women’s relationship 
to, and experience in, their bodies and exercise.  In addition, valuable new 
information may be revealed on the experience of subjects in group exercise 
activities with differing philosophical frameworks.  Information obtained 
through this study may support efforts to increase participation in physical 
activity programs and support an approach to health promotion that 
acknowledges individual and positive body experiences. 
 
 
If you choose to take part in this study, will it cost you anything? 
 
There is no cost for you to participate in this study. 
 
 
Will you receive compensation for your participation in this study? 
 
As a participant in this study, you will receive either a small gift, gift certificate, 
or be entered in a drawing for an opportunity to win a larger gift.     
 
 
What if you are injured because of the study?   
 
There is no physical risk from participation in this study 
 
 
If you do not want to take part in this study, what other options are available 
to you? 

 
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You are free to refuse to be in the 
study. 
 
How can you withdraw from this research study and whom should I call if I 
have questions? 
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If you wish to stop your participation in this research study for any reason, 
you should contact:  Barbara Meyer at (512) 499-0573.  You are free to withdraw 
your consent and stop participation in this research study at any time without 
penalty or loss of benefits for which you may be entitled. Throughout the 
study, the researchers will notify you of new information that may become 
available and that might affect your decision to remain in the study.  
 
In addition, if you have questions about your rights as a research participant, 
please contact Clarke A. Burnham, Ph.D., Chair, and The University of Texas 
at Austin Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, 
512/232-4383. 
 
 

How will your privacy and the confidentiality of your research records be protected? 
 
The individual and group interviews will be audio taped so that they may be 
transcribed for data analysis.  Any information that is obtained concerning the 
study and that can be identified with you will remain confidential and will be 
disclosed only with your permission. Your responses will not be linked to your 
name in any written or verbal report of this research project.   Following data 
analysis, the audiotapes will be destroyed.   
 
 
Authorized persons from The University of Texas at Austin and the 
Institutional Review Board have the legal right to review your research records 
and will protect the confidentiality of those records to the extent permitted by 
law.  If the research project is sponsored then the sponsor also has the legal 
right to review your research records. Otherwise, your research records will 
not be released without your consent unless required by law or a court order. 
 
If the results of this research are published or presented at scientific meetings, 
your identity will not be disclosed. 
 
 
Will the researchers benefit from your participation in this study? 
 
Beyond publishing and/or presenting the results of this study there will be no 
benefit to the researchers. 
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Signatures: 
 
As a representative of this study, I have explained the purpose, the procedures, 
the benefits, and the risks that are involved in this research study: 
 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Signature and printed name of person obtaining consent         

 Date 
 
You have been informed about this study’s purpose, procedures, possible 
benefits and risks, and you have received a copy of this Form. You have been 
given the opportunity to ask questions before you sign, and you have been 
told that you can ask other questions at any time. You voluntarily agree to 
participate in this study.  By signing this form, you are not waiving any of 
your legal rights. 
 
 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Printed Name of Subject                  

 Date 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Subject                  

 Date 
 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Principal Investigator                

 Date 
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Appendix C 

Nia Technique Focus Group Affinity Data 
Group 1 – October 27, 2002 

 
 
(1) The Integrated Body 
Graceful 
In control 
Precise 
Well-oiled machine 
Healthy 
Coordinated 
Athleticism 
Systemic 
Agility 
Endurance 
Bones 
Muscles 
Bold 
Flexible/flexibility 
Power 
Limber 
Balance 
Stretching…feeling bigger, stronger, taller 
 
 
 
(2) Centered Awareness 
Confidence 
Being present 
Poise 
Now 
Self-fixing 
Sensitive 
Clarity 
Centered 
Balanced 
Grounded 
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I cannot compare and keep “in dance” 
Doing, being, feeling 
Focused 
Aware of my core 
Aware of internal experience 
Aware 
Breath!  
 Re-unite with self 
 Greeting 
 Permission 
 Exploration 
 Surrender 
 Expand 
 Return 
 Center 
 Ease 
Still 
Calm 
Comfortable 
Relaxed 
Meditative 
The center inside myself 
 Solid 

Reliable 
Fluid 
Surprising 
Moving 
Intelligent 
Strong –Strong—Strong 

 
 
(3) Energetic Spirituality 
Shifting 
Directed spirit 
Change 
A devotion 
Lightness 
Flowing 
Air 
Confining 
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Experience of space 
Buoyancy 
Floating 
Trance – like 
Soaring 
Boundless energy 
Strong 
Strength x2 
Vibrancy 
Alive 
Energy 
Rhythmic 
Undulation 
Spiraling 
Fluid x2 
Dynamic ease 
 
 
(4) Relationship/community 
Communion 
Sacred space 
Welcome faces 
Generous 
United/unified (with others) 
Touched 
All different flowers…but all flowers! 
I like seeing the same women over & over – but I don’t know them –  
Spiritual 
Home 
Belonging 
Valued 
Treasured 
Connected 
Friendship 
Slide into this 
My heart growing from the ground 
Love x 2 
Inspired/inspirited 
Pulled thru the dance by the group 
Breathing  - spirit moving power 
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Held by the group 
Alone/connected 
Space between bodies 
Open x 3 
Free x 3 
 
(5) Sexual Healing 
Sensual 
Orgasmic 
Red faced 
I dare to feel good 
Dancing for my life 
Round 
Positive self-image 
Pleasure 
Beautiful 
Shaking 
Safety 
Hips 
Feminine 
I love to watch myself dance…now 
Sexy x 2 
Sexual 
Carnality 
Curves 
 
(6) Release 
Non-judgmental x 2 
Surrender 
 Explore 
 Release 
 Return 
 Melt 
 Fall apart 
Sighs 
 Release 
 Exhale 
 No tension 
 Noticing 
Sanity 
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Grieving 
At our own pace 
 To our own abilities 
Into the future 
Drained 
Tiredness 
Tearful 
It keeps becoming easier, looser as it becomes more intrinsic 
The little lame child shall dance with… 
Released 
Wholeness 
Poured out – poured into experience 
Grateful 
What would I do without this? 
 
(7) Critical self-judgment 
Big room….small me 
Mirrors glaring at me with unfriendly eyes 
Envious 
Frustration sometimes, with my limits 
Two left feet 
Out of control 
Uncoordinated 
Hate it when I can’t breath heart flutters…damned medicine 
Embarrassed 
Awkward 
Shy 
My body is not symmetrical 
 
 
(8) Sensation 
My skin 
 Scent 
 Touch 
 Return 
 1st discover 
 Mystery 
 Skin informs me 
Music 
 Lyrics matter 
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 Washes over me 
 Suspends me 
 Propels me 
The instructor’s voice 
 Sound 
 Thought 
 Affirmation 
 Direction 
 Preparation 
 Permission 
Joints release 
 Popping 
 Easing 
 Fluid 
 Sensation 
Sensational 
Sharp 
Rapid information 
Perceptual 
Wet hair 
Prickley 
Multi-sensory instruction 
 Images, feeling, sounds as ‘cues’ for movement 
Breath as sensation 
Relationship to the floor 
 Wood 
 Hard 
 Smooth 
 Cool 
 Scent 
 Resistance 
Distinctness of sensation 
Feet bare on smooth, cold wood floor 
All my senses working together at once 
 
(9) Expression of Emotion 
Joyous 
Toning – making sound 
Spirited 
Excited 
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Hope 
Full of possibilities 
Laughing 
 Laughing like a sigh 
 Satisfying 
Pure fun – pure joy 
Playful 
Funny 
Joy x 2 
God, I love this!! 
Happiness 
Delight 
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Affinity Descriptions 
Nia Focus Group 

 
1. The Integrated Body 
 
The Integrated Body refers to the particular physical aspects of the experience 
of Nia movement.   The integrated body moves as a whole, systemically, 
which was described more different than other forms of exercise, which 
isolate muscle movements.   In Nia, everything is working together, the parts 
of the body in communication.  Nia addresses traditional aspects of fitness, 
strength, flexibility and endurance but also precision, power, and flow.  A 
quality of athleticism was welcome to participants who had not previously 
had the feeling of being athletic. 
 
 
2. Centered Awareness 
 
Centered Awareness was how Nia participants described the internal 
experience, how they feel inside, what they notice.  This awareness of 
experience helps to give feedback about how they are using their bodies. 
When they bring their attention inward, they can make corrections or changes 
to their movement based on what they notice.  To be able to shift habits 
around holding and moving the body was empowering.    It was also 
described as a spiritual place.  Students learn to access this calm, reflective 
place while moving.    One student said she has to let everything else go 
while she is in class; when she is in her body she can be nowhere but in the 
present moment.   
 
 
3. Energetic Spirituality 

 
Energetic Spirituality was described by one participant as a feeling of being 
fully alive.   Several participants spoke of moving energy, In particular, the 
martial arts movement form of Aikido brings in a sense of giving and 
receiving energy with other participants.  For others the drawing in of energy 
was an individual or personal process; they felt connected to the earth or to 
god and received energy through that connection.   Letting go of what was no 
longer desired was just as important and gathering in.   There was a definite 
connection to something larger that the individual, more than a movement 
class, deeply meaningful, but not a religion, however, one participant felt 
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strongly that Nia is more of a practice than an exercise class.  Participants 
acknowledged that this aspect of Nia was not something that they could talk 
about with just anyone.   

 
 
4. Relationship/Community 
 
The emphasis on community is something that differentiates Nia from other 
movement practices.  Participants feel welcomed and accepted with open 
arms in a positive, loving community.  This sentiment was expressed more 
strongly by students who came from a studio where the primary class 
offering is Nia.   There is a feeling of connection because of the shared interest 
in this movement.  The environments where they hold class are sacred spaces 
because the people that come have the intention of creating that.  There is 
attention to creating an atmosphere, sometimes with candles or incense.  But 
it was agreed that it is the people that create the space.  This supportive 
community creates a safe space where people can express emotion without 
interference.   
 
5. Sexual healing 

 
Nia helps these women to connect to their bodies in a way that puts them in 
touch with their sexuality.   It is expressed in increased confidence and the 
pleasure of the heat of flushed cheeks.   The fact that their women’s bodies are 
curved and round and full is acknowledged and celebrated.   This is the first 
time in an exercise class; these women felt that it was okay for them to have a 
belly and to have hips and to move and shake these parts and it was very 
freeing.  When they felt more accepting of their bodies they were less 
judgmental of other’s.   
 
 
6. Release 

 
Participants described release as pouring themselves out and letting things 
pour through them.  Nia gave them an opportunity to let go of what they 
were holding in their body, emptying.  Often this came in the form of tears, 
letting tears flow out.  Sometimes the release would come from particular 
movements or instruction to let go.  Students used this opportunity to 
consciously let go of limiting thoughts and beliefs.  Letting go in this way 
helped them to go on with their lives, to surrender and then to move forward.   
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One of the ways Nia is thought to be healing is to let go of some of these 
stored emotions.   
 

 
7. Critical Judgment 

 
Many of the women described messages about themselves and their bodies 
that were critical and negative.  These messages were very frequent in their 
early experiences with Nia but they have lessened over time.  Physically 
moving through the feelings felt freeing.  They have learned to see 
themselves in the mirror with less critical eyes and sometimes with kind and 
complementary thoughts.  Over time they moved from the back of the room 
to the front as a visible statement of more body acceptance.  While they still 
experience these critical judgments Nia seems to help them move through 
them and not get stuck, to somehow put them in perspective.   

 
 

8. Sensation 
 

This describes the feelings of the movement in the body, body feelings.  These 
are guided by and supported by the language and the imagery provided by 
the instructor.  Moving the body with the breath.  Sensation is a way into the 
experience of Nia.  The students notices and then personalizes their 
experience.  Noticing sensation gives more information about the body.   
 
 
9. Expression of Joyful Emotion 

 
This category contained all the fun and joyful emotions experienced by the 
Nia participants.  There is a quality of playfulness and delight expressed 
through the movement and sometimes through making sounds and laughter.    
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Appendix D  

Traditional Exercise Focus group Affinity Data 
Group 2 – November 24, 2002 

 
 
 
(1) Social Environment 
Accepted 
Acceptance 
Talk to people in class – who will come today? 
People’s behavior affects my workout 
Range of ages – ageless 
Caring 
My friends next to me 
Camaraderie 
Glad to see people 
Friends 
Singular, yet part of a whole 
Team spirit – group together 
 
 
(2) Good for my Health 
Information/learning 
Helping to reduce my cholesterol 
Health issues 
Helping my blood pressure 
Health 
No guilt 
Good structure (class) – sensible – safe 
Now I consider exercise a necessity 
 
 
(3) Physical environment and structure of the class 
Lay out of the class 
Who’s teaching? 
Slight conflict apprehension – Teacher there? Time conflict? 
Room condition affects my workout 
Like the variety – music, routines, etc. 
Music 
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Smell of socks 
What technique/ equipment? 
My space 
Too hot – turn on the fan 
Cold room 
Listen to music 
One with the beat 
Rhythm X 2 
 
 
(6) Mental Experiences 
Focused 
Reflection 
Mindless 
Peace 
Calm 
Self care 
Feeling good! 
Live for that moment 
Happiness 
Time flying 
Release 
Satisfaction to have finished aerobic section 
Humor 
The first time in my life I am more agreeable with my body image 
Don’t want to stop for cool down 
Empowered 
Rejuvenation 
Happy 
Fun! 
 
 
(7) Physical Aspects 
Energizing 
Mind & muscle 
Muscle power 
Balance 
Body definition 
Let go & move 
Concentrate on whole body involvement – arms – include the whole body 
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Sweaty 
Strong 
Energy X 2 
Let the body lead rather than the mind 
I like the stretch 
Strength 
Tension release 
Sweaty and pleasant –warm  
Sweat 
 
 
 
(8) Challenges 
Discomfort with pace = too slow 
I have to exercise 
I need to work harder 
Time to stop (yet)?  I’m ready to stop 
Stiff back – sore from last time 
Exercise is part of my life whether I like it or not 
Time to stop = getting tired – look at the clock 
Glad I got up and got myself to class 
Determination 
Knee pain 
Stiff & don’t want to move 
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Affinity Descriptions 

Traditional Exercise Focus Group 
 
 
 

1. Social Environment 
 

This category described why they went to a class rather than work out alone.  
One woman who doesn’t really like exercise talked about the importance of 
the friendliness of the instructor and the class monitors in her selection of 
classes to attend. Having a friend in class helped these women stay motivated 
to get through the class.  They would stand near their friends and encourage 
them.  For those who had an exercise buddy, knowing that someone was 
expecting you to show up in class made them accountable and they were 
more likely to show up on days when it might have been difficult to get out 
of bed.   

 
 

2. Good for My Health 
 

Doing something that was good for their health was an important reason to 
go to exercise class. Some of the women felt that they had to, or should go to 
exercise class because they had health concerns.  Exercise was a way to 
control weight that was preferable to dieting.  For the hour that they attended 
class they were able to let go of concerns; exercise served as a healthy way to 
manage stress.   
 
 
3. The Physical Environment and Structure of the Class 
 
Finding an environment that has good instruction, music and is convenient 
was very important to the students.  Some attended classes where they did 
because of convenience; they knew they would not make it to classes that 
were far away and others attended classes where they liked the instruction 
and it was worth traveling a longer distance.  Physical aspects of the space 
like the quality of the floor and cleanliness were important.  
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4. Mental Experiences 
 

Participants recognize d a range of mental experiences they had in class.  
Sometimes they like to be mentally challenged with a complicated movement 
pattern.   They felt that as they were getting older it was probably a good 
thing to have mental stimulation from the class.  The other side of this 
experience was going to class and not thinking at all.  Just being in the body, 
feeling the muscles and the sweat.  Most felt they went to feel better and they 
did feel better once they were done.  Some reported having so much fun that 
they were disappointed when it was time for the cool down. 

 
5. Physical Aspects 

 
Attending classes has produced physical changes that are satisfying for these 
women to notice.  These include muscle definition.  Also, they notice that 
they are able to do more because they are stronger.  This becomes evident 
when a particular routine becomes easier or they notice some ways in their 
daily life that they moving feel easier. They find their classes energizing and 
satisfying when they work hard. They understand the benefits of exercise to 
ward off some of the possible  physical limitations that are associated with 
aging, such as osteoporosis.  They feel empowered to impact their quality of 
life in their later years. 

 
6. Challenges 

 
This category describes the issues that sometimes make it harder to attend 
class.  For the women who don’t really like exercise, it is a challenge to get to 
the good part, the good feelings that sometimes come from exercise.  
Sometimes, it takes more discipline or effort to contribute what is necessary 
rather that expect the teacher to be inspiring.  Another challenge was to pay 
attention to your body and adjust the work as needed.    Moving with an 
injury or chronic pain is a challenge.   
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Appendix E 

Non-Exercise Focus Group Affinity Data 
Group 3 – January 12, 2003 

 
 
(1) Awareness during Exercise – Individual vs. Group Experience 
Class -- external/distraction    individual – internal/focus 
External focus – motivation “outfits’ compare bodies 
Mind/thoughts w/o connection to body 
Class was about ‘other’   running was in my body 
“Class” vs. private exercise 
When I am with a group exercising – I focus inwardly on my own experience – 
forgetting about others present 
I think about and focus on how my muscles feel – I “feel” the muscles. 
Goal variation/development with/age, confidence, self-development 
Exercise “high” not in class – only running  Don’t like classes – only did in 
college on occasion 
I don’t associate group exercise class with fun.  I think of activities like walking 
or biking as fun. 
 
 
(2)  Why don’t I exercise? 
I like how I feel when I exercise then & now – why don’t I do it more? 
Rushed for time 
Why can’t I have the discipline to exercise along, rather than in a group? 
Can I afford to make time to do this? 
Means to an end 
“Exercise” as word is making me uneasy, like New Year’s resolutions made to be 
broken 
Is that why I haven’t “exercised” regularly in 3 years? 
Can I afford the cost of taking this class? 
 
 
(3) Feelings of self in Exercise Class 
I feel self-conscious about doing any movement because I might do it badly 
Tired 
Dread becomes glad I went 
Feeling good after exercise 
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Remembering gym class in junior high – always like the exercises and games 
I say/think I didn’t like the classes (aerobics) I did for a while in college, but why 
did I do then? 
What was positive about it? 
Meeting friends 
Energizing must 
Owner of studio was a working mom – cool lady – nice role model? 
I feel inflexible and not strong enough 
What technique/ equipment? 
I am good at exercise and sports (not great) 
Feeling body to be young and strong 
Feeling success – having accomplished something physically good 
I wish I hadn’t let my body get weak and flabby 
I was concerned about hurting myself – like my neck in tumbling 
I worry that I can’t keep up 
Anxious 
 
 
(4) Comparisons 
Lots of other girls in gym were thin – I felt I was not 
Comparisons 
I feel like the others think I look old.  I remember being in my 20s and pitying 
older women because their bodies looked flabby and weak. 
I feel like I look old 
Baggy clothes 
Gym suits then – sweats now 
Wishing I were different - -better 
I feel unhappy with myself for letting my body get to this state 
I don’t like feeling crowded by other people 
I don’t like comparing my body to other people’s bodies but can’t help it. 
I can’t focus on my own body or my own strength – focused on comparing to 
others 
I feel like other, fitter people are judging me 
 
 
(5) Remembered Context 
Many of my feelings are associated with the last exercise class I took – about 15 
years ago! 
College 
Surprised at the remembered feelings 
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Laughter (fun) 
Music 
Energy 
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Affinity Descriptions 
Non-Exercise Group 

 
 
 

1. Awareness During Exercise – Individual vs. Group Experience 
 
Participants discussed the difference between their experience in a group 
exercise class and individual exercise.  While exercising along they could 
focus on themselves and let their mind wonder.  In the group they felt 
distracted.  Individual exercise offered more than just the physical benefits 
and eliminated the issues with comparison.  There was the recognition that 
they were all remembering past experiences and that the group exercise 
environment may have changed in the time since their last classes.     
 
 
2. Why Don’t I Exercise? 
 
The group acknowledged the importance of exercise for several reasons.  
They noticed that over time the reasons that they may have exercised have 
changed.  When they were younger they exercised more for the physical 
changes, specifically mentioned was weight loss.  As they had gotten older 
time has become more of an issue.  The difficulty in making time to exercise 
was symptomatic of the difficulty in making time to do anything for 
themselves.  They noticed that they the times they were successful in doing 
exercise was when they had made a commitment to someone else.   
  
3. Feelings About Self in Exercise Class 

 
Most of the feelings mentioned here were negative.  Again they noticed that 
the negative feelings were more associated with a group experience.  
Sometimes they came from an experience in the past when they were judged 
about their body or their physical ability.  One participant recalled having 
good feelings associated with the physical exertion. 
 
4. Comparisons 

 
Recalling group exercise, making comparisons with other women was one of 
the most remembered experiences.   They compared themselves negatively 
with other women based on their age.  They judged themselves for allowing 
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themselves to become less fit and feared that other, more fit women were 
making the same judgments of them.  They believed themselves to be fatter 
than others in class.  Several women did share the experience of holding a 
particular image of themselves, again often negative.  However, when they 
look back they to photos, or to their previous body weight, they don’t 
understand why they were so self-critical.  They expressed sadness that they 
didn’t feel a joy or pleasure in their bodies.   
 
 
5. Remembered Contexts 
 
This was the category that described where the group members went to 
access the memories of attending exercise class.  For most they were old 
memories, which informed their current feelings.  For one participant, it 
meant going back to gym class to remember a group exercise experience.  
Some group members tried to remember why they went to classes.  There had 
to be something they like about it.  They did remember times when the 
classes were fun. 
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Appendix F 

Nia Technique Affinity Relationship Frequency Table 

 
 

Affinity Pair 
Relationship Frequency  Affinity Pair 

Relationship Frequency  

1    →  2 6 3    ←  9 3 
1    ←  2 4 3    →  10 9 
1    →  3 8 3    ←  10 0 
1    ←  3 2 4    →  5 7 
1    →  4 8 4    ←  5 0 
1    ←  4 1 4    →  6 7 
1    →  5 9 4    ←  6 2 
1    ←  5  1 4    →  7 8 
1    →  6 6 4    ←  7 2 
1    ←  6 3 4    →  8 3 
1    →  7 6 4    ←  8 3 
1    ←  7 4 4    →  9 9 
1    →  8 4 4    ←  9 0 
1    ←  8 5 4    →  10 8 
1    →  9 9 4    ←  10 1 
1    ←  9 1 5    →  6 4 
1    →  10 9 5    ←  6 4 
1    ←  10 1 5    →  7 6 
2    →  3 8 5    ←  7 4 
2    ←  3 2 5    →  8 4 
2    →  4 6 5    ←  8 6 
2    ←  4 2 5    →  9 5 
2    →  5 9 5    ←  9 3 
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2    ←  5 0 5    →  10 9 
2    →  6 6 5    ←  10 1 
2    ←  6 4 6    →  7 8 
2    →  7 7 6    ←  7 2 
2    ←  7 3 6    →  8 6 
2    →  8 6 6     ← 8 4 
2    ←  8 4 6    →  9 5 
2    →  9 6 6    ←  9 4 
2    ←  9 4 6    →  10 10 
2    →  10 9 6    ←  10 0 
2    ←   10 0 7    →  8 5 
3    →  4 8 7    ←  8 5 
3    ←  4 2 7    →  9 6 
3    →  5 8 7    ←  9 4 
3    ←  5 1 7    →  10 10 
3    →  6 7 7    ←  10 0 
3    ←  6 2 8    →  9 8 
3    →  7 9 8    ←  9 0 
3    ←  7 1 8    →  10 10 
3    →  8 3 8    ←  10 0 
3    ←  8 7 9    →  10 10 
3    →  9 6 9    ←  10 0 
    

  
Total 
Frequency 422 
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Appendix G 

 
Nia Technique Pareto Table and Power Analysis 

 
 

 

Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

Frequency 
Sorted 
Descending 

Cumulative 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Percent 
(Relation) 

Cumulative 
Percent 
(Frequency) 

Power 

6    →  10 10 10 1.11 2.37 1.26 
7    →  10 10 20 2.22 4.74 2.52 
8    →  10 10 30 3.33 7.11 3.78 
9    →  10 10 40 4.44 9.48 5.03 
1    →  5 9 49 5.56 11.61 6.06 
1    →  9 9 58 6.67 13.74 7.08 
1    →  10 9 67 7.78 15.88 8.10 
2    →  5 9 76 8.89 18.01 9.12 
2    →  10 9 85 10.00 20.14 10.14 
3    →  7 9 94 11.11 22.27 11.16 
3    →  10 9 103 12.22 24.41 12.19 
4    →  9 9 112 13.33 26.54 13.21 
5    →  10 9 121 14.44 28.67 14.23 
1    →  3 8 129 15.56 30.57 15.01 
1    →  4 8 137 16.67 32.46 15.80 
2    →  3 8 145 17.78 34.36 16.58 
3    →  4 8 153 18.89 36.26 17.37 
3    →  5 8 161 20.00 38.15 18.15 
4    →  7 8 169 21.11 40.05 18.94 
4    →  10 8 177 22.22 41.94 19.72 
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6    →  7 8 185 23.33 43.84 20.51 
8    →  9 8 193 24.44 45.73 21.29 
2    →  7 7 200 25.56 47.39 21.84 
3    →  6 7 207 26.67 49.05 22.39 
3    ←  8 7 214 27.78 50.71 22.93 
4    →  5 7 221 28.89 52.37 23.48 
4    →  6 7 228 30.00 54.03 24.03 
1    →  2 6 234 31.11 55.45 24.34 
1    →  6 6 240 32.22 56.87 24.65 
1    →  7 6 246 33.33 58.29 24.96 
2    →  4 6 252 34.44 59.72 25.27 
2    →  6 6 258 35.56 61.14 25.58 
2    →  8 6 264 36.67 62.56 25.89 
2    →  9 6 270 37.78 63.98 26.20 
3    →  9 6 276 38.89 65.40 26.51 
5    →  7 6 282 40.00 66.82 26.82 
5    ←  8 6 288 41.11 68.25 27.14 
6    →  8 6 294 42.22 69.67 27.45 
7    →  9 6 300 43.33 71.09 27.76 
1    ←  8 5 305 44.44 72.27 27.83 
5    →  9 5 310 45.56 73.46 27.90 
6    →  9 5 315 46.67 74.64 27.98 
7    →  8 5 320 47.78 75.83 28.05 
7    ←  8 5 325 48.89 77.01 28.13 
1    ←  2 4 329 50.00 77.96 27.96 
1    ←  7 4 333 51.11 78.91 27.80 
1    →  8 4 337 52.22 79.86 27.64 
2    ←  6 4 341 53.33 80.81 27.47 
2    ←  8 4 345 54.44 81.75 27.31 
2    ←  9 4 349 55.56 82.70 27.15 
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5    →  6 4 353 56.67 83.65 26.98 
5    ←  6 4 357 57.78 84.60 26.82 
5    ←  7 4 361 58.89 85.55 26.66 
5    →  8 4 365 60.00 86.49 26.49 
6     ← 8 4 369 61.11 87.44 26.33 
6    ←  9 4 373 62.22 88.39 26.17 
7    ←  9 4 377 63.33 89.34 26.00 
1    ←  6 3 380 64.44 90.05 25.60 
2    ←  7 3 383 65.56 90.76 25.20 
3    →  8 3 386 66.67 91.47 24.80 
3    ←  9 3 389 67.78 92.18 24.40 
4    →  8 3 392 68.89 92.89 24.00 
4    ←  8 3 395 70.00 93.60 23.60 
5    ←  9 3 398 71.11 94.31 23.20 
1    ←  3 2 400 72.22 94.79 22.56 
2    ←  3 2 402 73.33 95.26 21.93 
2    ←  4 2 404 74.44 95.73 21.29 
3    ←  4 2 406 75.56 96.21 20.65 
3    ←  6 2 408 76.67 96.68 20.02 
4    ←  6 2 410 77.78 97.16 19.38 
4    ←  7 2 412 78.89 97.63 18.74 
6    ←  7 2 414 80.00 98.10 18.10 
1    ←  4 1 415 81.11 98.34 17.23 
1    ←  5 1 416 82.22 98.58 16.36 
1    ←  9 1 417 83.33 98.82 15.48 
1    ←  10 1 418 84.44 99.05 14.61 
3    ←  5 1 419 85.56 99.29 13.73 
3    ←  7 1 420 86.67 99.53 12.86 
4    ←  10 1 421 87.78 99.76 11.99 
5    ←  10 1 422 88.89 100.00 11.11 
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2    ←  5 0 422 90.00 100.00 10.00 
2    ←   10 0 422 91.11 100.00 8.89 
3    ←  10 0 422 92.22 100.00 7.78 
4    ←  5 0 422 93.33 100.00 6.67 
4    ←  9 0 422 94.44 100.00 5.56 
6    ←  10 0 422 95.56 100.00 4.44 
7    ←  10 0 422 96.67 100.00 3.33 
8    ←  9 0 422 97.78 100.00 2.22 
8    ←  10 0 422 98.89 100.00 1.11 
9    ←  10 0 422 100.00 100.00 0.00 
Total 
Frequency 422     
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Appendix H 

 
Nia Technique Group Conflict Resolution Table 

 
 

Affinity Pair 
Relationship Frequency Conflict? Use? 

2    ←  5 0   
2    ←   10 0   
3    ←  10 0   
4    ←  5 0   
4    ←  9 0   

6    ←  10 0   
7    ←  10 0   
8    ←  9 0   

8    ←  10 0   
9    ←  10 0   
1    ←  4 1   
1    ←  5 1   
1    ←  9 1   

1    ←  10 1   
3    ←  5 1   
3    ←  7 1   

4    ←  10 1   
5    ←  10 1   
1    ←  3 2   
2    ←  3 2   
2    ←  4 2   
3    ←  4 2   
3    ←  6 2   
4    ←  6 2   
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4    ←  7 2   
6    ←  7 2   
1    ←  6 3   
2    ←  7 3   
3    →  8 3   
3    ←  9 3   
4    →  8 3   
4    ←  8 3   
5    ←  9 3   
1    ←  2 4 ? no 
1    ←  7 4 ? no 
1    →  8 4 ? no 
2    ←  6 4 ? no 
2    ←  8 4 ? no 
2    ←  9 4 ? no 
5    →  6 4 ? tie 
5    ←  6 4 ? tie 
5    ←  7 4 ? no 
5    →  8 4 ? no 
6     ← 8 4 ? no 
6    ←  9 4 ? no 
7    ←  9 4 ? no 
1    ←  8 5 ? yes 
5    →  9 5  yes 
6    →  9 5 ? yes 
7    →  8 5 ? tie 
7    ←  8 5 ? tie 
1    →  2 6 ? yes 
1    →  6 6  yes 
1    →  7 6 ? yes 
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2    →  4 6  yes 
2    →  6 6 ? yes 
2    →  8 6 ? yes 
2    →  9 6 ? yes 
3    →  9 6  yes 
5    →  7 6 ? yes 
5    ←  8 6 ? yes 
6    →  8 6 ? yes 
7    →  9 6 ? yes 
2    →  7 7  yes 
3    →  6 7  yes 
3    ←  8 7  yes 
4    →  5 7  yes 
4    →  6 7  yes 
1    →  3 8  yes 
1    →  4 8  yes 
2    →  3 8  yes 
3    →  4 8  yes 
3    →  5 8  yes 
4    →  7 8  yes 

4    →  10 8  yes 
6    →  7 8  yes 
8    →  9 8  yes 
1    →  5 9  yes 
1    →  9 9  yes 

1    →  10 9  yes 
2    →  5 9  yes 

2    →  10 9  yes 
3    →  7 9  yes 

3    →  10 9  yes 
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4    →  9 9  yes 
5    →  10 9  yes 
6    →  10 10  yes 
7    →  10 10  yes 
8    →  10 10  yes 
9    →  10 10  yes 

Total 
Frequency 422   
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Appendix I 

Traditional Exercise Group Frequency Relationship Table 
 
 

 
Affinity Pair 
Relationships Frequency Affinity Pair 

Relationships Frequency 

1    →  2 9 3    →  5 7 
1    ←  2 0 3    ←  5 0 
1    →  3 2 3    →  6 9 
1    ←  3 2 3    ←  6 0 
1    →  4 7 3    →  7 3 
1    ←  4 1 3    ←  7 0 
1    →  5 4 3    →  8 2 
1    ←  5  0 3    ←  8 0 
1    →  6 7 4    →  5 3 
1    ←  6 0 4    ←  5 7 
1    →  7 5 4    →  6 3 
1    ←   7 0 4    ←  6 7 
1    →  8 5 4    →  7 2 
1  ←   8 0 4    ←  7 4 
2    →  3 0 4    →  8 1 
2    ←  3 8 4    ←  8 5 
2    →  4 1 5    →  6 3 
2    ←  4 9 5    ←  6 5 
2    →  5 0 5    →  7 5 
2    ←  5 10 5    ←  7 3 
2    →  6 1 5    →  8 5 
2    ←  6 8 5    ←  8 3 
2    →  7 0 6    →  7 4 
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2    ←  7 6 6    ←  7 1 
2    →  8 1 6    →  8 3 
2   ←   8 4 6    ←  8 1 
3    →  4 9 7   →  8 2 
3    ←  4 0 7   ←  8 6 
    

  
Total 
Frequency 193 
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Appendix J 

Traditional Exercise Group Pareto Table and Power Analysis 

 
 

Affinity Pair 
Relationships 

Frequency 
Sorted 

Descending 

Cumulative 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Percent 

(Relation) 

Cumulative 
Percent 

(Frequency) 
Power 

2    ←  5 10 10 1.79 5.18 3.40 

1    →  2 9 19 3.57 9.84 6.27 

2    ←  4 9 28 5.36 14.51 9.15 

3    →  4 9 37 7.14 19.17 12.03 

3    →  6 9 46 8.93 23.83 14.91 

2    ←  3 8 54 10.71 27.98 17.26 

2    ←  6 8 62 12.50 32.12 19.62 

1    →  4 7 69 14.29 35.75 21.47 

1    →  6 7 76 16.07 39.38 23.31 

3    →  5 7 83 17.86 43.01 25.15 

4    ←  5 7 90 19.64 46.63 26.99 

4    ←  6 7 97 21.43 50.26 28.83 

2    ←  7 6 103 23.21 53.37 30.15 

7   ←  8 6 109 25.00 56.48 31.48 

1    →  7 5 114 26.79 59.07 32.28 

1    →  8 5 119 28.57 61.66 33.09 

4    ←  8 5 124 30.36 64.25 33.89 

5    ←  6 5 129 32.14 66.84 34.70 

5    →  7 5 134 33.93 69.43 35.50 

5    →  8 5 139 35.71 72.02 36.31 

1    →  5 4 143 37.50 74.09 36.59 

2   ←   8 4 147 39.29 76.17 36.88 
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4    ←  7 4 151 41.07 78.24 37.17 

6    →  7 4 155 42.86 80.31 37.45 

3    →  7 3 158 44.64 81.87 37.22 

4    →  5 3 161 46.43 83.42 36.99 

4    →  6 3 164 48.21 84.97 36.76 

5    →  6 3 167 50.00 86.53 36.53 

5    ←  7 3 170 51.79 88.08 36.30 

5    ←  8 3 173 53.57 89.64 36.07 

6    →  8 3 176 55.36 91.19 35.83 

1    →  3 2 178 57.14 92.23 35.09 

1    ←  3 2 180 58.93 93.26 34.34 

3    →  8 2 182 60.71 94.30 33.59 

4    →  7 2 184 62.50 95.34 32.84 

7   →  8 2 186 64.29 96.37 32.09 

1    ←  4 1 187 66.07 96.89 30.82 

2    →  4 1 188 67.86 97.41 29.55 

2    →  6 1 189 69.64 97.93 28.28 

2    →  8 1 190 71.43 98.45 27.02 

4    →  8 1 191 73.21 98.96 25.75 

6    ←  7 1 192 75.00 99.48 24.48 

6    ←  8 1 193 76.79 100.00 23.21 

1    ←  2 0 193 78.57 100.00 21.43 

1    ←  5  0 193 80.36 100.00 19.64 

1    ←  6 0 193 82.14 100.00 17.86 

1    ←   7 0 193 83.93 100.00 16.07 

1  ←   8 0 193 85.71 100.00 14.29 

2    →  3 0 193 87.50 100.00 12.50 

2    →  5 0 193 89.29 100.00 10.71 

2    →  7 0 193 91.07 100.00 8.93 

3    ←  4 0 193 92.86 100.00 7.14 
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3    ←  5 0 193 94.64 100.00 5.36 

3    ←  6 0 193 96.43 100.00 3.57 

3    ←  7 0 193 98.21 100.00 1.79 

3    ←  8 0 193 100.00 100.00 0.00 

      
Total 
Frequency 193     
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Appendix K 

 
Traditional Exercise Group Conflict Resolution Table 

 
 

Affinity Pair 
Relationship 

Frequency 
Sorted 
Ascending 

Conflict? Use?

1    ←  2 0  no 
1    ←  5 0  no 
1    ←  6 0  no 
1    ←   7 0  no 
1  ←   8 0  no 
2    →  3 0  no 
2    →  5 0  no 
2    →  7 0  no 
3    ←  4 0  no 
3    ←  5 0  no 
3    ←  6 0  no 
3    ←  7 0  no 
3    ←  8 0  no 
1    ←  4 1  no 
2    →  4 1  no 
2    →  6 1  no 
2    →  8 1  no 
4    →  8 1  no 
6    ←  7 1  no 
6    ←  8 1  no 
1    →  3 2  no 
1    ←  3 2  no 
3    →  8 2  no 
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4    →  7 2  no 
7   →  8 2  no 
3    →  7 3  no 
4    →  5 3  no 
4    →  6 3  no 
5    →  6 3  no 
5    ←  7 3  no 
5    ←  8 3  no 
6    →  8 3  no 
1    →  5 4  yes 
2   ←   8 4  yes 
4    ←  7 4  yes 
6    →  7 4  yes 
1    →  7 5  yes 
1    →  8 5  yes 
4    ←  8 5  yes 
5    ←  6 5  yes 
5    →  7 5  yes 
5    →  8 5  yes 
2    ←  7 6  yes 
7   ←  8 6  yes 
1    →  4 7  yes 
1    →  6 7  yes 
3    →  5 7  yes 
4    ←  5 7  yes 
4    ←  6 7  yes 
2    ←  3 8  yes 
2    ←  6 8  yes 
1    →  2 9  yes 
2    ←  4 9  yes 
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3    →  4 9  yes 
3    →  6 9  yes 
2    ←  5 10  yes 

    
Total 
Frequency 193 
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Appendix L 

Non-Exercise Group Frequency Relationship Table 
 
 

Affinity Pair 
Relationships Frequency Affinity Pair 

Relationships Frequency 

1    →  2 7 2    ←  7 7 
1    ←  2 2 3    →  4 3 
1    →  3 6 3    ←  4 5 
1    ←  3 4 3    →  5 0 
1    →  4 7 3    ←  5 10 
1    ←  4 1 3    →  6 3 
1    →  5 0 3    ←  6 6 
1    ←  5  9 3    →  7 6 
1    →  6 3 3    ←  7 3 
1    ←  6 5 4    →  5 1 
1    →  7 4 4    ←  5 7 
1    ←  7 3 4    →  6 5 
2    →  3 0 4    ←  6 2 
2    ←  3 8 4    →  7 4 
2    →  4 0 4    ←  7 2 
2    ←  4 6 5    →  6 8 
2    →  5 1 5    ←  6 1 
2    ←  5 8 5    →  7 7 
2    →  6 0 5    ←  7 1 
2    ←  6 9 6    →  7 4 
2    →  7 2 6    ←  7 6 
    

 
 

Total 
Frequency 176 
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Appendix M 

Non-exercise Group Pareto Table and Power Analysis 
 

 

Affinity Pair 
Relationships 

Frequency 
Sorted 
Descending 

Cumulative 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Percent 
(Relation) 

Cumulative 
Percent 
(Frequency) 

Power 

3    ←  5 10 10 2.38 5.68 3.30 

1    ←  5  9 19 4.76 10.80 6.03 

2    ←  6 9 28 7.14 15.91 8.77 

2    ←  3 8 36 9.52 20.45 10.93 

2    ←  5 8 44 11.90 25.00 13.10 

5    →  6 8 52 14.29 29.55 15.26 

1    →  2 7 59 16.67 33.52 16.86 

1    →  4 7 66 19.05 37.50 18.45 

2    ←  7 7 73 21.43 41.48 20.05 

4    ←  5 7 80 23.81 45.45 21.65 

5    →  7 7 87 26.19 49.43 23.24 

1    →  3 6 93 28.57 52.84 24.27 

2    ←  4 6 99 30.95 56.25 25.30 

3    ←  6 6 105 33.33 59.66 26.33 

3    →  7 6 111 35.71 63.07 27.35 

6    ←  7 6 117 38.10 66.48 28.38 

1    ←  6 5 122 40.48 69.32 28.84 

3    ←  4 5 127 42.86 72.16 29.30 

4    →  6 5 132 45.24 75.00 29.76 

1    ←  3 4 136 47.62 77.27 29.65 

1    →  7 4 140 50.00 79.55 29.55 

4    →  7 4 144 52.38 81.82 29.44 

6    →  7 4 148 54.76 84.09 29.33 

1    →  6 3 151 57.14 85.80 28.65 
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1    ←  7 3 154 59.52 87.50 27.98 

3    →  4 3 157 61.90 89.20 27.30 

3    →  6 3 160 64.29 90.91 26.62 

3    ←  7 3 163 66.67 92.61 25.95 

1    ←  2 2 165 69.05 93.75 24.70 

2    →  7 2 167 71.43 94.89 23.46 

4    ←  6 2 169 73.81 96.02 22.21 

4    ←  7 2 171 76.19 97.16 20.97 

1    ←  4 1 172 78.57 97.73 19.16 

2    →  5 1 173 80.95 98.30 17.34 

4    →  5 1 174 83.33 98.86 15.53 

5    ←  6 1 175 85.71 99.43 13.72 

5    ←  7 1 176 88.10 100.00 11.90 

1    →  5 0 176 90.48 100.00 9.52 

2    →  3 0 176 92.86 100.00 7.14 

2    →  4 0 176 95.24 100.00 4.76 

2    →  6 0 176 97.62 100.00 2.38 

3    →  5 0 176 100.00 100.00 0.00 

      
Total 
Frequency 176     
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Appendix N 

Non-exercise Group Conflict Resolution Table 

 

Affinity Pair 
Relationship Frequency Conflict? Use? 

1    →  5 0  no 
2    →  3 0  no 
2    →  4 0  no 
2    →  6 0  no 
3    →  5 0  no 
1    ←  4 1  no 
2    →  5 1  no 
4    →  5 1  no 
5    ←  6 1  no 
5    ←  7 1  no 
1    ←  2 2  no 
2    →  7 2  no 
4    ←  6 2  no 
4    ←  7 2  no 
1    →  6 3  no 
1    ←  7 3  no 
3    →  4 3  no 
3    →  6 3  no 
3    ←  7 3  no 
1    ←  3 4 ? no 
1    →  7 4  yes 
4    →  7 4  yes 
6    →  7 4 ? no 
1    ←  6 5  yes 
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3    ←  4 5  yes 
4    →  6 5  yes 
1    →  3 6 ? yes 
2    ←  4 6  yes 
3    ←  6 6  yes 
3    →  7 6  yes 
6    ←  7 6 ? yes 
1    →  2 7  yes 
1    →  4 7  yes 
2    ←  7 7  yes 
4    ←  5 7  yes 
5    →  7 7  yes 
2    ←  3 8  yes 
2    ←  5 8  yes 
5    →  6 8  yes 
1    ←  5 9  yes 
2    ←  6 9  yes 
3    ←  5 10  yes 

    
Total 
Frequency 176   
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